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One of the great scholarly publishing success stories of the past decades 
has been the systematic transition from print to electronic that major aca-
demic publishers and libraries alike have conducted for scholarly journals. 
We tend to focus on the limitations of this transition, such as bundled pric-
ing models and challenges such as smaller publishers still clinging to print 
or richly illustrated titles that do not always display well in digital formats. 
At the same time, the overall transition has been remarkably orderly and 
responsible, yielding meaningful improvements in discovery and access. 
Compared with journals, the possibility of a format transition for books 
presents a different set of opportunities, and far greater complexity, for aca-
demic libraries and publishers alike. 
In this book, contributors review some of the exciting initiatives that 
are being mounted in an effort to incorporate e-books into library acquisi-
tion, discovery, and access channels. As has been the case for e-journals, we 
are developing institutional licensing models, allowing for the creation of 
library “collections” of e-books often spread across a variety of platforms. 
Although publishers try to retain the revenues associated with heavily used 
materials, libraries seek to manage expenditures by maintaining sharing 
models and responding to community demand with greater sophistication. 
Even if e-books are growing unevenly, libraries and content providers can 
take much satisfaction in the progress that has been made to introduce this 
valuable new format for books. 
Foreword
Roger Schonfeld
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Readers have another perspective.1 For journals, their perspective ini-
tially was shaped largely by ecosystems created by scholarly publishers and 
libraries; for books, their perspective is shaped as much by Amazon and 
Google. Amazon’s pervasive reading interfaces, robust cross-device sync-
ing, seamless delivery from numerous publishers, and familiar discovery 
environment set high expectations for book discovery and delivery. Schol-
ars, at least, regularly pay out of pocket to read e-books through the Kin-
dle and similar ecosystems. In academic e-book environments, scholars 
and students have the fragmented experience of numerous platforms, the 
unavailability of many titles, discovery limitations, multiple confusing digi-
tal rights management (DRM) solutions, and poor device support. Since 
most academic readers have had at least some experience with both eco-
systems, they have the ability to evaluate them comparatively. Even with-
out out-of-pocket costs, the academic e-book ecosystem poses comparative 
barriers for readers. 
Reading is not the only, and indeed perhaps not the most important, 
use for scholarly books. Search and browse functions, enabled in print books 
through tables of contents, illustrations, and indices, are vital to humanists 
who only sometimes read a book cover to cover. Although there is some 
evidence that scholars and students alike have continued to prefer reading 
in print, these other functions are eased tremendously by using e-books and 
online tools (Housewright, Schonfeld, & Wulfson, 2013; see especially the 
discussion around Figure 14 on pages 31–32). Notably, Google Books offers 
an outstanding discovery experience, not only in searching for books but 
perhaps even more importantly in searching for phrases and ideas within 
books, offering a powerful supplement, if not a substitute, for the traditional 
index. Google Books may not be widely used as a source for reading, but for 
many scholars it is an outstanding complementary resource that indicates 
another important way in which scholars and students use e-books (Rutner 
& Schonfeld, 2012; see especially pages 17–19 and 44). At this early stage in 
the development of scholarly e-books, there is every reason to believe that 
expectations for discovery, reading, and perhaps other uses are being set 
by one major ecosystem (Kindle) and a small set of other major initiatives 
(especially Google Books). If this is true, there may be other approaches 
that libraries and content platforms should consider. For example, they 
might determine that it makes more sense to find ways to work as a part of 
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this consumer ecosystem, or they might create a more coherent user experi-
ence that offers an academic alternative to the consumer ecosystem. 
Ultimately, librarians should bear in mind that user experience does 
not begin and end with a single content platform. Even when the experi-
ence is strong on a single content platform, readers experience the often- 
awkward transitions across platforms and challenges moving books seam-
lessly into reading-optimized interfaces. Libraries may find it helpful to 
consider these issues more systematically rather than as a part of a selection 
and procurement process. Indeed, these processes often show their lim-
its in trying to manage a format transition no less fundamental than that 
from scroll to codex. Content platforms, too, may find that by interoperat-
ing more seamlessly and serving the reading experience more richly, they 
will attract more readers to digital formats. 
The introduction of e-books offers some very exciting opportunities 
for the academic community. Recognizing the place of academic e-books in 
relation to a broader consumer e-book ecosystem may suggest opportuni-
ties to embrace this new format more fully.
notE
1. I use the term “reader” in this piece to indicate individuals whose objective is to 
read a book, in whatever format. Individuals who have other objectives with books, 
such as skimming the illustrations, consulting an index, or conducting text mining, 
are grouped generally as “users.” Readers and users alike take many steps, and have 
many needs, in order to find and use one or more books. 
rEFErEnCES
Housewright, R., Schonfeld, R. C., & Wulfson, K. (2013). US faculty survey 
2012. New York, NY: Ithaka S+R. Retrieved from http://www.sr.ithaka.org 
/research-publications/us-faculty-survey-2012
Rutner, J., & Schonfeld, R. C. (2012). Supporting the changing research prac-







Suzanne M. Ward, Robert S. Freeman,  
and Judith M. Nixon
Academic librarians have planned for, experimented with, and gener-
ally been waiting for the e-book revolution as a solution to many library 
challenges and for the advantages the e-book provides to users. Unlike its 
print counterpart, an e-book can never be lost, marked-up, or worn out. It 
does not take up any shelf space, and so saves the overhead on the build-
ing. It does not require a staff member (or self-check kiosk) to check it out 
or to check it back into the library. Student assistants are not needed to 
reshelve it or to make sure it is on the right shelf and in the right order. 
Just the savings in the staff time of scanning the bar codes for an inven-
tory and reshelving the misshelved books make e-books very attractive 
to librarians. Another advantage is that librarians do not even need to 
buy e-books before users begin to check them out. Instead they can load 
the records into the online catalog and wait to see which books are bor-
rowed, paying only after there has been demonstrated use. The e-book 
has great advantages for the users as well. In many cases, an e-book can 
be checked out by multiple users at the same time and is available wher-
ever and whenever the user needs it. However, perhaps the most valuable 
advantage is that every single word and phrase in an e-book is searchable. 
Indexing systems, library online catalogs, and search engines like Google 
Books now help users find, or discover, the content inside e-books. The 
reader does not need to know which book has the information needed, 
instead he can use a search engine and go to the exact page and sentence 
with a few clicks. 
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With so many advantages, it seems logical that librarians would be 
eager to switch from purchasing books in print and embrace the electronic 
format. However, the transition to e-books in academic libraries has not 
been a smooth or quick one; the reasons are myriad and complicated. 
Aware that this is still a time of transition and that there are many issues 
surrounding the e-book, the editors set out to present the state of e-books 
in academic libraries today. They invited knowledgeable publishers and 
librarians to write about the current challenges, successes, and trends. In 
addition, there is a section that analyzes new data about user interaction 
with e-books and an essay written by a teaching faculty member who uses 
e-books and encourages her students to do so as well. 
Literature review
To set the stage, a literature review is in order to identify the challenges facing 
the e-book revolution. The major problems can be summed up in two state-
ments: (1) lack of sufficient content and (2) users’ stated preference for print 
books in many cases. Although time will eventually solve the problem of lack of 
content, librarians still face the issue that many users prefer print books. The 
reasons for this preference are complicated, but the literature suggests that the 
primary reason is that in-depth reading of an e-book is difficult, partly because 
of poor interfaces, but primarily because the e-book is not a print book.
Background on e-Books and e-readers 
Some writers trace the origins of the e-book back to the 1940s (“E-book,” 
2014, p. 10), but the current e-book, as we know it today, defined as a book-
length publication in digital form that must be read on some computer device, 
can be traced to Project Gutenberg, founded in 1971 by Michael S. Hart and 
now a collection of nearly 50,000 books (“Project Gutenberg,” 2014, p. 
1). E-books did not become an option for library purchase until 1997 with 
ebrary and 1999 with NetLibrary. Safari, SpringerLink, and Ebook Library 
(EBL) appeared between 2001 and 2004. In late 2004, Google began digi-
tizing books from the New York Public Library and several major academic 
libraries. This project, now known as Google Books, provides bibliographic 
information on copyrighted books and full views and downloads of books no 
longer protected by copyright laws. For a detailed discussion of this history, 
see the articles by Connaway and Wicht (2007) and Zeoli (2013). 
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During these early years, patrons read e-books on their personal com-
puters, but the invention of e-readers sparked a major change. E-books 
became easier to read. An early but unsuccessful e-reader came on the mar-
ket in 1998, the Rocket eBook, but the major turning point dates to the 
introduction of the Sony Librie and the Sony Reader in 2004–2006. The 
Sony e-readers were followed quickly in 2007 by Amazon’s Kindle and in 
2010 by Apple’s iPad, a tablet computer that can be used as an e-reader. 
With the widespread availability of affordable e-readers and tablets, the 
sale of e-books, especially on the consumer market, took off. It is estimated 
that half of U.S. adults own an e-reader or a tablet (Zickurh & Rainie, 2014).
Complication #1: Lack of Content
Statistics on size of e-book collections in  
academic libraries indicate lack of content
Given the advantages of e-books and the high use of them that libraries 
report, it is not surprising that academic libraries are increasing the per-
centage of their budget allocated to e-books. (Over 65% of most academic 
library budgets are spent on journals, with about 25% spent on books.) 
The Ithaka S + R Library Survey 2010 asked library directors about their 
anticipated changes in the book budget allocation: “Respondents pre-
dicted a steady shift towards digital materials over the next five years. They 
reported that 6% of their materials budgets will be shifted from print books 
to electronic books (bringing book expenditures in five years to 46% digi-
tal and 54% print)” (Long & Schonfeld, 2010, p. 28). Other studies show 
similar increases. The 2012 Library Journal survey found that 95% of the 
academic libraries surveyed carry e-books; this figure has been constant 
for three years, but the total number of e-books offered increased 41% 
between 2011 and 2012. In libraries that support graduate programs, this 
represented an increase from an average of 97,500 to 138,800 e-books per 
library. Academic spending on e-books increased from 7.5% of the total 
acquisition budget to 9.6%, and libraries anticipate that this percentage will 
continue to increase (“2012 Ebook Usage in US Academic Libraries,” 2012, 
pp. 5–6). These statistics indicate that libraries, with a few rare exceptions,1 
are increasing digital monograph percentages and numbers, but the e-book 
is not replacing the print book completely. 
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The vast majority of academic libraries continue to buy both print and 
electronic books. The balance may be approaching half print and half elec-
tronic, but libraries have not yet transitioned to primarily electronic for 
books as they have for journals. Part of the explanation for slow adoption 
is because many publishers have been hesitant to produce and then sell 
libraries the majority of their listings as e-books, especially as unlimited use 
e-books. Many current titles are either not published in electronic format 
or the publisher delays the e-book format until the printed version achieves 
market saturation. Some publishers fear loss of revenue if the printed edi-
tion is not the exclusive format available at least for the first few critical 
months (Hodges, Preston, & Hamilton, 2010, p. 198). Another issue is that 
publishers are sometimes slow to offer their backlists in e-format. Since 
librarians cannot afford to buy many titles in both formats, they often feel 
that they must choose between buying the print version upon publication 
or making their patrons wait, often for months, before the e-book appears. 
For a detailed discussion of the issues see William H. Walters’ (2013) article. 
Just as library budget statistics show this print priority, so do market sta-
tistics. YBP handles 85% of English language books sold to academic libraries 
in the United States and Canada, and is in a position to compile statistics on 
book sales. In September 2013, Michael Zeoli (2013) of YBP reported that 
only 15% of YBP’s book sales are for e-books, with 85% of the sales still of print 
books (p. 7). Comparing this statistic with the one in the Library Journal sur-
vey for the same year indicates that although many of the e-books in librar-
ies come from large publisher or vendor packages and are thus not reflected 
in the YBP statistic, libraries still buy print books. On an encouraging note, 
YBP also has seen the simultaneous publication of print and electronic books 
move to 40%, or nearly 10,000 books per week (Zeoli, 2013, p. 9). Even with 
this change in the e-book market, Zeoli found that only 25% of the 1,400 pub-
lishers that YBP represents make over 10% of their content available in digi-
tal format (p. 10). Understanding the state of the e-book market compared 
to print books explains why libraries continue to buy print books, and why 
librarians often comment that there is not sufficient e-content available. 
Users cite lack of content
In many studies users also identify the problem of lack of content. In the US 
Faculty Survey 2012, users placed the highest need on “access to a wider 
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range of materials in digital format” (Housewright, Schonfeld, & Wulfson, 
2013, p. 33). In a detailed study at Laurentian University over a nine-year 
period, Lamothe (2013) found a relationship between the size of the e-book 
collection and its use. He wrote that “The level of usage appeared to be 
directly proportional to the size of the collection” (p. 44). In other words, 
increasing the amount of content directly increases the use of the collection. 
During a study of the circulation of e-readers at the bookless satellite library 
for Applied Engineering and Technology at the University of Texas at San 
Antonio Library, the first problem that users cited was limited selection of 
content. Textbooks in particular were unavailable: “Of the 25 textbooks 
titles in use by more than 500 engineering students, none was available 
on an e-reader platform” (Kemp, Lutz, & Nurnberger, 2012, p. 194). The 
JISC National E-Book Observatory on the perspective of e-book users on 
e-books, the largest survey conducted with over 20,000 staff and students 
participating, asked users the advantages of e-books. Clearly these users 
found online access the most important advantage. However, very low on 
their list of advantages was wider choice, thereby identifying lack of content 
as an issue (Jamali, Nicholas, & Rowlands, 2009, p. 39). 
Libraries have many ways to buy e-books,  
but sufficient content is still a problem
Part of the problem is that purchasing e-books is complicated and time-
consuming. Several e-book acquisition models have been tried and adapted 
over the past 10 or 15 years, yet the industry is still in a state of transition. 
Libraries have several options available and new methods become avail-
able frequently. One method is to buy directly from a publisher, or libraries 
can purchase through vendors such as YBP or Coutts. Usually the access to 
these e-books is limited to the students and staff at the institution, although 
some libraries have successfully acquired e-books available to members of 
a consortium.2 
Whether a library buys from a publisher, aggregator, or vendor, it has 
options such as selecting title-by-title, setting up approval plans (automatic 
purchasing of whole subject categories), setting up delayed payment plans 
(patron-driven [PDA] or demand-driven acquisitions [DDA]), or buying 
bundles. A bundle, or package, of titles usually contains a substantial por-
tion of the publisher’s titles at an extremely advantageous price per title. 
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Examples of publishers that offer these bundles are Springer, Brill, Else-
vier, and Wiley. Similar package options are available from aggregators like 
JSTOR and Project Muse, both of which offer e-books from many publish-
ers. Other aggregators offer subscription models with thousands of titles 
from many publishers. The advantage of buying or subscribing to a large 
e-book package is that the library adds a large corpus of e-books. However, 
although the per-title price is usually attractive, the total cost of the package 
may be high, and often only a fairly small percentage of the titles receive 
significant use. 
In addition to these choices, when librarians buy e-books they pur-
chase only the access rights to the titles, and those rights vary by publisher 
or vendor and by the license that the library signs with the provider. Rights 
variables include the total number of simultaneous users and the amount 
of a title that can be downloaded or printed. The digital rights management 
(DRM) restrictions indicate whether or not a library can provide chapters 
to resource sharing partners. Until recently, the ability to lend the entire 
contents of an e-book was impossible.
Complication #2: users Say they Prefer Print Books 
A more complicated issue to solve is users’ preference for print. Lack of 
sufficient content in electronic format is an issue that will be resolved in 
time as more publishers’ attitude to e-books change and as more books are 
published in e-format, especially earlier in their life cycle. However, user 
preferences are more difficult to understand and study, and therefore to 
address and change. Librarians like e-books because they solve many of the 
library’s long-term logistics problems (e.g., shelving, checking in and out, 
shelf-reading, and replacing lost or worn-out volumes). However, users 
like print books. This sentiment is clearly stated in Polanka’s book No Shelf 
Required 2 (2012):
Perhaps most important for this chapter, however, e-books 
suffer from simply not being print books. People like print 
books. They like the way they smell and feel, how they give 
libraries a sense of gravitas, and how they present a physical 
embodiment of scholarship and creativity. People rally around 
print books; it is difficult to imagine e-books inspiring the 
same level of loyalty. When Newport Beach library system in 
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California announced this March that they were looking into 
changing one of their branch libraries into a primarily digital 
space, there was an immediate uproar. (p. 5) 
User reluctance to use e-books, but statistics show high use
Users are reluctant to adopt the e-book unilaterally, often telling librar-
ians that they want a “real book.” For example, a large international study 
done by ebrary and the United Kingdom National E-Books Observatory in 
2008 found that one of the reasons for never using e-books was prefer-
ence for print (ebrary, 2008). The librarians at the University of California 
conducted a study of Springer books, important in part because of its size. 
This study found that 49% of those surveyed preferred print books, while 
34% preferred e-books, and 17% had no preference. Preference for the elec-
tronic book is highest among postdoctoral students, followed by graduate 
students, then undergraduates, with faculty being the least interested in 
e-books (Li, Poe, Potter, Quigley, & Wilson, 2011, pp. 4, 11). A recent annual 
study also confirms this user preference. The “2012 Ebook Usage in U.S. 
Academic Libraries” (2012) found that the statistic on preference for print 
was climbing, not declining. In 2010, 40% of those surveyed said they pre-
ferred print; in 2012, 50% stated preference for print.
Studies indicate an acceptance of e-books, despite the fact that users 
state a preference for the print book. Levine-Clark (2006) surveyed Uni-
versity of Denver users in 2005 and, even though more than 60% indicated 
a preference for print, more than 80% indicated some flexibility between 
the two formats (p. 292). In a study published in 2009, participants were 
asked to indicate what book format—electronic or print—they thought they 
would be using: “Eleven percent indicated that they would mostly be read-
ing electronic books and 26% indicated mostly print; 56% indicated that 
they believed they would be reading a combination of formats” (Shelburne, 
2009, p. 65). For other examples, see the literature review in Smyth’s and 
Carlin’s (2012) article, “Use and Perception of Ebooks in the University of 
Ulster: A Case Study.” 
Statistical studies indicate extremely high use of the electronic version 
even when a printed version is available. Examples include the Connaway 
(2002) study at the University of Pittsburgh using NetLibrary titles. This 
study showed that e-books were used 3.7 times compared to 1.7 circulations 
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of the same title in print (p. 22). The Littman and Connaway (2004) study 
also confirmed heavier use of the e-book compared to its print equivalent; 
this study compared nearly 8,000 titles available in print and electronic 
format at Duke University. It found that e-books were used 11% more than 
the print versions (p. 260). Several other studies report similar findings. 
It is difficult to understand users’ stated preference for print in light of 
the statistics that indicate higher use of the electronic versions. Do users say 
one thing but do something else? Or are they using e-books in other ways? 
This difference can be partially explained because users like to browse 
through e-books and use the search feature to pinpoint the page or chap-
ter they need. If the book looks useful, they might obtain a printed copy 
for in-depth reading. In some cases, if a small portion of the book is suffi-
cient, the e-book may be all that is consulted. In a study of over 1,000 users 
at the University of Denver, Levine-Clark (2006) found that “56.5 percent 
read a chapter or article within a book, and 36.4 percent read a single entry 
or a few pages within a book, but only 7.1 percent read the entire book” 
(p. 292, italics added). One study that demonstrates this dichotomy looked 
at undergraduates’ attitudes toward e-books and found that 66% preferred 
the print format, yet 89% said they would use an e-book if a printed copy 
was not available (Gregory, 2008, p. 269). Another important study at the 
University of Iowa compared use of the same titles in both print and elec-
tronic format; the authors concluded that users demonstrated a prefer-
ence for the electronic. This result conflicts with what users state as their 
preference. This University of Iowa study analyzed 850 e-books purchased 
through a PDA program. During the study period, the authors realized that 
166 of the e-book titles were duplicated in print. They compared the use of 
the print version with the electronic versions, found a preference for the 
online version, and concluded “it is very apparent that the circulation of 
the print copy drops dramatically once the electronic version is available” 
(Fischer, Wright, Clatanoff, Barton, & Shreeves, 2012, p. 480). 
Research on use and reading of e-books
So how are e-books being used? Users are interested in the very features 
that make it an e-book. For example, Li and colleagues (2011) found that 
users placed highest value on the search capacities, both within an e-book 
and across e-books. The ability to download the entire book (something 
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that can only be done with e-books) was also an important feature valued 
by these users (pp. 15–16). In the Ithaka S + R Faculty Survey 2012, “70% 
of the respondents reported using scholarly monographs in digital form 
‘often’ or ‘occasionally’ during the previous six months” (Housewright et 
al., 2013, p. 31). Although this high percentage seems in conflict with the 
stated preference for print, the authors note that this is partially because 
there are many ways to use an e-book besides reading it: scanning the table 
of contents, reviewing the tables and figures, searching the citations. Those 
surveyed indicated a preference for print or electronic depending on the 
activity (Housewright et al., 2013, p. 32). 
In another study, which used interviewing techniques with eight stu-
dents at Fu-Jen Catholic University in Taiwan, college students used dif-
ferent strategies when reading academic material as compared to leisure 
reading. For example, they first evaluate what they need to learn and allot 
reading time accordingly. They also used more rereading and elaborating, 
and utilized the e-book features (ChanLin, 2013, p. 340). The author con-
cluded that the presentation and features of a scholarly e-book may need to 
differ from those of a leisure e-book for the consumer market (p. 342). 
Another study conducted in Australia also sheds some light on how 
users read e-books. This study used exploratory log analysis of e-book use 
in an academic library and found that “While strictly sequential reading 
in ebooks is hardly ever seen in this data set, the trend (with the excep-
tion of the large jumps back) is generally to begin near the beginning of 
a book and work forwards” (McKay, 2011, p. 207). Despite this trend, 
readers moved back and forth through a document when reading closely 
(p. 207). Corlett-Rivera and Hackman (2014) surveyed liberal arts users 
at the University of Maryland with the primary goal of understanding the 
gap between heavy use of e-books and users’ preference for print. One of 
their major findings was that the majority (52%) indicated they do not 
download and nearly 75% said they never or rarely print portions of an 
e-book (Corlett-Rivera & Hackman, 2014, p. 267). Overall e-reader own-
ership (like the Kindle) had an important effect on preference, 46% com-
pared to 32% (pp. 270–271). Their finding about rarely printing is one 
that needs more research. 
The Shrimplin, Revelle, Hurst, and Messner (2011) study found that 
users approach books differently depending on personal preferences; these 
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researchers categorized readers into four different groups: book lovers, 
who preferred print; technophiles, who preferred electronic formats; prag-
matists, who use whatever format best suits their needs at the time; and 
printers, who print out electronic texts (pp. 185–186). Foasberg (2013) also 
studied when students prefer print or electronic. She used a diary meth-
odology and found that e-readers and tablets were used for nonacademic 
reading, while paper printouts were nearly always used for academic read-
ing; “60% of the participants’ reading with a computer was not for class, 
while 66% of their reading with print books was” (Foasberg, 2013, p. 715). 
 In sum, readers search, scan, skip around, and reread, but generally 
they move forward. They are more likely to read an e-book if they have an 
e-reader or tablet, but they prefer print books for cover-to-cover reading 
and for academic reading. 
What e-books to purchase? Early subject  
studies of e-books in academic libraries 
Despite users’ stated preference for print, they consult the e-books pur-
chased by libraries. One of the advantages of e-books is that librarians can 
scrutinize use data that is far more detailed than circulation figures for print 
books. Librarians who were early adopters of e-books naturally investigated 
what subject areas received the most use with the goal of then increasing 
purchases in high-demand subjects. They anticipated that the answer would 
be computer science or the broader fields of science and technology, and 
some early studies confirmed this. Christianson (2005) examined NetLi-
brary use during the 2002–2003 school year for five academic institutions 
and found computers and specific sciences to be the most popular (p. 361). 
In a similar study, Littman and Connaway (2004) at Duke University found 
that their users favored e-books about computers, medicine, and psychol-
ogy (p. 260). Dillon (2001) at the University of Texas, Austin conducted 
one early study of subject analysis of 20,000 titles from three e-book col-
lections. Although he reported heavier use in some subjects (computer sci-
ence, economics, and business), there was sufficient use of all subjects to 
continue e-book purchases across all areas (p. 119). Levine-Clark’s (2007) 
study of humanists’ use of e-books confirms this concept. He found that 
“humanists tend to use e-books at about the same rate as the rest of the 
campus community” (p. 12).
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A question related to high-use subjects is whether librarians are select-
ing the books patrons want. One way to study this is to compare books 
purchased based on patron demand with those selected by librarians. In 
patron-demand e-book programs—DDA or PDA—librarians load catalog 
records for books in profiled subjects and delay buying them until patrons 
make sufficient use of specific titles to warrant a purchase. In these pro-
grams, books are “rented” until a predetermined number of uses triggers 
a purchase. Price and McDonald (2009) compared librarian-selected and 
patron-selected EBL e-books at five academic libraries from 2005 through 
2009. The titles that the users selected were similar to those selected by 
librarians in four of the five libraries. However, the major finding of this 
early study of PDA was that the user-selected titles were used twice as often 
as librarian-selected titles (on average 8.6 times per year vs. 4.3 times per 
year.) This study was very influential in promoting PDA models (p. 6). Other 
studies have found similar results; the e-books patrons use repeatedly are 
those chosen by other users (Fischer & Diaz, 2013; Fischer et al., 2012). 
StePPing uP to the ChaLLenge
The editors believe that the library and scholarly publishing worlds stand at 
the crossroads for two major reasons: first, the increase in the size of e-book 
collections, and second, the widespread ownership of e-readers and tablets, 
devices that make online reading a better experience. More books than ever 
are being published simultaneously in print and electronic formats, and 
publishers and aggregators offer new bundles (or packages of thousands 
of titles) to libraries at advantageous per-title prices. Both of these events 
increase the availability of e-books. However, the major influence on the 
number of e-books available at any library is the PDA or DDA acquisitions 
model. Via PDA, librarians can offer an extremely large corpus of books, far 
more than they could with either title-by-title selection or bundling, and 
then only buy the titles that patrons use. 
Students’ and researchers’ widespread use of e-readers and tablets 
may slowly change users’ attitudes toward e-books; people who enjoy lei-
sure reading on their devices will eventually make the transition to read-
ing professional and scholarly works on them as well. In the past, there 
was little information or research on how scholars read. New research 
indicates that scholars scan, skim, skip around, and reread. In many cases, 
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they do not read a book from cover to cover, but rather skim or skip to find 
relevant sections. E-readers and tablets are ideal for this kind of perusal. 
Recent research indicates that scholars do not print chapters as librarians 
had thought; they read on screen, more and more frequently on hand-held 
devices (Corlett-Rivera & Hackman, 2014). Finally, e-books, especially on 
e-readers or tablets, are very convenient; scholars and students may prefer 
print, but for convenience they use e-format. 
So why this collection of essays about a product that, while no longer 
in its infancy, is clearly still some distance from maturity? In as few as five 
years the landscape may look very different. It is precisely for this reason 
that the editors gathered this collection of essays about e-books at this stage 
in their development. This book provides a snapshot of both the e-book 
reality and its promise in the mid-2010s. The editors specifically excluded 
consideration of e-textbooks since this particular topic introduces many 
specialized considerations beyond the scope of this book.
Further, the editors wanted to capture the viewpoints of all three major 
players for e-books in libraries: the producers and vendors, the libraries, and 
the users. Much of the library literature about e-books to date has focused 
on the topic as it affects librarians and their users, but seldom addresses the 
publishers’ and vendors’ perspective (except to complain about perceived 
shortcomings). The editors invited each of the chapter authors to write 
their essays, carefully balancing contributions between all three perspec-
tives. For the case studies, the editors issued a call for papers and selected 
seven of the 20 resulting proposals to represent the wide range of interest-
ing projects that librarians are undertaking amongst the burgeoning array 
of collection development opportunities that e-books offer.
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noteS
1. However there are a few academic libraries that have switched fully (or almost 
fully) to digital only. The University of California Merced campus is the prime 
example. It opened in September of 2005 with only ten print journal subscriptions 
compared to 15,000 online journals and the History E-Book Collection (now the 
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Humanities E-Book Collection), ebrary, and NetLibrary. It started a PDA program 
with Ebook Library (EBL) and also added Coutts/MyiLibrary and several publisher 
packages. Overall 83% of their collection was electronic in 2007 (Dooley, 2007, 
p. 24). By 2010 the library had 800,000 records in the catalog, approximately 88% 
were electronic (Dooley, 2011, p. 118). Another bookless satellite library opened in 
2010 at the University of Texas at San Antonio, the Applied Engineering and Tech-
nology Library (Kemp, Lutz, & Nurnberger, 2012).
2. One example is the Scholars Portal Books, the locally built platform for univer-
sity libraries in Ontario, Canada (Horava, 2013). Other examples include California 
State University Library Consortia (Shepherd & Langston, 2013); Triangle Research 
Libraries Network, which includes Duke, North Carolina Central, North Carolina 
State and University of North Carolina (Lippincott et al., 2012); and Orbis Cascade 
Alliance, a consortium of thirty-six academic libraries in Oregon and Washington 
(Hinken & McElroy, 2011). 
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An Industry Perspective: 
Publishing in the Digital Age
Nadine Vassallo
AbstrAct
The author reviews the state of book publishing in the United States and 
examines the impact of e-books on the market. Drawing on sources includ-
ing BookStats from the Book Industry Study Group and the Association of 
American Publishers, she describes the size and shape of the industry over-
all as well as various segments (trade, education, scholarly publishing) and 
considers why some of these segments have been quicker to go digital. She 
examines the impact of e-books on pricing, marketing, and discoverabil-
ity, and considers new opportunities and business models including e-book 
subscriptions and patron-driven acquisitions.
U.s. book PUblishing todAy
When asked to provide the industry perspective on the state of book pub-
lishing today, the first thing that comes to mind is just how difficult it has 
become to define the publishing industry because there are so many differ-
ent publishing sectors. 
Consumer publishing produces what are most traditionally thought of 
as books: fiction and nonfiction content packaged in various discrete forms—
be they hardcover, softcover, e-books, or audiobooks—and sold to readers 
at specific prices via the book trade. Educational publishing blends the cre-
ation and distribution of educational content with tools to help students 
learn and instructors teach. Today, educational publishers employ a vari-
ety of business models and think of themselves as software manufacturers 
1
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nearly as much as book publishers. Scholarly publishers face an entirely dif-
ferent set of circumstances and challenges, many of which will be discussed 
in other chapters in this book.
When viewed in isolation, each of these facets of publishing can be 
almost unrecognizable from the others. Yet when viewed from afar, they 
are all publishing (L. Vlahos, personal communication, October 3, 2014). 
What unites them is the shared goal of delivering information, knowledge, 
and stories to their customers, and they face many of the same challenges in 
attempting to do so within today’s complex media landscape.
This chapter presents a basic overview of the size and shape of book 
publishing in the United States, with a focus on digital books. It presents a 
context for understanding the publishing business overall, including many 
of its inherent contradictions and complications.
U.s. PUblisher sAles in review
Given the diversity of businesses that make up the publishing industry, 
determining its exact size has always presented a challenge. From 2010 
to 2014, the Association of American Publishers (AAP) and Book Industry 
Study Group (BISG) faced that challenge in a landmark joint study, Book-
Stats (AAP/BISG, 2014). BookStats extrapolated the full size and scope of 
U.S. book publishing on an annual basis, providing a single baseline from 
which to consider industry trends, including the growth of the e-book. 
Over each of its annual volumes, BookStats, revealed a generally stable 
industry that managed to navigate the transition to digital media while 
avoiding some of the losses experienced by other traditionally print-based 
content industries (AAP/BISG, 2014). As shown in Figure 1, for each year 
that BookStats tracked, total net revenue for U.S. book publishers hovered 
around the $27.0 and $28.0 billion mark, reaching a peak of $27.9 billion 
in 2010 before dropping back to $27.0 billion in 2013. Nevertheless, this 
represented only a minor decline (0.4%) compared to the $27.1 billion in 
total sales reported in calendar year 2012. 
Even the small drop in revenue from 2012 to 2013 is, in a way, good 
news for publishers. It suggests that, even in a year without a single run-
away success story (like 2012’s Fifty Shades of Grey, whose contribution 
of over $800 million in new romance sales, much of it from e-books, drove 
adult fiction revenue to historic heights), other titles can keep the industry 
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afl oat. The results of book publishing as a whole rely on the entire long tail: 
a combination of blockbuster successes and backlist titles alike.
shifting sales ratios
Between 2010 and 2013, digital formats (including e-books as well as apps 
sold by publishers, digital learning materials, and audiobook downloads) 
went from representing 14.8% of all U.S. publisher revenues to 20.5%. As of 
2013, digital formats accounted for $5.4 billion in total sales, up from $5.1 
billion in 2012. But the gains seen in 2013 came entirely from increases in 
revenue from digital course materials, downloadable audiobooks, and apps. 
What we think of as e-books showed virtually no growth at all between 2012 
and 2013 (AAP/BISG, 2014). Of course, one could not expect the meteoric 
rise of the e-book to continue forever. However, compared with just a few 
years ago when the e-book growth rate was a startling 355%, the fact that it 
reached an apparent plateau and then stalled entirely cannot be ignored.
Meanwhile, physical books (hardcover, softcover, print textbooks, 
and mass market paperbacks, as well as physical audiobooks) continue to 
account for the vast majority of publisher revenues, representing 69.5% of 
all net earnings in 2013. The only print format to experience a major hit since 
the rise of digital reading was the mass market paperback. These low-cost, 
figure 1. U.S. publisher revenue and units sold (in billions).
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somewhat expendable books (the small-size paperbacks commonly seen on 
grocery and drug store shelves) were easily replaced with e-books, resulting 
in a 50% loss in revenue from their sales between 2010 and 2013. Mean-
while, hardcover and softcover books gave up less of their shares of the mar-
ket, losing 6.9% and 12.5%, respectively, over the same time period (AAP/
BISG, 2014). Hardcover and softcover formats continue to account for a 
large percentage of publisher sales; there is little reason to anticipate that a 
larger drop is coming for either of the formats in the near future. 
What may be most surprising about the results of the BookStats proj-
ect is just how predictable they became. Comparing 2012 and 2013 (see 
Figure 2), one is struck by how little the industry as a whole changed year 
over year, even in the midst of the so-called digital revolution. For a busi-
ness whose tumult has been made much of in both the trade and general 
press, book publishing in general has not found its earnings particularly 
tumultuous, and the digital transformation has, for many industry sectors, 
not revealed itself in the end to be all that transformative.
Publishers’ relationships with sales channels have changed dramati-
cally over the past several years.1 Since 2010, publisher earnings from online 
retailers (these include e-books sold online as well as print sales through 
the web components of brick-and-mortar retailers such as Barnes & Noble) 
figure 2. U.S. publisher revenue by format (in billions).
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exploded. The online channel grew from $3.7 to $7.5 billion in four years, an 
increase of 102.7%. However, compared with 2012, when publishers earned 
$7.2 billion from online sales, the 2013 total represented a small growth 
rate of 4.2%, and e-book sales made online remained completely flat at $3.1 
billion each year (AAP/BISG, 2014). As explained above, the online channel 
includes not just digital, but also physical sales made online. In 2013, physi-
cal books sold through online retailers still accounted for a sizeable portion 
(41.6%) of online revenue. The vast majority of these sales come from hard-
cover and softcover formats, while mass market paperbacks and physical 
audiobooks have virtually no presence online. The move to online retail has 
been particularly striking for the consumer publishing market, particularly 
adult fiction. Publishers now derive 47.4% of their fiction revenue from 
sales made online. Brick-and-mortar stores, on the other hand, account for 
only 16.4% of revenue from fiction titles, down from 29% in 2010.
This dwindling percentage is not meant to discount the value of physical 
bookstores. These retail outlets remain a vital part of the publishing land-
scape, and continue to occupy a unique position when it comes to keeping 
books relevant in our culture. Even as more consumers gravitate to online 
retail channels, they report bookstore staff as an important source of book 
recommendations (Zickuhr, Rainie, Purcell, Madden, & Brenner, 2012). 
This form of comparison shopping—when readers use physical stores as a 
key site for book discovery, then turn around and make the actual purchase 
online—creates a dilemma for bookstores and the publishers who tradition-
ally rely on them (Norris, 2014, p. 16).
Pricing issues
The general trend downward in publisher net revenues, accompanied with 
unit sales that have typically been flat, or up, year over year, suggests that 
readership is on the rise even as average book prices trend down. This is 
both good and bad news for publishers; while it may be encouraging to see 
books remain a vital part of the cultural conversation and to watch various 
blockbuster titles take off, it is unsettling to note that these factors do not 
necessarily lead to increased revenue for publishers. While publishers’ best 
customers seem to be reading as much as they did before the move to digital 
began, they are reading in formats and shopping through channels where 
they have come to expect lower price points. 
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Publishers did receive some good news in terms of average net unit 
prices (ANUP) last year.2 After falling from $11.42 to $10.35 between 2011 
and 2012, ANUP rose slightly in 2013, coming in at $10.42, 0.7% above its 
2012 value. Still, this figure represents a decrease of 8.6% compared with 
the higher mark in 2011. These shifts allowed unit sales to increase, as they 
did in 2012, or stay flat, as they did in 2013, even as publisher revenues fell 
(AAP/BISG, 2014).
Shifts in average net unit price are more dramatic still when consid-
ered in terms of individual formats. Since the dawn of the e-book, publish-
ers watched the amount they could hope to earn from sales in that format 
drop dramatically. Between 2010 and 2013, ANUP for a single e-book fell 
from $8.26 to $6.52, a loss of over 20%. During that same time period, 
marked decreases in the amount readers said they were willing to spend on 
an e-book were also observed. About 2010, the “sweet spot” for an e-book 
price was within the $12 to $18 range (between what customers considered 
a good value and what they considered unreasonably high, or within the 
realm of what they were willing to spend), but by August 2013, it had fallen 
to a range of about $6 to $13. In fact, between 2010 and 2013, the price that 
e-book buyers had once considered “so inexpensive [they] would doubt its 
quality” became what they thought of as “a good value” (BISG, 2013).
At the same time, the average amount publishers earn from the sale 
of a print book has remained relatively stable. Average net unit prices for 
both hardcover and softcover books actually rose in 2013—from $10.96 
in 2012 to $11.36 for hardcovers, and $6.34 to $6.43 for softcovers (AAP/
BISG, 2014).3 Again, there is little reason to expect that print is going away 
anytime soon; it continues to benefit publishers to distribute their titles in a 
variety of format types, including e-books and digital audio as well as hard-
cover and softcover formats.
e-books and the immersive reading experience
Despite what might be said about publishing in general, it is clear that 
major shifts have taken place within certain industry sectors, especially in 
terms of their expansion into the digital marketplace. Perhaps most clear 
among these is the split between “immersive” reading and “nonimmersive” 
forms, such as educational, professional, and other types of nonfiction con-
tent. In general, people who read e-books tend to have diverse tastes. When 
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asked which genres they like to read, they will cite everything from romance 
and horror fi ction to literary novels to cookbooks, biographies, and how-to 
guides. Yet when they indicate which genres they prefer to read in which 
formats, a very different picture appears (see Figure 3).
The divide seems to start at the split between immersive and non-
immersive reading experiences. As industry expert Mike Shatzkin (2012) 
notes, the tendency of e-books to perform well in some genres and not well 
in others is directly related to this split and to publishers’ ability to trans-
late immersive reading experience seamlessly from page to screen. Mystery 
fans, for example, entangled in a gripping detective story, may not notice 
whether they turn the page of a physical book or fl ick a “page” on the screen 
of their tablet. Immersed in the story, they can ignore the format to focus 
instead on the pure quality of the content. In fact, these readers report that 
enhancements such as embedded audio/video, images and tables, and 
social media integration are of little value and, if anything, serve to detract 
from the reading experience (BISG, 2013).
On the other hand, consider the case of cookbooks, which have seen 
virtually no success in terms of e-book sales and yet remain, overall, 
the second highest selling nonfi ction category (trailing only biography/
figure 3. Preferred genres—e-books vs. print books.
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autobiography, notably a form of immersive nonfiction). Readers inter-
ested in cookbooks may enjoy looking at the beautiful, colorful photo-
graphs of food contained therein, and may select a large, high-quality, 
hardcover cookbook for exactly that reason. They may also want to look up 
a single recipe for immediate use, in which case a website or app may be a 
far more logical digital alternative than that same cookbook converted into 
a static PDF form. The same is true of travel guides, for example, which can 
easily be replaced by some combination of note-taking and map software 
available on every smartphone. Consider the way users interact with these 
sorts of nonimmersive, nonfiction content, and it comes as little surprise 
that their book counterparts do not translate seamlessly onto the screens 
of e-reading devices. Instead, these categories are moving to the digital 
realm in other ways.
If the trends observed over the past few years continue, the industry 
may change to one in which some categories flourish in e-book format and 
some remain popular in print alone. So far, this line seems to be drawn 
between immersive and nonimmersive reading experiences.
digital course Materials in higher education
In contrast to other industry sectors, which have seen digital reading take 
off primarily for immersive narrative forms, higher education publishing 
sees its greatest opportunity in the increased interactivity facilitated by 
digital formats. Long struggling against a vibrant, low-cost used textbook 
market and faced with concerns about piracy, educational publishers, for 
the most part, welcome this news. Nearly all major higher education pub-
lishers now offer some sort of integrated digital learning platform to their 
customers; many have made these new systems the core focus of their busi-
ness, replacing the traditional hardcover print text. Over the past few years, 
students and faculty have indicated increased interest in, as well as comfort 
and familiarity with, digital learning materials. As of October 2014, 69.5% of 
students surveyed reported that they had used digital materials for a course 
within the past two years (BISG, 2014). Traditionally, college students have 
been somewhat conservative consumers, often resistant to changes to their 
habits and buying patterns—and for good reason. Knowing the importance 
of academic success on students’ futures, one can hardly be surprised that 
they hesitate to try new materials which necessitate learning new behaviors 
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and study habits to accompany them. But, as more students gain experience 
with digital materials (and most report satisfaction with their results), it 
seems this market is truly poised to hit a digital tipping point.
focUs on: the siZe And shAPe of scholArly PUblishing
There is perhaps no better example of book publishing’s general stability 
than the scholarly sector (see Figure 4). While a nearly 10% decline in sales 
from 2012 to 2013 may sound like bad news for scholarly publishing, it is 
not necessarily cause for alarm. The U.S. scholarly book market experi-
enced a six-year high at $201.3 million in sales in 2012; its decline back to 
$182.1 million in 2013 represents a return to a more normal, and indeed 
extremely stable, level. This, the smallest sector in the publishing industry, 
has seen its overall share (0.7%, in terms of publisher net revenues) remain 
unchanged for several years in a row (AAP/BISG, 2014). 
In terms of net unit sales, scholarly publishing represents only 0.2% 
of the industry overall, pointing to relatively high average net unit prices 
in this sector. In 2013, scholarly presses reported an average net unit price 
of $29.19—more than two and a half times the average seen in the industry 
overall (AAP/BISG, 2014). 
figure 4. Scholarly books: revenue and units sold (in millions).
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Given the dominance of electronic over print journals since the early 
2000s and given scholars’ increased willingness to rely on content in a vari-
ety of packages and forms, one might expect e-books to have caught on in this 
sector. To date, however, this has not been the case. Scholarly publishers con-
tinue to report that the vast majority of their sales derive from print formats. 
In 2013, e-books accounted for only 7.6% of scholarly publishing revenues, at 
$14 million in total sales. Other digital formats, such as apps and downloaded 
audiobooks, have no presence in this sector. Meanwhile, hardcover books, at 
$93 million, make up 50.9% of revenue for scholarly presses, and softcover 
books another 40.8% with $74 million in sales. Like higher education, schol-
arly publishing sees a relatively strong presence for bundled products, which 
combine some aspect of both physical and digital; these account for about $1 
billion in scholarly publisher revenue (AAP/BISG, 2014).
The major market for scholarly books is academic libraries; purchases 
made directly by individual customers account for a smaller portion of rev-
enue ($12 million in 2013, according to BookStats). Therefore, the rela-
tionship between scholarly publishers and libraries is a vital and defining 
feature of this market, and it is critical that libraries be prepared to accept 
e-books into their collections before publishers will begin to derive real 
revenue from their sales (Hill & Lara, 2014). In recent years, many librar-
ies have expanded their digital book collections. Spending on e-books as 
a percentage of overall library book budgets increased from 6.6% in 2009 
to 18.8% in 2013 (PCG, 2013). This increase suggests a potential for more 
digital sales of scholarly books in the future.
Conversations with publishers speak to the importance of libraries to 
this sector, but it remains difficult to account for the exact proportion of 
scholarly publisher sales that derive from the library channel.4 As of 2013, 
scholarly publishers reported that sales to jobber and wholesalers accounted 
for 48.1% of their total revenues. Knowing that many libraries conduct busi-
ness through wholesalers, one can assume that a large percentage of these 
books probably end up on academic library shelves (AAP/BISG, 2014). 
While this sector relies on online retail more than it did a few years 
ago, that channel does not appear to be growing in any major way. Schol-
arly publisher revenue from online retail has been relatively stable, at $48 
million in 2011, $56 million in 2012, and $52 million in 2013 (AAP/BISG, 
2014). Still, for a sector of its small size, even these shifts can represent 
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major percentage changes. Given what is known about digital books and 
falling average net unit prices, it may not be surprising to note that, while 
more scholarly publisher revenue continues to come from wholesalers, 
more units are now sold through online retailers, and by a fairly large mar-
gin. In 2013, 2.5 million scholarly books were sold online compared with 
1.8 million sold to jobbers and wholesalers. Due in part to the lower price 
points at online retail, among other factors, these unit sales accounted for 
less in overall revenue for publishers. This is an issue for scholarly publish-
ers to watch, especially if their sales continue to gravitate further toward 
digital channels and formats.
e-book oPPortUnities And chAllenges
While e-books can help to make reading more instant and accessible than 
ever before, they also present new challenges to the book publishing industry 
and to the reading public. The following sections discuss a few of these issues.
Marketing, discoverability, and Metadata
Perhaps the area of greatest difficulty—and of greatest opportunity—for 
today’s book publishers lies in metadata and discoverability. As sales move 
further into online channels, it becomes increasingly critical to provide qual-
ity, well-formed, and complete metadata to facilitate readers’ discovery of 
books. Publishers must ensure they are equipped to create and disseminate 
this metadata, and they must be able to rely on their downstream partners, 
including retailers, wholesalers, libraries, and data aggregators, to ensure it 
is effectively ingested and displayed. The link between accurate, complete 
metadata and book sales is well documented. A Nielsen Book study (Book 
Industry Communication, 2009)5 concluded that titles meeting the BIC 
Basic standard see average sales 98% higher than those that do not and that 
the addition of a cover image to book metadata results in 268% higher sales 
on average compared to titles without an image. Improved metadata has a 
particularly strong effect on online sales, but it also can have a large impact 
on the ability of a book to sell offline (Breedt & Walter, 2012). Yet difficul-
ties consistently arise when it comes to the production and dissemination 
of quality book metadata. This is an area where industry-wide collaboration 
and discussion is necessary to ensure success for all players in the publish-
ing supply chain.
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the walled garden effect
One of the major issues that concern e-book buyers—and a factor that may 
prevent new readers from entering the e-book market—is the tendency of 
reading systems and devices to create “walled gardens” of book content. 
By its nature, ownership of an e-book must be different from ownership 
of a print book. When purchasing an e-book, one purchases a license to 
view a copy of that e-book file, often subject to rules and conditions set 
down by the store or reading system where that e-book was acquired. For 
example, a book purchased from Amazon’s Kindle store cannot easily be 
opened on anything other than a Kindle application or device. There also 
may be restrictions in place on the redistribution or resale of that book to 
other readers (Vassallo & Maier, 2014, p. 28). E-book buyers report dissat-
isfaction with this state of affairs. Giving away, lending, and reselling books 
after they are finished with them are all behaviors that they developed while 
reading in print formats; they are not prepared to abandon these upon their 
switch to digital reading. They also frequently report a desire for easier 
management of their e-book library across or within their devices (BISG, 
2013). While the ability to protect content and limit the used book market 
appeals, for clear reasons, to publishers, they also should bear in mind the 
affect these limitations may place on new customers’ decision to enter the 
e-book market or how they might discourage current e-book buyers from 
buying more e-books.
creating new e-book readers
Publishers may have succeeded in converting some of their most loyal print 
customers into equally loyal e-book readers. Where they continue to lag is 
in the conversion of nonreaders into e-book buyers. Even as more people 
become equipped for e-reading through the acquisition of e-book-ready 
devices such as smartphones and tablets, many of them fail to read as much 
as a single e-book. In fact, the stagnation of e-book sales may be directly 
linked with the influence of multifunction tablets like the iPad. When the first 
iPad was released, industry belief held that the e-book tide would rise because 
consumers had a new device with which to access e-books. However, as iPad 
sales increased in the subsequent years, the proportion of iPad owners who 
were also e-book users did not grow. By 2013, it was estimated that about half 
of all iPad owners were not e-book readers at all (Norris, 2014, p. 15).
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The increased popularity of multifunction tablets at the expense of dedi-
cated e-reading devices creates a new complication for publishers. They now 
find themselves competing not just with television, film, music, and other tradi-
tional forms of leisure entertainment, but also with a host of new entrants in the 
social media, gaming, and application space. As customers who had relied on 
dedicated e-readers like Amazon’s basic Kindle abandon those devices in favor 
of multifunction tablets, publishers must figure out how to ensure that they do 
not lose them to new entertainment options (Vassallo & Maier, 2014, p. 26).
new business Models: getting e-books into Academic libraries
A hot topic in the publishing industry today is the rise of new distribution 
models facilitated by the switch from print to e-books, especially the intro-
duction of e-book subscription models, each vying to become the Netflix 
or Spotify of e-books. This issue plays a special role in the future of schol-
arly publishing. Given the importance of the scholarly publisher-academic 
library relationship, these new business models create additional opportu-
nities to get digital scholarly materials onto library shelves, while also pre-
senting their own set of new complications and challenges. A recent study 
revealed that, even as the market begins to go digital, academic librarians 
continue to prefer ownership of their content, ensuring it will be available for 
long-term access and preserved to meet the needs of future scholars. Yet new 
distribution models facilitated by the expansion of digital content—short-
term loans, e-book subscription, and patron-driven acquisitions, among oth-
ers—offer potential solutions to library budget problems, often reliant upon 
users being granted only access to (as opposed to ownership of) that content. 
Smaller and midsize academic libraries tend to look more favorably on these 
new subscription options than do their large research university counter-
parts, whose access to large budgets allows them to consider more outright 
purchases (Hill & Lara, 2014, p. 36). The study also found, however, that the 
transition to digital books can create additional library budget issues:
In the past, most book acquisitions for a library meant a pur-
chase of print books that would impact the library budget a 
single time. However, with the advent of e-books and, in turn, 
new acquisition models, libraries are required to adjust their 
purchasing strategies and consider potential new subscription 
lines in their annual budgets.
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Some look to this new trend hesitantly, fearing a return to the 
“Big Deal” concept from the early rush to electronic journals. 
The Big Deal meant that publishers offered large packages of 
titles for a discounted price, often locking in libraries for a par-
ticular length of time to maintain the subscription. Over time, 
some libraries found the majority of their annual budgets tied 
up in these Big Deal packages, which limited their annual pur-
chasing capability. Once burned, many librarians are taking a 
cautious approach to the new business models offered around 
digital book subscriptions. (Hill & Lara, 2014, p. 38)
Another option created by the digital transition is patron-driven acqui-
sitions (PDA), a model that allows academic libraries to pay only for those 
titles actually used by their patrons. PDA raises a few concerns, however, as 
it cuts down on the librarian’s direct role in collection development and may 
promote the purchase of works on popular subjects, leading to collections 
with decreased emphasis on less popular or newer areas of scholarship (Hill 
& Lara, 2014, p. 38). PDA still plays a minor role in most libraries, repre-
senting only 5% of the e-book budget of institutions surveyed (PCG, 2013).
working together to ProMote reAding And scholArshiP
Although there is a digital future for scholarly books, the industry is waiting 
to see exactly how new business models will play out in this sector. Librar-
ians also wait to see how digital reading changes users’ habits; when they 
understand these changes, they will shift their approach to collection devel-
opment and purchasing, in turn affecting publishers’ plans for publication 
and distribution:
For librarians and administrators working to meet competing 
demands with limited resources, digital platforms promise an 
opportunity to view details about their patrons’ usage habits that 
were simply not available in the print world. Armed with data 
about which resources are used most heavily, librarians hope 
they will be able to make better-informed, usage-based decisions 
about which resources to maintain. The common approach to 
collection development prior to the digital transition for journals 
and books was a “just in case” mentality. Large, broad collections 
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of resources were required to ensure that the library would be 
able to respond to most inquiries and research needs. As more 
data becomes available to help collections developers pin down 
the needs of their users and identify the most cost-effective 
resources, some are shifting toward a “just in time” view of the 
supply of informational resources. (Hill & Lara, 2014, pp. 38–39)
Whatever becomes of the book publishing business, one thing that will 
not change is the fundamental human desire to share stories, information, 
and knowledge. Scholarly presses and academic libraries are uniquely posi-
tioned to help ensure that these assets remain available to the largest num-
ber of scholars in the most cost-effective, accessible, and beneficial manner. 
They can only benefit from each other’s experience as they move, together, 
into the digital future.
notes
1. It is important to note, when considering the various sales channels via BookStats 
data, that BookStats is a publisher-side-only report. All values contained herein 
reflect that, and sales channel information refers only to publishers’ relationships 
with any given channel, and not to the overall health of those channels. All prices, 
for example, reflect publisher average net unit prices—not prices paid by consumers 
at retail.
2. Average net unit price (ANUP) is the amount a publisher earns, on average, from 
the sale of a single book. 
3. This also may be related to the genres of books that sold better in one year com-
pared to the other. The romance and young adult genres, which traditionally have 
seen lower price points, even in print, exploded in 2012 with Fifty Shades of Grey 
and The Hunger Games, and could be expected to return to more normal levels the 
following year. In 2013, genres such as literary fiction—which tends to be priced 
higher in print formats—saw increased sales.
4. BookStats’ tracking of sales channels does not include a specific breakout for 
libraries or for library-oriented wholesalers. What we are able to observe is domi-
nance within this category for the single sales channel most likely to be associated 
with the library market: sales through jobbers and wholesalers. Unfortunately, as a 
publisher-side only report, BookStats does not track these sales further and cannot 
report with any specificity on where they end up downstream.
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5. BIC Basic is a set of standards for bibliographic data provision developed and 
promoted by Book Industry Communication for the United Kingdom book indus-
try, with the objective of improving the accuracy and timeliness of product infor-
mation available to the book trade. It includes a statement of the basic metadata 
elements that publishers should be able to provide to retail booksellers and other 
supply chain intermediaries.
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The Journey Beyond Print:
Perspectives of a 




Since 1979, commercial publisher McFarland has offered scholarly books to 
academic libraries. This paper covers early experimentation with e-books 
and more mature collaborations, as well as experiences with new acquisi-
tion models and a publisher perspective on patron-driven acquisitions. It 
explains the publisher perspective on the economics of publishing e-books, 
pricing considerations, and production. A discussion of e-book trends 
includes quotes from publishing industry publications.
EArly E-book History
McFarland first experimented with e-books about 1998. The investment 
group Willis Stein & Partners owned Baker & Taylor at that time, and their 
management intended to increase the value of their holding by leveraging 
a dominant market position in innovative ways. They invited McFarland to 
participate in a pilot e-book program for libraries. McFarland’s toe-in-the-
water commitment was roughly 125 titles that were two or more years old. 
That project did not work out in the way that Baker & Taylor anticipated. 
After about two years with no sales or apparent advertising activity, Baker 
& Taylor reached an agreement with NetLibrary for the latter to absorb 
their program. Founded in 1998, NetLibrary made a large splash when it 
entered the picture (Quint, 2000). NetLibrary sponsored lavish parties and 
a commanding booth presence at the American Library Association confer-
ences, raising awareness about the potential of e-books and sparking the 
2
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increasingly urgent dialogue that librarians, vendors, and publishers have 
been having ever since. The rising importance of library consortia grew 
NetLibrary’s business; it became possible to negotiate larger contracts with 
a single organization representing many libraries.
McFarland’s early involvement with NetLibrary was conservative, but 
this new relationship propelled needed adjustments, such as changing the 
publishing contracts offered to book authors to accommodate e-books. Per-
missions issues were one of the reasons the first experiments were small; it 
is a large time commitment to go through the file for a published book and 
read each permission document to determine the intent and legal impli-
cation. This labor could not be farmed out or delegated to a junior staff 
member without extensive training. The expected revenue was modest; in 
addition, the regular publishing program had to march on. 
Publishers had many concerns about e-books. There was still a lot of 
fear in the industry about “cannibalization” of print, but it was apparent 
that there were many cases in which libraries, also in a period of experimen-
tation, had budgeted funds to spend on e-books only. Publishers needed to 
confront their fears. 
When e-books initially emerged, the first scenario in publishers’ imagi-
nations-run-wild was that existing consortia would grow larger and larger in 
scope until a few consortia would purchase access to one copy per state or one 
copy per sector (public, academic, etc.). There was even talk about how much 
it would cost for an umbrella entity to purchase permanent access rights for 
a single title for all public reading consumption. Then there was a fear that a 
work could never be protected from online theft or that a publisher could not 
reassure authors that the risk was worth taking. This fear was followed by the 
“cannibalization of print” fear. There might have been a brief period of hope 
when publishers thought they could maintain a healthy level of print sales 
while enjoying some e-book sales and increasing revenue overall.
It might be useful to note that consolidation began with the compara-
tively young companies that aggregate e-books; this consolidation continues 
today. OCLC bought NetLibrary soon after that company filed for Chapter 
11 bankruptcy in 2001 (Jackson, 2004). In 2010, EBSCO purchased NetLi-
brary assets (EBSCO Publishing to acquire NetLibrary Division from OCLC, 
2010). Also in 2011, ProQuest acquired ebrary and then added Australia’s 
EBL in 2013 (Enis, 2014).
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From the publisher perspective, e-book sales activity became less 
attractive during this period; McFarland turned down most of the deals that 
were offered. The comfort level of publishers like McFarland eventually 
improved when vendors began taking a more balanced approach. Ebrary 
set an early example of striking a balance between representing the inter-
ests of the publisher while reassuring librarians as well.
This is the history through a publisher’s eyes related to the other 
players in the triumvirate of getting content to library users—acquisitions 
librarians—who made important changes to the way they acquired books 
from the 1990s onward. In addition to the consortial strategy to stretch 
budget dollars, the work of acquiring print books began to be privatized 
or outsourced to vendors. This change caused shifts in the library profes-
sion related to cataloging and other long-held traditions. As time went on, 
vendors used computers more and more to select books based on criteria 
obtained by library client interviews, surveys, and profiles. Early e-book 
acquisition activity seemed less uniform in process, presumably because 
the money came down through different budget areas in different librar-
ies and because the individual consortial purchasing agreements dictated 
purchasing protocols.
As the e-book market began to grow, McFarland struggled to keep pace 
while dealing with multiple issues related to producing e-books. The labor-
intensive process of clearing permissions and preparing files to the specs 
of an e-book vendor was a new activity that did not fit under anyone’s job 
description. The amount of money received from the quarterly checks was 
not enough to spark interest. At first, McFarland limited its risk by con-
tributing older books to vendor projects—for example, a directory with no 
illustrations. The company also restricted titles from becoming e-books if an 
illustration had to be blocked, partly because vendors seemed so reluctant 
and partly because the user experience would clearly be undermined in these 
cases. One of the things that slowed early participation was helping authors 
to understand what an e-book was and why they should obtain permissions 
in the manuscript stage that included electronic rights. Rights granters could 
be problematic; for example, getting the rights for an image from an histori-
cal society might raise concerns that the image would be downloaded. Later, 
when Kindle burst onto the scene, author relations improved dramatically 
because they now understood the concept and value of e-books.
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By the 2010 Charleston Conference, it was clear that librarians were 
very interested in e-books and prepared to devote more of their budgets 
to acquiring them. It was time for McFarland to get serious. Staff held edi-
torial meetings to discuss the goal of obtaining all permissions clearances 
for as many upcoming book projects as possible. Further, the company 
launched a massive project to obtain clearances on the backlist. McFarland 
built in-house expertise to conduct contract negotiations with a parade of 
new e-book vendors and developed processes for preparing and transmit-
ting e-book files. In an effort to document these actions, McFarland devel-
oped a customized database just for e-books that integrated with data on 
print books; an exponentially more complex version of this database is still 
in use today with many more features and capabilities. 
Today 98% of McFarland’s titles are simultaneously published in elec-
tronic and print versions. There are still several issues that can prevent an 
e-book edition, the most common one being important photos or other ele-
ments for which releases related to electronic rights cannot be obtained. 
Then there is the issue of too many images. For example, a recent title had 
many, many gorgeous high-resolution color photos. The file size was huge. 
Even after making image resolution reductions, file handling was a prob-
lem; staff ultimately decided that the print format was simply more suit-
able and that the electronic format was not practical for this particular title. 
Simultaneous publishing does not literally mean on the precise same day. 
As soon as the master page layout file for the print book has been com-
pletely evaluated and final corrections executed and checked, staff export 
a PDF for web-ready preparation. This process could conceivably be com-
pleted before printing the physical book. As soon as the web-ready file is 
complete and checked, it is sent to four academic library vendors via FTP. 
McFarland has occasionally been offered manuscripts that were wor-
thy but were too large to be practical for print publication. The present 
e-book production process is built around the content’s going through an 
editorial process that is interwoven with the page design and layout produc-
tion process. There is no easy way to provide that activity outside the print 
production system. In the absence of a steady workflow of e-only content 
that would be profitable, experiments are not justifiable. So it is unlikely 
that McFarland will publish works in e-book but not print format in the 
near future, unless some element of the environment changes. 
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tHAr bE A NEw scAlAwAg! Arrr!
The Internet era has presented a new problem for publishers—piracy. In the 
early Internet era, McFarland discovered one example of a television show 
fan website whose administrator provided all the text of one of our refer-
ence books, adding a section of episode guides. The website administrator 
posted a notice that she would add more material as she had time to enter 
it. She did not understand the implications of copyright law and removed 
the file immediately upon our notification of her illegal behavior. There was 
another more recent incident in which a very large and newly published 
McFarland reference work showed up on Scribd. It appears that someone 
had obtained a copy of a PDF and posted it. Scribd removed it immediately 
upon our request. The worst case of piracy involved McFarland’s Encyclo-
pedia of Mind Enhancing Foods, Drugs and Nutritional Substances. In this 
case, the physical book had been scanned and uploaded to a file sharing site. 
Once this happens, there is no reasonable rescue because it is replicated on 
thousands of sites. In 2011, a survey by Digital Entertainment revealed that 
“36% of tablet owners admit to illegal ebook downloads” (Bacon, 2013). 
About 2005, the representative of a major academic vendor pointed out 
that the level and sophistication of various vendors was far from uniform. 
With high-profile hacks being perpetrated against organizations with good 
or excellent safeguarding resources, it is not difficult to imagine a scenario 
in which a large number of publishers’ files could be illegally obtained and 
instantly made available for free. 
The cost of protecting digital content, dealing with cases of piracy, 
communicating with offenders and authors, investing in services to moni-
tor for cases of piracy—these are real costs that did not exist when pub-
lishers were dealing only with print. The Hack Education website offers an 
element called Library Pirate that promotes civil disobedience to protest 
the costs of an education that should, they believe, be freely available; the 
site offers illegal downloads of academic textbooks (Watters, 2011). One 
hesitates to offer any mention of such sites in any public consumption 
venue for fear that any publicity whatsoever might tempt people to try 
them. So this information comes with this caveat: the research for this 
chapter did not include a visit to any of the sites mentioned because, in 
McFarland’s experience, these websites are magnets for other kinds of 
nefarious virtual threats. One can expect exposure to viruses and other 
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unpleasant outcomes. When McFarland investigates a possible incident 
of piracy, staff follow strict protocols to protect the company’s network. 
It would seem to be the virtual counterpart of walking around a very bad 
neighborhood.
tHE busiNEss of E-books
With print books, McFarland had a good communication system with ven-
dors for orders on new books. In fact, these orders drive McFarland’s pro-
duction processes. That is, if there are a dozen projects ready to move into 
production, advance orders will drive the sequence in which the projects 
move. A book with a lot of orders will be expedited at every stage of produc-
tion because these numbers are available to every decision maker in the 
production stream. This communication channel does not exist for e-books. 
A few years ago, there was talk of setting up a process for vendors to com-
municate with publishers about advance academic orders for e-books. If 
those data had become available, they would have been aggregated with the 
print advance orders and would have made an impact on the production 
process. Those e-book advance-order data never became a reality; perhaps 
the e-book acquisitions process is too abbreviated to bother alerting the 
publisher of advance orders.
income from retail Market vs. Academic Market
The McFarland income from e-books on the retail market trended faster 
as well as higher and is a more significant contributor to sales than 
income from the library market. Amazon has a 65% market share of total 
e-book sales in the United States (Bercovici, 2014). At McFarland, 59% 
percent of all e-book revenue came from Amazon in 2013. Library e-book 
vendors have so many complicated service considerations like proxy 
servers and library branding, and now the mind-boggling complexity 
of demand-driven acquisitions (DDA). The capital investments must be 
huge. While library vendors have been preoccupied with these matters, 
Amazon has been extending its global reach; McFarland receives checks 
from 10 various Amazon operations in countries around the world; the 
latest addition is Denmark (country number 11). It also is notable that 
in 2013, Amazon surpassed McFarland’s largest library vendor and 
became the largest seller of our print books as well. This development 
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is unsettling. Karen Christensen (2014) of Berkshire Publishing has 
blogged extensively about her experiences with what she called Amazon 
“bullying.” In contrast, academic library vendors more and more have 
become true partners.
This chapter’s tables illustrate the point that e-book revenue has been 
driven more by the retail than the library market. The e-book retail mar-
ket requires a different type of fi le format called EPUB requiring a much 
greater time investment to produce. McFarland has many fewer EPUBs to 
offer vendors for this reason, although OverDrive, a leading public library 
e-book vendor, is a notable exception because it requests that publishers 
send both EPUB and PDF fi le formats. There are many more McFarland 
titles for sale on academic library vendor sites compared to retail vendors 
because of the format issue (see Figure 1).
figure 1. Summary of McFarland titles.
Tables 1 and 2 show year-over-year revenue. The numbers in Table 
1 refl ect all markets; Table 2 covers the academic market. In Table 2, the 
aggregated sales numbers for academic vendors (three vendors that merged 
during these periods) tell a different story. Note that 2014 saw a steep drop 
in e-book unit sales from library vendors. The reason for 2012’s growth is 
because prior years’ sales were modest. It is also notable that each year had 
at least 400 more titles for sale than the previous one.
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table 1. McFarland total e-book revenue, year over year.
Year Percentage change over previous year
2012 Up 92%
2013 Up 21%
2014 Up 13% (estimated)
table 2. McFarland academic e-book revenue, year over year.




comparison of E-books with Print books
Considering a business analysis of e-books sales is not possible without also 
considering the matter of print sales. For print books, advance orders from 
academic libraries fell roughly 50% since 2010, presumably because budgets 
were tight and funds for print books were diverted to e-books. As a result, the 
economic proposition of printing a new book is now quite different. Cash fl ow 
is affected because transactions for print sales (and retail e-book sales) occur 
monthly with normal payment terms. E-book vendors in the academic market 
gather transactions for an entire quarter and pay after the quarter has ended. 
So the cash transfer to the publisher can be heavily delayed by as many as four 
or fi ve months depending on the timing of the transaction within a quarter.
Figure 2 illustrates the split between print and electronic sales for one 
moderately successful title. The impact of the print sales is clear. Academic 
library sales probably will decline over time.
Pricing E-books
Pricing models for academic e-books vary from publisher to publisher. 
McFarland’s list prices are the same for print and electronic editions. For 
an e-book transaction, the publisher has no costs for order administra-
tion, production cost, and inventory. However, the wholesale discount to 
the vendor is much deeper for the e-book. Preparing a web-ready PDF fi le 
to go to an e-book vendor requires the same actions as producing a print 
book: acquisitions activity, peer review, editing, cover design, page layout, 
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marketing, sales, author relations, vendor relations, administrative activi-
ties like applying for CIP and copyright, royalty accounting, and payment. 
There also are additional costs associated with preparing the fi le for the 
e-book edition and distributing it to the various vendors. At McFarland, 
this is all done in-house, but one can imagine that outsourcing all of the 
activity associated with an e-book fi le, as often happens at smaller publish-
ers and university presses, represents signifi cant cash outlays. 
Perhaps the question about why the e-book costs the same as the print 
edition still lingers. A certain amount of revenue from any source has to fl ow 
in or the project cannot break even. McFarland list prices are comparatively 
low, partly because some of our academic titles have popular appeal, so if 
the price is low enough to capture some sales contribution from the retail 
sector, then the work continues to be viable. In sum, McFarland settles the 
list price for each title that will yield a revenue mix from some combination 
of academic libraries, maybe public libraries, maybe retail. It is not an exact 
science or a mathematical exercise.
McFarland is comfortable with the idea that a portion of the reve-
nue will come from e-books. However, there has been a drop in average 
figure 2. Sales split 
for one moderately 
successful McFarland 
academic title, lifetime 
sales, sold in two 
years.
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per-title print sales from academic libraries, and the amount of revenue 
from e-books is not enough to make up for the drop in print revenue. The 
viability of a particular title then might depend on raising the list price to 
academic libraries, but in a McFarland proposition, this decision might 
mean that the contribution from the retail side will more or less disappear. 
From a business point of view, McFarland wants to maintain the viability of 
the unique kind of books for which the company is known. But the combi-
nation of DDA and the short-term loan (STL) has begun to undermine the 
equilibrium in the revenue of some titles.
Demand-Driven Acquisitions and short-term loans 
In Joseph Esposito’s (2014) balanced article, “Revisiting Demand-Driven 
Acquisitions,” he accomplishes quite a feat—presenting the big picture, 
the position of the academic library, and the perspective of the publisher 
all at the same time. He makes the point that “libraries do not exist for 
the benefit of publishers” and goes on to say that “DDA may be hurt-
ing publishers precisely because librarians are doing their job” of max-
imizing their budget resources and delivering content to their users at 
the most effective attainable cost (para. 3). He contends that publishers 
should and will raise prices. A more serious system problem, he points 
out, is the sampling of 10% of a book before a transaction takes place—too 
high and inappropriate for nonfiction. He proposes several models where 
the library becomes a sales outlet, benefiting both library and publisher 
(Esposito, 2014). 
McFarland currently is revising DDA short-term loan rates. Many 
other publishers are considering or have already taken such an action. One 
vendor told us that some major publishers are electing to embargo frontlist 
titles out of the DDA option for at least a year, and some are choosing embar-
goes for as many as five years. Revenue has fallen too quickly so inaction 
is simply not an option. McFarland will make the necessary adjustments 
to maintain that equilibrium on a per-title basis whether tinkering with 
the list price, with the terms of the short-term e-book loan with vendors, 
or with some combination of revenue and cost strategies. It goes without 
saying that publishers have gone through the same changes as libraries in 
trimming expenses, from the attrition of staff vacancies to reducing travel 
budgets and constantly looking for new efficiencies. 
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backlists and other Ventures
In 2014, as part of a strategy to maximize revenue opportunity, McFarland 
pushed forward with a successful initiative to offer more backlist titles to 
academic libraries in e-book format. As an experiment, the company also 
reissued a modest number of books that had gone out of print. McFarland 
has experimented with offering a chapter-length work as a short work in 
the retail market. Such experimentation does not seem to make sense in 
the academic setting under the DDA model. There are also new and exist-
ing vendors who offer interesting new ways to serve the academic textbook 
market by providing parts of various titles in a student package. From the 
McFarland perspective, this approach makes a lot more sense than the old 
model of delivering a packet of photocopied pages from books.
Academic E-books and university Presses
Visitors to the McFarland booth at an academic conference often remark how 
similar the titles appear to those of a university press. In an excellent article in 
The Nation titled “University Presses under Fire: How the Internet and Slashed 
Budgets Have Endangered One of Higher Education’s Most Important Institu-
tions,” Scott Sherman (2014) gives an excellent short history, highlighting the 
case history of the shocking closure of the University of Missouri Press.
The digital age complicates and threatens the mission of the 
country’s approximately 100 university presses. Ellen Faran, 
who has an MBA from Harvard and is the director of MIT 
Press, recently told Harvard Magazine: “I like doing things 
that are impossible, and there’s nothing more impossible than 
university-press publishing.” (para. 5)
How McfArlAND is uNiquE
This chapter’s perspective might not be representative of any other commer-
cial publisher. When the author negotiated with a vendor of publishing soft-
ware, the vendor’s representative repeated the comment several times that 
he had dealt with hundreds of publishers, and they were all quite different. 
Here are some of the ways that McFarland may be different from other 
publishers: McFarland is located in a beautiful, rural Appalachian com-
munity 3,200 feet above sea level. Photos of the buildings on McFarland’s 
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Facebook page show atypical headquarters—the main building (originally a 
house, but with several additions to create a unique commercial structure), a 
converted residence, a converted commercial building, and the warehouse/
print shop built on four acres on a hillside. In fact, when a Baker & Taylor 
executive visited, he was so taken with the community that he resolved to 
sell Florida property and invest in vacation/retirement property in the area. 
McFarland has 55 employees who are passionate about publishing, and it 
is no exaggeration to say that the company is like a family. McFarland has 
never laid anyone off. All employees have a window in their offices. McFar-
land always favors in-sourcing over out-sourcing. The company is closely 
held1 so there is no university umbrella or head office to smooth out a rough 
patch. We intend to be a viable company fifty years from now. We do not ever 
intend to merge or take the company public, and no principals are planning 
to cash out, now or later. McFarland believes that e-books are an important 
part of the future, and we intend to stay “all in” in every reasonable way to 
help figure it out with our library and vendor partners.
oNE ViEw of tHE tEA lEAVEs
A daunting thought for all the partners in the scholarship stream—publisher, 
vendor, and library—is that the evolution of the e-book is just beginning. 
The moment that one phase of this process feels wrapped up at McFarland, 
there is a need to push forward on a new initiative because no matter what, 
one feels behind—a new format on the horizon, a new feature to consider 
for addition, a new vendor to add, a new wrinkle in the business model.
From the McFarland perspective of producing e-books for various 
library market segments as well as for various retail market segments, inno-
vation seems more difficult for e-books in academic libraries. The chosen 
format for academic libraries is the PDF. Library vendors generally do not 
accept the other widely used format for e-books, which is EPUB. EPUB is 
the format that can flow text into a phone or iPad or onto a desktop, ignoring 
the page in the print edition (which arguably does not serve the academic 
audience). One might observe that the huge acquisition systems that librar-
ians use are too large and complex by necessity to adapt quickly. When we 
recently asked a major library vendor if they accepted EPUB files, they asked 
which standard version we were using (which is EPUB2). They could not yet 
accept EPUB3. Keeping up with constantly changing standards is a challenge. 
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It is likely that upcoming innovations will happen on the device and 
software side in the near term. OverDrive, serving the public library mar-
ket, is testing features allowed by EPUB3 that would offer a narrated book, 
using embedded and synced audio (Five digital publishing leaders weigh 
in on industry’s future, 2014). Publishers and vendors of children’s books 
have many incentives to explore such features. Google (not a library vendor, 
but an example of a company that develops features that can be adapted by 
academic vendors) has a new reading app offered through Google Play that 
allows the user more control over the table of contents along with book-
marking to facilitate highly customized navigation that changes depending 
how the user intends to use the book, even in a single session (Milliot, 2014). 
These are just a few examples of the stream of announcements about ven-
dors experimenting with how their offerings can stand out in their market.
McFarland’s offerings are primarily in the humanities, and one won-
ders whether the world looks quite different for publishers in the sciences, 
for example. At least one science publisher, AAAS/Science, does not seem 
to think so:
The reality of digital publishing is proving to be quite different 
from the early promise. I say this as a member of the cohort 
that embraced it headlong in the mid-1990s and onward. The 
levels of complexity, the endless revision cycles, the uncertain 
commercial environment, the bilateral purchaser-seller costs 
which make transactions less frequent and more difficult, and 
the lingering misperception that all this can be made cheaper, 
faster, and easier with more technology—this is where we seem 
to be.—Kent Anderson, Publisher at AAAS/Science (Anderson, 
2014, para. 11)
Publishers will see if any of the new features and capabilities offered by 
devices and vendors fit their publishing program. Publishing revenue will 
have to support development; the present revenue environment does not, 
without new waves of investment by university presses and independent 
publishers. This will continue to be a challenge. It may be that the coming 
evolution of information in the academic environment is not linear, but a 
tree-like fractal, in which the products between publishers become less and 
less similar, providing a rich environment of purchasing choices.
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There has been some hand-wringing in the knowledge industry about 
e-books not fulfilling their promise. The premise that information seekers 
always need augmentations of video/audio and discovery paths is worth con-
sidering, but also should be questioned based on the type of need and mate-
rial. Alison Flood (2014), in an article in The Guardian, explains that research 
in Europe is raising questions about whether users retain more or certain 
kinds of information better when reading print rather than electronic text.
At Charleston Conference sessions in about 2005, academic librarians 
told stories about students who stood in line to use library computers to access 
full-text journal articles rather than walking a few steps into the stacks to pull 
volumes off the shelf for immediate use. Statistics showed dismal out-of-the-
library lending rates of print books with the presumption that the discovery 
model for books at that time was inconvenient. One of the greatest innova-
tion potentials of this era in academic information service is to pool all aca-
demic e-books into one database and then offer that database to information 
seekers. Making this model economically sustainable for both the vendor and 
the publisher is one of the perplexing challenges of the partnership between 
academic libraries, their vendor partners, and their publisher partners.
NotE
1. A closely held company is one that has only a limited number of shareholders; 
their corporation stock is publicly traded on occasion, but not on a regular basis.
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Production, Marketing,  
and Legal Challenges:  
The University Press 




A university press’s mission is to disseminate scholarship, but the chal-
lenge is to fulfill that mission by issuing quality books at low cost, but with 
high impact. This paper explores topics such as the workflow for print 
books and e-books, the many options for including e-books on aggregator 
platforms, the challenges involved in digitizing backlist titles, a variety 
of legal issues, the reasons for pricing differences between print books 
and e-books, and placing titles where scholars and nonscholars alike will 
discover them.
IntroductIon
In preparation for writing this chapter, I asked my colleagues on the Associ-
ation of American University Presses (AAUP) general listserv which univer-
sity press first published an e-book and when that occurred. It would seem 
a simple enough question with a straightforward answer, but it wasn’t. Nine 
different presses claimed to have published the first e-book, eventually caus-
ing many of them to dig into their archives to determine the actual release 
dates of their candidates. But the one factor that most of their books shared 
was that the customers for those first e-books probably weren’t libraries. In 
fact, since all but two were published as floppy disks or CDs packaged in a 
sleeve attached to the back cover of the physical book, it’s quite likely that 
most libraries that purchased the book actually removed those e-books and 
discarded them with the dust jackets.
3
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From a university press’s perspective, it’s not a surprise that the first 
e-books were primarily add-ons to print books, or that the target audience 
wasn’t actually the library market. Setting aside for now a couple of out-
liers, most university presses started experimenting with e-books in the 
mid to late 1990s, and almost always worked with outside partners, such 
as Voyager Expanded Books and Eastgate Systems, to create those early 
e-books. Although most print production at that time had moved to using 
digital tools, those tools were still producing files that were specific to print 
production. Complicating and frustrating the development of an e-book 
workflow in the 1990s was the lack of e-book standards and devices that 
could display e-books. Early software tools for print book creation, namely 
PageMaker and Quark, simply mimicked the page layout and composition 
work done by hand before digital tools were available. These processes were 
specific to fixed text and were only efficient at automating the parts of book 
production related to print products; features like automated header place-
ment and page number placement, line and figure spacing, and note inser-
tion were all features of those tools. Even today, the most widely used tool in 
page layout, Adobe’s InDesign, contains only rudimentary tools that pertain 
strictly to e-book design, flowable text, and complex e-book file creation. 
One of the likely reasons for the lag in university press e-book produc-
tion is because of the realities of the current book marketplace. E-books are 
not the primary market for most books sold in the United States (Packer, 
2014), nor are they for university presses, and they still aren’t the primary 
market for most books sold to libraries. It also is difficult to say with cer-
tainty which format, print or digital, patrons prefer. Although use of elec-
tronic content seems to be growing rapidly, often outpacing circulation of 
the print versions, surveys of students and faculty seem to show a prefer-
ence for print (Sacco, 2014). Defining use of digital material also can be 
difficult. Comparisons of digital access to print circulation are problematic 
because they are not measuring the same thing, and they do not include 
noncirculating/in-library print use, which, unlike digital access, is very dif-
ficult to measure. The initial triple-digit growth of the e-book market after 
the introduction of the Kindle has also slowed significantly, and the major-
ity of that growth was and is concentrated in genre fiction, such as science 
fiction and mysteries, rather than in the humanities scholarship that uni-
versity presses more typically publish. Even within the broader world of 
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scholarship, compared to university presses, the for-profit STEM publish-
ers seem to be reaching a larger proportion of their audience with their digi-
tal publications rather than with the print versions of the same content. The 
most likely reasons for this are the greater need in the STEM disciplines for 
fast delivery. The journal article typically is the preferred venue for schol-
arly communication in these fields, and the market and platforms for digital 
journals are more mature than those for digital books. According to AAUP’s 
annual sales statistics, e-books make up less than 10% of sales for most uni-
versity presses, with only one press’s sales reaching 21%, and that was only 
for one year (American Association of University Presses, 2014). It also is 
worth noting that for that particular press, the majority of those books were 
sold on Amazon, which makes it highly unlikely that libraries used them. 
As of October 2013, Michael Zeoli (2013) of YBP, the largest U.S. academic 
library wholesaler, noted in a presentation at the annual Charleston Confer-
ence that e-books still only accounted for about 20% of the units his com-
pany sold. It also is worth recognizing that although the proportion varies 
from press to press, based on the composition of their lists, library sales do 
not typically make up the majority of monograph sales, although it is diffi-
cult to say this with great certainty as one can’t be sure where books end up 
after being sold through certain wholesale distributors or online retailers 
(Esposito, 2014).
One of the reasons that market demand and file production workflows 
are important to understand when exploring how university presses allo-
cate resources is that, so far, the expense of file creation for e-books remains 
an investment rather than a recoverable cost of a good sold. There’s been 
a long running misunderstanding of the economics of book production, 
and specifically file production. Consumers who complain about the cost of 
e-books frequently point to the lack of a physical product at the end of the 
production line as justification for why e-books should have a significantly 
lower price when compared to the print price. But that rationalization often 
ignores how low the typical unit cost is on a print product. For a 300-page, 
6 x 9-inch, all-text monograph, the paperback unit cost, including printing 
and binding, is about $5, or even less if the quantities printed are in the 
thousands rather than in the hundreds. The expense of the book is not so 
much in producing the physical object with its printing and binding, but 
rather in the book’s editing, design, and marketing, and those expenses do 
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not decrease when dealing with e-book editions. In fact, those expenses 
actually increase because very different files need to be created, and pub-
lishers incur very different marketing and distribution costs. If we include 
higher-end features in an e-book, such as robust tagging or embedded ani-
mation, those would add even more expenses to an electronic edition that 
will probably generate only a fifth of the demand compared with a typical 
university press title produced in print. 
E-book costs outsIdE thE PrInt WorkfloW
So what are the added costs for the e-book workflow? The most obvious 
one is the creation of the digital files. There are three basic file types needed 
for submission to the largest e-book platforms a university press would 
want to use. These types would include a web PDF, with embedded fonts, 
downsampled image files, chapter and section bookmarking, and all print 
artifacts removed, such as crop marks. Most library-facing platforms could 
use that type of file. Next is the MOBI file format, a proprietary format used 
only by Amazon for the Kindle platform. And finally the EPUB file format, 
which is sold directly to consumers by some platforms and can be converted 
to PDF or MOBI for use by others. EPUB also typically is the most useful 
file type for a press to use for its archive as it offers the most flexibility in 
subsequent file conversion and modification. If a print book’s page compo-
sition is outsourced, most commercial compositors also can create all three 
of those file formats for an additional cost of a few hundred dollars. 
The next cost incurred is file submission. Although there is no cost for 
the actual submission to a given platform, there is a cost for the labor nec-
essary to prepare and submit the files. This varies based on the number of 
platforms a press works with and whether or not any additional file manip-
ulation is required before the file is submitted. Typically, modification is 
limited to changing the name of the file to meet the platform’s specifications 
for naming conventions, but it can sometimes include removing third-party 
content to which the press does not have the digital rights. Although some 
platforms do not allow submissions without all of the content included in 
the print book, other platforms allow publishers to remove third-party con-
tent. File modification also might include changing references to the ISBN 
on the CIP page of a book or the removal of a barcode referencing a print 
edition from the back cover of the book’s jacket file.
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Beyond the labor involved in file modification and submission, there 
also is a significant amount of labor involved in the submission of the asso-
ciated metadata for an e-book. Each platform has unique requirements for 
metadata submission, so each title requires a separate metadata submission, 
typically submitted in the form of an Excel spreadsheet. If the platform offers 
multiple sales and distribution models, metadata pertaining to each of the 
models also are required. These would include elements such as pricing, use 
restrictions or the lack of them, and regional restrictions or the lack of them.
To realize the greatest potential from e-book sales, the most important 
platforms a university press would want to be on would include the follow-
ing: Amazon’s Kindle, Apple’s iBook, Google’s Play, Barnes & Noble’s Nook 
or Yuzu (Nook is for the retail consumer market, Yuzu is for the textbook 
market, and a publisher may only submit a title to one of the two Barnes 
& Noble platforms), ProQuest, EBSCO, JSTOR, and Project MUSE. These 
eight platforms make up about 90% of the market for a typical university 
press’s e-books. My latest count found over 60 different e-book platforms 
taking submissions worldwide, but since 60 different file and metadata 
submissions per title typically are not economically feasible, limiting sub-
missions to those eight would cover most of the audiences a university press 
would want to reach. If, however, a press wants to expand beyond those 
eight, it might consider a third-party digital asset distributor (DAD). A 
DAD handles file submission, including specific metadata submissions and 
submission using the multiple naming conventions. That choice, however, 
comes with a price. DADs charge by the number of files stored and/or dis-
tributed or by taking a cut of each e-book sold (or both), depending on the 
DAD and the agreement negotiated. For a press with over 500 e-book titles, 
that cost could easily pass $10,000 a year. If a press submits titles only to 
those eight core platforms and publishes about 50 e-book titles a year, the 
file and metadata submission could easily take up to 10% of a staff mem-
ber’s time, so using a DAD could pay for itself by both freeing up that staff 
member and increasing the market reach of a press’s titles.
lEgAcy tItlEs, or thE bAcklIst, As E-books
Publishers generally divide the list of their publications into two categories: 
the frontlist, books published in the last year or two, and the backlist, books 
published prior to that. The reason for doing this is again economic. The 
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frontlist represents the majority of costs a publisher is likely to incur in a 
given year, and the backlist represents costs already incurred. This makes 
the biggest difference when looking at cost versus revenue. In a given fis-
cal year, a typical university press publisher is likely to have about 10% of 
its frontlist titles earning back their costs. This leaves the other 90% of the 
annual title output in the red. The backlist, on the other hand, typically has 
a minimal cost after that first year, limited primarily to warehousing over-
head and royalties, so the revenue it produces is essential to make up for 
the new titles published that had greater costs than revenue. In any given 
fiscal year, a mature publisher with a substantial backlist can expect half of 
all revenue to come from the frontlist and half from the backlist. New titles, 
of course, typically sell more copies immediately upon publication than the 
average title on the whole list, but the exponentially larger number of titles 
in the backlist, selling fewer copies of each title, can match or even surpass 
the amount of revenue the frontlist produces. For a midsize university press, 
this means that the thousand or so titles in the backlist are as important for 
their sustainability as the 20 to 50 new titles it will publish in a given year.
So it may seem odd that publishers do not always offer their full title list 
as e-books if the revenue potential seems equal to that of their new offerings, 
but there are very good reasons for this. Again, cost is one of the primary 
reasons. Digitizing the backlist is expensive, typically hundreds of dollars 
per title, depending on the complexity and length of the book, but cost isn’t 
the only reason. The other reason is legal obstacles, among them third-party 
rights. Whenever a permission was sought and granted, the permission to 
use that material typically came with restrictions. University presses are in 
a unique position among book publishers in that as educational mission-
based organizations, permissions almost always are granted and frequently 
without a permission fee, but the permissions frequently come with restric-
tions on the number of iterations, or on formats that did not or would not 
cover digital use. So a book with a photograph might have a cost-free per-
mission for use in a university press book, but if the permission noted that it 
was for the hardcover edition of the title, that photograph would need to be 
repermissioned for use in a digitized version. For some titles that sell well 
year after year, it might make sense to spend the time to find the photograph’s 
copyright owner and get it repermissioned for digital use, but for a backlist of 
a thousand titles, there isn’t a simple way to do this on a large scale. 
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There is also the issue of the copyright infringement liability clause in 
author contracts and how the practice that developed around that clause 
has created a third-party permission documentation problem. A very typi-
cal infringement liability clause in a university press author’s contract will 
put the onus of ensuring everything in a manuscript is either the work of 
the author or, where fair use might not apply, that the author has secured 
permission to use any third-party content. Typically it is the author who 
has secured the permission, not the publisher. This situation creates a 
problem if a publisher wishes to digitize an older title; the publisher needs 
to know who owns the third-party material and what permission param-
eters were first granted. Unless the publisher asked the author for a copy 
of all of that documentation when the book was initially published, and 
then kept those copies of that documentation, staff would need to start 
the permission process for a digital version from scratch. If the book is 
heavily illustrated, or if it includes poetry or song lyrics, the resources 
needed to do all that work would likely far exceed any revenue a digitized 
version of the book might be expected to earn, and thus the book simply 
doesn’t get digitized. 
Another possible legal obstacle is the author contract itself. Do older 
contracts with authors that include no specific wording about e-books still 
allow a publisher to release an e-book? Some author contracts might include 
language permitting the publisher the right to publish a manuscript “in all 
forms,” and many publishers consider that wording sufficient to assume 
that it is permissible to issue the title as an e-book; however, further down 
the contract where royalty payments are enumerated, there would not be an 
e-book royalty listed, that is, no guidance on how the author should be paid. 
Many contracts might have an “all other uses” royalty clause that typically 
refers to subrights such as translations, serial rights, or film versions, but 
those often default to 50%. In the case of an e-book, if the publisher must 
incur the cost of repermissioning and digitizing, and then return half of 
all e-book proceeds to the author, does it still make sense to bring out that 
e-book version when it will compete with the print version on which the 
publisher is more likely to only be paying a 10% royalty and of which there 
are still likely to be plenty of print copies? 
The approach to these challenges during my years at the Pennsylvania 
State University Press were twofold. First, we sent a letter to the authors of 
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our backlist titles explaining these challenges and asking those who could 
afford it to sign an addendum to their original contract waiving royalties on 
e-books. The second thing we did was use our books database to identify 
titles that were very likely to have no third-party content. We also built a 
web portal in that database that used the Google Books Project API to allow 
us to inspect the CIP page of each title, where permissions are frequently 
mentioned, and sample a few pages looking for third-party content use. 
By filtering out illustrated books and examining the CIP page to sample 
each book’s content for possible third-party material, we were able to iden-
tify low-hanging fruit and select a couple hundred titles where the risk of 
unauthorized use of third-party content seemed to have been minimized. 
In cases where we had author addenda, but the books didn’t fall under 
the filtering criteria, we looked at each book to assess the level of difficulty 
that repermissioning would entail, and we assessed the market demand of 
the print version. Again, those titles that seemed to have enough revenue 
potential to cover the cost of repermissioning and digitizing were included 
in the digitizing effort. To my knowledge, no plans have been made for the 
rest of the backlist where there was significant repermissioning needed or 
where royalties would need to be paid at 50%. As of this writing, fewer than 
one-third of the titles in Pennsylvania State University Press’s active back-
list have been, or are scheduled to be, digitized.
thE frontlIst As E-books
With new titles, the cost of digitizing doesn’t exist since the press creates the 
books using a digital workflow. For most university presses, digital files of 
some kind exist for books published after 2000, so, other than nominal file 
conversion costs, most of those titles can be added to e-book platforms. It’s 
useful to note, however, that although post-2000 contracts often expressly 
include e-book rights and a sustainable royalty, the third-party rights issue 
continues to impede the inclusion of some books. Some rightsholders have 
been reluctant to allow the use of their work, especially illustrations, in digi-
tal form. They have also sometimes set parameters that simply wouldn’t 
be feasible in a digital context, like limiting the number of “views” or even 
iterations, which cannot always be measured. Other third-party rightshold-
ers might impose a time limit, like five years, after which the image must 
be removed. Many rightsholders see the ease of duplication in a digital 
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medium as a threat to the control of their content and thus charge a pre-
mium for digital rights. These kinds of restrictions may sometimes mean 
that only a print edition will be published, or that a particular title can’t be 
included on a particular platform, because that platform’s model might not 
limit the use of the content sufficiently. An example of this would be Project 
MUSE, where book chapters are allowed infinite downloads, which would 
conflict with both an iteration limit and a time limit.
For the most part, publishers would prefer to include as many titles as 
possible on as many platforms as possible, so the default tends to be inclu-
sion, unless a legal issue prevents it. But it also is becoming evident that 
certain models are becoming rather problematic for publishers, so inclu-
sion on all platforms may not be in a book’s or a publisher’s best interest. 
Demand-driven (or patron-driven) acquisitions and the typically accompa-
nying short-term loan option, in which rentals or purchases only occur when 
certain use thresholds are reached, is one example. Although there may not 
yet be enough evidence to conclude that this model always will produce 
significantly lower revenues for university presses, one thing is immediately 
clear: this model is guaranteed to delay the majority of a title’s revenue until 
one year after publication. Frontlist e-book titles put in platforms using this 
model are less likely to earn the same amount of revenue that their print 
counterparts do or—perhaps the past tense is more appropriate—did. Not 
only is the revenue deferred but, with its growing popularity among aca-
demic libraries, this model is also significantly cannibalizing print sales. 
This leads to inevitable price increases and then complaints from librarians 
about those higher prices (Stearns & Unsworth, 2014).
Another problematic model for publishers are those of Project MUSE 
and JSTOR, whose platforms allow a library to purchase a title at or close to 
the single copy price, thus impacting the textbook market for a title. Books 
that have textbook potential have had up to ten times more downloads at 
institutions where the books are used in courses. The only recourse that a 
publisher might have to this situation is to raise the price well beyond that 
of a single copy. If a title will be downloaded ten times more than all other 
titles published in a given year, is a tenfold increase in price even enough 
considering the course is likely to be taught year after year? Not only does 
a model allowing this practice hurt frontlist textbook revenue, but it will 
continue to hurt that title’s revenue even in the backlist. 
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conclusIon
Raising prices on books isn’t something that university presses want to do. 
The word revenue has come up often enough in this chapter that it is worth 
addressing why this is an overarching theme in how university presses 
think about libraries and e-books. Most university presses have the core 
mission of knowledge dissemination; cost recovery is an ancillary goal, so 
one might think that putting a book in a library where it can get ten times 
the average use at the same price as any other book would mark the pin-
nacle of success for that mission. In reality, the parent institution may not 
support its press’s mission to that extent. Instead, as universities embrace 
the trend to be more like businesses, they look at their university presses as 
places with low costs and high impact. They tend to see university presses 
less as educational instruments and more as revenue centers, not unlike 
how many universities see their online course programs. In thinking about 
scholarly communication in the digital age, it would seem that the cost of 
that dissemination should be going down, trending toward zero, and the 
system should be embracing open access; but that’s not happening. There 
are a couple of reasons for that, beyond administrators who are not cur-
rently interested in replacing a revenue center with a cost center. One has 
to do with the nature of what university presses do. As noted earlier, it is 
not the production of the physical book that creates the bulk of the cost, 
it is the need for very smart people to edit, design, and market the book. 
Although technology has aided significantly in reducing the costs associ-
ated with book production, algorithms are not yet sophisticated enough to 
do what editors or designers do. 
The other reason that a shift to an entirely open program may not be 
the best idea is something that is not easy to see or admit, and that is that 
markets can often be significantly more efficient at informing people about 
a piece of scholarship, and about getting it to them quickly, than the open 
web. I am astonished at the number of scholars I know who prefer to look 
up a book on Amazon than on either Google Scholar or their own institu-
tion’s online public access catalog. They also can have that book delivered 
right to their office in a couple of days or, in some places, on the same day. 
Although open access publications do a great service for scholars and schol-
arship, it is also important that they be in places where scholars look, and 
that means being in markets. The other benefit of engaging in markets is 
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to reach nonscholars, or those who might never know about scholars’ work 
were it not included in Amazon’s catalog, and, unfortunately, to be in that 
catalog, the content needs a price.
Getting back to those first university press e-books, knowing which two 
were not bundled as disks packaged with physical books enlightens where 
we have been and where we may be going. The very first university press 
e-book actually turns out to have been two books, both from Oxford Uni-
versity Press: The Oxford Dictionary of Quotations and The Oxford Shake-
speare: The Complete Works. Both of these came as freeware bundled into 
every NeXT computer that went on the market in October 1988; Steve Jobs 
negotiated a 74 cents-per-copy royalty (Isaacson, 2011). But the other early 
e-book that was not bundled with a print copy was the University Press 
of Virginia’s Afro-American Sources in Virginia: A Guide to Manuscripts 
(“First book,” 1994). The most notable fact about that e-book might just be 
its price—it was free. It also was produced in a collaboration between Uni-
versity of Virginia’s press and its library. Perhaps the place where university 
press e-books are going is the exact same place where they first started.
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The American Society for Microbiology’s (ASM) publishing unit annu-
ally produces six to twelve new titles, a combination of college textbooks 
and practitioners’ manuals. The ASM Press has three primary markets 
for its books: content resellers, institutions, and individuals. Distributing 
e-content directly to institutions is a relatively new endeavor and required 
developing a customized publishing portal, converting backlist titles to 
e-books, writing chapter abstracts, offering different purchase models to 
libraries, deciding how to price e-books, providing use statistics to insti-
tutional customers, and developing strategies for enhancing visibility for 
ASM titles in library discovery layers. The author concludes by considering 
the challenges and future directions for small scholarly publishers.
AmericAn society for microbiology  
And the Asm Press overview
The field of microbiology has a large footprint within the life sciences and 
addresses our understanding of the roles of microbes—archaea, bacte-
ria, fungi, parasites, and viruses—on our planet and their application to 
research and practice in improving global health and the environment. 
The ASM aspires to define the future of and lead the microbiological sci-
ences; this mission is reflected in many activities, including publishing. 
The ASM is a niche publisher well-known to libraries for high-quality jour-
nals, reference works, textbooks, and monographs. Hundreds of books and 
4
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16 journals present a variety of work in microbial pathogens, food safety, 
molecular genetics, public health, ecology and diversity, clinical diagnos-
tics, science education, and biotechnology; microbiology also informs much 
of the work being done in chemistry, medicine, and engineering. ASM is a 
credible source of vetted, peer-reviewed content in microbiology, making it 
a natural partner to libraries around the world. 
The ASM Press, the book imprint of ASM, publishes six to twelve new 
titles per year, including the leading textbooks used to educate upper-level 
undergraduates and graduates: Principles of Virology by Flint, Enquist, 
Racaniello, and Skalka; Molecular Genetics of Bacteria by Snyder, Peters, 
Henkin, and Champness; Bacterial Pathogenesis by Wilson, Salyers, Whitt, 
and Winkler; and Molecular Biotechnology by Glick, Pasternak, and Pat-
ten. The Manual of Clinical Microbiology (11th edition, 2012) is the princi-
pal reference work in the field and is used in hospital and research labora-
tories around the world. 
Print is far from obsolete and brings in most of the revenue (see Table 
1). Customers often tell staff that they use e-resources for searching and 
discovery; then they often choose to read the print version. Also, because 
the ASM Press titles are sold internationally, print is required in the many 
places where Internet access is limited or absent. The ASM Press issues 
almost all titles both in print and as e-books.
table 1. The ASM Press annual print and electronic revenue split.





*Electronic revenue includes journal subscriptions and e-book sales.
The ASM Press has three primary markets for its titles: content resell-
ers, institutions, and individuals. Content resellers provide the largest 
source of revenue and include international print distributors, university 
bookstores, and e-book aggregators, but like other publishers, the highest 
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volume of annual print sales in recent years has been with Amazon. Ama-
zon’s vast catalog of offerings, highly competitive pricing, and low-cost 
shipping are so attractive to individuals that it is difficult for publishers to 
sell directly to customers. The smallest revenue stream is sales to individu-
als; these are fueled by discounts offered to members on the association 
website and at bookstores during large ASM meetings. 
In 2011, ASM made a strategic decision to distribute e-books directly 
to institutions, in part to meet these customers’ needs better and in part to 
gain greater insight into how the content is used. Until then, the ASM Press 
made very few sales directly to institutions because libraries bought ASM 
titles primarily from book wholesalers or e-book aggregators. The opportu-
nity presented by e-books changed that.
evolution of Asm e-books
The ASM Press first experimented with electronic book publishing in 2006, 
using Ingram’s Vitalsource service to trial several e-textbooks. Since then, 
the ASM Press has supplied PDF files to many e-book aggregators who then 
offer the content to institutions for a variety of licensed uses. For a small soci-
ety publisher, it is advantageous to work with an e-book aggregator because 
that company is the one that builds and maintains the digital delivery plat-
form and controls the digital rights management (DRM) of the e-book files. 
Before deciding which titles to supply to which vendors, it is important to 
become familiar with each aggregator’s audience and business model (e.g., 
licensed access as part of a collection, multiple- and single-user perpetual 
licenses, nonlinear lending with user cap, short-term loan periods, patron-
driven acquisition triggers, or microtransactions). Table 2 provides a basic 
overview of several e-book aggregators with which the ASM Press works.
The ASM Press supplies some but not all e-books for resale to the 
e-book aggregators. There is not much interest in the backlist, other than 
textbooks. Textbooks are the biggest sellers through ebrary, EBL, and R2; 
reference manuals and monographs also sell well on specialty platforms such 
as Stat!Ref (medical) and Knovel (engineering). Vitalsource has been able 
to offer institution-authenticated access for oral microbiology titles to entire 
incoming classes in certain dental schools. However, it is common knowl-
edge that library patrons often complain about the use limits imposed by the 
aggregators’ DRM. In addition, publishers receive no information about the 
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use of their content from resellers. Not knowing the customers’ consumption 
habits, it is difficult to know how to adjust content to meet users’ needs. 
To take advantage of the opportunities offered by digital publishing 
and distribution, the ASM Press adjusted its book publishing strategy in 
several ways to increase distribution to and understanding of institutional 
and individual markets. These goals guided several important decisions.
• The ASM Press made a commitment to publish titles in both print and 
e-book format simultaneously, assigning both print ISBNs and e-book 
ISBNs. An exception can occur at the author’s request. Authors of a few 
titles will not permit them to be published as e-books, fearing either digital 
piracy or improper display of important color subtleties (e.g., laboratory 
test results) by monitors and other screens.
• The ASM Press has one list price for each book, regardless of format, so 
that a print book and an e-book cost the same when ownership is per-
petual. ASM members enjoy discounts, which helps the association com-
pete with the often deep discounts offered by resellers. Other than e-book 
rentals via aggregators, the ASM Press does not offer any discounts on 
textbooks, instead choosing to price them as reasonably as possible.
• The ASM Press realized the importance of preparing, preserving, and dis-
tributing accurate, robust book metadata to our business partners. In the 
case of libraries, this means creating and maintaining accurate, up-to-date 
MARC records and KBART files.
digitAl distribution by Asm
The ASM Press embarked on an enterprise effort to present our content—
books and journals—on one customized publishing portal, ASMscience 
(www.ASMscience.org), which launched in October 2013. In preparation 
for loading onto the ASMscience digital platform, the ASM Press active 
titles were converted from print-ready PDFs into XML (NLM DTD 2.3) files 
beginning in 2011. This effort is ongoing, and the DTD is being updated to 
the Book Interchange Tag Suite (BITS). For discovery purposes, abstracts 
were written for every chapter of every book (> 5,000 abstracts). This infor-
mation also supports sales of individual chapters.
ASM structured ASMscience so that it allows both IP validation for insti-
tutional users to access their purchased e-books or journal subscriptions and 
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password authentication for individual access. When accessed by authen-
ticated institutional users, books are presented in a manner similar to how 
users are accustomed to reading electronic journals, with an HTML-driven 
full text for online reading and chapters presented individually as PDF files. 
Icons and text make it clear to patrons which e-books on ASMscience are 
owned and available for use.
Perhaps the most important feature of ASMscience is that it is free 
from DRM, allowing unlimited concurrent access that permits reading, sav-
ing, and downloading by chapter.
Individuals (not authenticated through institutional access) can 
browse ASMscience and find books or chapters of interest and purchase 
and download an entire e-book as either PDF or EPUB file or a chapter as 
a PDF file. The ASM Press has not included newer textbooks in our “all you 
can use” presentation to institutions because of the degradation it would 
cause to textbook sales. E-textbooks are sold on other platforms (e.g., Vital-
source, RedShelf) that limit the use of that textbook to the purchaser via 
DRM. However, the ASM Press has sold textbook files directly to a library 
for it to host securely for its patrons.
By fall 2015, ASMscience presented more than 215 full-text e-books. A 
few of these titles were published in the 1990s; because the field of micro-
biology is vast and microbiological concepts do not change rapidly, these 
older books still are being purchased in print, so ASM converted them into 
e-books. In the coming years, ASM will be able to determine the level of the 
interest in those titles based on the number of views and downloads of the 
e-books. The hypothesis is that presenting the entire list of titles, with chapter 
abstracts, will increase the discoverability of the backlist content. The long-
term goal is for all ASM Press-generated content, including books, journals, 
reports, guidelines, webinars, and so forth, to be included in ASMscience and 
be cross-searchable. ASM believes that this approach will provide important 
synergy and opportunities for interested readers to learn as they search, 
browse, and discover this curated collection of vetted microbiology content.
develoPing Products thAt APPeAl to librAries
When ASMscience launched in October 2013, the ASM Press finally had a 
direct distribution channel to institutional customers, presenting an oppor-
tunity to reach institutions that were familiar with the ASM Press e-journals 
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but whose consumption of the ASM Press books previously had been hid-
den by the intermediaries in the supply chain. Major decisions included 
what products to offer, how those offers would be structured (purchase 
models), and pricing.
Products
Libraries already could buy single titles through the e-book aggregators, 
so the ASM Press chose to offer e-books in collections. Although this deci-
sion limited the potential customer pool to research-focused institutions 
and larger universities with life sciences programs, staff believed that the 
ability to buy e-books “in bulk” would be appealing. Those institutions not 
interested in collections could continue to buy e-books individually from 
aggregators. However, the user’s experience with a title on ASMscience is 
enhanced compared to what is offered by the e-book aggregators. When 
using the ASM platform, library patrons are assured of access because there 
is no limit on the number of users reading the e-book at the same time. The 
user can search or read through the full text or, having found a chapter of 
interest, can print or save the chapter PDF to read later. Patrons can estab-
lish customized accounts on ASMscience that will allow them to highlight 
sections, create favorites, and bookmark pages. Patrons can save or print 
as much of a book as they want. They also can save books to their personal 
laptops, smartphones, and tablets.
ASM’s first products were two e-book collections: a three-year frontlist 
collection (2010–2012 titles by copyright date) and a backlist collection 
(1993–2009). Since then, all of these titles have moved into the backlist and 
the frontlist consists of the most recent two years’ imprints. The frontlist 
and backlist collections combined total 215 e-books. In response to librar-
ians’ requests, ASM also offers smaller collections of e-book titles: a basic 
microbiology collection (35 titles), an applied and environmental collection 
(45), and an infectious diseases collection (40).
The most popular collection is the complete collection. Librarians not 
only like the ability to buy the whole collection at once, but they also like 
the lower per-title cost with this option. Librarians who bought the com-
plete collection typically continue to buy each new frontlist to keep their 
collection growing. Although ASM announced a recent frontlist in June, 
staff hope to make future annual announcements earlier. However, despite 
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updated production processes with compressed timelines, publishers still 
cannot wrest manuscripts from authors and editors on demand. Writing, 
peer review, and editing all take time. 
One large society journal publisher, the Institute of Physics (IOP), 
recently began a new e-books publishing program. This press successfully 
delivered a collection of about 30 e-books within a year or two by paying 
individual authors to write relatively short (about 100-page) e-books on cur-
rent topics in their field. These e-books are available only within collections 
sold to IOP’s international base of journal customers. This approach takes 
advantage of IOP’s sophisticated proprietary digital platform to deliver 
e-books that go beyond PDFs; they include dynamic media elements and 
cross-linking. At the heart of this program is a library advisory board that 
helped shape the nature of the e-book publishing program and its offerings, 
and will continue to provide ideas and feedback.
Purchase models
The ASM Press gives libraries a choice between perpetual access purchase 
and annual subscription. Overwhelmingly, 95% of libraries want to own 
the content. The business model offers pricing by tiers and negotiates pric-
ing for multisite and other institutions having more users than the largest 
tier. The ASM Press tiers are based on the number of life science users who 
are graduate students, postdoctoral fellows, faculty, and researchers in one 
geographic location. The tier sizes are 1–200 (tier A), 201–1,500 (tier B), 
and 1,501–3,500 (tier C). Custom pricing is applied when there are more 
than 3,500 life science users and/or multiple sites. 
The ASM Press preserves the electronic content on ASMscience in the 
CLOCKSS archive. This backup plan ensures that institutions that have 
purchased content will have continued use of it should the digital platform 
become unavailable.
Pricing
Deciding how to price the collections was difficult. How much should 
e-books with unlimited users and no DRM cost? The association followed 
the practice of using multipliers of the list price related to tier size, modi-
fied by the age of the book (see Table 3). Some librarians understand that 
having the e-book in their collections without DRM is in essence buying as 
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many copies of the book as users need with just one purchase. Others do not 
seem to understand the need to pay more than list price for a title regardless 
of the unlimited access and use.
table 3. Sample list price multiplier for collection pricing (ASM Press).
Annual subscription Perpetual purchase
Age of book (years) Tier A Tier B Tier C Tier A Tier B Tier C
0–5 .375 .72 1.05 1.5 2.10 3.0
6–9 .300 .63 0.90 1.2 1.75 2.5
10–13 .200 .42 0.60 0.8 1.20 1.8
> 13 .100 .21 0.30 0.4 0.60 0.9
Publishers struggle with this dilemma; they may earn less on each pub-
lished title compared with the print-only era, but there are many poten-
tial benefits of wider exposure of their content in a digital environment. As 
libraries push to spend less when acquiring content, publishers earn less 
by delivering it. Publishers find themselves in a transitional period, first 
experimenting and then “waiting and seeing.” It is easy for end users to for-
get the costs involved in producing and delivering e-books; these costs often 
increase book prices because of the expense of the technology involved. The 
typical book represents an investment by the ASM Press of at least $25,000; 
the expenses are often double or triple that for a book with hundreds of 
chapters and thousands of pages. 
use
Publishers want to be able to demonstrate the value of their content. At pres-
ent, the meaningful and most accepted measure of this is use. ASMscience 
provides COUNTER-compliant reports on ASMscience for librarians to 
review. Because the ASM Press books primarily are used by the chapter, 
customers tell us that the section report (BR2) is the most useful. Industry-
wide anecdotal evidence says that only 20% of any collection shows use, 
and of that 20%, only 20% will be highly used and the rest lightly used. The 
goal is to analyze the use trends to inform future publishing decisions. 
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But low use is not necessarily a reflection of how much users value the 
content. Use is strictly dependent on seekers being able to find the content. 
Getting content to surface depends on getting it properly cataloged and 
included in libraries’ e-holdings, and listed in the link resolvers and knowl-
edge bases of the library discovery services. ASMscience offers free down-
loadable MARC records by e-book collection to help librarians get the titles 
they have purchased into their catalogs. But MARC records are of limited 
usefulness unless patrons can link to the full-text content in their digital hold-
ings. It has been extremely challenging getting the ASM Press e-books added 
to the institutional link resolvers and the knowledge bases of the larger dis-
covery services. Smaller publishers seem to be far down the list for this work. 
Fine-tuning or customizing the “link resolver experience” is in the 
librarians’ hands; they set the algorithms for what results are returned and 
in what order. For example, some librarians may prefer that patrons’ search 
results display a particular publisher’s platform or collection first. Other 
librarians set search results to display only one record, from what may be 
many aggregators holding a particular title, to avoid “confusing” users with 
multiple choices for the same item. JSTOR provides guides for how to do 
this (http://about.jstor.org/content/quick-reference-guides) for each of 
the major discovery services. Fine-tuning the library’s search and display 
features are critical to ensure that patrons are able to find everything that 
has been acquired for them. 
Does adding and integrating a new collection to the catalog mean that 
users will find it? Librarians should promote their digital acquisitions to 
faculty and students. To assist librarians in this marketing effort, larger 
publishers sometimes visit campuses to make presentations to librarians 
and faculty in an effort to increase awareness of new and subject collections; 
they also provide content for e-mail announcements, newsletters, and other 
communications that librarians send to faculty on a regular basis. These 
activities can result in higher use for the titles being promoted. Publishers 
with smaller promotional budgets also can provide materials, such as post-
ers and e-mail messages, announcing e-book collections and highlighting 
content that can potentially be used in courses.
In addition to unlimited concurrent use, the license for the ASM Press 
collections grants liberal use of the content to the institution, including the 
right to incorporate the content into e-reserves or coursepacks, interlibrary 
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loan of individual chapters to noncommercial libraries, scholarly sharing, 
and text and data mining. In particular, it is advantageous for instructors 
to review the library’s e-book collections for resources that can potentially 
serve as course materials; since the library already has acquired unlimited 
access to these titles, they will be free to the students. Librarians seem to 
appreciate both ASM Press’s license terms with the emphasis on sharing 
resources and the ease with which ASMscience enables this; the author 
hopes that librarians consider these features, along with statistics about 
downloads and views, when considering the value of the content to support 
purchasing decisions.
chAllenges And future directions
There are significant challenges for small scholarly publishers in deliver-
ing e-books to libraries. The author has identified three major ones. First, 
because the cost of journal subscriptions has been rising at a significant 
annual rate for many years, it has been hard to compete for the relatively 
small budgets that libraries allocate to nonperiodical purchases. It also is 
hard to know exactly when in the year institutions around the world are 
likely to have funds available for one-time purchases. Next, few librarians 
have been willing to provide feedback on how e-book collections are being 
received and used by students and faculty; surveying patrons about the 
results of purchasing decisions appears to be a low priority. Librarians may 
also prefer platforms with a patron-driven acquisition feature rather than 
outright collection purchases. Finally, small presses like ASM take their 
role as the publishers of high-quality content very seriously. They have 
made significant investments in acquisition and production processes and 
in digital delivery systems. The financial sustainability of selling long-form 
books for scholars is under pressure from librarians who want each book to 
cost less and less. 
Without a doubt, the business of book publishing has changed faster 
than ever before during the last 10 years, and book publishers are being 
asked to deliver more content, with more features, to more places for read-
ers and researchers to find. It is a struggle to fulfill ASM’s mission of sup-
porting and communicating the science of microbiology, as well as intel-
ligently incorporating efforts such as open access and open educational 
resources, while covering expenses. At its core, “free” is not a sustainable 
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business model. Regardless, society publishers must continue to experi-
ment with delivery systems, business models, and supply chains that will 
enable their content to find readers. Librarians play a valuable role in this 
ecosystem by choosing what content to collect for their scholars. Like many 
society publishers, the ASM Press struggles to get its peer-reviewed prod-
ucts to rise to the top of the list at buying time. The future lies in listening 
to each other and collaborating. Together, libraries and society publishers 
can help to support education and to ensure the future of scholarly com-
munication.
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Platform Diving: A Day in 




The author takes a close look at the e-books opened and used on a single 
day, September 24, 2013, on one academic e-book platform: MyiLibrary. 
Library users from 584 libraries in 39 countries across every continent 
began 15,954 sessions on the platform that day. The chapter is not a deep 
statistical study; it relies less on data and more on the detail of reader ses-
sions to form impressions, make observations, raise questions, and present 
e-book reading. This brief glance at the activity on this aggregator’s plat-
form sheds light on how, when, and even a hint at why users are open-
ing e-books. The glance also looks at the day’s statistics on the numbers of 
books that were only opened and those that were used more heavily. 
the DAy begins
At 7 p.m. Greenwich Mean Time on September 24, 2013, a library reader 
from Northumbria University, Newcastle upon Tyne, England, opened an 
e-book about film entitled Documentary. It took this user under a minute 
to look at eight pages before moving out of the book. At that same time, at 
2 p.m. in the Canadian afternoon, a reader associated with the Université 
du Québec à Montréal opened Dictionary of Architectural and Building 
Technology, viewed 16 pages over seven minutes, and left. At that very 
same time, users were viewing titles at Western University in London-
Ontario, at Rutgers University, and at Vancouver Island University. At 
the University of Utah, Nonparametric Statistics with Applications to 
5
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Science and Engineering hosted a session lasting one minute just before 
lunch in Salt Lake City.
These six users all opened their e-books within the first minute of a 
24-hour period. This is the subject of this chapter: a single day for one aca-
demic e-book platform, MyiLibrary. We do not know why these users chose 
these titles, do not know if they found what they were looking for, and do 
not know what projects had engaged them in the first place. We do know 
that by opening e-books, these users—all members of their local academic 
communities, joined another community of sorts, a temporary one com-
prised of e-book users from 584 libraries in 39 countries across every con-
tinent where there are libraries—converged to begin 15,954 sessions on the 
platform that day.
Of course, this was no real community, in that users were unaware of 
one another and likely had no idea that anyone had done anything to enable 
their e-book use. On September 24 and 25, MyiLibrary staff went about their 
work as always, preparing the platform to host users for many days into the 
future, as they have done day in and day out since MyiLibrary’s launch in 
2004, writing computer code, handling invoices, negotiating with publish-
ers, and many other duties. Few staff members would have been directly 
aware that users from Newcastle upon Tyne to Salt Lake City were engaged 
with them at all. As thousands of their e-books were opened, publishers 
were more distant still from the day’s users, who, as has usually been true 
across the history of books, would remain unknown to them. Onsite users 
were most likely to have engaged with the librarians and other local staff 
who no doubt fixed printers, provided e-book instruction, helped recover 
lost network credentials, answered questions, and solved other problems, 
while perhaps authorizing more orders to follow the thousands of orders 
that had built up local MyiLibrary collections for use on this day. 
We do, however, refer regularly to the “academic community,” and all 
these groups contributed to a shared experience that was a particle in the 
galaxy of higher learning spinning across those 24 hours. Today academic 
e-book use is well-established, widespread, and growing. Five, and cer-
tainly 10 years ago, it would have been stretching the truth to say that aca-
demic e-book use was “well-established.” Today it might be another stretch 
to refer, quite yet, to academic e-book use as “routine.” This chapter will be 
something like a one-way mirror on those users who visited the MyiLibrary 
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e-book platform that day in 2013. It will attempt to piece together stories 
from this representative day, one that ended at 6:59 p.m. Greenwich Mean 
Time on September 25, when a user from Arizona State University spent 33 
midday minutes with Understanding Religion and Popular Culture. 
The chapter does not aspire to statistical significance, nor attempt to 
prove anything, and does not closely engage with past studies of e-book use, 
not even the 2009 JISC National E-Books Observatory Project, a “deep log 
analysis of MyiLibrary” (JISC National E-Books Observatory Project, 2009). 
This study relies less on data and more on the detail of reader sessions in 
order to form impressions, make observations, raise questions, and present 
e-book reading in a less disembodied way than studies sometimes do.
It is difficult not to be struck by how broad—geographically, topically, 
and temporally—use of the platform was. To take a few of what seemed 
limitless examples of that breadth: at 9:41 in the evening a reader from 
the University of the Highlands and Islands in Scotland opened Mountain 
Geography to begin the first of four sessions for the e-book at the university 
that night. At 5:53 the next morning, a different member of this community 
opened Debating the Highland Clearances, the first of as many as 14 users 
who consulted that e-book into the afternoon, before another Highlands 
and Islands-based reader spent 32 minutes in International Business Eco-
nomics: A European Perspective, to close the day’s MyiLibrary activity at 
that archipelago of 13 colleges in the Scottish north. 
Meanwhile, a hemisphere away but within the same minute as Moun-
tain Geography was first opened, a user in Armidale, New South Wales, at 
Australia’s University of New England opened Cardiac Arrhythmia Rec-
ognition, the first of 18 sessions at that university, while 1,328 kilometers 
south, in Melbourne, a La Trobe University patron spent five minutes with 
five pages of Cancer Supportive Care: Advances in Therapeutic Strategies. 
In an age of technological miracles, nothing here qualifies as one of them. 
To step back for a moment, though, it seems remarkable that users so far 
flung can briefly share online space to pursue interests as varied as these.
In other ways, though, the view is different, and use seems less broad. 
Users opened 6,412 e-books on the platform, just over 1% of some half- 
million titles available on the platform. However, over 40% of the time, 
users left their e-books within a minute. With nearly 7,000 sessions as short 
as that, how broadly could users have engaged with these e-books? 
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DownloADing textbooks
While many users must simply have closed unhelpful sessions, other users 
did engage with their one-minute e-books—if not at that moment, then 
later. These were users who either downloaded or printed pages. Down-
loading, which took place in 315 of these brief sessions, was by far the more 
common route to this form of “engage later” behavior. 
Most download sessions involved textbooks, structured reading expressly 
assigned to students. A textbook assigned at the University of Bath is a typical 
story. Integrated Marketing Communications hosted 16 sessions there, 10 of 
them one-minute sessions where most of the day’s 11 downloads took place, 
with most of these for an identical 80 pages. Nobody printed anything.
It is not hard to see why users would dip into their textbook, download, 
and leave. Having pertinent course readings from a variety of sources con-
veniently closer at hand than their printed textbooks would be one reason, 
but another is surely that these students did not own these textbooks and 
were relying on downloads to make their coursework possible at all. While 
United Kingdom academic libraries have been more accustomed than 
North American ones to providing textbooks (print and electronic) to stu-
dents, there are limits to what any library can do. In recent years the high 
cost of textbooks has become an issue on both sides of the Atlantic. Rather 
than bear the expense of buying a textbook, students turn to their library. 
Faced with lost sales, publishers counter with strategies such as raised 
prices, so more students look for alternatives, and prices go even higher. 
Another publisher strategy is to limit concurrent use of an e-book on aggre-
gator platforms. This way, an entire class cannot rely on the library’s online 
textbook unless students wait their turn, or the library buys more licenses 
for multiple simultaneous use, which then becomes a budget question. 
Publishers, too, sometimes withhold textbooks from aggregator platforms, 
eliminating this free (for students) option. Aggregators receive frequent 
requests from libraries, who ask on behalf of their students, to add a given 
title to a platform. More often than not, these titles are widely assigned text-
books that the publishers have specifically withheld from the aggregators.
However, this is not always the case. A Pearson textbook sometimes 
referred to as Giavazzi and Blanchard provides an example. Olivier Blanchard 
first wrote Macroeconomics in 1977. Working with a number of coauthors 
over the years, he collaborated with Francesco Giavazzi, of MIT and Italy’s 
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Bocconi University, in 2010 to bring out an edition subtitled A European Per-
spective. It was assigned at two universities this day: the University of Exeter, 
where there were 43 user sessions, and the University of Sussex, where there 
were eight. During the Exeter sessions, 12 users downloaded pages. Nine of 
these users downloaded exactly 61 pages, one downloaded 60 pages, and 
another 59. Exeter’s license permitted three simultaneous users in the e-book, 
and we can see in the use log how students laid their strategies to get access. 
Remarkably, 16 of the Exeter sessions took place between 2 a.m. and 
6 a.m. on September 25, with sessions beginning at 3:07, 3:28, 3:38, 3:39, 
3:44, and 3:57, to take examples from just one of those late hours. Another 
nine sessions, by early risers, took place between 6 a.m. and 8 a.m. These 
students must have known, probably from hard experience, than trying to 
get into the e-book during normal daylight hours would be difficult. Exeter 
also owned the book in print (or did at least on November 12, 2014, accord-
ing to an online public access catalog [OPAC] search), but the chances of 
gaining access to the print book were possibly even more difficult (Exeter’s 
two print copies were both checked out, according to the OPAC). Some stu-
dents no doubt bought the book, but the image of weary students who had 
not bought it, opening their economics e-textbook at 3 a.m., is a most con-
crete way to suggest ideas about the nature of academic aggregator plat-
forms. MyiLibrary was, of course, a lifeline to those students, for whom it 
was a way to save some money and pass a course. But surely these students 
would rather not have had to arise at 3 a.m. or stay awake till that hour. 
Professors assigning the e-book would prefer to prepare reading lists and 
not have to think about matters like this. Libraries would prefer to serve 
students with whatever was needed at all times. Of course, Giavazzi and 
Blanchard, not to mention Pearson Publishing, would naturally wish that 
that every student would just buy the book in print or e-format instead of 
using the library’s electronic copy.
turnAwAys
Things could have been worse at Exeter. There was only one “turnaway” 
for the e-book (meaning, only one user attempting to open the e-book was 
turned away because all licenses were in use at that moment). The library 
had purchased a multiuser license, and students’ late nights and other 
strategies were enough to limit concurrent use to three in all but that one 
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instance. This was not always the case across the platform that day, since 
many titles at many libraries had turnaways. At Central Michigan Univer-
sity (CMU), patrons were turned away 43 times from Theories of Delin-
quency: An Examination of Explanations of Delinquent Behavior, no 
doubt another assigned reading. CMU’s license for the e-book, permitting 
one reader at a time, was on the other hand sufficient to enable 36 success-
ful sessions, likely sometimes on the part of persistent students who had 
been turned away earlier. In contrast to Exeter, few students opened the 
e-book in the middle of the night (only one did so at CMU), and none down-
loaded or printed pages to read later.
Need on the part of CMU students seemed somewhat less acute than 
at Exeter. That may have been because students in the United States have 
come to expect relatively low support for textbooks from libraries, and so 
they turn elsewhere more quickly than would students in the United King-
dom (“Library Attitudes Are Changing, However: Charles Lyons, Library 
Roles with Textbook Affordability,” 2014). The MyiLibrary use log for the 
day, in fact, showed heavy online textbook use at United Kingdom academic 
libraries, when compared to the United States, Canada, and most other 
parts of the world. This is possibly due to a difference in teaching styles, to a 
difference in library textbook policies, or, in some measure, to both. E-book 
reading in the United Kingdom focuses on assigned readings more than 
seems to be the case elsewhere.
Nobody likes turnaways. Locked-out students and their professors 
complain to librarians, who complain to aggregator representatives, who 
bring complaints to publishers, who weigh the economic impact of license 
terms proposed to alleviate the distant—at that point—frustrations of users. 
The economics are expressed on aggregator platforms by the various license 
types offered to libraries. They go by different names on different platforms, 
and not all platforms offer all types. Typical options include single-user, 
multiuser (usually three), unlimited use, fixed number of annual sessions, 
and short-term loans.
short-term loAns
Publishers and aggregators go through cycles of negotiation and renego-
tiation over the conditions under which academic e-books may be read, 
causing periodic turbulence. Short-term loans, a recent example, are a 
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pay-per-use license designed to reduce turnaways while expanding title 
breadth and saving libraries money. While MyiLibrary has not offered this 
license type, other platforms have developed and promoted the model. In 
2014, based on the model’s impact on sales over a number of years, a suc-
cession of publishers changed pricing terms or withdrew altogether, alarm-
ing librarians who had built their local e-book strategy around short-term 
loan licensing (Wolfman-Arent, 2014). How many users in an e-book at a 
time? One reader, as the laws of physics dictates for print books or, since 
those laws are suspended online, as many as need a particular title at the 
same time? It is all a matter of economics. Should libraries pay for user 
access to e-books just in case they are needed or when needed? As the ter-
rain of online academic reading is being mapped out, these are significant 
boundary disputes.
long reADing
Beyond the business relationships, aggregators act as advisors to 
both libraries and publishers: as ombudsmen to publishers on behalf 
of libraries and as enforcement agencies toward libraries on behalf of 
publishers. This role of policing use so that license limits are observed 
is most evident with textbooks. Monographs, on the other hand, or 
books that might only occasionally be assigned as course reading, have 
less need of being policed since simultaneous use is less frequent. The 
unlucky University of Bath reader, who tried to open Market Place: 
Food Quarters, Design and Urban Renewal in London but was turned 
away, was the exception, not the rule, for an e-book that invites sus-
tained reader attention and did support six successful sessions. More 
typical was the Canadian user at MacEwan University in Edmonton who 
turned 16 pages of Aristocratic Vice: A History, or the German user 
from Leuphana University of Lüneburg who looked at 28 pages of The 
Entropy of Capitalism. Neither one was turned away. In fact, they were 
those e-books’ only users. 
More than 60% of the day’s e-books were only used once. Slightly over 
half of these sessions were very brief visits of a minute or less. Many of those 
e-books, when opened, must have seemed of no use. The other half of these 
single-visit e-books, however, was used more intensively. Among these 
e-books used once, nearly 14%, over 500, hosted sessions of 10 minutes or 
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more. This contrasts with e-books used more than once, where ten-minute 
sessions took place not quite 6% of the time. 
It is easy to imagine that a user in Mexico from the Universidad de 
Colima was as grateful to be able to spend over an hour with No Word for 
Welcome: The Mexican Village Faces the Global Economy as the scholar 
at Concordia University in Montréal who read Democracy and National 
Identity in Thailand for more than two hours, or a reader at the Univer-
sity of Cambridge whose session with the Routledge Philosophy Guide-
Book to Kant and the Critique of Pure Reason lasted for over three hours. 
Although these three long sessions suggest the kind of deeper reading for 
which print is probably the best format, these three users would likely 
say that title breadth is a valuable platform quality. That almost 90% of 
the 6,411 titles opened that day were used at only one library suggests the 
same thing. 
topicAl introDuctions
The day’s MyiLibrary use suggests that there is a different type of read-
ing for which e-books might be the ideal form. This is when a user needs 
a brief view of a large topic: an authoritative “introduction.” That is, the 
word chosen by Oxford University Press for its Very Short Introduction 
series, whose use on this day was difficult to miss. More than 30 different 
titles in the series were opened at more than 30 institutions, from Cana-
da’s Athabasca University to Nizhny Novgorod State Technical University 
in Russia. Books from the Very Short Introduction series were opened 
73 times on the platform, and sessions lasted over six minutes on aver-
age, which suggests that users found the introductions helpful. Sessions 
included one lasting 28 minutes with Feminism: A Very Short Intro-
duction at the University of East Anglia, and sessions across the world 
with Advertising and Geopolitics, Marx, and Psychiatry. These sessions 
were only the most noticeable among those where gaining hold of a topic 
seemed the goal, such as for a user at the University of Johannesburg who 
spent three minutes with Introducing Architectural Theory, or at Not-
tingham Trent University where a user spent two minutes with Geology: 
The Key Ideas. More accessible than print, more focused and authorita-
tive than the web, and easy enough to skim or browse, these e-books must 
often have fulfilled their purpose.
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subject use DAtA
business and economics
Studies of e-book use often present data by subject (for example, Christian-
son, 2005). Since library budgets usually are organized this way and work 
assignments frequently are, this makes institutional sense. It may not tell 
the entire story, however. Two of the most heavily used subject areas this 
day were in Library of Congress Classification subclass HD (industry, land 
use, labor), which had 1,096 sessions, and HF (commerce), which had 832. 
Both would be the territory of academic work in business or economics, 
whose students were clearly busy. Many of these sessions were assigned 
readings: textbooks such as Theories of Development, for example, had 51 
sessions at Rhodes University in South Africa. 
literature
By contrast, use was low in the subclasses PR (English literature), with 178 ses-
sions, and PS (American literature), with only 50; both high book-publishing 
areas, even considering that only part of that output is nonfiction. Although 
interest in e-books may well be lower among literature students than business 
students, is their interest truly that much lower? Textbook-based reading, so 
common in other fields, is largely absent in literary studies, which accounts 
for a sizable part of the difference in use. Looking at use by subject, then, and 
not by the different types of reading experience, might be too narrow a view. 
Use might have been higher had there been more opportunities for topical 
introduction, such as two titles: Shakespeare: The Basics, read for 20 min-
utes at Ryerson University in Toronto, and Edith Wharton in Context, also 
opened for 20 minutes at the University of Melbourne. Instead, carrying the 
textbook-use handicap, it is conceivable that e-book use in literature is mis-
understood, and so possibly underfunded. Perhaps close reading sessions 
such as one for over two hours at Florida State University with The Indistinct 
Human in Renaissance Literature would be more common if more e-books 
were available, instead of reinforcing by their absence a pattern of lower use. 
the business of selling e-books
Like literature, the sciences saw relatively low use, for example subclass 
QC (physics) only 163 sessions and QH (natural history, biology) just 161, 
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neither close to the total of GN (anthropology), which hosted 233. Does that 
mean that interest in online book reading is stronger in anthropology than 
in physics or biology? That is not likely the case. A more plausible explana-
tion is the success publishers in the sciences have had in drawing libraries 
to their own platforms, instead of to aggregators. By withholding or delay-
ing titles, by pricing and licensing policies, by imposing digital rights man-
agement (DRM) limitations, and by other means, large publishers who are 
able to build their own platforms have defined boundaries for aggregators. 
Of course these publishers, in moving users in their own direction, 
have every right to act as a business would. Aggregators, also businesses, 
provide their value in maintaining relationships with buyers and sellers 
who could do business otherwise only with greater difficulty. Publishers 
are in a constant state of discussion with aggregators, who offer access to 
library sales across a wider base than the publisher might achieve on its 
own. Here publishers face a fundamental question: How much autonomy in 
controlling their titles can be ceded profitably to aggregators? If a patron at 
the University of Nottingham was able to open Understanding the Steiner 
Waldorf Approach and print 14 pages, but users at the University of Plym-
outh were turned away four times, that was because of the terms Taylor 
& Francis and MyiLibrary had agreed to offer libraries and the differing 
arrangements these libraries chose to make within those terms.
Although e-books from more than 400 publishers were opened this 
day, 11 publishers’ e-books accounted for nearly 70% of all sessions, about 
11,000 of some 16,000 sessions. If publishers withheld or restricted some 
e-books, enough were available for MyiLibrary to fulfill its part of the bar-
gain by delivering large numbers of e-books to users whose libraries paid 
the bills. Of course, the day’s reading on the MyiLibrary platform occurred 
alongside reading sessions on other aggregator platforms, on publisher 
platforms, on personal devices whose owners had bought e-books, and in 
printed books. So if MyiLibrary reading was low in the sciences and lacked 
any e-books from leading trade publishers who had barely begun to explore 
the academic library market, and if e-books even from some well-known 
university presses, such as Harvard, were not on the platform, it does not 
mean those books went unread. It does illustrate, however, that for publish-
ers the role of academic aggregators can be seen as a marketing role, which 
individual publishers choose to use extensively, selectively, or not at all. 
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patron-Driven Acquisitions
Today the plainest illustration of this marketing role is the prevalence of 
patron-driven acquisitions (PDA) or demand-driven acquisitions (DDA) pro-
grams, whereby aggregators in effect advertise availability of titles via MARC 
records loaded into libraries’ online catalogs, and no purchase takes place 
unless a certain use threshold is reached. Although large publishers usually 
do not have the capability on their own platforms to track use against a trig-
ger threshold and aggregator platforms generally do, PDA activity is largely 
aggregator-based. Some publishers permit their e-books to be offered this way, 
while others, troubled by free, prethreshold PDA use arrangements, do not. 
Free use, that is, prepurchase use, was relatively uncommon on MyiLi-
brary, on this day at least, since only 103 prepurchase sessions occurred. 
Thirty-four libraries accounted for those sessions, so a small number of 
libraries, those most invested in PDA, accounted for the lion’s share of use. 
They were led by Arizona State University, where 21 prethreshold sessions 
took place for titles as varied as Leisure Programming for Baby Boom-
ers and Data Analysis in High Energy Physics. The day’s 1,692 post-PDA 
purchase sessions (meaning, for e-books already acquired this way) far out-
numbered the prepurchase sessions and, in fact, amounted to over 10% of 
all sessions. These took place in 96 libraries in 11 countries, showing how 
widespread PDA has become. 
platforms
Companies like MyiLibrary aggregate e-books, of course, but it is equally 
the case, and just as important, that they aggregate users. In doing that, 
MyiLibrary aggregated the needs of library patrons across the world who, 
for all their varied purposes, accessed the platform around the clock, or 
tried to, for short sessions and long sessions, with e-books assigned and 
unassigned, in many subject areas. 
Every academic aggregator would probably tell a day’s story that would 
be in some ways different, but in many ways the same; different, in that 
each company has its own strengths that would probably be reflected in the 
experience of users. When it comes to their challenges, whether looking at 
emerging customer interests like analytics or interlibrary loan, or at unfamil-
iar languages or even alphabets in newer world markets, aggregators would 
likely tell the same story: one of constant change and even volatility. There 
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is no need for them to tell it, since the public record provides a chronology 
of the start-ups, mergers, acquisitions, partnerships, successes, and failures 
that have shaped the industry (“Academic E-Publishing: Some Key Players,” 
2001; “Baker & Taylor’s ‘ED’ Resurfaces,” 2002; “Baker & Taylor Announces 
E-Book Partnerships,” 2000; “Coutts Library Services Kicks Off E-Book Ini-
tiatives,” 2006; “eBooks Corp. and Blackwell Book Services Have Extended 
the Scope of Their Collaboration Into the U.K. and Europe,” 2007; “ebrary 
Snags Key Investors for Pay-Per-Use Service,” 2000; “Alliances & Deals,” 
2010; Hane, 1999; “JSTOR Is Expected to Release Books at JSTOR in Novem-
ber,” 2012; “Project Muse Editions (PME) and the University Press E-Book 
Consortium (UPCC) Merged to Create the University Press Content Consor-
tium (UPCC) Set to Launch Jan. 1, 2012,” 2011; “ProQuest Puts Ebrary on Its 
Books,” 2011; “ProQuest Recently Acquired Ebook Library (EBL),” 2013; “Re: 
Coutts Bought by Ingram,” 2006; “Strategic Partnership Announced Between 
Ebooks Corporation and Dawsonbooks,” 2004; Young, 2001; 2002). 
If users need a broad and always available base of academic titles, 
there is one usually unstated factor that librarians need from aggregators: 
stability. For that, “platform” might be the perfect word to convey stability 
with substance, activity, and purpose. Google`s Ngram Viewer shows that 
use of the phrase “computer platform” began to take off in the mid-1980s. 
Its earliest uses, though, were literal, in reference to the massive machines 
of the time, for example, a 1961 advertisement for “ELAFLOR . . . a solid, 
noiseless floor, free of vibration . . . a completely flexible computer plat-
form, easily modified and suitable for end-of-room, wall-to-wall, or island 
installation without significant engineering changes” (“Advertisement,” 
1961, p. 62). Or in 1975, when a scholar of ancient astronomy described the 
“excitement of the hour when I stood one night on the computer platform 
of the Hayden Planetarium” (Pomerance, 1976, p. 18). Today e-book users 
around the academic world stand on platforms whose stability depends on 
the interwoven interests of libraries, users, publishers, and aggregators, all 
aiming to secure their place within the future of online reading.
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University of California, 




The University of California, Merced (UC Merced) opened September 5, 
2005, as the tenth campus in the University of California system and the 
first American research university of the 21st century. Collections plan-
ning began in 2003. While the intention has never been to create an all- 
electronic library, the current collection is over 90% electronic. Almost all 
serials are electronic. Librarians use demand-driven acquisitions (DDA) 
plans extensively to provide access to e-books. There are no traditional 
librarian bibliographers or selectors. This chapter describes the decisions 
made at the beginning, evaluates the results after 10 years of operation, and 
looks forward to developments in the next 10 years.
IntroductIon
The transition from print to electronic format for information resources has 
been underway for some time and at varying speeds, depending on individ-
ual library environments. Even with extensive print collections developed 
over many years, research university libraries often have been leaders in 
this transition. Factors such as pressure to reuse space, changes in scholarly 
communication, the increasing importance of born-digital resources, the 
documented decline in the use of print materials, and growing preferences 
(albeit varying by discipline) of faculty and students for information in elec-
tronic form have all combined to cause research libraries increasingly to 
favor the acquisition of information resources in electronic format. Along 
6
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with changes in collection development practices, many research univer-
sity libraries also are reexamining traditional methods of providing library 
services to faculty and students. One question is how far can a research uni-
versity library go in this direction? By itself, the history of the University of 
California, Merced Library does not answer this question, but it may point 
to an answer.
creAtIon of the unIversIty of cAlIfornIA, Merced
The University of California (UC) is the public research university of Cali-
fornia, distinct from the California State University system that focuses on 
undergraduate instruction. Currently, the university consists of nine gen-
eral campuses enrolling both undergraduate and graduate students and one 
campus, the University of California, San Francisco (UCSF), which enrolls 
only graduate and professional students in medicine and health sciences.
The University of California, Merced (UC Merced) opened on September 
5, 2005, as the tenth campus in the University of California system and the 
first American research university to open in the 21st century. As of August 
2014, UC Merced has almost 6,400 students, of whom nearly 400 are gradu-
ate students. The current plan is that by 2020 there will be 10,000 students, 
including 1,000 graduate students. For a detailed account of the founding of 
UC Merced, consult Merritt and Lawrence’s (2007) book, From Rangeland 
to Research University: The Birth of the University of California, Merced.
InItIAl collectIon PlAnnIng
Planning the library’s collection began in 2003, two years before the cam-
pus opened. At this time, the university librarian and the head of collec-
tion services developed some basic collection development principles that 
have remained intact during the past decade. Library collection manage-
ment policies favored a just-in-time approach to collection building rather 
than the traditional just-in-case approach. Materials would primarily be 
acquired to meet a specific information need rather than to build a collec-
tion for future use. Every effort would be made to leverage the collections 
and services available through the University of California libraries. In this 
context, access would be much more important than ownership. Books and 
journals would be acquired prospectively; interlibrary loan (ILL) would 
be relied upon for access to retrospective materials. Librarians would buy 
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some older books in response to high levels of local use. The librarians 
believed that the number and scope of information resources available in 
electronic form would continue to increase over time. While the library 
would attempt to acquire a needed resource in any appropriate format, 
information resources in electronic form would be preferred. Although 
not directly related to these policies, librarians also decided not to acquire 
microforms, although they purchased microform reader/printers in case 
microforms were received through ILL. Additionally, the library would not 
collect textbooks; students would be expected to buy their own copies of 
required textbooks.
Although not directly related to collections, two additional policy deci-
sions were made very early in planning for the operation of the library. 
First, librarians would not sit at a public reference desk. The library ser-
vices desk would be staffed by students who would refer users to a librarian 
for individual reference consultation. Second, and related to the policy not 
to acquire textbooks, the library would not maintain a reserve operation. 
Librarians would assist faculty in placing links to electronic resources in the 
course management system, and, at faculty request, designate specific print 
books as “Library Use Only” for a semester.
The librarians needed to make some intelligent guesses about what 
the academic programs would look like in the next two to five years. The 
initial academic vision, which has remained largely intact to the present 
time, was that research and teaching would be highly interdisciplinary. To 
foster interdisciplinary work, the primary academic organizational units 
would be schools, rather than traditional discipline-based departments. Ini-
tially, there were three schools: Engineering; Natural Sciences; and Social 
Sciences, Humanities and Arts; plus a Graduate Division. While the origi-
nal intention was that all three schools would develop at the same pace, it 
became apparent during 2003 and 2004 that the Engineering School and 
Natural Sciences School were developing at a faster pace than Social Sci-
ences, Humanities and Arts. As a result, the library needed to plan for an 
initial collection to support primarily engineering, life sciences, and physical 
sciences. Given the realities of scholarly communication in these disciplines, 
librarians would therefore need to focus on the acquisition of electronic 
resources, which at UC Merced largely meant gaining access to appropriate 
electronic resources already available through the University of California.
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unIversIty of cAlIfornIA lIbrArIes
To understand collection development policies at UC Merced, it is first 
necessary to understand the position of the UC Merced Library within the 
University of California system of libraries. Considered as a whole, the 
UC libraries constitute the largest research university library in the world 
with over 39 million print volumes and 3.7 million digitized volumes. In 
2013–2014, the 100 libraries that make up the UC system had a total budget 
of $237,000,000. The California Digital Library (CDL), which despite its 
name is an office of the University of California, provides a variety of central 
services to the campus libraries. These include negotiating and licensing 
electronic resources, managing the union catalog (Melvyl) using the OCLC 
WorldCat Local platform, managing an internal ILL system and courier ser-
vice that exchanged 102,000 items between UC campuses in 2012–2013, 
and developing and managing a variety of data management and digital 
library services. The CDL also manages the UC Shared Cataloging Program 
(SCP) located at UC San Diego, which provides MARC records to the cam-
pus libraries for centrally licensed electronic information resources as well 
as acquisitions services for centrally licensed resources.
Given all of these available resources and services, the central planning 
question was which collections and services could be accessed by the UC 
Merced Library simply by virtue of its being a UC library, and which collec-
tions and services needed to be developed locally?
AcquIsItIon of resources
This section describes UC Merced Library’s collection planning and 
acquisition in four areas: journals, e-books, U.S. government publica-
tions, and print books. While each of these information resource types is 
addressed sequentially, it should be understood that they were acquired 
simultaneously.
Journals
In 2003, the UC Merced librarians believed that there was no reason for 
a new research library to acquire journals in print. Accordingly, the first 
formal collection development policy was that the library would acquire 
journals in electronic format only unless a desired journal was only avail-
able in print. If it subsequently became available electronically, the print 
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subscription would be cancelled. If a publisher bundled print and electronic 
versions together, the print version would neither be shelved nor cataloged. 
Access to very large numbers of electronic-only journals required UC 
Merced librarians to select those packages already licensed by the Univer-
sity of California that supported UC Merced research and teaching, and that 
the library could afford. The UC libraries operate on a coinvestment model 
for system-wide licensing of electronic resources: negotiation and licensing 
are conducted centrally by the CDL, but each campus is responsible for pay-
ing its proportional cost. Once the librarians selected the desired resources 
and returned the spreadsheet to the CDL, staff at the CDL worked to add UC 
Merced to the existing licenses and to arrange for payment.
e-books
The librarians recognized that the transition from print to electronic format 
was much farther along for journals than for monographs. In fact, in 2004 
it could fairly be said that the monograph transition had barely begun. 
Both libraries and publishers were beginning to develop mutually accept-
able business models and licensing terms, but consensus was still far from 
being realized. Various vendors had appeared, but it was unclear which 
ones would still be in business in a few years. The basic question had not 
been resolved: were books so fundamentally different from journals that 
a transition to electronic format would not, and indeed should not, hap-
pen? Despite the underdeveloped marketplace, the UC Merced librarians 
believed that e-books would become an important format, and that the level 
of acceptance by faculty and students needed to be determined. It seemed 
appropriate for a new research university library to ask this question and to 
try to answer it.
It was in this environment that the UC Merced Library began its initial, 
cautious experiments with e-books. The first acquisition was a subscription 
to ebrary Academic Complete, which provided access to a growing collec-
tion, now over 115,000 titles, of scholarly e-books in many disciplines. The 
cost per title is extremely low, but the library does not receive perpetual 
access to any of the titles. If the library stopped paying the subscription 
fee, all access would cease. At the same time, librarians wanted to purchase 
some titles and acquire perpetual access to them. Approximately 8,500 
titles were purchased from NetLibrary, now part of EBSCO. Librarians did 
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not continue to purchase titles from NetLibrary, however, because of dis-
satisfaction with the one-user-at-a-time use model that mimicked checking 
out a print book. This model appeared to be an artifact of print book publi-
cation and did not reflect the possibilities, such as unlimited simultaneous 
access, possible with electronic publication.
In 2004, the author attended a presentation at the American Library 
Association Annual Conference on patron-driven acquisition (PDA). Pre-
senters included Andrew Pace, then at North Carolina State University and 
now at OCLC, and a representative from Ebook Library (EBL). Inspired by 
this presentation, the UC Merced Library began a PDA or, as EBL calls it, 
demand-driven acquisitions (DDA) plan with EBL in 2005 employing the 
short-term loan model. For the past seven years, the library also has main-
tained a DDA plan with MyiLibrary, now part of Ingram. This is a much 
smaller plan than the one with EBL and focuses exclusively on academic 
science and engineering titles. Its primary purpose is to provide coverage 
of certain publishers not available through EBL. It does not employ short-
term loans; titles are purchased on the second access.
u.s. government Publications
As a research university library, the UC Merced Library needed to pro-
vide access to U.S. government publications. When the library was being 
planned in 2004, there was one Federal Depository Library within the con-
gressional district that included Merced, even though each district could 
have two such libraries. This depository library was over an hour’s drive 
from Merced. Under the circumstances it seemed reasonable for UC Mer-
ced to apply to become a depository library. The main question was whether 
it was appropriate to try to build a depository library by acquiring physical 
items when federal government publications were becoming increasingly 
electronic. A practical problem was that the library simply did not have the 
staff to perform all of the inventorying and accounting activities required by 
federal regulations to track physical depository items. One possible solution 
was to become an all-electronic depository library, even though there were 
no such libraries at the time. The library already maintained a subscrip-
tion to the Marcive Documents Without Shelves service, which provides 
MARC records for over 55,000 titles published by the Government Print-
ing Office (GPO). After negotiation with the GPO, the UC Merced Library 
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was approved as a Federal Depository Library based on the availability of 
Documents Without Shelves. The library also has access through ILL to the 
extensive physical document collections of other UC libraries.
Printed books
When the library was being planned, librarians understood without ques-
tion that they would acquire print books, regardless of what they may have 
believed the future to be. At the same time the librarians, if not all of the 
faculty, realized that a long-range goal of building a one- or two-million-
volume book collection on campus was completely unrealistic. The univer-
sity was being planned as a general UC campus, so the library was expected 
to support a range of disciplines, including many in the social sciences and 
particularly the humanities, which were heavily dependent on print books. 
The rapid transition to electronic content did not change this reality.
Librarians began the process of book acquisition by contracting with 
YBP Library Services for an “opening day” collection of approximately 
13,000 volumes published in 2003 and 2004. These were delivered to an 
off-site facility, shelved in call number order, and moved to the campus 
by a professional book moving company for the September 2005 open-
ing. Along with the “opening day” collection, the library established two 
approval plans with YBP: one in social sciences and humanities and the 
other in science and technology. 
It is somewhat a misnomer to speak of approval plans since all books 
received from YBP come completely shelf-ready. The only tasks for technical 
services staff are to check the books against the packing lists and to load the 
files of bibliographic records that also contain item and invoice data. Nor-
mally new books are shelved and available for use within 24 hours of receipt.
As stated earlier, the librarians decided at the beginning of planning 
that the library would not retrospectively acquire print monographs except 
in response to high levels of local use or faculty requests for specific titles. At 
the same time, the library would be open to supplementing the purchased 
book collection with strategic gifts. The library continues to decline offers 
of print journals and back runs of National Geographic, but accepts gifts of 
academic books in areas of collection focus. The personal libraries of retir-
ing UC faculty members continue to be an important source for acquiring 
older print titles, particularly in history, Spanish literature, and ecology.
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stAffIng
In 2003, the decision was made to focus additional librarian recruitment 
on instruction and reference positions with minimal, if any, responsibili-
ties for collection development or academic liaison activities. This decision 
recognized that funding for new librarian positions would be difficult to 
obtain, so the library should focus on its core needs. The founding librar-
ians also believed that the traditional subject specialist/bibliographer/aca-
demic department liaison model was ill-suited to a new research university 
library such as UC Merced. The traditional model did not align well with the 
academic focus on interdisciplinary research and the academic organiza-
tion of the campus into schools rather than discipline-specific departments. 
At what level would the liaison activities occur? If at the school level, what 
type of subject knowledge would be necessary or useful for such an assign-
ment? As mentioned above, collection development at UC Merced largely 
occurs at scale (e.g., online packages, approval plans, and e-book DDA) 
rather than at the individual title level. The traditional selector model did 
not seem to be a good fit in this environment. Within UC, subject selectors/
bibliographers are organized into discipline-specific groups. One of the 
important functions of these groups is to recommend system-wide acquisi-
tion of new electronic resources. While the UC Merced Library would not 
have assigned selectors, the librarians could participate in these groups as 
appropriate to convey UC Merced’s interest in specific new resources, to get 
assistance in answering highly specialized reference questions, or for other 
purposes. Finally, the traditional model carries with it significant overhead 
in the managing of discipline-specific funds. Such a fund accounting struc-
ture also seemed poorly aligned with the way UC Merced handled collection 
development. Librarians wanted to keep collections budgeting as simple 
as possible through the use of a small number of broad categories; fine-
grained subject level accounting was not considered useful. As a result of all 
of these factors, the head of collection services was the only librarian with 
any responsibility for collection development and management.
A decAde of oPerAtIons
UC Merced welcomed its tenth freshman class in August 2014. This date 
provides a suitable vantage point to look back at 10 years of operations. The 
UC Merced Library has demonstrated that it is possible to establish a real, 
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effective research university library with a small staff by relying on central 
services and vendor services. Central UC services include the Shared Cata-
loging Program, CDL acquisitions, SFX link resolver management, manage-
ment of Melvyl, the UC union catalog, a central institutional repository and 
digital publishing platform, and extensive support for digital library services 
and technologies. Vendor services include the approval plan and firm order 
book services, Documents Without Shelves, and serials subscription man-
agement. It is also possible to evaluate the results in the four areas of col-
lection management discussed earlier: journals, e-books, U.S. government 
documents, and print books; and in staffing as related to collection manage-
ment. While there was never any intention to create an all-electronic library, 
the reality today is that the UC Merced Library is certainly a primarily elec-
tronic library. As of July 1, 2014, the collection included 1,357,538 volumes 
of which only 118,071 (8.7%) were print. Including electronic journals and 
databases, as well as all physical formats such as DVDs and CD-ROMs, the 
total collection is 92% electronic. For fiscal year 2013–2014, 85% of the total 
collections budget was devoted to the acquisition of electronic resources.
In 2014, UC Merced has access to 68,940 electronic serials licensed 
through the CDL, as well as to 43,254 freely available electronic serials 
cataloged by the SCP. These totals are equivalent to the numbers of cen-
trally licensed electronic journals available at other UC campuses, even the 
larger ones. At faculty request, the library currently subscribes to 141 locally 
licensed electronic journals not available through UC agreements and to 20 
print journals not available electronically. After 10 years of operation, the 
library has not received faculty or student complaints regarding the pol-
icy of acquiring journals exclusively in electronic form whenever possible. 
Articles from older print journals held by other UC libraries are scanned 
and delivered online through ILL. In fiscal year 2013–2014, almost 1,500 
articles were provided in this manner.
During the past decade, the acceptance of e-books by faculty and stu-
dents at UC Merced has significantly increased as evidenced by use data 
and focus groups. At the same time, print books have not become obsolete 
or unwanted; a significant number of faculty and students, primarily in the 
humanities and social sciences, still prefer print books. Some of this prefer-
ence is related to difficulties in using e-books, primarily digital rights manage-
ment (DRM) limits that control how the content can be used, and problems 
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with using various interfaces. Probably the most important barrier to more 
widespread use of e-books in academic libraries is the sheer number of avail-
able publisher and aggregator platforms, each with its own rules, which must 
be navigated by users. Some of the preference for print books also is related 
to the belief that the reading experience is better with a print book and that 
print books provide superior image quality (particularly for scholars in some 
disciplines in which images are very important). Another issue for research 
libraries is that many important works continue to be available only in print, 
or else the availability of the online version is significantly delayed.
Despite these barriers to acceptance, in 2014 approximately 10 times 
more e-books are available to UC Merced Library patrons than are avail-
able in the local print collection. DDA remains the primary means of locally 
acquiring e-books rather than package or single-title purchases. Over 
300,000 titles currently are available through the EBL DDA plan. After 
three short-term loans (STLs) that may be for either one or seven days at 
the patron’s choice, the title is purchased on the fourth access. STLs and 
purchases are completely unmediated. While many libraries limit titles in 
their DDA pool by subject or publisher, UC Merced had made almost the 
entire EBL catalog available; the only exception had been titles with a list 
price over $300. The large increases in STL costs suddenly announced by 
certain publishers in the summer of 2014 forced librarians to remove con-
tent from about a dozen publishers and to institute a price cap on STLs to 
contain costs. Despite these increases in STL rates, DDA remains the pri-
mary means of acquiring locally licensed e-books. 
In addition to the EBL plan, the library has maintained its non-STL 
DDA plan with MyiLibrary. The library also maintains its subscription to 
ebrary Academic Complete. When UC Merced began acquiring e-books in 
2004, there were very few titles available through UC system-wide agree-
ments. This situation has changed significantly in the past decade. Now 
large e-book packages are available from publishers such as Springer, 
Wiley, and Elsevier, either linked to their journal packages or as smaller 
stand-alone packages. Currently, there are approximately the same number 
of e-books available through system-wide packages as through local acqui-
sition. Of course, there is always the possibility that a system-wide e-book 
package linked to a journal package may be cancelled in the future due to 
issues with the negotiating of journal package renewals.
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To provide additional support for the social sciences and humani-
ties, the UC libraries currently are conducting a system-wide e-book DDA 
pilot with 65 university presses and ebrary focused on social science and 
humanities titles. The pilot began in January 2014 when the first set of 
MARC records was distributed to the libraries by the SCP; the pilot will 
continue through December 2015. It works similarly to other DDA plans: 
a title is purchased on the fourth access after three STLs. Prior to the pilot, 
the libraries examined their print acquisitions from the participating pub-
lishers. Based on this data, a multiplier of three times or, in a few cases, 
four times list price provides perpetual access to all campuses. As of August 
2014, there were 2,733 titles available; there have been 843 STLs and 65 
titles have been purchased system-wide. 
The library remains a Federal Depository Library relying exclusively 
on the Marcive Documents Without Shelves service to provide access to 
federal documents. Currently, approximately 160,000 federal documents 
are available electronically. This number will significantly increase as a 
result of projects to digitize physical federal documents being undertaken 
by several library consortia, including the University of California.
The library has the space to house 200,000 physical items. With a print 
collection of 118,000 volumes and 2,300 DVDs and CD-ROMs, the library 
is currently 59% full. At the current rate of acquisition, it will be at least 16 
years before physical items will need to be withdrawn or sent to off-site stor-
age. The library continues to purchase print books through approval plans 
and some firm orders with YBP. In response to faculty requests, individual 
titles also are acquired through used-book dealers and Amazon. When the 
approval plans were initiated, both the humanities and social sciences plan 
and the science plan had relatively wide coverage since academic planning 
was so fluid. As the campus has matured, librarians have focused both 
plans on existing programs. Approval plan coverage also was narrowed in 
response to the increasing acceptance of e-books accompanied by increas-
ing pressure on the collections budget. In early 2014, the science plan was 
completely shut down as a result of decreasing circulation and budget cuts.
In spite of the decreasing rate of acquisition of print books, circula-
tion remains robust for a research library. In fiscal year 2013–2014, users 
checked out 28,994 items (24% of the collection); undergraduates checked 
out 18,575 (64%) of these items. Undergraduate circulation as a percentage 
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of total circulation has remained constant over several years, indicating 
that the print collection primarily supports undergraduate instruction. 
Staffing for collections has remained constant with one librarian 
responsible for the management of collection development and technical 
services. Librarian hiring continues to focus on instruction and reference as 
well as on digital assets. The lack of librarians with specific liaison respon-
sibilities has so far not proven to be a significant disadvantage since all of 
the librarians conduct outreach activities to the faculty as appropriate. At 
the same time, the diffuse academic organizational structure has made it 
difficult for librarians to communicate with groups of faculty at the same 
time. The real staffing question is whether the library will be able to hire or 
develop librarians with the necessary skill sets to support new initiatives 
such as data curation and digital humanities.
The way collection development and management have been carried 
out, as well as the availability of central services from the UC libraries and 
outsourced services, have had implications for technical services staffing. 
The library began with one staff person and one full-time equivalent stu-
dent employee responsible for cataloging, acquisitions, and stacks mainte-
nance. These staffing levels have worked for 10 years because most of the 
cataloging and acquisitions work involves importing and exporting large 
files of records rather than cataloging or ordering individual titles. There 
is clearly some work with individual items, but this is a small fraction of 
overall activity. Because of the emphasis on large-scale acquisition of infor-
mation resources, and also because of extensive outsourcing, one librarian 
and one staff member have been able to assemble a research library collec-
tion in 10 years. In 2013, the library received approval to recruit for a new 
staff position to handle electronic resources with the existing staff position 
repurposed to handle physical materials, stacks maintenance, and database 
maintenance.
The library continues to employ its triage model for providing reference 
services. For the past several years, the library has also participated in 24x7 
chat reference using OCLC’s QuestionPoint. For fiscal year 2013–2014, the 
library reported 2,500 reference transactions with 1,550 of these being vir-
tual. Many of the virtual transactions involved UC Merced students when 
the library was closed. The library still does not have a reserve operation 
and still does not collect textbooks. While some humanities faculty have 
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advocated for a reserve operation and some faculty and students want the 
library to acquire course textbooks, the consensus remains that these activi-
ties are not a good use of the library’s resources.
the next 10 yeArs
As with all libraries, future developments will be constrained by the avail-
ability of funding for staff (including librarians), collections, and opera-
tions. Within that context, it is possible to make some predictions with a 
reasonable degree of certainty. The transition from print to electronic for-
mats will continue; print as a percentage of the collection will continue to 
decline at UC Merced. In 10 years it is likely that 95% of the collection will 
be electronic and that at least 90% of the collection budget will be spent 
on electronic resources. The same trends will be manifest at most research 
university libraries for prospective acquisitions. An increasing number of 
research university libraries will adopt just-in-time collection development 
policies, and a decreasing number will be staffed and funded to continue to 
build collections according to the traditional model. At UC there will be an 
even greater emphasis on system-wide acquisition of electronic resources 
with a concomitant increase in the proportion of the collections budget at 
UC Merced going to the CDL for such resources. This is but one example 
of the increasing importance of working at the network level for academic 
library systems and consortia. Other examples are HathiTrust, the Western 
Regional Storage Trust (a distributed retrospective print journal reposi-
tory program serving libraries and library consortia in the western region 
of the United States) and similar large-scale print archiving programs, the 
adoption of a single integrated library system (ILS), and the increasing pro-
vision of central services in cataloging, acquisitions, licensing, reference, 
and instruction. E-books will become more accepted, even by humanities 
and arts faculty, as a result of improvements in usability and image qual-
ity. There will be greater clarity in the marketplace regarding business and 
licensing terms for e-books. Digital library services writ large—digitization 
of physical materials, development of online research portals and digi-
tal exhibits, data curation, electronic publishing, curation of born-digital 
materials, development of open access educational resources, administra-
tion of faculty open access mandates—will become increasingly important 
with significant impacts on hiring and professional development.
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Many decisions made by UC Merced librarians at the beginning were 
novel and even controversial at the time, but have become less so during the 
past decade. The UC Merced Library will continue to follow the statement 
on its webpage: “Not what other research libraries are, what they will be.”
reference
Merritt, K., & Lawrence, J. F. (2007). From rangeland to research university: The 
birth of the University of California, Merced. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 
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Patron-Driven Acquisitions:
Assessing and Sustaining  




The author describes the e-book patron-driven acquisitions (PDA) program 
at the University of Iowa Libraries. By analyzing almost five years of data 
about e-books purchased as a direct result of patron use, librarians made 
decisions about refining the PDA profile and learned which subjects and 
publishers attracted the most use. Understanding the collection of profiled 
PDA titles, or risk pool, helps librarians control and manage program costs. 
The data reveal the high quality of the books purchased through the pro-
gram, as well as the high rate of subsequent use, the reasonable per-book 
cost, the breadth of subject coverage, and the cost-control results of using 
the short-term loan option. The author also mentions the desirability of 
removing unused older titles periodically.
IntroductIon to PAtron-drIven AcquIsItIons
Academic libraries have always been responsive to their patrons’ needs. 
They usually buy patrons’ suggestions for purchases if the resources sup-
port research or curricular purposes. Interlibrary lending between librar-
ies also has been a standard service for over 100 years. Both services were 
developed to supply books at the point of need when they were not available 
for patrons locally (Goldner & Birch, 2012). Today, combining these two 
services, many libraries buy (instead of borrow) books that meet certain 
criteria when patrons request them through interlibrary loan (ILL); early 
adopters of this service have been doing this for nearly 25 years (Hodges, 
7
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Preston, & Hamilton, 2010). Before the terms patron-driven acquisi-
tions (PDA) or demand-driven acquisitions (DDA) were coined in the late 
2000s, librarians were setting up and administering successful programs 
to buy books requested through interlibrary loan (now referred to as print 
PDA programs), formalizing the concept of building collections based on 
expressed user needs. ILL staff buy books that meet preestablished criteria, 
such as price, publisher, and publication date; upon receipt, patrons check 
out the books and then return them to be added to the local library collec-
tion (Nixon, Freeman, & Ward, 2010). The success of print-based PDA pro-
grams, as documented by studies that analyze titles purchased through such 
programs, eventually led to the development of PDA for e-books (Anderson 
et al., 2010; Bracke, 2010; Hodges et al., 2010; Nixon & Saunders, 2010; 
Nixon, Ward, & Freeman, 2014; Tyler, Falci, Melvin, Epp, & Kreps, 2013). 
Swords (2011a) states that “PDA is the product of technology and very spe-
cifically of the coming of the age of e-books” (p. 2). Writing about PDA as 
a “disruptive technology,” Rick Lugg (2011) suggests that “libraries have 
begun to adopt a new role: curating a discovery environment for digital 
materials,” which allows librarians to stop “buy[ing] speculatively” (p. 11). 
E-book PDA programs look considerably different than their print 
counterparts. Librarians develop a subject profile with the vendor who 
then sends a weekly batch of matching bibliographic records; librarians 
load these into their catalog. The librarians also decide whether significant 
patron use of a PDA e-book (such as printing a chapter or reading online for 
more than a certain number of minutes) will trigger an immediate purchase 
or whether it will trigger a short-term loan (STL). An STL is essentially a 
rental fee of a publisher-set percentage of the list price. If librarians choose 
the STL model, they also decide the threshold after which the next use trig-
gers the purchase. In an e-book PDA plan, when patrons discover and use 
these titles there is usually little or no mediation (such as a librarian or staff 
member approving the order), thus allowing instant access to content at the 
patron’s point of need. The patrons are never aware that their use of these 
e-books triggers loan fees or purchases that their library pays.
Although many academic libraries have implemented unmediated PDA 
e-book programs, many do not embark on large-scale, long-term programs 
due to fears about uncontrolled spending. The University of Iowa Libraries’ 
experience can inform other libraries about how to manage the ongoing costs 
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while still offering patrons a large universe of titles with fairly liberal limits on 
price and other parameters. Iowa’s PDA e-book program is large-scale for the 
size of the institution; however, in relation to a year’s worth of monographic 
purchases, one can see that although it is a significant collection development 
tool, e-book PDA is certainly not the primary method for acquiring mono-
graphs. In fiscal year 2013, Iowa bought more than 30,500 print and elec-
tronic books for a cost of nearly $2.07 million. The PDA e-book purchases 
during the same fiscal year accounted for 2,023 (6.6%) of those titles for a cost 
of almost $200,000, or about 9.6% of the monographic book expenditures.
This chapter presents findings from examining Iowa’s PDA e-book 
data for 5,904 titles purchased over nearly five years and includes analyses 
of subject areas, prices, publishers, and other relevant metrics. It suggests 
ways to monitor a PDA plan so that costs stay within budget, includes out-
comes from implementing short-term loans, and assesses the unpurchased 
collection for weeding.
unIversIty of IowA’s PdA ProgrAm for e-books
In summer 2009, the University of Iowa Libraries began to explore ways to 
acquire e-book content outside of bundled frontlist or subscription e-book 
packages. Intrigued by hearing Dennis Dillon’s (2009) presentation about 
the University of Texas Libraries’ robust PDA e-book program and desir-
ing title-by-title acquisition of e-books, Iowa librarians explored options 
and vendors. Following a one-month pilot with ebrary during which PDA 
e-books showed unprecedented use, Iowa embarked on a large-scale e-book 
patron-driven acquisition program in October 2009. Librarians commit-
ted to the program for a year and initially allocated $50,000 for it. Dur-
ing that year, instead of pausing or stopping the program when challenges 
arose or funds depleted faster than expected, librarians worked with ven-
dor partners (ebrary and YBP) to modify and refine the program, allocating 
additional funds as needed (Fischer, Wright, Clatanoff, Barton, & Shreeves, 
2011). Staff at ebrary indicated that Iowa’s PDA program is comparatively 
midsized in the spectrum of academic library PDA e-book programs. The 
analysis of four years and ten months of data (October 2009–July 2014) 
presented in this chapter offers insights into how best to manage a PDA 
program, illustrates that data can greatly assist in decision making and 
refinement of a PDA program, and proves the value of PDA.
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the Profile and Parameters
Developing the PDA e-book profile that manages the subject and nonsub-
ject parameters that align with Iowa’s standard YBP approval profile was 
a critical element of the program’s success. Because Iowa was one of the 
first libraries to explore modifying an approval profile with YPB to accom-
modate PDA e-books, the program’s first six months saw many modifica-
tions, big and small. Setting up a successful and sustainable PDA program 
involves considerable engagement between the library, the e-book vendor, 
and the book distributor. Key elements of Iowa’s current PDA profile are:
• Price cap of $225.
• Single-user license option.
• No limits on publication date; e-books often have variable publication 
dates with their print counterparts, so limiting the publication date would 
result in excluding some seminal works reissued as e-books. 
• Exclusion of selected publishers based on previous frontlist package pur-
chases or publisher quality.
• Exclusion of titles that are duplicated in ebrary’s subscription product 
(Academic Complete).
• Exclusions of juvenile, popular, and travel guides, and K subclasses (Iowa’s 
Law Library operates independently).
• Exclusion of duplicate e-books and titles held in print.
• No exclusions based on language.
The approval profile drives the automatic selection of ebrary titles that 
are made available for discovery in the catalog. At the end of 2014, the set of 
unpurchased books totaled about 20,000 titles, forming what Dillon (2011) 
called the “risk pool” (p. 163). Each year, the Iowa risk pool grows by about 
5,000 titles.
E-book vendors and publishers with demand-driven options for buy-
ing titles make different decisions to set activities that “trigger” an e-book 
purchase. ebrary’s trigger parameters are generous: 10 pages viewed in a 
single browser session, 10 minutes of viewing in a single browser session, 
one print of any page, or one download of any page. YBP’s GOBI inter-
face added a “manual DDA” option in March 2012, which lets librarians 
select individual nonprofile titles to add to the risk pool. By July 2014, 
Iowa librarians had added 2,715 titles using this method. Additionally, 
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in October 2013, Iowa implemented the one-day short-term loan option, 
meaning that instead of buying each title outright as a result of the first 
trigger event, every book in the risk pool now triggers as a one-day loan 
after the first significant patron use; the second trigger event buys the title. 
The author discusses below why these options were employed and what 
their impact has been.
usIng dAtA About PdA PurchAsed e-books
Examining PDA program data informs the process of refining a PDA profile 
and increases the librarians’ understanding of patrons’ need for and use 
of e-books. Knowing information such as pricing trends, which disciplines 
benefit best, and which publishers’ books are purchased the most can all 
assist in managing the future refinements and costs of a PDA program. 
The following analysis is based on four years and ten months of data 
(October 2009–July 2014); it is especially useful when compared with the 
first year of data because it illustrates that even one year of data from a well-
planned PDA program can indicate future purchasing and spending trends 
(Fischer et al., 2011). Analyzing the tables suggests ways that librarians can 
use PDA data to support better decision making by understanding the intri-
cacies of what is purchased. To gather the most comprehensive data, the 
author asked ebrary staff to run a special report that showed cumulative 
use, rather than the yearly use provided by the standard COUNTER Book 
Report 1 (BR1). Cumulative data better reflect individual titles’ use over 
time. The most important fields in the customized report included: title, 
ISBN, publisher, call number, publication date, price, license type, trigger 
and purchase dates, first and last use dates, and cumulative use (for all ele-
ments of use, including printing, viewing, copying, chapter downloads, and 
user sessions). 
costs
Between October 2009 and December 2014, Iowa patrons’ use of PDA titles 
triggered 5,904 e-books purchases, totaling $588,765 and averaging of 
$99.72 per e-book (see Table 1). Notes for Table 1 include refining the pro-
file between 2009 and 2010 and the steady growth in buying between 2011 
through 2012, followed by a significant drop in purchases (and therefore in 
costs) in 2013 when Iowa implemented the one-day short-term loan option. 
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table 1. PDA expenditures at the University of Iowa Libraries (October 2009–
December 2014).










2009 397 $41,875 n/a n/a $41,875
2010 713 $69,698 n/a n/a $69,698
2011 996 $103,110 n/a n/a $103,110
2012 1986 $196,862 n/a n/a $196,862
2013* 1482 $144,250 447 $5,563 $149,813
2014 699 $69,525 1432 $27,500 $97,025
TOTAL 6273 $625,320 1879 $33,063 $658,383
*One-day short-term option implemented October 2013.
Table 1 illustrates several aspects of managing a PDA plan, such as the 
steady growth of purchases as the risk pool grows, the ability to curb spend-
ing with profile refinement, and the results of implementing short-term 
loans. These will be discussed in more detail below.
subject Areas
The disciplines benefiting the most from Iowa’s PDA purchases are the 
health sciences (20.5% of total purchases), sociology (10.2%), economics 
and commerce (8.3%), and education (7.6%). The costs align fairly well with 
the number of titles purchased in a given discipline; for every subject area 
identified in Table 2, the percent of total titles purchased in a given subject 
is within one percentage point of the percent of total costs, signifying a cor-
relation between cost and the number of titles purchased (see Table 2). 
Examining purchased titles and the risk pool by Library of Congress 
Classification (LC) can inform budget allocations and tell collection man-
agers how many e-books in a given subject area are being bought through 
PDA. In addition, close examination of purchased titles can lead to discov-
ering new areas of interdisciplinary research and study on campus. Inter-
estingly, when purchased titles and the Iowa risk pool were compared by 
subject area, almost all subjects correlated within 1.5%, with the exception 
of health sciences and technology/engineering. Health science titles com-
prised 9.8% of the titles in the risk pool, but accounted for almost 20% of 
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all purchases, showing that health science titles are highly used and needed. 
Conversely, 6.2% of the titles in the risk pool were in the area of technology 
and engineering, but purchases in that discipline accounted for only 3.2% 
of the total PDA purchases. Comparisons such as these help librarians proj-
ect costs by subject area and highlight disciplines wherein the quantity in 
the risk pool does not directly correlate with the total ultimately purchased 
through patron use.
Publishers
Over 200 publishers are represented among Iowa’s purchased PDA titles; 
almost half are university, society, or association publishers. Examining 
purchased titles by publisher reveals whose titles attract the most use and 
whose enjoy the highest average use per title (see Table 3). For example, 
Iowa bought 1,596 titles from Taylor & Francis (T&F) through the PDA 
plan, and those titles attracted 12,965 user sessions for an average of eight 
user sessions per title. By comparison, 58 purchased Princeton University 
Press (PUP) books enjoyed an average of 16 uses per title. PUP titles get 
more repeated use than the T&F ones. 
This kind of information helps collection managers learn which pub-
lishers’ titles are being purchased via PDA, but, most importantly, which 
publishers’ titles the patrons find the most useful. The Iowa data show that 
their users value university press titles; so far, Iowa has bought PDA titles 
from 80 university presses. Further analysis could be undertaken to exam-
ine publishers by subject area, or to determine which publishers have the 
most expensive titles. By calculating average cost per user session for each 
publisher, librarians could decide to curb PDA expenses by dropping cer-
tain publishers with expensive, lower-use titles.
Publication year
The array of publication dates for purchased titles highlights several infor-
mative elements of Iowa’s PDA program. First, users do find older texts 
useful as evidenced by the purchase of over 2,300 titles with publication 
dates of 2008 or earlier (see Table 4).
When initially developing the PDA profile, Iowa librarians limited 
publication dates to the most recent two years (i.e., 2008 and 2009 at the 
PDA program’s implementation in October 2009). Within the first year of 
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Taylor & Francis 1596 12965 8
wiley 835 8080 10
Cambridge University Press 605 4651 8
elsevier 326 4598 14
Palgrave Macmillan 317 2331 7
Oxford University Press 141 1221 9
Sage 139 1075 8
Guilford Press 128 2170 17
McGraw-Hill 108 3735 35
Bloomsbury Publishing 103 623 6
ABC-CLIO 94 812 9
springer 65 805 12
Jones & Bartlett Learning 61 832 14
Princeton University Press 58 931 16
Lawrence Erlbaum 57 551 10
MIT Press 53 503 9
Information Age Publishing 52 548 11
Duke University Press 48 625 13
Ashgate Publishing Group 47 211 4
World Scientific Publishing Co. 47 223 5
*Publishers in bold have been limited by publication date to exclude some years 
during which Iowa purchased front file titles directly from the publisher. Excluded 
years: Wiley (2007–2009), Elsevier (2006–2014), Springer (2006–2013).
the program, librarians modified the publication date parameters twice, 
first moving it to 2005, and then eliminating it altogether. The reason: 
patrons value seminal works republished as e-books and publishers assign 
the original print publication date rather than the reprint date to many 
of these titles. A few examples from older publications in the PDA collec-
tion include books in standard series, such as Volume 2 of Advances in 
Experimental Social Psychology (1965, Academic Press), and titles such 
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No. of PDA 
titles
% of PDA  
titles
No. of risk 
pool titles
% of risk 
pool titles
1958–1979 9 0.15% 9 0.05%
1980–1989 13 0.22% 14 0.07%
1990–1999 47 0.80% 37 0.19%
2000–2004 151 2.56% 23 0.12%
2005 536 9.08% 24 0.12%
2006 617 10.45% 136 0.70%
2007 446 7.55% 192 0.99%
2008 522 8.84% 302 1.56%
2009 469 7.94% 1032 5.33%
2010 750 12.70% 1731 8.94%
2011 1191 20.17% 3328 17.18%
2012 1335 22.61% 5345 27.59%
2013 684 11.59% 5280 27.26%
2014 105 1.78% 1912 9.87%
*PDA titles represent purchased and one-day short-term loan titles rented or pur-
chased between October 2009–July 2014; risk pool represents unpurchased PDA 
titles on May 27, 2014.
as Aesthetics of Change (1983, Guilford Press) or Life and Thought in 
the Early Middle Ages (1967, University of Minnesota Press). The library 
holds most of these reprint titles in their original print editions; use of 
the PDA e-book equivalents indicate that patrons prefer the electronic ver-
sions enough to trigger purchases.
The second notable element of the publication year analysis reveals 
that the majority of annually purchased titles cluster in the publication 
years 2011 and 2012. The data show that patrons definitely use recent con-
tent the most; the lower number of purchased PDA titles in 2013 and 2014 
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reflects the time it takes for a book to receive enough use to trigger a short-
term loan or purchase. The data in Table 4’s risk pool columns show that 
recent titles make up the bulk of the content in Iowa’s profile.
keePIng PdA sustAInAble
By now the reader has discerned that there are several ways to manage PDA 
costs. This section discusses the three main components for controlling and 
managing costs: managing the risk pool (the unpurchased titles), modifying 
the PDA profile, and using short-term loan options. 
managing the risk Pool
E-book PDA programs vary considerably in the size of the risk pool offered for 
discovery and purchase. For example, the University of Texas at Austin has a 
range of 60,000–110,000 titles in its risk pool (Dillon, 2011). Iowa has a range 
of 16,000–22,000 titles, and many libraries have risk pools of 10,000 titles or 
fewer. The correlation between the size of a risk pool and PDA expenditures 
is important; the more titles in a risk pool, the higher the PDA costs will be 
because patrons have a larger array to discover and use. Analyzing basic data 
about the risk pool suggests ways to cull it as a way to regulate expenditures. 
The author generated a report of 19,370 titles in the Iowa risk pool in 
May 2014. YBP price data for a single-user license indicated a total value 
of $1.9 million for these titles, with an average cost of $98 per e-book. The 
report identified 337 titles above the price cap of $225, indicating that e-book 
inflation regularly occurs after titles have been loaded in the catalog. The 
total cost of these over-price-cap titles exceeded $94,000, suggesting that 
routinely reviewing the risk pool for overpriced titles is an important task. 
At Iowa, these titles were immediately removed from the PDA program.
In addition to attending to problems that come up unexpectedly, such 
as the price increases noted above, it also is prudent to cull the PDA risk pool 
periodically. In January 2015, librarians implemented a five-year “moving 
wall” for annually removing titles that have remain unpurchased for five years; 
this activity will remove about 3,000 titles (15% of the risk pool) per year, or 
about $300,000 of content. At the University of Texas at Austin, staff annually 
remove titles that have “received no use over the past twelve to twenty-four 
months” (Dillon, 2011, p. 163). When books are removed from the risk pool, 
subject librarians may be interested in seeing a report of the deselected titles.
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modifying the PdA Profile
Modifying publication date and price cap parameters or selecting specific 
publishers for exclusion are simple ways to refine a profile. Iowa has a very 
broad profile in terms of subject coverage; however, other elements of the 
profile have been modified over time. For example, librarians changed the 
publication date parameters to increase access to older publications and 
also reduced the price cap in an effort to manage price increases that take 
effect after titles enter the risk pool. In addition, whenever Iowa buys a 
publisher’s frontlist package, librarians ask YBP to modify the profile to 
exclude that publisher for a particular year. Regular examination of pur-
chased titles for out-of-scope content may reveal holes in the profile that 
need adjusting.
using short-term loans
Short-term loans are a mechanism by which libraries can rent an e-book 
when a patron makes significant use of it. Different vendors offer different 
loan periods and different trigger events. Each different rental period, such 
as one day or one week or one month, correlates with a different percentage 
of an e-book’s list price; publishers set these percentages, which can vary 
considerably. For example, one-day STL percentages for ebrary titles cur-
rently range from 5% to 40% of a single-user license price; percentages can 
reach 60% for seven-day STL for some publishers’ books.
Librarians often select the STL model when configuring a PDA pro-
gram; they choose both the loan length and the number of loan trigger 
events before the next trigger event results in a purchase. In Iowa’s case, 
the program started in 2009 with the initial significant use triggering 
an immediate purchase. It was not until October 2013 that librarians 
activated the STL option; the first significant use now triggers a one-day 
loan and the second one triggers the purchase. One of the main reasons 
Iowa chose to try the STL model was the evidence that many purchased 
PDA titles seldom received significant subsequent use. As Table 5 shows, 
905 titles have had only one additional user session since they were pur-
chased and, of those, 271 (30%) had an additional user session before 
2012. By activating the STL option, Iowa librarians hoped to save money 
by renting rather than immediately purchasing titles that might be used 
only once.
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table 5. Number of user sessions for purchased PDA e-books (October 2009–
July 2014).
No. of user 
sessions










There is no doubt that a library can save money by using short-term 
loans, especially in the first year or two of activating the option (see Table 
1). However, Figure 1 shows exponential STL price increases; in just one 
year, the average cost of a short-term loan in Iowa’s PDA program jumped 
from $11.00 to $24.11 per e-book. This is an increase of more than 119%; the 
author anticipates that the average STL cost will continue to rise. 
Given this trend, the author will gather more data on STLs in the future 
to decide whether to end the STL option altogether or whether to block 
selected publishers with the highest STL costs from the PDA program. This 
evaluation will consider the average cost per book from each publisher in 
conjunction with the short-term loan percentage of the list price.
By 2015, some librarians began wondering about the long-term sus-
tainability of the short-term loan model. As more libraries employ the STL 
model, many publishers have become increasingly uncomfortable with it. 
Swords (2011b) touted short-term loans as “the single most important capa-
bility in successful PDA programs” (p. 177), but many things have changed 
since he wrote that. Many publishers attribute considerable revenue losses 
to the STL model, evidenced by some publishers’ regular (and steep) STL 
price increases in apparent efforts to recoup lost income. Increases of 10% 
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to 20% are common, but some publishers have increased the one-day STL 
loan fee from 10% to 40% of list price. In 2014, ebrary reported STL price 
increases from 27 publishers that affect Iowa’s PDA program. In sum, STLs 
can save a library money, but it is important to be aware that the savings 
will diminish as STL prices rise. When librarians use the STL option, librar-
ians should monitor reports carefully and regularly.
the Proven vAlue of PdA
Since about 2010, PDA e-book programs have become a common service 
used by academic libraries to supplement traditional collection development. 
Numerous articles and conference papers present data and anecdotal evi-
dence confi rming that PDA works well when librarians set up and manage 
these programs carefully. At Iowa, the PDA program not only saved money, 
but also served as another tool in the collection management toolbox. Iowa 
patrons’ use of PDA e-books proves that the program helps the library meet 
a demonstrated need by renting and then buying titles that patrons actually 
use, rather than perpetuating the traditional model of librarians buying books 
that they think their patrons will use. Table 6 shows that the majority (61%) of 
Iowa’s PDA e-books have received between three and 20 user sessions since 
the purchase date; 9% of the titles enjoyed 21 or more user sessions per title. 
figure 1. Average short-term loan cost per e-book at the University of Iowa 
Libraries (October 2013–October 2014).
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During nearly five years, the e-books purchased through Iowa’s PDA 
program accrued 54,426 user sessions (an average of nine user sessions per 
book), over one million page views, and nearly 600,000 chapter downloads. 
By late 2014, the average cost per PDA e-book reached $99.72 (down from 
$106.51 during the first year in 2009). These impressive use figures coupled 
with reasonable costs prove the value of committing library resources and 
also provide accountability for library expenditures to university and col-
lege administrators. 
The data demonstrate the quality of the e-books purchased through 
user selection; a close examination of the purchased titles and their cumu-
lative use over time shows that even those titles with only a single user ses-
sion to date are titles that are appropriate to the collection. Identifying those 
titles with the highest number of sessions and page views reveals a breadth 
of subject coverage, a range of prices and publication dates, and variety of 
publishers (see Table 6). Although many people do not yet consider e-books 
ideal for deep reading due to interface challenges and digital rights manage-
ment issues, the data support the fact that patrons’ use of e-books offered 
through PDA plans results in adding quality library content. 
Having a smoothly functioning PDA program allows collection manag-
ers to focus more on identifying and collecting specialized content rather 
than on the more routine selection of mainstream titles. This change should 
be welcome to collection managers who are increasingly pulled in directions 
other than selection, such as for outreach to faculty and students, instruc-
tion responsibilities, or working on scholarly communication efforts.
conclusIon
As PDA programs become a staple in academic libraries’ collection manage-
ment practices, librarians would greatly appreciate improved use reports from 
their e-book vendors. Currently, vendor reports on PDA activity and use do 
not completely meet librarians’ requirements for analyzing the data needed to 
manage PDA programs effectively and efficiently. For example, COUNTER’s 
Code of Practices for E-Resources should improve the Book Reports to include 
publication year and cumulative use data (Project COUNTER, 2012). Books 
are used and evaluated differently than journals, but since the e-book reports 
are modeled so closely on their e-journal counterparts, critical elements are 
missing. Librarians must be proactive in requesting (and evaluating) the 
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reports they receive from their PDA e-book vendors. Quality reports on PDA 
use, the risk pool, costs, and purchased titles should be considered fundamen-
tal tools for administering a successful and effective PDA program. 
Using the University of Iowa Libraries’ experience, this chapter out-
lined the basic elements of setting up a PDA e-book program as well as 
effective techniques for managing it. It explained how data analysis informs 
librarians about their users, assists in identifying new interdisciplinary 
areas of interest on campus, and allows collection managers to shift their 
attention from routine selection tasks to activities involving more interac-
tion with their users to determine resource needs. 
In the relative dawn of e-book PDA, there are still many issues under 
development, such as available content, digital rights management, pricing, 
reports, and sustainable PDA models. As shown in this chapter, PDA is not 
something that runs on its own. Like a print approval plan, it requires regular 
oversight and engagement. Most academic libraries are in financial situations 
that require diligent stewardship of collections funds. No longer can librarians 
continue building book collections by using the traditional speculative mode 
for buying the majority of their monographic acquisitions. PDA offers a solu-
tion that ensures that librarians meet users’ needs effectively and instantly, 
while simultaneously building collections with demonstrated value.
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Use and Cost Analysis of 
E-Books: Patron-Driven 
Acquisitions Plan vs. 
Librarian-Selected Titles
Suzanne M. Ward and Rebecca A. Richardson
AbstrAct
Many academic libraries have experimented with e-book patron-driven 
acquisitions (PDA) plans as small projects to test the concept of offering 
users thousands of titles, yet only paying for them as they are used. At the 
same time, many librarians continue traditional patterns of buying e-book 
titles the same way they bought print books for decades—purchasing titles 
based on their belief that these selections will be ones that local users need. 
This study shows that many librarian-selected e-book titles suffer the same 
fate as the traditional model of librarian-selected print books: many receive 
little or no use. The PDA model is far more effective, both by making large 
numbers of titles available and by leveraging tight collections budgets. This 
paper analyzes cost and use factors of three years of data from the Purdue 
University Libraries’ PDA plan, and examines the same factors for librar-
ian-selected e-books during the same time period. The authors conclude 
that it may be time to consider moving PDA from its current role as a small 
ancillary collection development tool to become a major component of an 
academic library’s monograph collection development program and to sug-
gest that selectors modify their title-by-title selection habits for e-books.
the Use of Print books
Most academic librarians are aware of the flood of articles starting in the 
1960s demonstrating that high percentages of librarian-selected books 
were seldom or never used. One of the earliest and most widely cited studies 
8
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is Trueswell’s (1969) “Some Behavior Patterns of Library Users: The 80/20 
Rule,” which concluded that 20% of an academic library collection receives 
80% of the use. Numerous later studies conducted in different sizes and 
types of academic libraries all confirmed some variation of Trueswell’s 
findings: a relatively small percentage of a collection accounts for the lion’s 
share of the use. Some authors also reported that large percentages of their 
collections received no use during the first few years after acquisition, after 
which the likelihood of any circulation activity was extremely low (Bulick, 
Sabor, & Flynn, 1979, pp. 9–18; Hardesty, 1981, p. 266). Rather than take 
the space to cite these studies here, the authors suggest that interested read-
ers consult Ward’s (2015, pp. 25–29) summary of these and other reports 
of use studies over the past 50 years. It is worth noting, however, that this 
phenomenon is not limited to the distant past. As recently as 2010, Nixon 
and Saunders (2010, pp. 151–161) reported that 46,996 (33%) of the 141,112 
books purchased for the circulating collection of a large research library 
between 2000 and 2009 were never checked out. However, the authors also 
reported that during this same time period, patrons subsequently checked 
out 82% of the books purchased through their library’s interlibrary loan 
(ILL) print PDA service following the first use by the requesting ILL patron. 
This last finding dramatically underscores the point that patrons are 
good judges, at least in the short and medium term, of choosing titles 
that other patrons will use. Use studies for librarian-selected and patron-
selected print books confirm that patrons are in fact better judges than 
librarians when it comes to identifying books that will meet the needs of the 
local user population.
Does this phenomenon also hold true now that academic libraries have 
embraced the e-book?
the rise of e-books
Most academic librarians would agree that e-books are here to stay, even if 
they do not completely replace the need for print books. From the librar-
ians’ perspective, e-books are easy to buy (either singly or as part of pack-
ages), require no space, never wear out, never become lost, solve the chal-
lenge of serving patrons at a distance, and provide 24/7 access to content. 
Librarians enjoy the ease of buying e-book packages, especially when 
publishers and aggregators offer attractive pricing for multiple packages, 
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commitments over multiple years, or consortial deals. Publisher and ven-
dor products such as e-book packages and profiled slip plans have made it 
possible for academic librarians to abandon much of the title-by-title selec-
tion that consumed so much time in the past.
But have librarians really learned from past lessons with print books 
that selecting individual titles in the hopes that users will choose them is 
not the most effective approach? In the past, such activity might have been 
at least partially justified by the fact that books went out of print quickly; if 
librarians did not buy certain titles soon after publication, it then became 
even more expensive in terms of time and price to buy needed titles later. 
E-books, however, do not go out of print, and the print-on-demand services 
used by more and more publishers mean that many print books never go 
out of print either. There is decreasing need to buy any but the most obvious 
high-use titles immediately upon publication; the fear that there may not be 
a future opportunity to obtain them now hardly exists.
PDA plans (sometimes called demand-driven acquisitions, or DDA) 
offer librarians the option of adding thousands of librarian-profiled e-book 
titles to their catalogs or discovery layers. PDA plans involve a preselected 
number of short-term loans (STLs; essentially rental fees) until patron use 
reaches a certain threshold, at which point the next patron use triggers the 
title for purchase. Librarians can thus offer far more titles than they could 
ever afford to buy outright and pay only for what their patrons actually use. 
Patrons remain unaware that PDA e-book titles are any different from other 
e-books that their library offers. Based on the analysis of print PDA plans, 
typically linked with interlibrary loan requests, it is reasonable to predict 
that patron-selected e-books also will enjoy both high subsequent use and 
better overall use than librarian-selected titles.
Yet despite the early promising results of e-book PDA services, librar-
ians seem reluctant to abandon the traditional activity of title-by-title selec-
tion in cases when there is no pressure to acquire books before the moment 
of need. Thousands of e-book titles are candidates for cost-avoidance, or 
at least cost-deferment. Instead of buying these books now, librarians can 
wait for the future moment when a user actually demonstrates a need for 
a particular title. If the title is part of an e-book PDA plan, the need is ful-
filled instantly and possibly only at a low rental fee (STL) if the title is only 
needed once or twice. 
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The authors hypothesized that their library’s e-book PDA plan was a 
cost-effective method to:
• meet patrons’ immediate needs for occasional use of many titles (STLs)
• add relevant e-book titles to the permanent collection based on patron use 
(autopurchases after three STLs)
• add relevant titles to the collection that demonstrate a strong tendency to 
enjoy further use after purchase.
The authors also wanted to examine librarians’ single title e-book buy-
ing patterns and patrons’ use of those selections. They wondered if they 
would encounter similar overall results as with print books, that is, that 
patron-selected e-books would on average enjoy higher use than librarian-
selected titles. Although patron satisfaction as evidenced through use was 
the most important outcome, the authors also were interested in looking at 
the costs involved in the two models.
PUrdUe University LibrAries e-book PdA ProgrAm
The Purdue University Libraries started its e-book PDA program in March 
2011 with an initial pool of 11,255 titles published from 2009 onward. Pur-
due chose EBL for its PDA plan and worked through its book vendor YBP to 
establish the profile. An average of about 160 new titles meet the profile and 
are added every week. No titles have been weeded to date, bringing the total 
number of PDA titles to 38,549 at the end of February 2015. 
For the purposes of this study, the authors focused on the e-book PDA 
titles added between March 2011 and February 2014 (32,988 titles). When 
they conducted the analysis in January 2015, they looked at the costs for 
titles added during this three-year period and looked at use for these titles 
during the period March 2011 to August 2014 (three and a half years).
methodoLogy
The authors consulted EBL reports to determine costs and use. LibCen-
tral, EBL’s administrative site that collects pertinent information unique 
to each institution, supplied most of the reports; however, the authors also 
requested a custom EBL report to obtain data unavailable from LibCentral. 
To analyze the costs associated with PDA and librarian-selected titles, 
the authors used EBL’s Sales Report. This report contains the invoice date, 
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EBL ID, title, publisher, e-ISBN, purchase type, cost, and other pertinent 
bibliographic information. Using the Sales Report, the authors determined 
the number of STLs and autopurchases and the costs associated with them, 
as well as purchase information for the titles purchased outright. 
To analyze use, the authors pulled EBL’s Use Report. This report contains 
detailed use information, such as reader duration, the number of pages read, 
as well as if the use was from a PDA title versus a title purchased outright. The 
report also identifies uses as browses or loans. Browses are always free (no 
charge to the library). For PDA, browses are defined as any use under five min-
utes during which the user does not copy, cut, print, or download. Copying, cut-
ting, printing, and downloading during this five-minute period triggers a use, or 
STL—Purdue librarians set this loan period as 24 hours. Publishers determine 
the STL cost as a percentage of the list price; this percentage can vary from 5% 
to 30% or more. Purdue found the average STL to be about 10% of the list price.
Browsing longer than five minutes also triggers an STL. On the fourth 
loan, titles are autopurchased, also noted on the report. After purchase, 
patrons have an option of longer checkout periods. These settings are 
unique to Purdue; each library determines how many STLs to allow before 
autopurchase. Only titles with use appear on the report, so the authors also 
were able to determine which titles had no use (browses or loans) at all. 
It is important to note when looking at the Use Report that not all 
browses are equal. Some are standalone browses, meaning that the use did 
not trigger an STL. When a use triggers a loan or an autopurchase, it is 
always preceded by a browse, meaning that the use report shows two activi-
ties that the patron would consider a single use.
To determine what the cost of the librarian-selected titles would have 
been had they been added as PDA, the authors consulted EBL’s Use Report 
and Sales Report. EBL allows 10 minutes of browse time for titles that have 
already been bought before triggering an “owned loan” (compared with five 
minutes of browse time for unpurchased titles). Using the browse duration 
information contained in the Use Report, the authors could identify browses 
under five minutes and browses over five minutes. Browses under five min-
utes would still be considered browses, and browses over five minutes would 
have triggered STLs. Based on this information, the authors were able to 
identify, hypothetically, the number of STLs per title and calculate their 
costs using an estimated 10% of the list price, pulled from the Sales Report. 
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EBL also provides COUNTER reports, which can be used to analyze 
use, although they do not contain browse and loan information or provide 
detailed use activity, such as the number of pages read, reader duration, 
and so forth.
PdA Use
Table 1 summarizes the use and cost data for the 599 e-books autopurchased 
during the PDA plan’s first three years. The Purdue PDA plan allows three 
STLs before the fourth use triggers an autopurchase. The number of STLs 
and autopurchased titles (and thus total program costs) rose each year. This 
was not surprising; not only did the total number of available titles increase 
with new additions each year, but also because patrons became more accus-
tomed to using e-books, based on the rising numbers of titles used each 
year. Rising average costs of both STLs and autopurchases probably stem 
from publishers adjusting costs for STLs and list prices as they learned how 
the PDA model affected their revenue.
Table 2 takes a closer look at the 16,237 titles that entered the PDA 
plan in its first year (March 2011–February 2012) and analyzes the amount 
of use they had received as of August 2014 (three and a half years). Seventy 
percent of the titles received no use at all during this time (no browses and 
no loans); their list prices value these 11,438 titles at over $1.2 million, but 
the cost to the library was zero. Thirty percent or 4,799 unique titles were 
used at least once; the value of these books totaled a little over $533,000. 
Overall, the library paid an average of $5.72 for each use (including browses, 
STLs, and autopurchases) for a total of $93,371. 
In one sense, the library “saved” nearly $440,000 by paying only for the 
titles that patrons used ($533,000 total value of books used minus $93,000 
actual costs paid for STLs and autopurchases), or even “saved” $1.66 mil-
lion ($1.753 million total value of all PDA books minus $93,000 actual costs 
for use). In reality, these are phantom savings. The library would never have 
been able to afford buying the Year 1 pool of all 16,237 e-books and would in 
fact have been reckless to do so even if it had had the budget; the librarians 
would have known from past experience that only a small percentage of the 
titles would receive any use. As Table 1 shows, the cost for STLs exceeded 
the cost of autopurchases for two of the first three years studied. Having a 
large pool of potentially relevant e-books available for patrons to choose 
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from means that many of the occasional uses, whether quick browses or 
longer STLs, met many patrons’ needs. Although there is no way to quantify 
them, at least some of those $5.72 average costs per use avoided the need 
for a slower and more expensive interlibrary loan transaction.
How do these figures play out over the March 2011–February 2014 
three-year period? During that time, the library loaded 32,988 PDA titles 
with total list price value of almost $3.3 million. Users touched 7,233 unique 
titles (22% of the titles in the entire pool) valued at total list price of about 
$784,000 (about 24% of the total value). These titles received a total of 21,015 
uses (some browses, some STLs, and some autopurchases (see Table 3).
table 3. PDA titles: Totals and value/cost: March 2011–February 2014.
Value Cost
Total value of 32,988 PDA titles  $3,291,531 
Value of 7,233 unique titles used  $784,274 
Cost to library for 21,015 uses  $132,429 
Table 4 takes a closer look at the details of the different types of uses over 
these three years. Browses accounted for 27% of the total use. Short-term loans 
cost the library almost $73,000, while autopurchases cost about $59,500, or 
table 2. Use of PDA e-books added during Year 1: March 2011–February 2012 
(use between March 2011 and August 2014).
Use* Titles Percent List price Library cost
No use (not touched) 11,438 70% $1,219,711 $0
1 use 2395 15% $271,523 $10,534
2 uses 921 6% $103,535 $8,512
3 uses 497 3% $56,718 $7,271
4 uses 291 2% $32,734 $10,002
5-9 uses 481 3% $49,435 $33,550
10+ uses 214 1% $19,195 $23,502
TOTAL 16,237 100.0% $1,752,851 $93,371
*Use includes browses and loans.
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55% and 45%, respectively, of the total cost of about $132,000 over the three 
years. It is interesting to note that “owned loans,” that is, subsequent use of 
titles that have been autopurchased, accounted for 34% of the total use. This 
important figure means that, in general, the titles that patrons use enough to 
trigger autopurchases are also ones that receive significant subsequent use.
table 4. Overall PDA summary: March 2011–February 2014.
Type of use Number Cost Percentage of use
Browses (free use) 5703 $0.00 27%
STLs (1-3 uses) 7632 $72,875 36%
Autopurchases (4th use) 599 $59,554 3%
Owned loans (5+ uses) 7081 $0.00 34%
 TOTAL 21,015 $132,429 100%
Subsequent use is an important measure to determine a PDA pro-
gram’s success. It is also a measure that can only be determined after a 
PDA plan has been in place over a number of years. The authors took a 
closer look at the 599 autopurchases that were triggered by patron activ-
ity between March 2011 and February 2014, but they evaluated the activ-
ity that occurred between March 2011 and August 2014 (three and a half 
years), thus allowing the most recently purchased titles as of February 2014 
at least six months more time for further activity. A few titles (7%) received 
no further use after the four uses that resulted in the autopurchase. The 
remaining 93% of titles received subsequent use, including 148 titles that 
clocked 11 or more uses past the autopurchase point. This is the “proof in 
the pudding”: the titles that patrons use enough to reach autopurchase are 
almost all titles that will receive further use. These are the “right” books that 
meet the ongoing learning and research needs of the local patron commu-
nity, at least in the short and medium term. Starting from a pool of 16,237 
titles, these 599 are the ones that patrons need most at Purdue University. 
It would have been impossible for librarians to predict more than a few of 
them correctly. Table 5 summarizes post-autopurchase activity.
This brings the discussion to the point of librarian-selected e-books 
and how well these titles meet patrons’ needs.
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table 5. Titles autopurchased between March 2011–February 2014 with activity 
through August 2014.
Use Titles Percentage
4 uses (no subsequent use after purchase) 42 7%
5-9 uses 276 46%
10-14 uses 133 22%
15+ uses 148 25%
 TOTAL 599 100%
LibrAriAn-seLected e-books 
Purdue librarians have been buying e-books on a title-by-title basis 
through YBP’s GOBI database since early 2010. The advent of the e-book 
PDA plan in March 2011 did not change this activity; librarians continued 
to select e-books from EBL and other aggregators through YBP, the dif-
ference being that the EBL titles were ones that did not fit the PDA plan 
profile. In March 2012, YBP added a feature that allowed librarians to 
move selected e-book titles into the PDA pool “manually” rather than buy-
ing them outright.
The authors looked at librarian-selected EBL titles for the same time 
period that they examined the results of the PDA plan: March 2011 through 
February 2014, and calculated activity from March 2011 through August 
2014 to allow the titles at least six months of activity. The librarians bought 
684 EBL e-books on a title-by-title basis during the three-year period at a 
total cost of almost $72,000; 189 (28%) of them (list price almost $18,000) 
had no use during the three and a half year period. A further 149 (22%) of 
them (list price about $14,500) had only one use. At the other end of the 
spectrum, 225 (33%) of the titles (list price $26,310) enjoyed four or more 
uses (see Table 6).
These results show how difficult it is for librarians to predict which 
titles their patrons will actually use. One can argue that in the end, use 
is the only metric that really matters; adding “good books” that nobody 
consults may not add much real value to a collection from the users’ per-
spective. If use is the critical metric, then, in this case, librarians only 
made very good choices a third of the time. Despite their best intentions, 
28% of their choices were not helpful ones from the patrons’ point of 
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view, because no one even browsed these books during this time period. 
How can librarians be persuaded to alter a lifetime’s habit of buying 
books “just in case” when PDA offers a “just-in-time” model that defers 
expenditure of library funds until the moment someone actually needs a 
certain title? 
This raises a very delicate issue; one does not want to give the impres-
sion of making negative remarks about colleagues’ professional judgment, 
knowledge of their subject areas or constituencies, or their collecting 
habits. After all, the selections were all appropriate additions in terms of 
subject matter and treatment; it just turned out that, as has been shown 
with print book purchases over the decades, patrons do not choose to use 
all of them. It is an awkward point because collection managers often are 
delighted when colleagues choose e-books over print books, but the manag-
ers also hope that selectors will adjust their selection habits to avoid clut-
tering cyberspace with e-books that nobody uses in the same way that many 
academic library stacks are crammed with print books that no one reads. 
PDA provides a way in which a library can offer thousands of relevant titles, 
but only buy selected ones when sufficient patron use indicates which ones 
are the good choices for the local collection.
The authors decided to illustrate the value of PDA over the outright 
purchase of seemingly appropriate titles by taking an in-depth look at the 
684 e-books that their colleagues had bought and examining a “what if” 
table 6. E-books selected by librarians between March 2011–February 2014 (use 




No browses, no loans = zero use 189 28% $18,717 
1 use 149 22% $14,519 
2 uses 78 11% $7,736 
3 uses 43 6% $4,419 
4+ uses 225 33% $26,310 
TOTAL 684  100% $71,701 
*Use includes browses and loans.
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scenario. What if these 684 books had all been available to add to the PDA 
pool at the moment that the librarians wanted to buy them? The authors 
know that this was not in fact possible because YBP did not offer the option 
of manually adding titles to the PDA pool until partway through this time 
period. But if these titles had been added to the PDA pool, how would they 
have been affected by the actual use that patrons made of them?
Table 7 shows the categories of actual patron use and the costs 
associated with them for the 684 books that the librarians bought outright. 
If these had actually been PDA books, for example, the 189 books with no 
uses and the 135 books with only browsing use would not have cost the 
library anything. The bottom line is that the total cost to the library of all the 
PDA activity with these titles would have been about $28,500. Comparing 
this with the nearly $72,000 that the librarians actually spent to buy these 
books, adding them to the PDA pool instead of buying them outright would 
have “saved” the library about $43,500 over three years. 
table 7. “What if” scenario: If librarian-selected books had been moved into the 
PDA pool instead (March 2011–February 2014).
Use* Titles Percent Library cost
Titles with zero use 189 27% $0 
Titles with browses only (browses under 
5 minutes)
135 20% $0 
1 use (any browse over 5 minutes and 
loans = “STL”)
129 19% $1,420 
2 uses “STLs” 42 6% $732 
3 uses “STLs” 26 4% $790 
4+ uses (“autopurchase”) 163 24% $25,588 
TOTAL 684 100% $28,530 
*Use includes browses and loans.
The concept of saving money is a little slippery in the PDA context; it 
really means that overall the library would have deferred some of the costs 
and avoided others. If a librarian buys a $100 book today, the library pays 
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$100. If the title drops into the PDA pool and if nobody uses it until five 
years later and then only for one STL, the library pays, say, $15 for the STL 
at that time. If, on the other hand, the book reaches the point of autopur-
chase within a few months, the library pays $145 (three STLs at $15 each 
plus the $100 list price). Since relatively few books reach the autopurchase 
stage, and since most autopurchased books enjoyed healthy subsequent 
use, collection managers would rather pay more for those specific titles that 
their patrons use rather than list price for hundreds of titles that are used 
seldom or not at all.
Another way to look at the “what if” scenario is to limit the view to the 
books that librarians bought in the first year (March 2011–February 2012) 
and then assess their actual use over the next three and a half years (to 
August 2014). As Table 8 shows, librarians bought 331 books in Year 1 for 
about $33,000. Thirty-six percent (118) of them (list price about $10,000) 
had no use; 88 (27%) of them (list price about $10,500) had four or more 
uses. Table 9 breaks out the use and costs for these 331 e-books if they had 
been in the PDA pool; the library would only have paid about $8,600 for 84 
titles with STL activity and 14 autopurchased titles. This $8,600 first-year 
cost is only 26% of the $33,000 that the library actually paid when librar-
ians bought 331 titles outright.
table 8. Librarian selected e-books in Year 1: March 2011–February 2012.
Use* Titles Percent Library cost
Titles with no browses, no loans = zero use 118 35% $10,411 
1 use 67 20% $7,171 
2 uses 36 11% $2,950 
3 uses 22 7% $2,328 
4+ uses 88 27% $10,562 
TOTAL purchased between March 2011–
February 2012 (Year 1)
331 100% $33,422 
*Use includes browses and loans.
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table 9. “What if” scenario: If Year 1 librarian-selected books had been moved 
into the PDA pool instead: March 2011–February 2014 (use as of August 2014).
Use* Titles Percent Library cost
Titles with zero use 118 36% $0 
Titles with browses only (browses under 
5 minutes)
42 13% $0 
1 use = STL 70 21% $717 
2 uses = STLs 23 7% $405 
3 uses = STLs 10 3% $276 
4+ uses = autopurchase 68 20% $11,342
TOTAL 331 100% $12,740 
*Use is browse over 5 minutes plus loans—would equal an STL in PDA.
PdA PLAn enhAncements
Like most other digital products and services, the PDA plan options that 
YBP now offers include features that build on the “plain vanilla” version 
that the Purdue University Libraries launched in March 2011. 
In March 2012, YBP introduced the manual demand-driven acquisi-
tions (DDA) option. This option allows selectors to move e-book titles that 
do not match a library’s PDA profile into the library’s PDA pool. Although 
these books do not meet the profile criteria, a librarian may judge them to be 
of potential interest to users. Rather than buying these titles outright in the 
hopes that patrons might eventually use them, librarians can now transfer 
these titles to the PDA pool where no payments are assessed unless patrons 
access the books. This is an excellent way for librarians to exercise their 
skills in collection building while deferring costs until patrons use the books 
(or avoiding costs completely if patrons do not select them). It is interesting 
to note that in the list of Purdue’s top 10 most-used autopurchased titles, 
three of the books were manually added librarian choices, including the top 
title with 1,146 uses (see Table 10). 
Two other major vendors, ebrary and ESBCO, also offer PDA titles 
using slightly different models than EBL. Although all three vendors 
offer some of the same titles (often with price variations), other e-books 
appear on only one or two of these three vendors’ lists. The Purdue Uni-
versity Libraries added a “cascade” of vendors in August 2014, setting 
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table 10. Top 10 most-used autopurchased titles, March 2011–February 2014.
Title Total uses Publisher EBL category
Handbook of Human 
Factors and Economics*
1408 John Wiley Engineering: Civil; 
Engineering






Why We Hate the Oil 
Companies: Straight Talk 




Cultural Codes: Makings of 




Behind the Beautiful 
Forevers: Life, Death, and 




Environmental Health and 
Hazard Risk Assessment: 
Principles and Calculations
153 CRC Press Social Science; Health;  
Environmental Studies
Advances in Human 
Aspects of Healthcare*
151 CRC Press Medicine










145 Taylor and 
Francis
Social Science
Thinking in Systems:  
A Primer
121 Taylor and 
Francis
Computer Science / IT, 
Mathematics,  
Environmental Studies
*A librarian manually added this title to the PDA pool.
preferences about vendor order for cases in which more than one holds 
a title. This action increases the PDA pool by adding more relevant titles 
and also potentially increases costs if patrons choose books that would 
not have been available had the library stayed with a single e-book PDA 
vendor.
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PdA’s PLAce in coLLection deveLoPment
In many academic libraries, PDA started as a small experiment. In the 
original model, autopurchase occurred the first time a patron opened an 
e-book, even if only for a minute or two to review the table of contents. 
The experiences of early adopters helped shape the current model in 
which librarians can choose a number of short-term loans before autopur-
chase so that, as in Purdue’s case, relatively few books receive enough use 
to trigger autopurchase. In these plans, libraries sometimes spend more 
money on STLs for occasional use than they do on autopurchases. This 
outcome is acceptable; the library supports meeting the needs of patrons 
who want occasional access to a large number of books, and also spend-
ing money to buy those few hundred titles out of tens of thousands that 
their patrons find valuable enough to consult more often, including after 
autopurchase.
Is e-book PDA the only way or the best way to build a collection? Not 
at all. PDA complements the large e-book packages or subscriptions that 
libraries buy or lease (libraries can exclude their package publishers’ titles 
from their PDA plans). It also complements the print collections that librar-
ies still develop. PDA cannot replace book selection in foreign languages or 
from publishers who do not participate with PDA vendors. But many librar-
ians may want to consider letting PDA enjoy a bigger role than it has cur-
rently played in their libraries. PDA is a win-win solution for libraries and 
their users; users enjoy a far larger choice of titles than their libraries could 
possibly afford to buy outright, and the libraries only pay for the books that 
the patrons use. Studies like this one confirm that patrons have a solid track 
record of using titles that other patrons will also consult. 
seLectors’ choices in the digitAL Age
In the same way that the authors understand that PDA, although useful and 
effective, is not the only option for building an e-book collection, so also do 
they understand that selectors’ experience and choices make a vital differ-
ence in shaping that collection. Collection managers usually solicit input 
from selectors when setting up the PDA profiles that generate both the ini-
tial title pool and the weekly new additions. Selectors join discussions about 
the shift away from print books and about choosing e-book packages that 
meet campus learning and research needs.
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How is the selector’s role changing when it comes to choosing books 
title-by-title? Fifty years of published research demonstrate that a high per-
centage of librarian-selected print books were never or seldom used. Before 
the advent of e-books, it was understandable that librarians would make 
best guesses to buy the print books they thought their patrons would use 
before those books went out of print. Today, however, any particular e-book 
title will be available for the foreseeable future, so in most cases, there is no 
need to buy it now just in case someone might use it; the purchase can be 
deferred until the moment, perhaps some years from now, when someone 
actually does want it. This study shows that when librarians buy a single 
e-book, the chance of use is relatively low, just as it has been for decades 
with print books. PDA offers the cost-saving option of presenting the titles 
for patrons to discover and then deferring costs until the moment of use. It 
does, however, require that selectors shift their habits from making outright 
purchases to moving relevant and eligible titles into the PDA pool instead.
There are some titles that are obvious acquisitions needed to support 
a particular library’s clientele, for example, books used in courses, a title 
requested by an instructor, or a statesman’s much-anticipated memoir; 
these should be purchased and ready for patron use. The authors suggest, 
however, that buying many just-in-case titles can be deferred until the 
moment of patron need, ideally by offering the titles through e-book PDA 
plans, but also through rapid print fulfillment services. In many cases, the 
practice of deferring purchase until use means that certain books are never 
bought because patrons never use them. The money that would otherwise 
have been spent on them can be deployed for other purchases or used to 
replenish the PDA budget.
concLUsion
Years of analysis of librarian-selected print purchases in many libraries have 
shown that it is impossible for librarians to predict what books their patrons 
will need with a high degree of accuracy. This analysis of librarian-selected 
e-book purchases reveals the same tendency. However, the environment 
has changed enough with the advent of e-books that librarians need not re-
create the same scenario in an electronic world. With PDA plans, academic 
librarians now have the tools to avoid the decades-old pitfall of buying in the 
hope of future use and then seeing 30% to 50% of their purchases languish 
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untouched. However, as the authors’ investigation revealed, old habits die 
hard. Selectors need to hear from their colleagues with responsibilities in 
collection management, acquisitions, and electronic resources that mak-
ing titles discoverable is usually a much sounder fiscal practice than buying 
them outright. Using the data that e-book PDA vendors provide, collection 
managers can determine whether their patrons use librarians’ individually 
selected e-books at significantly lower rates than PDA titles and then calcu-
late how much money can potentially be saved or deferred by moving titles 
into the PDA pool rather than buying them immediately. The results may 
be illuminating and lead to some tough but interesting conversations with 
colleagues about modifying e-book selection practices.
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Consortium: Reflections 
and Lessons From a Three-




For the last several years, the Orbis Cascade Alliance consortium has suc-
cessfully run a consortium-wide demand-driven acquisitions (DDA) pro-
gram to provide broad access to e-books. This program has ensured jointly 
owned and shared electronic books, secured core resources at a reasonable 
cost, and challenged the interlibrary loan prohibitions of e-book licenses. 
After three years of funding and managing the program, the Orbis Cascade 
Alliance experience provides lessons for operating at the consortium level. 
This chapter will describe the program and its history, provide an analysis 
of program data, and discuss the evolution of the program. 
History
Since July 2011, the Orbis Cascade Alliance consortium has successfully run 
a consortium-wide DDA program for purchasing e-books. Designed as a 
method to share a core set of e-books collectively, this program facilitates 
access to about 17,000 titles a month and has purchased more than 1,900 
titles in common for the consortium. 
The Orbis Cascade Alliance is an academic consortium of 37 librar-
ies in Oregon, Washington, and Idaho. Its members vary in size and type, 
with community colleges, small liberal arts universities, and large public 
research institutions on equal footing with one another within the orga-
nization. The Orbis Cascade Alliance’s 21-year history is steeped in sup-
porting resource sharing through its Summit system. A shared catalog, a 
9
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shared courier, and a commitment to sharing physical items provided the 
foundation for fostering a variety of collaborative collection development 
initiatives within the consortium. The Alliance’s Collection Development 
and Management Committee (CDMC) led efforts to coordinate collections 
decisions across the member libraries. In the years just prior to the launch 
of the DDA program, it spearheaded several notable projects illustrating 
the consortium’s commitment to shared collections. One project, initiated 
in 2007, created a distributed print repository for journal titles held in 
JSTOR. This committed selected members to retain specific journals as a 
light archive, thereby allowing other libraries to withdraw their copies of 
the same journals. In 2011, this project formed the basis for the creation of 
the Western Regional Storage Trust (WEST).
Another CDMC project focused on reducing “unnecessary duplication” 
of new monographs. The committee established a voluntary maximum copy 
threshold for the consortium in 2010 (Collection Development and Manage-
ment Committee, 2010). This policy’s goal was to increase the acquisition of 
titles not yet owned in the consortium without additional budget funds. In 
essence, the CDMC wanted to increase the availability of the monographic 
“long tail” within the consortium and facilitate cost-effective resource shar-
ing of those titles through the Alliance’s Summit program. To establish 
the threshold of three copies, the CDMC worked with YBP, the Alliance’s 
preferred book vendor, to identify rates of acquisition for the consortium. 
YBP’s data demonstrated that the most common rate of duplication was 
four copies, so dropping that number would be a modest goal that focused 
the librarians’ attention on cooperative collection building. 
The growth of member library e-book acquisitions and their attendant 
licenses prohibiting interlibrary loan presented a significant challenge to 
resource sharing. On the one hand, access to e-books permitted local stu-
dent use at all hours of the day. On the other hand, those same resources 
could no longer be available to students across the consortium. As Jim Bun-
nelle noted, “Building up robust, locked-down localized e-book collections 
is totally counterproductive and hurts the Alliance’s consortial leveraging 
power” (Emery, 2012, p. 3). The Alliance’s governing council began plan-
ning for a method of sharing e-books across the Alliance in 2009 (McElroy 
& Hinken, 2011, p. 34). The planning groups evaluated purchasing models 
and eventually recommended the implementation of a DDA approach. In 
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2011, the council charged a new Alliance group, the Demand-Driven Acqui-
sitions Pilot Implementation Team (DDAPIT), to “create an entirely new 
e-book purchasing model that allows consortium-wide access to titles pur-
chased by individual member libraries” (Bunnelle, 2012, p. 24). Oversight 
was later transitioned to the E-Book Working Group. The council expected 
the Pilot Implementation Team to challenge the e-book acquisition status 
quo, expand access rights to e-books, and support an ownership approach. 
ProgrAm overview
The six-month DDA pilot launched on July 1, 2011, with a budget of 
$231,000 (“Demand Driven Acquisitions Pilot Funding,” 2011). The titles 
included within the DDA program were determined by a profile, admin-
istered by YBP, and provided on the Ebook Library (EBL) platform. The 
team selected EBL through a request for information (RFI) process in 2011. 
As McElroy and Hinken (2011) noted in their pilot summary, EBL had a 
proven DDA model, was currently in use by member libraries locally, and 
offered robust data for pilot evaluation. They worked well with YBP and had 
the best potential to work well with the Alliance (McElroy & Hinken, 2011, 
p. 38). The initial discovery pool included 1,700 titles with 2011 imprints 
from 12 publishers (Bunnelle, 2012). By June 30, 2014, the end of the con-
sortium’s fiscal year, the Alliance had access to 19,000 titles, owned 1,771 
e-books, and devoted $1,000,000 a year to the cost of the program.
The team partnered with YBP at the outset of this project because 
YBP’s profiling and GOBI3 acquisitions data provided ways to protect ear-
lier efforts to foster collaborative collection development. For example, 
within GOBI3, member library staff could see whether a title they wished to 
purchase was currently included in the consortium’s DDA discovery pool. 
Additionally, YBP’s historical acquisitions data detailed rates of duplication 
across the consortium. This information proved helpful when negotiating 
the purchasing cost with publishers. 
content
Throughout the life of this program, the profile remained steady. All sub-
jects from selected publishers were included. This arrangement allowed 
access to the diversity of titles needed by the Alliance’s liberal arts, profes-
sional, law, and medical communities. One significant change affecting the 
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discovery pool has been based on imprint date. The initial load of 1,700 
titles included only titles from 2011. After the DDAPIT group observed the 
pilot’s slow rate of spending in late 2011, they added titles from 2009 and 
2010. Conversely, in 2014, all titles published before 2012 were removed to 
compensate for the increased cost of short-term loans (STLs) in 2014.
A second change affecting the discovery pool was a change in the list 
of publishers in the YBP profile. During fiscal year (FY) 2014, the E-Book 
Working Group sought to address members’ requests for additional content 
in the discovery pool. The budget at the time allowed the team to respond to 
those concerns by adding six new publishers to the program. As of this writ-
ing, there are 18 participating publishers: ABC-CLIO, Ashgate, Brill, Cam-
bridge University Press, Earthscan, Hodder Education, John Benjamins, 
John Wiley & Sons, McFarland, Morgan & Claypool, New York University 
Press, Oxford University Press, Pharmaceutical Press, SAGE, Taylor & 
Francis, the Policy Press, the University of California Press, and the Univer-
sity of Minnesota Press.
short-term Loans and Autopurchases
The Demand-Driven Acquisitions Pilot Implementation Team and EBL 
negotiated a flexible autopurchase trigger for the program that continues 
today. The team sets the trigger point as needed to respond to expenditures 
or meet purchasing targets. When the pilot launched, the trigger was 10 STLs 
before triggering an autopurchase. Since that time, the trigger has ranged 
from a low of five (to stimulate the rate of purchasing) to a high of 15 (to slow 
the costs of purchasing). The maximum purchase price was capped at $250 
since the list price dictated the STL fees and the total cost of an e-book upon 
autopurchase. Each STL cost the Alliance an average of 14% of list price. The 
consortium paid five times the list price at the point of autopurchase, but 
then each title became available in perpetuity to all member libraries. 
Funding
Participation in the DDA program became a requirement of membership; 
all Alliance member libraries contributed to a central fund that paid for the 
E-Book Program. During the pilot phase, the council assigned a tiered flat 
fee based on the size of the institution. The DDAPIT recommended and 
the council accepted a revised funding structure that assessed each library 
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a portion of the budget. The formula adopted split 30% equally among all 
member libraries, based a further 35% on full-time equivalent (FTE) enroll-
ment, and based a final 35% on the materials budget. 
ProgrAm evALuAtion
Over the last three years, DDAPIT and the E-Book Working Group relied 
on EBL-provided data to evaluate use and expenses. The E-Book Work-
ing Group also conducted routine surveys of the Alliance membership to 
ascertain their satisfaction with the program. These data allowed the group 
to respond to the needs of the members and recommend changes to the 
Alliance’s governing body. The E-Book Working Group routinely reviewed 
data both for the overall program and by library. At the programmatic 
level, overall data helped the group keep within budget and monitor the 
program’s return on investment. What follows are examples of how the 
E-Book Working Group used EBL’s monthly and annual data to evaluate 
the E-Book Program. 
use of the collection
The team analyzed trends over time from EBL’s monthly and annual use 
reports. In general, total use has grown 83% from FY 2012 to FY 2014. The 
monthly use showed a continuous growth during the first year but definite 
cyclical trends in each successive year. Figure 1 shows spikes in use occur-
ring during academic midterm periods of October, November, and April. 
EBL tracked four distinct types of use: “unowned browse,” “unowned 
loan,” “owned browse,” and “owned loan.” A browse described a use of less 
than five minutes that did not involve any printing or downloading. A loan 
or STL either exceeded five minutes in duration or included printing or 
downloading. Of the four types of use listed above, only an “unowned loan” 
results in a charge to the Alliance. 
One of the program’s specific goals was to increase consortial owner-
ship of titles that member libraries’ patrons deemed useful as demonstrated 
by high use. The data suggest that the Alliance is meeting this goal. Owner-
ship provides free transactions for all post-purchase use, which represents 
considerable savings if a title has long-term value to students and scholars. 
One method of evaluating whether the program met its goal is to review the 
number of owned uses over time, both as a total number and a percent of 
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Figure 1. Monthly use, FY 2012–FY 2014.
Figure 2. Type of use, FY 2012–FY 2014.
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total transactions during a year. Figure 2 shows the comparative percent-
age of use by type and the growth of all owned use. In FY 2012, owned use 
constituted 23% of all use, but it grew to 41% in FY 2014.
The program’s overall return on investment increased over the three-
year period. In each successive year, the E-Book Program saw higher use 
and costs. However, as Table 1 indicates, the increase in “owned loans” 
means that the cost per use declined over the three-year period from $4.91 
per use to $3.64 per use.
table 1. Program cost per use, FY 2012–FY 2014.
FY12 FY13 FY14
Use 102,912 155,672 188,534
Expenses $505,338.45 $677,564.03 $686,360.97*
Cost Per Use $4.91 $4.35 $3.64
*Does not include the cost of direct purchases.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that the Alliance preserved access to con-
tent and saved on STL costs through purchasing. Linda Di Biase (2014), the 
E-Book Working Group chair, reviewed the five titles with the most loans 
in FY 2014. Of those, three were no longer available from EBL for loan or 
sale. As purchased books, however, they remained available for use by the 
consortium’s patrons. Further research is needed to examine the return on 
investment for post-purchase use.
expenses
In three years, the Alliance spent $2,085,783 on the DDA program. The 
cost per purchased title averaged $517 between 2011 and 2014, owing to the 
purchase multiplier of five. Including initial STLs in the cost figure brings 
the average total spent per purchased title to $1,016. The mean cost of an 
STL was $14.57.
The DDA program required considerable financial oversight to keep it 
under budget. Unlike traditional collection development where librarians 
spend against an established budget, DDA programs must estimate expen-
ditures based on the size of the discovery pool, the potential cost of the 
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titles, and the rate of use. Larger discovery pools, higher average list prices 
of titles, and higher rates of use all drive costs up. The Orbis Cascade Alli-
ance program observed each of these trends. 
Autopurchase Trigger
When the pilot launched in July 2011, the DDAPIT had few models to 
inform its program. As a result, they kept the initial title pool small and 
made subsequent adjustments based on the resulting patterns of use and 
expense. The team agreed in September 2011 to lower the STL trigger from 
10 to five to accelerate purchasing. They feared that the pilot would reach its 
expiration date without a purchase if left at 10 for the duration, and owning 
titles collectively was a primary goal for the project. 
Since that initial pilot period, DDAPIT and the E-Book Working Group 
moved the trigger as necessitated by financial realities. At the close of FY 
2013, for example, they moved the trigger from 10 to 15 to further delay auto- 
purchases that would have put the program over budget. The trigger remained 
set at 15 STLs during the entirety of FY 2014, the third year of the program. It 
has been the only time that the trigger remained steady through an entire fis-
cal year. As a result, the Alliance reduced its rate of autopurchase for the year 
and spent more money on STLs than in previous years, as Figure 3 shows. 
Multiplier
In consortium-based DDA programs, publishers charge a multiplier to the 
list price upon purchase. A multiplier of five is equivalent to buying five cop-
ies. Publishers viewed consortium programs as undermining the possibility 
of multiple local library purchases, so they wished to charge a fee that repre-
sented buying multiple copies consortially. In negotiations with publishers, 
YBP data proved essential to demonstrate the low rate of average duplication 
within the Alliance and reduce the final multiplier to five times the list price. 
This multiplier makes consortial DDA a substantially more expensive 
project than when administrated at a single institution. Delaying purchas-
ing by increasing the autopurchase trigger increased the overall cost of a 
purchased title because more charges would occur before purchase, but it 
reduced the frequency of those large budget expenses. Kari Paulson of EBL 
conducted a spending analysis for the Alliance to model spending in vari-
ous scenarios. In that analysis, she found that the Alliance would own an 
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additional 2,982 titles if it kept its trigger steady at fi ve STLs throughout the 
duration of the program, but it would have increased its total spend by 83% 
(K. Paulson, personal communication, July 26, 2014).
Library costs and use
Since participation is mandatory for all Alliance members, libraries want to 
see the DDA program serve their communities well. Most but not all librar-
ies showed increased use (counting all use) over the three-year period. The 
median use per library grew from 1,522 in FY 2012 to 2,791 in FY 2014. Four 
libraries had more than 10,000 uses per year for each of the last fi scal years, 
which skewed the mean use for the consortium (see Table 2). 
Although the overall return on investment increased over the three 
years, not all libraries enjoyed the same benefi t. In each successive year, the 
governing council increased the program budget, thus increasing costs for 
each member library. Use also increased each year, but not at a rate that 
compensated for the council’s assigned contribution. Although the libraries’ 
mean cost per use declined from FY 2012 to FY 2014, Table 2 shows dramatic 
disparities between the maximum and minimum cost per use each year.
Figure 3. Type of expenses, FY 2012–FY 2014.
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These data substantiated private concerns that the E-Book Working 
Group received from member libraries regarding the cost and scope of the 
program. One library stated that it had to eliminate firm orders in order to 
afford its DDA obligations; another simply did not think the content suited 
its students well. In reviewing the data, the group also found many libraries 
had very low use compared to their costs even though they reported satis-
faction with the program. 
Responding to these issues, the E-Book Working Group recommended 
an adjustment to the program’s funding formula. Funding for the DDA 
program had evolved from a tiered approach in FY 2012 to the funding 
formula approved for FY 2013 and FY 2014. As mentioned earlier, the fee 
was assessed based on splitting 30% of the cost equally and then basing 
35% on FTE and 35% on each library’s materials budget. Since the program 
showed growing evidence of use across institutions (and increasingly stable 
records management in the consortium),1 the E-Book Working Group rec-
ommended that the council introduce “use” as a component of the funding 
formula. The revised formula approved by the council called for 20% of the 
cost to be based on use, with the remainder divided into 20% of the total 
equally, 30% based on FTE, and 30% on budget. 
ProgrAm AFFordAbiLity
The DDA pilot transitioned into a permanent program in July 2012 and 
received two years of successive budget increases; however, the council 
made it clear that the $1 million budget allocated in FY 2014 would not be 
increased again in the near term. This required the E-Book Working Group 
to consider the best sustainable solution to providing e-books within this 
budget to the consortium’s patrons over time. 
The E-Book Working Group considered a variety of options to increase 
content, a primary request of the membership, while managing costs in FY 
2014. First, EBL’s team presented alternative pricing structures. They sug-
gested a limited use option, colloquially called the NovaNET model2 after 
the Canadian consortium’s pilot. This plan would have limited the number 
of post-purchased loans permitted without purchasing additional copies, 
reduced the multiplier for the initial purchase cost, and preserved consortial 
ownership. Another option included a shared pool of funding for STLs but 
local purchasing when an individual library reached a smaller autopurchase 
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trigger. The E-Book Working Group weighed these options as well as the 
possibilities of adding a subscription e-book collection or jointly purchasing 
a DRM-free e-book collection. 
As the year progressed, the number of viable options shrank. Publish-
ers rejected widespread adoption of the NovaNET model because it would 
have substantially reduced their revenue. The distributed purchasing 
option would have preserved shared access but undermined the concept of 
shared ownership. A joint direct purchase of e-book titles proved prohibi-
tively expensive. All that remained in that moment was the addition of an 
e-book subscription collection available for the entire consortium.
This decision-making process coincided with a series of publishers’ 
STL rate increases that EBL began announcing in May 2014. Although the 
program had reduced costs by increasing the autopurchase trigger and was 
expected to end the year under budget, the rate increases projected over-
runs in FY 2015. The first set of publishers to raise their rates accounted for 
81% of the titles and 91% of the STL charges in the Alliance. 
The E-Book Working Group began planning to contain costs for FY 
2015 by removing some titles from the discovery pool. In the course of eval-
uating titles for removal, the group analyzed the use of unpurchased titles. 
It selected 268 books that had 12 or more STLs at six or more libraries and 
purchased them directly from EBL. For the remaining titles selected for 
removal, the group provided use data that helped librarians identify titles 
that it might be useful to purchase locally. 
ddA Program to e-book Program
The moment served as a significant philosophical shift for the program from 
ownership to access. The titles selected for removal were all dated 2011 and 
earlier, which effectively turned the discovery pool into a frontlist purchas-
ing tool for the consortium. Since the group had already started considering 
an e-book subscription, they recognized the value of the subscription as an 
affordable way to supplement the current collection with backlist titles from 
academic publishers. Further, an e-book subscription plan would add content 
from more publishers than were available to the consortium through DDA. 
After comparing subscription e-book products and hosting informa-
tional sessions for consortium members, the E-Book Working Group rec-
ommended using DDA program funds to subscribe to an e-book collection 
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for the consortium. The council approved, and the Alliance finalized a sub-
scription to ebrary’s Academic Complete in September 2014. Over the fol-
lowing year, the group will actively assess members’ satisfaction and use of 
the collection. This information will help inform future directions for the 
Alliance E-Book Program.
Lessons Learned
Over the course of the Orbis Cascade Alliance’s three-year experiment with 
a DDA model, the consortium successfully facilitated access to e-books at 
all 37 member libraries. Heavily used titles now belong permanently to a 
centrally owned collection, and some titles see significant post-purchase 
use. Owned book use will grow every year and improve the return on invest-
ment of the program over time. The program’s cost per use declined each 
year, but the data showed varying use intensity across libraries. As a result, 
the local cost per use varied widely and necessitated a change in funding 
structure to compensate. 
Publishers viewed DDA programs like the Alliance’s as experiments of 
their own, which required modifications over time. The increased STL rates, 
the first significant response to declining publishers’ revenues, required 
adjustments from the consortium to manage the budget implications. The 
first step was the removal of titles, but future action may include dropping 
the maximum price per title, renegotiating the autopurchase multiplier, or 
diversifying the included publishers. More importantly, the DDA program 
as originally conceived evolved to include additional e-book acquisition 
approaches. Central direct purchases, local purchasing informed by DDA 
use data, and e-book access through subscription have proved valuable 
ways to complement the DDA program and provide additional content to 
the membership. 
The E-Book Working Group will continue to evaluate and modify the 
Orbis Cascade Alliance’s E-Book Program to best serve the membership. 
notes
1. Although not addressed in this chapter, the Alliance’s challenges with records 
management across the consortium are worth noting. Initially, each library used 
a record feed from OCLC’s WorldShare Collection Manager to import discov-
ery records and update purchased records. This process was not uniform across 
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libraries, as some added only purchased records and others added all records. As 
the E-Book Working Group reevaluated the funding formula, the Orbis Cascade 
Alliance was in the middle of a consortium-wide adoption of Ex Libris’s Alma inte-
grated library system and Primo discovery service. This centralized management of 
records eliminated discrepancies among libraries and created more uniform oppor-
tunities for discovery and use. 
2. NovaNET is a consortium of academic libraries in Nova Scotia, Canada. When 
proposed, EBL consistently referred to the limited use option as the “NovaNET 
model.”
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The Simplest Explanation: 
Occam’s Reader and the 
Future of Interlibrary Loan 
and E-Books
Ryan Litsey, Kenny Ketner, Joni Blake, and Anne McKee
AbstrAct
In spring 2011, members at the joint meeting of the Greater Western Library 
Alliance Resource Sharing/Document Delivery and Collection Develop-
ment committees discussed the growing “silo-ization” of e-books behind 
different universities’ local databases and access portals. The group formed 
a subcommittee to investigate the possibility of developing a software sys-
tem that would allow the interlibrary loan (ILL) of e-books. Two employees 
of the Texas Tech University (TTU) Libraries explored the question: “What 
is the simplest way for libraries to lend e-books to each other?” Together, 
three members—Texas Tech, the University of Hawai’i at Mānoa, and the 
Greater Western Library Alliance (GWLA)—formed the Occam’s Reader 
Project. Each institution began developing different components of the 
software. Hawai’i designed the public viewer, and Texas Tech designed the 
software that would handle the e-book conversion, transmission, and host-
ing. Occam’s Reader offers a unique solution in which the intellectual con-
tent of the book is made available for the patron to read, but it is stripped 
of the additional features and links of the full e-book. The philosophy is 
similar to offering the level of access of printed books, but with quicker 
delivery. By spring 2014, the Occam’s Reader project entered a pilot pro-
gram with the publisher Springer to test the Occam’s Reader software with 
other GWLA members. 
10
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bAckground
The Greater Western Library Alliance (GWLA) is a consortium of 33 research 
libraries located in the central and western United States. At the 2011 GWLA 
annual meeting, the heads of collection development and resource sharing 
from member libraries held a joint session to discuss topics of mutual inter-
est. The collection development librarians emphasized their growing col-
lections of e-books; interlibrary loan (ILL) colleagues expressed concerns 
that e-books meant that large parts of the collections would be unavailable 
for consortial sharing. How could the tradition of ILL be maintained when 
increasing numbers of requested titles are locked behind local authentica-
tion barriers?
GWLA’s Resource Sharing and Document Delivery (RSDD) Com-
mittee, comprised of interlibrary loan librarians, rose to the challenge of 
continuing their tradition of finding innovative solutions for interlibrary 
lending. The RSDD Committee historically has been very proactive; its 
members maintain close contact and are always ready to help during times 
of institutional crisis. For example, RSDD members assisted Colorado 
State University after a flash flood damaged parts of the library in 1997; this 
disaster resulted in the creation of the Rapid ILL service. The group rallied 
again after a flood at the University of Hawai’i at Mānoa in 2004. This his-
tory of cooperation and problem solving laid the groundwork to generate 
and support innovative ideas like Occam’s Reader, a solution to the chal-
lenge of e-book lending. 
As a result of the 2011 GWLA meeting discussion, librarians from 
Texas Tech University (TTU) pondered the question: “Why not develop a 
method to lend e-books via interlibrary loan?” A library-developed method 
for lending e-books had not been attempted before. Because libraries are 
sensitive to the issues of their profession, the GWLA members wanted to 
develop a system that remained true to the long-standing traditions of ILL, 
while simultaneously respecting the contracts and copyright issues that 
surround the use of and access to e-books. With these issues in mind, the 
TTU Libraries, led by the first two authors (the head of document deliv-
ery/interlibrary loan and the software development manager, respectively), 
along with colleagues at the initial group of Washington State University 
and the University of Hawai’i at Mānoa, formed a working group to create a 
method to lend e-books via interlibrary loan. 
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the development history
In the initial development stages, the team at TTU discussed using existing 
library technologies to accomplish the task of allowing another university 
temporary, limited access to a specific e-book requested via the interlibrary 
loan process. Discussions centered on an existing system called EZproxy, 
which is used by many academic libraries to control patron access to their 
electronic collections. Investigation with EZproxy revealed an unintended 
consequence. It was possible to generate a URL that could be shared amongst 
institutions, but with one major flaw: although EZproxy is very good at grant-
ing access, it is very hard to restrict that access once it is granted. This approach 
failed to restrict access to only the single ILL request. A clever patron receiv-
ing the URL and allowed access to a single title at another institution could 
potentially backtrack along the URL to gain access to the entire collection or 
e-database. The team did not want to proceed down the potential rabbit hole 
of security issues, so it met with colleagues to discuss other options. 
A new question inspired the vision for the whole project: “What is 
the simplest way to lend an e-book securely between one institution and 
another?” From this question was born the system known as Occam’s 
Reader. The name Occam’s Reader is a reference to the idea of Occam’s 
Razor—all things being equal, a simple explanation is preferred to a more 
complex one. The challenge was building a system that not only integrated 
with existing ILL procedures, but also allowed the exchange of e-books via 
secure interlibrary loan channels. By spring 2012, the team had assembled 
the first working model of Occam’s Reader (explained in the next section 
of this chapter), and in March presented a very early build of the system at 
the GWLA deans and directors meeting. Next, the team built a prototype 
to demonstrate at the fall 2012 meeting. At that meeting, the deans and 
directors saw the first working system of Occam’s Reader. The first test was 
a book sent from TTU to the University of Hawai’i at Mānoa and vice versa. 
With an effective working model, the team began to refine the program-
ming and prepare for piloting.
progrAmming And WorkfloW
During the development of the system, the TTU development team decided 
to build what amounts to a “neutral zone” for e-books, in which staff at 
the lending library use Occam’s Reader to take a photo of each page of the 
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e-book, compress the file, and send it to a web server. Staff at the borrowing 
library then access this server using password-protected authentication and 
are able to view each page of the e-book in a viewer designed by the Univer-
sity of Hawai’i at Mānoa. Creating a neutral system in this way allows the 
necessary flexibility to integrate with existing ILL workflows. Early versions 
were built to integrate with ILLiad, the popular Atlas Systems software 
product used by many academic libraries and by all GWLA libraries. Using 
a series of ILLiad add-ons, the team has been able to integrate the Occam’s 
Reader system into the standard ILL workflow at consortial universities. 
Simplicity in encoding and presentation of e-books was the focus 
throughout designing Occam’s Reader. Most of what publishers or third-
party vendors provide with e-books are “bells and whistles” beyond what 
can be done with a physical book. For example, native e-books and e-books 
scanned with optical character recognition (OCR) provide a means for 
electronic search of the full text. Full-text search is something unique to 
e-books, along with hyperlinked metadata such as in a table of contents, 
text highlighting, copy and paste of text, and other functions. Since these 
functions are not possible with a physical book, the development team 
decided to dispense with them in this simple e-book lending model. And, 
since the loans do not compete with their full e-book feature set, publishers 
and e-book vendors would likely adopt a friendly attitude toward the proj-
ect as well. So far this has been the case.
The vision of mimicking a physical book as a simple e-book drove the 
core feature set selected for the Occam’s Reader e-book viewer. Basically, 
the Occam’s Reader e-books are collections of image files, one per page 
of the physical book. These image files can be rotated, zoomed, panned, 
advanced next and previous, and jumped to a specific page. In other words, 
the functionality enables one to do what one can do holding a physical copy 
of the book. The image file format Portable Network Graphics (PNG) was 
selected because of its high text readability, universal display capability in 
web browsers, good compression, capability for transparent backgrounds, 
and rich history as an image standard.
Behind the scenes on the interlibrary loan staff side of the system, the 
goal was to preserve the current ILL workflow with minimal disruption. 
To that end, the Occam’s Reader System was written as an ILLiad add-on. 
All ILLiad add-ons consist of LUA script files and XML configuration files 
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written in a pattern determined by Atlas Systems. To learn the design pat-
terns of the ILLiad add-on, the team at TTU consulted with staff at Atlas 
Systems and at the Information Delivery Services (IDS) Project, the devel-
opers of the popular Getting It Systems Toolkit ILLiad add-on. With advice 
from both groups, the TTU Libraries development team created one of the 
most sophisticated ILLiad add-ons available today.
Another compelling reason for the decision to create an ILLiad add-on 
rather than a standalone system is that all 33 GWLA libraries use ILLiad in 
their daily work. The ILL staff members at the GWLA institutions required 
training to install, configure, and practice using the Occam’s Reader sys-
tem, but they provided positive feedback regarding the minimal disruption 
to their workflow. Establishing this good working relationship early at the 
point of installation at each institution proved helpful during the test and 
production phases. 
Additional configurations such as permissions, modification of the sys-
tem path variable, and location of work folders are all guided by the initial 
training process after the software prerequisites are installed. The team at 
TTU spent a significant amount of time performing this initial configura-
tion and training with participating institutions. The team at University of 
Hawai’i at Mānoa led the documentation effort to create a user manual for 
ILL staff. The time spent training and documenting was worth the expense 
to increase the adoption and use of Occam’s Reader.
The actual image conversion process is accomplished through an exter-
nal program launched from the ILLiad add-on that runs on each ILL staff 
computer. The ILLiad add-on and the image conversion software commu-
nicate important information to each other, such as a unique number iden-
tifying the ILL request. This is true generally within the Occam’s Reader 
system; it contains many distinct parts that must communicate with one 
another without ambiguity.
The image conversion software is a .NET executable written by the 
TTU Libraries development team, and it requires three open-source soft-
ware prerequisites, all freely available online. ImageMagick, Ghostscript, 
and 7-Zip must be installed on each ILL staff machine that processes 
Occam’s Reader requests. The image conversion software takes input from 
the user regarding which e-book file to convert and what image conversion 
settings to use and returns a single archive file of PNG images for uploading 
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to the Occam’s Reader web server. The currently available image conver-
sion settings include image quality settings and an option to do grayscale 
or full color images. Notably, the current ILL industry standard for elec-
tronic items is grayscale. Occam’s Reader users are happy to have a full 
color option for electronic items.
The converted e-books are uploaded to the Occam’s Reader web server 
through the ILLiad add-on interface. This portion is a PHP webpage ren-
dered within ILLiad by the add-on. The upload page returns a confirmation 
that the file was received along with an automatically generated e-mail for 
the lending library to pass along to the borrowing library. This e-mail will be 
sent from the borrowing library to the end user who placed the request; the 
e-mail contains instructions for the customer, a copyright notice, and a link 
to the Occam’s Reader web viewer with a randomly generated token that 
grants access to the book while it is still on the server. Currently, e-books 
remain on the server for 14 days, after which they are automatically deleted.
The customer accesses the e-book from the link in the e-mail sent by 
the home institution, the borrowing library. Developed by the team at Uni-
versity of Hawai’i at Mānoa, the viewer implements the feature set of basic 
e-book navigation described earlier: rotate, zoom, pan, previous, next, and 
jump to page. The viewer is built on the widely used technology stack of 
PHP, HTML 5, and JavaScript. The main reason for selecting these technol-
ogies is to create a viewer that works well in most combinations of browser, 
operating system, and hardware device. As consumers move more toward 
tablets and phones as their primary reading devices, this goal becomes even 
more important to meet.
The Occam’s Reader web viewer went through one major revision on 
its path to the current product. It was rewritten to use the open-source 
OpenSeaDragon image display tool that the developers learned about at 
the Code4Lib 2013 conference in Chicago. The result is a faster and more 
stable image viewer than the previous attempt. The viewer also automati-
cally detects every page in the book to create the navigation. The thought-
ful team at University of Hawai’i at Mānoa also created a feedback form to 
solicit comments from users of the viewer. Some users lament the missing 
bells and whistles like metadata, full-text search, and copy/paste of e-book 
text. The occasional complaint about image quality points to the inevita-
ble time/quality tradeoff at the point of image conversion at the lending 
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library. However, most customers are simply happy to read a good quality 
copy of the book they sought. Data collected through December 2014 sug-
gest that customers actually are reading the e-books they borrow through 
Occam’s Reader. 
testing And pilot project
The first round of testing began with the University of Hawai’i at Mānoa in 
fall 2012. This testing gave the team an opportunity to address critical errors 
and streamline the process so as to be ready for a large-scale deployment. 
In fall 2013, GWLA brought the system to the attention of the Springer 
International Publishing Group. The history between Springer and GWLA 
has been positive, and licensing agreements were in place for a pilot project.
The licensing history is worth examining in detail. When GWLA 
launched a fledgling Collection Development committee in 2000, members 
emphasized that fair use should never be surrendered in electronic content 
negotiations, licenses, or contracts. In negotiating for electronic content 
with publishers and content providers, GWLA staff has never waived the 
right to provide interlibrary loan and has in fact walked away from several 
offers when publishers refused to allow resource sharing in their licenses. 
Balancing the philosophical demands of the members with the pro-
posed licensing terms from vendors meant that the first few years in 
GWLA’s licensing programs were rocky ones. Thus, the GWLA program 
officer, in consultation with the RSDD Committee, developed a key phrase 
that is used in all GWLA licenses: “The Consortium may supply a single 
copy of an individual document, chapter or book derived from the Licensed 
Materials to an Authorized User of another library utilizing the prevail-
ing technology of the day.” It was a natural progression to begin using this 
clause in all licenses for electronic content, regardless of the medium. When 
presented with this wording for e-books, the publishers would frequently 
chuckle and say, “But there is no platform to enable ILL for e-books.” One 
day in November 2013, GWLA’s program officer asked the Springer repre-
sentative, “But what if there were such a platform?” Springer showed a keen 
interest and suggested a pilot project among the GWLA libraries for one 
calendar year using Springer content within the Occam’s Reader system. 
Some of the key points of the agreement with Springer actually laid the 
groundwork for important lessons learned from the pilot. 
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One of the first terms negotiated was the length of time that e-books 
would be available to patrons. Since no one had ever sent an e-book via 
interlibrary loan, no one was sure what would be an appropriate amount 
of time to read an e-book. The team eventually settled on 14 days. In many 
ways, this is an arbitrary number and is still debated amongst the group. 
A second key point in the negotiations was sharing e-book lending sta-
tistics with Springer. This has turned out to be one of the most important 
and interesting components of the agreement. When librarians read about 
sharing the lending data with a publisher, they are understandably worried 
about patron security and patron confidentiality. They can rest assured that 
no patron information is shared between the Occam’s Reader project and 
Springer International. The data shared with the publisher are limited to 
information about the titles requested by each library and which libraries sup-
ply those books. This type of business intelligence is a level of detail yet to be 
provided to publishers, but it can be a powerful purchasing and selling tool. 
A third important feature of the agreement with Springer describes 
how the e-books are displayed to the patron. One of the balancing acts is 
remaining faithful to the tradition of interlibrary loan while also allowing 
universities access to e-books they could not previously share and to a type 
of content where even the very nature of ownership is still hotly debated. 
When beginning to build the pilot system, it was necessary to decide how 
much of the content of the e-book to send in the transmission to the web 
server. Discussion centered primarily on whether or not the metadata 
(hyperlinks, OCR, bells and whistles) would accompany the Occam’s Reader 
e-book. As part of the negotiations for access to lend the content, an agree-
ment was reached to remove any metadata or extra content provided by the 
publisher. This is certainly a compromise. However, the arrangement still 
maintains the ILL tradition of sending a “book in a box” to another univer-
sity. One of the interesting aspects of the development of Occam’s Reader 
is that it has expanded the discussion about the meaning of “ownership” of 
e-books and whether or not that includes metadata. 
By the time the terms of the agreement were reached, the team had 
developed a very good working relationship with Springer that helped 
immensely when the pilot project encountered its first big problem. It was 
very difficult for users to find the e-books they wanted to borrow. Discover-
ability is a real issue for lending e-books, due to the innumerable ways in 
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which individual libraries catalog their e-books. Some add records in OCLC 
while others do not; some include them in their local catalogs while others 
keep them within their e-databases. It often is difficult for library staff to 
know which e-books their own institution holds. 
The need to come up with a way to make discoverability as simple as 
possible led to the second most interesting innovation to come from the 
pilot: the shared discovery layer using data files provided from Springer. 
In exchange for the previously mentioned ILL data, Springer was willing to 
provide the Occam’s Reader project with lists of which universities owned 
which Springer titles. This was exactly the boost needed to make a func-
tional pilot system. Using the Springer data files, the team was able to con-
struct a discovery layer that integrates into ILLiad, so that ILL staff can 
locate the Springer e-books for which they are searching. The discovery tool 
is a PHP webpage embedded in the Occam’s Reader ILLiad add-on; it is 
powered by a Microsoft SQL Server database hosted at TTU. The discovery 
tool supports searches by title and ISBN, and it returns basic bibliographic 
information along with a link to the e-book at the host institution and a 
lending string necessary to generate the borrowing request in ILLiad. The 
discovery layer also alerts ILL staff if their library already holds a particular 
e-book. This approach has worked well for the Springer e-books held by 
GWLA libraries, and could potentially work with other libraries and pub-
lishers in the future.
The pilot project launched in March 2014. It has produced some very 
interesting results. From the beginning, the pilot included a usability feed-
back survey in both the e-mail that goes to the patron and as a sidebar link 
on the viewer. By December 2014, approximately 700 e-books had been 
shared via Occam’s Reader and there have been over one million page 
views. The analytics for OccamsReader.org demonstrate interesting facts 
about the viewer and the webpages. Once again, there is no tracking of indi-
vidual patron information. There are only typical web analytics such as page 
views and time spent on each page. The most-viewed page in terms of total 
number is the discovery layer, which is not surprising given the heavy use 
of the system by ILL staff. The second interesting analytic is the behavior 
of a typical user. The data show an average of about 35 minutes spent per 
visit to OccamsReader.org. The average user views 15 pages per session at 
just over two minutes per page. These metrics demonstrate that visitors are 
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actually reading the e-books through the viewer. So far in the pilot project, 
which will conclude in March 2015, both staff and patrons are successfully 
using Occam’s Reader to lend and read e-books. 
future developments
The piloting and testing of Occam’s Reader suggest new avenues of research 
and exploration. Libraries have an opportunity to address matters that were 
only theoretical until the creation of a working model of ILL for e-books. 
The first new avenue of research is what the Occam’s Reader proj-
ect team calls “content collaboration.” Content collaboration means using 
publisher-provided content in a library-developed system. Why is this a 
new field and something that is important for librarians to talk about? 
First, libraries must leverage the long tradition of respecting patron con-
fidentiality to fulfill their role in society by providing a secure place for 
patrons to view e-books unhindered by potential marketers. The recent 
news about Adobe Digital Edition eReader user data being gathered and 
used by Adobe demonstrates the importance of this trust (Coldewey, 
2014). Second, if libraries continue to allow third-party vendors to provide 
the viewer platforms for their digital content, eventually patrons may ask 
themselves, “Why use a library at all when I can get an individual account 
from a vendor like OverDrive?” With content collaboration, libraries can 
use their tradition of patron security to provide a trusted viewer through 
which publishers can provide content to patrons. This is a win for users, 
libraries, and publishers. 
The pilot phase also identified the need for a standalone version of 
Occam’s Reader as an area of future investigation. The team initially devel-
oped Occam’s Reader as a system integrated with both ILLiad and OCLC. 
Although this worked well for the GWLA libraries, there is a need to estab-
lish a version that can function across a variety of platforms as the project 
expands beyond one consortium. A standalone system can also help both 
international and American users. With these goals in mind, the team has 
begun to brainstorm a standalone version of Occam’s Reader to meet the 
needs of a larger user base. 
A third avenue of future research centers on the idea of the relationship 
between the publisher and the library. Occam’s Reader has shown a type 
of relationship that can be beneficial both to libraries and to publishers, a 
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relationship that is more collaborative and less vendor-and-buyer. Through 
this model, libraries can approach publishers with a collaborative mindset 
and work with them to establish a way to leverage the fair use of digital con-
tent. Although librarians recognize that publishers are generally for-profit 
businesses and libraries are usually non-profit, there are still areas of pos-
sible collaboration. Occam’s Reader demonstrates a successful collabora-
tive approach with both the discovery layer and the web viewer. 
The final avenue of research is the discussion of policies and proce-
dures that govern the e-book ILL exchange. Because the fair use ques-
tions encountered during the project remain unanswered, many e-book 
interlibrary loan policies and procedures remain in flux. How long should 
a patron have access to a borrowed e-book? GWLA members choose 14 
days, but is that enough? Should content license agreements be rewrit-
ten to include lending e-books? Are there certain national or international 
standards relevant to the system that need to be developed or adapted? 
Many of these questions remain unanswered. They can be solved as e-book 
ILL grows in popularity. 
conclusions
Occam’s Reader’s success is a watershed moment at the intersection of 
interlibrary loan and e-content. It has brought to the forefront many of 
the issues libraries currently face when thinking about e-books and their 
role in the libraries of the future. The authors hope that it is the beginning 
of a conversation demonstrating that it is possible for libraries to remain 
true to their traditional core values while at the same time embracing new 
ideas and new ways of providing services in a digital environment as suc-
cessfully as they have done for decades by mailing physical books to meet 
the learning and research needs of other libraries’ users. Occam’s Reader 
demonstrates the usefulness of publisher and library collaborative partner-
ships. The Occam’s Reader developers think that they have accomplished 
that goal and, as they move forward to Phase 2, they see a bright future in 
which libraries continue offering information services in new ways using 
innovative technology.
The Occam’s Reader web viewer is the most widely known piece of the 
Occam’s Reader system. View a demonstration of the web viewer at Occams 
Reader.org.
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Collection development of e-books for international and area studies, spe-
cifically for non-English language content, is challenging. This chapter will 
provide insight into acquisitions by looking at vendor/publisher issues, 
reviewing insights from The Ohio State University Libraries’ area studies 
subject librarians on the market culture issues, discussing the Title VI fed-
eral funding changes, highlighting logistical barriers, and describing exist-
ing and emerging cooperative collection development models.
IntroductIon
Academic libraries have largely embraced the pursuit of e-book content as 
a priority because of user demand and shifting collection philosophies. As 
a result, the challenges surrounding e-book collection development activi-
ties continue to unfold. Such challenges of the e-book marketplace include 
variability of acquisition models and uncertainties related to standards and 
publisher and vendor practices. One particular aspect in need of explora-
tion concerns e-book collection development for international and area 
studies, specifically non-English language content. 
Research libraries have doggedly pursued print collection develop-
ment in international and areas studies for decades. Globalized collection 
development has always presented challenges, ranging from identifying and 
sourcing scholarly foreign language materials, to acquiring and shipping 
materials from overseas, to finding personnel with language expertise to 
11
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process and catalog them. The critical need for research libraries to develop 
scholarly collections of international and area studies content continues to 
be a priority in an increasingly globalized world.
Globalization is not a new phenomenon, but like most facets of 
21st-century culture, it has accelerated due to technology. The world is 
becoming a smaller and more interdependent place even with a population 
of 7 billion people occupying 196 sovereign states spread over 57,000,000 
square miles. This interconnectedness stems from world-changing tech-
nological advancements, including civil aviation, personal computing, the 
World Wide Web, mobile phones, and other devices. Distance and time, 
formerly formidable obstacles, have been neutralized by the impact of 
an Internet connection. Globalization has moved beyond the borders of 
geopolitics to encompass economic, telecommunication, environmental, 
health, and cultural infrastructures. The impact of technology on globaliza-
tion also can be seen in the shifting priorities of academic libraries.
The Ohio State University Libraries (OSUL) has a strategic focus direc-
tive to increase the scale and scope of digital collections that support teach-
ing and research priorities. This focus identified the need for more expan-
sive e-book content. Significant progress has been made in most disciplines 
with the notable exception of international and area studies. OSUL currently 
holds over 802,000 e-books of which only 36,500 (5%) are in non-English 
languages. The majority of these (59%) are titles in Romance and Germanic 
languages including French (6%), German (22%), Italian (9%), Latin (16%), 
and Spanish (6%). Glaringly underrepresented in this group are e-books 
in key non-Roman script languages, including Chinese, Japanese, Korean, 
Russian, Arabic, Turkish, and Hebrew. OSUL holds a woefully modest 275 
e-books representing East Asian, African, Eastern European, and Middle 
Eastern languages (see Figure 1). E-book content from these regions is criti-
cal because of growing economic power, emerging public health threats, 
diverse natural resource availability, and far-reaching political, ethnic, and 
religious conflicts. Teaching, learning, and research focusing on the nations, 
cultures, and regions associated with each area studies discipline rely heav-
ily on content in the vernacular languages. Though many of these cultures 
have been studied and written about by outsiders, there is an imperative to 
provide researchers with content by local experts and scholars who write in 
vernacular languages. Even if some small percentage of content is available 
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in translation, original texts may be preferred because of the nuances and 
context that can be lost in translation. Although academic research librar-
ies want to develop e-book collections in area studies vernacular languages, 
little is currently held. There are many logistical reasons.
Figure 1. Numbers of OSUL area studies e-books representing East Asian, Afri-
can, Eastern European, and Middle Eastern languages. 
This chapter will: 1) look at a selection of vendors/publishers pro-
viding international and area studies e-book content; 2) obtain insights 
from OSUL area studies subject librarians for perspectives on the e-book 
market culture in their respective disciplines; 3) discuss the financial 
retrenchment of Title VI federal funding for libraries; 4) highlight logisti-
cal barriers to affordable vernacular e-book access and distribution; and, 
5) describe scenarios where existing and emerging cooperative collection 
development models expand non-English language e-book access. This 
information will provide practitioners with greater insight into acquisi-
tions models for developing area studies e-book collections, highlight 
challenges to acquiring and accessing vernacular e-book content, and 
identify issues for further study. 
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ExplorIng top publIshErs’ non-EnglIsh lAnguAgE offErIngs
Libraries work with many publishers to purchase or lease content that will 
support teaching, learning, and research objectives. Alongside this mission, 
librarians also take into account practicalities that support efficient work-
flows. A look at the offerings of the “big four” academic publishers and the 
top e-book aggregators provides a logical place to begin the exploration of 
non-English e-book providers. All of these companies are headquartered 
in the Western world, but their footprint is relatively global. The big four 
consist of the following academic publishing companies: Elsevier; Springer; 
Taylor & Francis; and Wiley. These publishers are considered the biggest 
because of their profit margins, volume of content, and robust distribution 
and service support. They also share a characteristic focus on science, tech-
nology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) content. Unfortunately, this 
leaves the rich cultural scholarship of the social sciences and humanities in 
other world regions unaddressed. 
Elsevier, a company specializing in science, technology, and medical 
(STM) content, has offices in many geographical locations encompassed in 
area studies. The network includes China, India, Japan, South Korea, Rus-
sia, and South Africa, as well as offices throughout Asia and in the West. 
These locations reflect not only the Elsevier consumer market, but also the 
many non-English languages in which it publishes. Elsevier publishes con-
tent in Western languages including English, German, French, Spanish, 
Italian, and Portuguese, and additional languages including Polish, Japa-
nese, Hindi, and Chinese. However, it appears that non-English language 
content is more prevalent in journal than e-book content. 
Springer, like Elsevier, has offices on six continents in countries includ-
ing South Africa, China, India, Japan, South Korea, the United Arab Emirates, 
and Turkey. Springer content is also largely focused on STM areas. Despite 
its global presence and consumer market, Springer’s non-English language 
e-book content is primarily focused on German and Italian with a small 
number of e-books in Spanish and French. This seems logical upon review of 
Springer’s 2013 revenue reports which show 28% of its profits coming from 
Germany, Austria, and Switzerland, 24% from North America, 23% from the 
rest of Europe, and 17% from the Asia Pacific region (Springer, 2014). The 
Asia Pacific region includes many area studies locations and perhaps points 
to a growing consumer market. However, the rest of the world, including 
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Latin America and the Middle East, accounts for only 8%. This small revenue 
percentage is not an incentive to a publisher with a bottom line. 
Taylor & Francis (T&F) has a smaller global footprint with offices pri-
marily in the United Kingdom and the United States, but offers a more 
diverse content portfolio. Publications cover not only STM but also include 
the humanities, social and behavioral sciences, and law. T&F has identified 
area studies subject content that specifically allow consumer browsing on its 
e-book platform. However, the nearly 6,500 e-books with international and 
area studies content are English language, not vernacular language, materials. 
Finally, John Wiley & Sons (Wiley) is an academic publisher also focus-
ing primarily on STEM content and like the others has offices primarily in 
the United States and Western Europe with newer locations in Dubai and 
China. Though much of its content is English language, Wiley is growing 
not only the consumer market, but also content development in area studies 
regions. The company’s (Wiley, 2014) narrative history states the following:
Over the past decade, Asia has emerged as both a dynamic 
market and a vital source of Wiley content. China is now the 
second-largest consumer of Wiley Online Library content, as 
well as the second-largest source of articles for Global Re-
search journals. India, a well-established market for Wiley, is 
also developing into an important source of content.
In the Middle East, Wiley opened an office in Dubai in 2010 to take 
advantage of the region’s rapid growth of higher education oppor-
tunities; in 2012, Wiley established Brasil Editora LTDA, based in 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. As a global company, Wiley is able to create 
consolidated centers of excellence at locations sited strategically 
around the world and, in turn, achieve cost savings and efficien-
cies that make room for ongoing investments to develop the busi-
ness. (“Creating Global Centers of Excellence” section, para. 2)
The big four academic publishers principally focus on the sale and dis-
tribution of their own concentrated content. Conversely, e-book aggrega-
tors assemble content from hundreds of publishers, including the big four, 
covering all academic and professional subject disciplines. Despite their 
more comprehensive catalogs, only a few aggregators offer non-English 
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language e-books. A number of the major aggregators like ebrary and EBL 
(both owned by ProQuest) offer non-English language e-books. EBL’s non-
English language coverage includes German, French, Spanish, and Dutch 
materials. ebrary offers Spanish, Portuguese, German, and more recently 
a Nordic collection featuring Danish, Finnish, Icelandic, Norwegian, and 
Swedish language content. Credo Reference offers e-book content in Chi-
nese, French, Polish, Spanish, and Urdu. EBSCO has a diverse offering 
of non-English e-books in over 20 languages, including Arabic, Chinese, 
Dutch, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Latin, Portuguese, Spanish, and 
Welsh, to name a few. In addition, EBSCO launched the Arab e-Marefa 
database in 2013. This database does not currently include e-book con-
tent, but it is comprised of full-text Arabic language journals and statistical 
reports from 18 Arabic-speaking countries. The database also includes over 
7,000 book reviews that librarians and scholars can use to identify addi-
tional titles for collection development. It can be seen as a potential acquisi-
tions model for purchasing or leasing collections of non-English area stud-
ies e-book content facilitated by the distribution and service infrastructure 
of a well-established vendor like EBSCO.
ArEA studIEs lIbrArIAn InsIghts And tItlE VI fundIng
It is clear that major publishers and aggregators are expanding their non-
English language e-book content. However, it is a slow progression and not 
particularly robust for area studies. A brief survey, including informal inter-
views, was conducted with the six OSUL area studies subject librarians to 
obtain their perspective on the availability of e-books in their respective 
disciplines. OSUL has subject librarians for Chinese and Korean Studies, 
Eastern European and Slavic Studies, Japanese Studies, Jewish Studies, 
Latin American and Iberian Studies, and Middle Eastern Studies. The area 
studies librarians, like general subject librarians, support students and fac-
ulty with their research and teaching activities. This work includes selecting 
library materials, providing reference and consultations, and instruction on 
the research tools and methods in their subject areas and languages. Most 
area studies librarians do these activities in English as well as in languages 
related to the study of their geographic regions. 
Academic libraries are developing new strategies in response to 
changes and shifts in higher education. One of those major shifts has been 
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the ongoing transition from print to electronic collection development. Even 
with this directive, only half of the OSUL area studies librarians consider 
the e-book format when selecting materials in their discipline vernaculars. 
The Jewish and Middle Eastern Studies librarians attributed this to the lack 
of a platform available in the United States that provides access to Hebrew, 
Arabic, Persian, and/or Turkish e-books. Both acknowledged an awareness 
of limited e-book availability within countries in their area disciplines. 
All of the area studies librarians noted that they were more likely to 
select the e-book format for vernacular content when presented with the 
option. Many noted the desire to pursue more electronic collection devel-
opment because of benefits such as meeting a noted preference for the for-
mat by linguistics students and faculty, accessibility, opportunity to reduce 
the physical footprint of collections, and ease of use in both face-to-face 
and distance learning classroom settings. Area studies librarians at OSUL 
rely heavily on approval plans with booksellers or vendors based overseas 
to locate vernacular content in print format. Having access to vernacular 
e-books could potentially alleviate the challenge of securing a copy of a 
title in what are usually very limited print runs. Non-English area stud-
ies e-books are fairly unmapped territory for both acquisitions and sub-
ject librarians alike. Several OSUL area studies librarians revealed they 
are actively educating themselves about the availability of e-books and 
paying attention to what colleagues at other institutions are doing. The 
Middle East Studies librarian noted her discovery of a Lebanon-based 
Arabic language e-book publisher, Al Manhal. However, she pointed out 
that its specialization is currently medical and science textbooks. This is 
a significant issue because local demand for vernacular language materi-
als is often STEM-based, whereas U.S. academic library demand for ver-
nacular language materials is focused heavily on content in the humanities 
and social sciences. As reflected in the brief overview of publishers carrying 
non-English e-books, Spanish was one of the more abundant languages 
to be found. The Latin American and Iberian Studies librarian remarked 
that there are emerging players in what is a fast-growing Spanish language 
e-book market. However, he noted that the same is not true for Portuguese 
language e-books, which are almost nonexistent. The Jewish Studies librar-
ian identified two prominent university presses in Israel that are beginning 
to offer Hebrew language e-books. 
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Many of the OSUL area studies librarians felt that the few opportuni-
ties for obtaining access to vernacular language e-books were complicated 
by acquisitions models requiring the purchase or subscription to an entire 
package or collection. Some noted the additional challenge of vernacular 
language e-book content being primarily available in the commercial mar-
ket. This market largely accommodates individual buying and not institu-
tional access. Like other librarians with collection development responsi-
bilities, OSUL area studies librarians have limited budgets. They often must 
take into account the currency exchange rate and strength of the U.S. dol-
lar. This has been beneficial to some, like the Chinese and Korean Studies 
librarian who is acquiring Chinese language print materials for a fraction 
of what his Japanese Studies colleague pays for her materials. Shipping 
charges also can be a major cost for area studies print materials.
To understand the challenges of pursuing vernacular language e-books 
for area studies, one must also take into account the acceptance of the 
format by both the culture producing the content and the potential audi-
ence of scholars. Several area studies librarians expressed concern that 
some teaching faculty members were still uncomfortable with the use of 
the e-book format in their research. In addition, the Middle East Studies 
librarian explained that the majority of the Middle East is currently very 
much a print-based reading culture. In juxtaposition to this is the eager 
adoption of e-books in the technologically sophisticated Japanese culture, 
along with the proactive e-book movement among Japanese Studies librar-
ians. The OSUL Japanese Studies librarian has taken advantage of Japa-
nese language e-books offered by EBSCO and is looking at Maruzen eBook 
Library, launched in Japan in 2013. This long-established company pro-
vides electronic resources in the humanities, social sciences, and sciences 
from academic institutions and libraries in Japan. In addition, the Maruzen 
Company is working with EBSCO to make its e-book metadata searchable 
in the EBSCO Information Services database. 
The OSUL Japanese Studies librarian also pointed out experimenta-
tion with customized patron-driven acquisitions (PDA) programs for Japa-
nese language e-books. Currently, two separate patron-driven or demand-
driven e-book acquisitions programs are being piloted with EBSCO by nine 
campuses in the University of California system and at the University of 
Pittsburgh. As forward-looking as this type of activity is for area studies 
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librarians, it has points of frustration as well. For example, the full range 
of trigger options is not currently available for EBSCO’s Japanese language 
e-books. Short-term loans, a popular option in general subject PDA, are 
currently not allowed. 
In addition, the Japanese Studies librarian noted many discussions 
among her peers on the JpnLibLiaisons listserv regarding the difference 
between the Maruzen and the EBSCOhost user interfaces. The EBSCO 
hosted content is experienced through a typical academic research database 
with keyword and advanced faceted search options. The Maruzen content 
interface is easy to use, but does not lend itself to serendipitous or focused 
browsing. This could be helped with improved Japanese language meta-
data standards that are currently being examined by Japanese booksellers 
working with OCLC. These issues are not unique to area studies, but rather 
are experienced by all librarians evaluating electronic content on new and 
evolving platforms. 
One concern unique to area studies librarians is the defunding of 
government programs that support international and area studies, usu-
ally referred to as Title VI. Title VI of the National Defense Education Act 
of 1958 was approved in response to the launch of Sputnik and the U.S. 
government’s recognition that a stronger and broader capacity in foreign 
language and area studies was needed. It was later incorporated into the 
Higher Education Act of 1965 (U.S. Dept. of Education, 2011). Widely 
known Title VI programs include language area centers, or National 
Resource Centers (NRCs), Foreign Language and Area Studies Fellowships 
(FLAS), and funding for International Research and Studies (IRS). These 
programs have been the cornerstone of the federal government’s structure 
to increase acquisition of understudied languages, develop capacities to 
understand evolving global trends, and encourage cross-cultural teaching 
and learning. Of primary relevance are NRCs associated with universities. 
The Ohio State University’s resource centers include the Center for African 
Studies (CAS), Center for Latin American Studies (CLAS), Center for Slavic 
and East European Studies (CSEES), East Asian Studies Center (EASC), 
and the Middle East Studies Center (MESC). OSUL area studies librarians 
regularly work with the centers on outreach and engagement to support 
teaching and research as well as programming with the goal of extending 
what is frequently referred to as global competencies. 
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In addition, most of the centers designate portions of their Title VI 
grant funding to OSUL in support of collection development and library ser-
vices directly related to their international areas. Several of the area studies 
librarians rely on this funding for fl exibility in their selection of material. 
Some use it to fi ll in gaps or add depth to the collection when a new degree 
program or curriculum in the area is created. Others use it to purchase 
rare or primary source materials or to participate in cooperative collection 
development with consortial or peer institutions. In some instances, they 
use it to trial new electronic resources or simply to make ends meet during 
a time when library materials budgets are stretched thin.
 
figure 2. OSUL Title VI funding from centers.
A review of Title VI fi nancial support received by OSUL confi rms an 
irregularity and/or absence of support over the last eight years. Funding 
classifi cations correlate with OSUL’s subject disciplines in the acquisitions 
budget structure and cover fi scal years, which run July 1 through June 30. 
Looking at Figure 2, one of the fi rst things to note is the absence of funding 
available from the Center for African Studies. This center has not received 
Title VI funding and, therefore, has been unable to support OSUL area 
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studies collections and service development directly. Fiscal year 2007–2008 
saw no funding for Eastern European or Latin American Studies, but it was 
the peak year of funding for Middle East Studies. In fact, Latin American 
Studies did not receive Title VI funding in fi scal years 2008 through 2011. 
However, it was the sole area to receive funding in fi scal years 2011–2012 
and 2012–2013. The most consistently funded area is East Asian Studies, 
specifi cally Chinese and Japanese. Korean Studies has been funded sporad-
ically, but may be on the verge of a renaissance with new funding received 
in fi scal year 2014–2015. There was no Title VI funding for any of the area 
studies in fi scal year 2013–2014. This was likely the direct result of the U.S. 
Congress’ decision to cut the Department of Education’s funding during 
the critical 2011 budget negotiations (U.S. Department of Education, 2011). 
According to Brown (2014), this translated into a 48% reduction in budgets 
for all NRCs. Figure 3 shows total OSUL Title VI funding by area over the 
last eight years. Overall, East Asian Studies has benefi ted from the largest 
percentage of funding. Middle East Studies follows with slightly more than 
figure 3. Cumulative Title VI funding by area.
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a quarter of the funding while Latin American and East European Studies 
claim the remainder. Title VI funding is highly desirable for area studies 
e-book collection development. It has been a significant incentive in col-
laborations between research libraries and NRCs. However, funding is not 
always the greatest obstacle to developing a global e-book collection.
sIgnIfIcAnt bArrIErs to AccEss And ModEls
Acquiring print area studies materials published in pertinent geographic 
locations can be challenging because of many logistical factors. These mate-
rials usually have very short print runs, with local demand absorbing most 
or all copies. Physical pieces must traverse long distances sometimes via 
unstable government-run postal services or through conflict areas. They 
may accrue additional costs and delays gaining clearance through U.S. Cus-
toms. E-books could be the ideal solution to some of these challenges as 
well as provide convenient accessibility and meet increased user demand 
for electronic content. However, a potential transition to the e-book format 
could be stalled by any one of several factors. As discussed earlier, the non-
English area studies e-book market, currently in its infancy, is not robust 
enough to affect a tipping point amongst the major academic publishers 
and aggregators. In addition, impediments related to licensing, value-
added taxation (VAT), trade embargoes, and copyright law interpretation 
dim enthusiasm for a non-English e-book marketplace.
The majority of electronic content of any type requires some form of a 
license agreement. Area studies electronic content is the same, but has the 
potential complication of licensing content from a publisher in another coun-
try where the governing laws differ. Often each party in a license agreement 
prefers the jurisdiction or constituted legal authority of their home country 
in the event of a dispute. In addition, if resolution cannot be achieved due 
to lack of jurisdiction, then copyright laws come into play. For libraries like 
OSUL that are part of a publicly funded university system, this can be a sig-
nificant challenge. Public universities and their libraries are subsidiaries of 
the state and subject to its administrative and legal oversight. Many domes-
tic publishers and vendors will often concede jurisdiction to the library’s 
governing state or remain silent on the issue. In instances where this is not 
agreeable, there are potential solutions. One is the use of the Berne Con-
vention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, an international 
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copyright treaty, if the home countries are signatories (Harris, 2009, 
pp. 29–30). According to the Berkman Center (2010), the Berne Conven-
tion, signed by 168 countries, calls for participating nations to comply with 
the following three principles: 1) national treatment or bestowing residents 
of member countries the same rights under the copyright laws given to their 
own residents; 2) independence of protection or protection of foreign works 
in accord with protections given to domestic works; and 3) automatic pro-
tection or the removal of legal formalities for persons from member coun-
tries. More specifically, this requires a single copyright registration in the 
home country. The Berne Convention still presents a complicated system, 
but it attempts to provide a common framework to navigate copyright and 
licensing. If both parties agree, perhaps a reasonable license alternative is 
the Shared Electronic Resource Understanding (SERU). SERU is a recom-
mended best practice from the National Information Standards Organiza-
tion (NISO) that forgoes legal terms for a common understanding of use, 
privacy, service performance, and perpetual access (NISO SERU Standing 
Committee, 2012). The 2012 recommended practice update of SERU spe-
cifically expanded its scope to other electronic resources including e-books.
Another issue that poses a challenge to developing non-English e-book 
markets in many countries is the trade embargo. A trade embargo or ban is 
the prohibition of specific or all commerce (imports and exports) to another 
country. This can sometimes include informational and/or published mate-
rials of scholarly interest. Trade embargoes are frequently used by a country 
to impose sanctions on another in protest against a moral, political, or envi-
ronmental practice (Shambaugh, n.d.). One example is the longstanding 
trade embargo imposed by the U.S. against Cuba, a Latin American Studies-
related country under communist rule. This embargo, in place since 1960, 
imposes strict sanctions on almost all import and export activity between 
the U.S. and Cuba. Additional sanctions were added later to deter foreign 
companies doing business with Cuba from doing business with the United 
States. Although thawing of diplomatic relations between the U.S. and Cuba 
is under discussion, any change in the trade embargo would require passage 
of new legislation through Congress, a typically lengthy process. Embar-
goes are also put in place by the United Nations to restrict trade with coun-
tries involved in malicious armed conflict and/or human rights violations. 
This issue will continue to thwart the development of a robust non-English 
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language e-book market for vernacular area studies scholarship, particu-
larly in regions connected to Middle East and African Studies.
Publishers have shown an inclination to rally against such sanctions 
that aggressively block or attempt to control the exchange of ideas in the 
publishing industry. One such demonstration was seen in 2004 when the 
Association of American University Presses (AAUP), PEN (an organiza-
tion of writers and editors), and other trade publishing organizations sued 
the U.S. government. The suit was brought specifically against the Office 
of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) of the Department of the Treasury, 
charged with enforcing trade sanctions. The suit accused OFAC of narrowly 
interpreting “informational materials” protected under the 1988 Berman 
Amendment. The amendment was originally intended to limit Executive 
Branch power under the Trading with the Enemy Act (TWEA) of 1917 and 
the 1977 International Emergency Economic Powers Act (IEEPA). Both 
TWEA and IEEPA were created to restrict trade with foreign countries hos-
tile to the United States and its interests. The Berman Amendment spe-
cifically limited the president’s “authority to regulate or prohibit, directly 
or indirectly, the importation from any country, or the exportation to any 
country, whether commercial or otherwise of publications, films, posters 
. . . or other informational materials” (Association of American University 
Presses, n.d.). However, AAUP also notes OFAC began issuing “a series of 
interpretive rulings that made clear that publishers were prohibited from 
engaging in standard publishing activities in connection with works writ-
ten by authors in embargoed nations unless granted a special license from 
OFAC” (Association of American University Presses, n.d.). OFAC specifically 
prohibited “collaboration on and editing of the manuscripts, the selection 
of reviewers, and facilitation of a review resulting in substantive enhance-
ments or alterations to the manuscripts” (Liptak, 2004, para. 15).The suit 
was dropped in 2007 when OFAC removed its special license requirement 
and its editorial restrictions for U.S. citizens working with Cuban, Iranian, 
and Sudanese authors (Association of American University Presses, 2007). 
However, it appears this issue may be on the rise once again. Elsevier dis-
tributed a notice to its staff explaining that American editors or reviewers 
must not handle manuscripts written by an employee of the Iranian gov-
ernment. According to Marshall (2013), additional instructions were later 
issued to reject a manuscript if a non-American was not available to handle 
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it because of additional sanctions approved in 2013. These sanctions are 
limited to scholarship on the development of nuclear technology, which is 
believed to be the target, but they have been indifferently applied to schol-
arship as far afield as the treatment of schizophrenia (Zarghami, 2013, pp. 
1–4). Publishers have a financial bottom line and are thus obliged to act 
lawfully to avoid a breach of international trade sanctions. Challenges of 
this magnitude frustrate and discourage potential authors and diminish 
publishing opportunities for vernacular language e-books from countries of 
interest to U.S. academic library area studies programs. 
One final barrier to growing an audience and content creators for ver-
nacular language e-books concerns the VAT, a consumer tax added to the 
purchase price of goods or services in the European Union (EU) and in non-
EU countries that use a similar system. It is an alternative to the sales tax 
system used in the United States. Just as sales tax rates can vary from state 
to state, so can VAT rates vary from country to country. Print books are sub-
ject to VAT, but many countries including the United Kingdom, Germany, 
and France apply a reduced rate to this format. The reduced VAT rate for 
print books in Germany is 7%, which is significantly less than the standard 
19% rate. Print books in the United Kingdom are zero rated, which exempts 
them from VAT, but allows the publisher to claim taxes on production 
costs. However, e-books present a more complicated picture. EU VAT rules 
define e-books as a digitally supplied service instead of a book. Countries 
like France and Luxembourg have defiantly chosen to apply a reduced VAT 
to e-books in accord with the reduced print book rates. However, policy-
makers in the United Kingdom argue, “a reduced rate cannot be applied to 
digital or electronic supplies, or supplies of text via the Internet, as they are 
classed as supplies of services rather than physical goods. There is therefore 
no scope in the principal VAT directive to apply a reduced rate on e-books” 
(Jones, 2011, para.3). In accordance with this stance, the United Kingdom 
applies the standard VAT rate of 20% to e-books. International publisher 
groups have lobbied for reduced e-book rates. However, the fast-growing 
e-book market along with other digital services represents a significant 
income stream for government. 
In an effort to bring practices in sync, the EU has called for e-book 
publishers and aggregators to charge consumers the standard, not reduced, 
VAT rate of their residential country in 2015. This point is significant 
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because some e-book providers like Amazon took advantage of a loophole 
that allowed them to charge consumers the VAT rate of the country in 
which they are based. Amazon’s European headquarters are based in Lux-
embourg. For a time, U.K. residents were able to purchase e-book content 
at Luxembourg’s 3% VAT instead of the standard 20% used in the United 
Kingdom. Like individual consumers, libraries in many EU countries pay 
the standard VAT rate. A few EU countries have refunded VAT to libraries 
or made them VAT-exempt altogether. For instance, “Danish government 
libraries are VAT-exempt; Austrian and Swedish libraries are annually 
reimbursed for their VAT expenditures; and, in the U.K., certain libraries 
that have outsourced parts of their operations can reclaim percentages of 
their VAT. Further, national consortia in the Czech Republic and Lithuania 
allow libraries to obtain resources without paying VAT” (de Vos, 2008, 
p. 10). These rates do not affect the U.S. libraries directly, but indirectly 
it makes the international e-book market smaller and less able to scale up 
for sustainability. In the end, EU countries represent a substantial por-
tion of the potential audience for vernacular language area studies e-book 
content. As discussed earlier, EU countries provide more than 50% of the 
revenue stream for the big four publishers. Obstacles such as these make 
it unlikely that publishers will invest in high-risk and high-cost area stud-
ies e-book content. Publishers may address this concern by setting prices 
higher to offset VAT costs, with the result of putting additional pressure on 
limited library budgets. In response to the implications of VAT, European 
librarians frequently advocate for equality in the treatment of print and 
electronic books particularly in the context of scholarship, public access, 
and cultural preservation.
possIbIlItIEs for coopErAtIVE collEctIon dEVElopMEnt 
Despite the quagmire of challenges, there remain opportunities to develop 
vernacular language e-book collections further. Libraries have long been 
bastions of cooperation and collaboration. Prominent examples of this are 
interlibrary lending, cooperative cataloging, collaborative collection devel-
opment programs, consortial memberships, and integrated library systems. 
Notable collaborative collection development programs targeting area stud-
ies include the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) Foreign Acquisitions 
Project, the Association of American Universities (AAU) Research Libraries 
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Project, and the joint AAU/ARL Global Resources Program. Jakubs (2000) 
asserts that all three programs served “to improve access to international 
research resources for scholars and students, especially through coopera-
tive structures and new technologies, and to help libraries contain associ-
ated costs” (p. 255). In addition, the Library of Congress has run the Coop-
erative Acquisitions Program (CAP) since 1962. It maintains “offices abroad 
to acquire, catalog, preserve, and distribute library and research materials 
from countries where such materials are essentially unavailable through 
conventional acquisitions methods” (Library of Congress, n.d., para. 1). 
Its primary audience has been academic research libraries. There is also 
the Center for Research Libraries (CRL), self-described as the world’s larg-
est and most longstanding cooperative collection development enterprise, 
whose emphasis is to acquire and preserve global materials in print and 
electronic formats. CRL has given significant focus to regions of the world 
tied to area studies. The consortium has progressively looked for ways to 
obtain electronic access to primary resources or digitize at-risk print mate-
rials from these regions. After the transfer of the Global Resources Pro-
gram from ARL to CRL in 2006, it became the Global Resources Network 
(GRN). The GRN cultivates partnerships with other organizations to iden-
tify and digitize resources focusing on news; law and government informa-
tion; the history and economics of agriculture; and the history of science, 
technology, and engineering. For example, CRL has partnered with the Law 
Library Microform Consortium to preserve scholarly access to primary his-
torical U.S. and foreign legal publications not captured in commercial data-
bases. CRL also provides oversight for the Area Materials Project, which 
again focuses on the six major regions of area studies. These projects bring 
together CRL members with collection interests in those regions to identify 
uncommonly held physical format content for digital preservation and col-
lection building.
All of these examples show a common thread of collaboration and part-
nership. Individual libraries might consider leveraging partnerships with 
like institutions in area studies countries on a peer-to-peer basis. The Ohio 
State University has made the development of global knowledge-based col-
laborations a priority. In so doing, the university has developed “global gate-
ways” by opening offices in Brazil, China, and India. Related to these initia-
tives, the OSU Libraries began a staff exchange program with the Shanghai 
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Library, the second largest library in China. The exchange involves librar-
ians from each institution traveling to the other to enable cross-cultural 
learning and participation in practitioner knowledge sharing. A visit from 
Shanghai Library librarians in 2014 resulted in OSUL receiving access to 
the Window of Shanghai e-book platform, an ambitious cultural exchange 
e-book project. The Shanghai Library worked with Chinese publishers to 
provide e-books to both their library patrons and international partners, 
including OSUL. The platform includes thousands of e-books in Chinese 
and other languages including Arabic, German, Indonesian, Mongolian, 
Russian, Spanish, Vietnamese, and bilingual Chinese-French and Chinese-
English works. All of the content is from Chinese publishers. OSUL was 
granted access to these e-books gratis. It presents a fascinating model of 
exchange and sharing between two institutions. It also presents an oppor-
tunity for the Chinese and Korean Studies subject librarian to compare the 
strengths and challenges of United States/European e-book platforms to 
one based in China.
conclusIon
Pursuing e-book content in support of teaching, learning, and research is a 
priority for academic libraries. Libraries are shifting their collection devel-
opment philosophies to prefer e-formats in response to increased demand 
from users and to meet the practicalities of budget and staffing limitations. 
The progressing e-book market is complex and many of its facets are unset-
tled territory. The professional literature and debate surrounding e-books 
have been primarily focused on general English language content. However, 
area studies collection development is an important priority and investment 
for academic libraries. U.S. research libraries have played a significant role 
in acquiring foreign language materials and making them available to stu-
dents and scholars. The e-book revolution will affect area studies as its audi-
ence of scholars and the countries and cultures they study evolve in their 
consumption and distribution of information and adoption of technology. 
The constant flux of the globalized world makes it prudent to support 
production and availability of vernacular language scholarship, particularly 
during moments of crisis or conflict. Publishers and aggregators must have 
indications that investing in international e-book content will result in a rel-
atively stable academic audience and allow for the potential to scale up with 
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more robust offerings. Of course, it is not solely the responsibility of pub-
lishers. Libraries are also in a position to leverage existing programs and ini-
tiatives to make inroads into digitizing retrospective materials or producing 
and sharing new content as well. There are opportunities to form strategic 
partnerships with peer institutions or to participate in consortia with active 
area studies collection development agendas. As Jakubs (1996) writes, “To 
do this will mean, in many areas, changing our acquisition patterns. Like 
any cooperative approach, it will mean fostering interdependencies among 
institutions, and providing expedited access to the materials needed by 
researchers” (p. 52). What better vehicle for expedited access than e-books?
Obstacles like Title VI defunding, licensing, trade embargoes, and 
unfavorable tax directives are difficult challenges. It is important for librar-
ians to be aware of the issues and options to formulate value statements 
that might influence the creation of better models or, at the very least, edu-
cate policymakers on the vital role of libraries and scholarship in support 
of area studies research and diplomatic relations. Area studies librarians 
in particular must provide some leadership for developing a vernacular 
language e-book market. They sit at the crossroads of expertise about the 
subject, the format, and the users. There are many possibilities for future 
research in this migration from print to digital. More in-depth study can 
be undertaken, especially for countries with vital domestic e-book markets. 
This should include the cultural understanding of copyright and licens-
ing. In addition, the practicalities of e-book platforms can be explored in 
relation to discovery and access, including the functionality of translating 
English language publications to other languages. There will continue to 
be many unknowns and uncertainties about the global e-book market, but 
global citizenship calls for libraries to forge ahead in this next frontier.
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A Social Scientist Uses 
E-Books for Research  
and in the Classroom
Ann Marie Clark
AbstrAct
In this chapter, a political science professor describes and evaluates her 
experiences with e-books in the classroom and for research. E-books 
are delightful resources for quick use, but for this user they have certain 
drawbacks when considered for sustained scholarly reference and teach-
ing purposes. The author also considers the perspectives of students and 
colleagues. Some discomfort with e-books may be generational and may 
fade with the emergence of students and researchers who have grown up as 
“native users” of e-resources.
Where Do e-books Fit in the scholArly liFe?
I was invited to write about my work-related uses of e-books as a university 
professor. In research and teaching, e-resources, including e-books, differ 
from traditional library resources in the possibilities they offer for acquisi-
tion, use, and information retention. The general point I make in this chap-
ter is that e-books are delightful resources for quick use, but they still have 
certain drawbacks when considered for sustained scholarly reference and 
teaching purposes. Some of these drawbacks are practical issues that are 
likely to diminish as e-book technology adapts to suit the humans who use it. 
For now, humans must adapt to e-books to use them effectively. For people 
like me who did not grow up with e-reading technology, e-books are rarely 
optimal reading tools. Difficulties related to human cognitive development 
might diminish for people who learn to e-read as children, but from what I 
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can gather as a nonexpert, scientists are conservative about that prospect. I 
address the main desirable qualities of e-books below, followed by a section 
on e-books in use, incorporating some impressions I have gathered infor-
mally from colleagues and students. I then add some reflections on how the 
strengths and limitations of e-books may vary along with differences in the 
ways that we use e-books.
Below, I refer to all available online research tools as e-resources, 
e-books being a subset. E-resources, to me, are invaluable. I still subscribe 
to the major print periodicals in my academic field, international rela-
tions/political science, although many of my colleagues no longer acquire 
the journals in print that are so easily available online through a research 
library. Still, the hard-copy journals are stable and dependable ways to 
keep up with the topics of greatest professional interest to me, and to have 
them at hand. 
I don’t regret that electronic reference resources have more or less 
replaced physical reference books for current social science sources. For 
research, I search electronically. Then, if I am near my journals, I go to 
the hard copy. Like books, journal issues are easy to read, easy to file, and 
will stay neatly in order on a shelf until I need them. They are stable and 
dependable. However, I use my paper journals less frequently than I used 
to unless I am reading deeply, since it is so easy to go straight to a link for 
almost any article found in a search.
I went to school, to college, and began graduate school in the pre-web 
era. As an elementary school student in the 1970s, I recall a special class 
visit to a high school library, where we were taught how to slog through 
the Readers’ Guide to Periodical Literature. It was full of strange codes 
and hard to handle physically. No wonder children today get excited about 
using iPads for school research (Barger & Notwell, 2013). As an undergrad-
uate, I attended Earlham College, known for its top-notch library educa-
tion (Information Literacy, 2014), but the same challenges applied then 
and even later in my academic training when approaching the Social Sci-
ence Citation Index, The New York Times Index, international and national 
government documents indices, and other reference tomes. There was no 
choice but to use these heavy volumes filled with fine print. On good days 
the thrill of a successful search was its own reward, but on bad days search-
ing social science reference materials was like taking medicine. In contrast, 
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even though there is a learning process associated with the efficient use 
of electronic reference sources, research with electronic databases can be 
done relatively easily, and from the comfort of the office, coffee shop, or 
sofa. No heavy lifting required.
AvAilAbility, speeD, AnD portAbility
In my view, three characteristics of scholarly e-resources, including e-books, 
give them notable advantages over physical library materials for research 
and teaching: availability, speed of use, and portable access. 
Availability
For availability of materials in a research library context, nothing beats 
electronic resources. Initial background research with all e-resources is 
simpler and more efficient than the old way. Heretofore, I have mainly used 
electronic databases and retrieval services for journal articles, rather than 
for books, but as libraries acquire more e-book holdings, I use them, too. 
As of this writing, I have purchased exactly one e-book for profes-
sional use. That decision was a matter of availability. I had already bought 
and extensively annotated a paper copy of the book, but had misplaced or 
loaned it—in true absent-minded professor fashion—I am still not sure 
which. (Okay, I admit that reveals an obvious disadvantage of paper books, 
but let’s not talk about that right now.) I needed the text right away to pre-
pare for the next graduate seminar session in a course I was teaching. Need-
less to say, I preferred to avoid purchasing a second copy. Our library did 
not hold the e-book version of the text, a university press book. The physi-
cal copy was checked out from the library. Technically, since it was a text 
adopted for course use, I could have requested a desk copy from the pub-
lisher, but time was too short for that. The university press did not distrib-
ute its own e-books, but only paper. On the publisher’s website I learned 
that the e-book was available for purchase through Amazon. At Amazon, 
the e-book was cheaper than the paper version and immediately available 
for download. And so it happens that, by accident, I learned what it is like to 
acquire and (re)read deeply and thoroughly using an e-book, even though 
I would not have ordinarily done so. I discuss the outcome of my natural 
experiment below in the section on e-book use, after first pointing out other 
desirable qualities of e-books.
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speed
After an electronic search, getting hold of the actual items, if they are elec-
tronic and available, is almost instantaneous. Speed of acquisition was a 
second, separate factor in my decision to purchase the e-book course text. 
The speed of e-resource access means that I can quickly get the lay of the 
land on a new topic, or update myself on ongoing research directions. I 
more often use e-books to rule out potentially useful sources quickly than 
to work at length with those sources.
If material is electronically available, I can take a quick peek and then 
either download it or request the physical copy for later perusal. I could 
use Google Books for a quick online look at some parts of most books, but 
the e-book format is a lot more accommodating. I particularly appreciate 
the ability to view e-books quickly if I am thinking about buying a paper 
copy, since well-stocked academic bookstores are hard to find. The speedy 
access to e-books is also great for students doing course-related research. 
One caveat is that an electronic word search rarely replaces a good index in 
a scholarly book, and it would be sad were e-publishers to begin skimping 
on e-book indexing.
portability
You would think that portability would be one of e-books’ greatest advan-
tages. It is, if you are a student or do your work in more than one location. 
Students appreciate not having to lug lots of books around during a day on 
campus. Professors, if they have a workspace at home as well as on campus, 
and especially if they most often walk or bike to work as I do, potentially 
benefit from portability, too. However, there is still the little matter of how 
many devices and platforms are associated with that supposed portability. 
If I need to read one book, I would rather carry that single book to and fro 
than my tablet, especially if I also have to carry my laptop. Committed users 
of laptops for reading—or of tablets for writing—would not face this two-
device problem, but I am not one of them. 
Because of my overall preference for plain old books, the main instances 
when I am more likely to appreciate the portability advantage of an e-book 
are when I am temporarily away from the office and might need to carry one 
or more devices with me anyway. Then, for that kind of use, the portability 
of e-book supplements is really helpful. 
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No mid-career scholar really wants to sound like (or actually be) an 
old fogy, so among ourselves we either pronounce upon how much we 
know about the latest technology or cavil regarding how much we really, 
on principle, hate all this newfangled technology. Sometimes the same 
people do both. I have friends of any station in life who will break out 
the latest issue of The New Yorker on their iPhone during an unexpected 
wait in the dentist’s office, and I suppose this could work with scholarly 
e-books, but who conducts research or course preparation in a dentist’s 
office? 
In any case, I first bought a portable device, a tablet, when I took an 
off-campus sabbatical in 2010. The principal reason was that I did not 
want to carry lots of photocopies with me. Before I left, a savvy colleague 
showed me an app, iAnnotate for iPad, which would permit me to receive 
and comment on my students’ dissertation chapters using the tablet rather 
than print them or use a word processor (Branchfire, 2014). With this app 
I can type or write freehand on a PDF document, a process that repli-
cates my usual hard-copy process and allows me to save my own copy and 
send it back to the student electronically. The notes are saved with a PDF 
version of the document. This works so well for me that I have retained 
these particular uses in large part because the app is great for interacting 
with students over e-mail about their writing. I also have begun using it 
when asked to review manuscripts for professional journals, and some-
times even book manuscripts for university presses. I used it to read and 
edit drafts of this very chapter. In an article-length paper, the somewhat 
slower reading and note creation demanded by the app can be offset by 
the convenience, eco-friendliness, and storage options achieved by not 
using paper. But even the relatively young editor who last asked me to 
review a book manuscript admitted that he, too, reads the long form faster 
and more efficiently on paper. 
For general professional reading, I concede that it is nice to have a 
couple of things loaded on a tablet or phone in case one gets stuck some-
where and would like to feel productive, or alternately if one commutes by 
public transportation or travels frequently to professional conferences. In 
my quotidian experience, though, the portability of an e-book is overrated 
at the professional level. The availability and speed of access to e-books, for 
me, are a bigger draw than portability.
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e-books in Use
Now, on to describe the outcome of my e-book experiment. But first, where 
is that e-book now, several months after I purchased it? Is it in my iBooks 
app, which I thought of first, since I am mostly a Mac user? No. Is it in 
ebrary, the facility on our university library site for reading e-books (ebrary 
[ProQuest], 2014)? No, because the book did not come from the library. 
OverDrive (OverDrive, 2014), which is often used for e-books from public 
libraries? No, for the same reason. . . . Oh, here it is—in the Kindle app, 
because I purchased it through Amazon, and that is the only platform Ama-
zon sells. Luckily, Apple’s iTunes deigns to host a Mac version of Kindle, so 
I did not need to add a Kindle reader to my stable of devices. 
The truth is, this proliferation of platforms is another major practical 
drawback for people who don’t seek out e-books. Since the course ended 
about six months ago, I had forgotten where the file was. I had to figure out 
where I had bought the e-book first, then I had to remember that I had the 
Kindle app on my iPad, or that I could log into Amazon to find the book and 
my notes. What if they had disappeared in the meantime?
taking notes
For about 10 years I have used an electronic note-taking program, OneNote 
(Microsoft, 2014), for teaching-related review of course texts and often 
for research. This way, my detailed notes are saved and easily retrievable 
later for class, and whenever I teach the course again. If time permits, I do 
this whenever I am reading for class—it does make the note-taking process 
slower, but it also means that I think about what the author is saying, just as 
one does with paper-based notes. The saved notes can be synced to multiple 
devices; they also can be printed out, and PDF quotes from an e-source can 
be pasted into my notes record. Additionally, the notes can easily be revised 
and extended when I read a text again. 
Several of my colleagues and students have gone entirely paperless, 
but I prefer to read a paper copy and take my notes with OneNote, which 
can be used either with a tablet or keyboard. Another colleague keeps her 
book notes in ebrary, but her unsaved notes have evaporated once or twice. 
As I do with my separate notes program, she appreciates the ability to bring 
up saved book notes for review within ebrary and to access them whenever 
and wherever she is online. 
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In my natural experiment, when I had no choice, using the e-book 
for class was not an entirely satisfactory fit with my work style. I tend to 
rely heavily on the text and my notes when teaching so, having no choice 
under the circumstances, I junked my usual practice and made notes on 
the e-book within Kindle. Otherwise, I would have faced another version of 
the two-device problem in order to take separate notes in my preferred way 
without cumbersome switching back and forth. 
Notes in the Kindle app were not flexible enough for me. It is possible 
to highlight text and enter notes in Kindle, and the notes can be edited, but 
at the time I did not see a way to export them, print them, or sync them. 
Remember that I was a first-time user. A quick real-time Google search as I 
write this shows that, yes, I can use something called “Whispersync,” appar-
ently a feature of the Kindle app, to sync my annotations and the book itself 
to other devices. It was not obvious how I could print notes without first 
cutting and pasting them, and the electronic format was not particularly 
convenient for later reference purposes. In other words, I cannot treat the 
e-book like just another book. And, because of the different platforms, I 
cannot treat one e-book the same as every other e-book. Each requires a 
level of special treatment.
An electronic alternative I sometime use with articles in PDF form, 
if I am in a hurry or have just one screen, is to import the file to iAn-
notate and make notes that can be saved as part of the PDF. As far as I 
can tell, that level of interaction with the text was not possible with my 
e-book. First of all, many e-books do not provide a facsimile version of 
the paper copy. Usually, any page view can be traced to the actual page 
number of the paper book, but since the actual views do not necessarily 
match a book’s pages, it is not as easy to share references during text-
oriented seminar discussion. Navigating the e-book and my notes was 
awkward.
Finally, the notes from my e-book experiment are not going to be easy 
to transfer to OneNote, where, as mentioned, I keep most of my research 
and teaching notes. There is a good chance that OneNote will be around for 
a while, since Microsoft produces it, but it is still true that if Microsoft stops 
producing it, I will be in trouble. An update is needed for the classic protest 
song (Dylan, 1990 [1962]): “How many platforms must one scholar adopt, 
before her records are washed to the sea?” 
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Deep reading
At this point I probably do not need to say that, when a book’s hard copy is 
readily available, I much prefer it to an e-book. The main reason why is that 
I find it easier to read on paper and take notes either in OneNote or right on 
the book, if I own it. 
What I will call cognitive fit also affects my preferences when read-
ing something lengthy. With books, especially, it is easier to sustain focus 
when I read on paper and easier to remember what I read. I like being able 
to flip back and forth inside the book if there is something I want to review. 
Now, I find that some of those intuitions about ease of use are supported 
by research summarized for a popular audience in a recent issue of Scien-
tific American (Jabr, 2013). Apparently, the brain finds it more stressful to 
read on screen. The physicality of print on paper seems better suited to the 
object-oriented nature of human vision, according to one hypothesis. It is 
possible that we might change, as humans, as more of us are trained from 
birth to use screens. However, the ability to hold a book, to flip back and 
forth, and to reference passages easily, either alone or in discussion, with-
out waiting for material to search or to load are all relevant features when 
comparing professional uses of e-books vs. paper books. And those features 
advantage paper books, for now. Of course, for some platforms, portions of 
a book can be printed out for reading, but throwaway printouts made from 
e-books are not an optimal solution because of the waste involved. 
A friend in graduate school with me at the dawn of digitization used to 
call books “the ultimate multimedia tools.” Books are easy to navigate, to 
open or close at will. Most are small enough to carry easily, with almost no 
obsolescence. I need not mention the need for an electric supply for long-
term reading. You can use books off the grid. I have had the opportunity 
to carry out participant observation in several old but venerated research 
libraries recently: the most popular study spots are those with a plug nearby. 
For many uses of books, that does not matter.
A sample of student perspectives
During a graduate seminar break one day several months ago, I talked with 
my graduate students about e-books. The issue came up in conversation 
before I was asked to be a part of this volume, and I had been thinking a lot 
about e-resources, because my natural experiment was conducted in that 
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same class. In a later (anonymous) course evaluation comment, one stu-
dent indicated appreciation of “technologically literate” professors. (He or 
she used that phrase! I was relieved that the student seemed to think that 
I belonged in this group.) Having had the in-class conversation, I got the 
impression that, at minimum, technological literacy included making sure 
that electronic versions of course books and articles are available whenever 
possible and, more importantly, understanding how e-resources can be help-
ful to students and how students use e-resources. I think students perceive 
professors who do not at least have a working knowledge of the technologi-
cal universe as either failing to exert due diligence or out of touch, or both. 
I believe that the expectation of course e-material access for students 
(all in accordance with intellectual property rights) is a reasonable and 
widely accepted standard of practice nowadays. If students cannot find 
course resources with a click, sometimes the materials will not be used. I 
am not surprised if the run-of-the-mill undergraduate is not thoroughly 
familiar with the physical use of the library. That has become something 
that educators will have to teach some students to do. Students should be 
taught to do it competently. As I like to tell my undergraduates, there is 
more to “research” than typing a question into Google. 
It is natural that, just as I have gotten accustomed to fast delivery of 
research material, we all get used to the wonderful, speedy availability of 
electronic course materials. Electronic availability makes course prepara-
tion for students far easier and cheaper than trudging individually to the 
library to photocopy reserve material, or buying a course packet of photo-
copies from a third-party vendor. Now that we can avoid that, we should. 
Several of my graduate students said they “love” e-books, and they pre-
fer only to use their laptops or tablets. Grad students have no choice but to 
be heavy readers, and a few of my students said they still, like me, found 
physical books easier to navigate when reading deeply. This group included 
a couple of nonnative English speakers who, like me, seemed to find paper 
a better fit for their reading and annotation needs. 
It is an obvious possibility that some generational differences exist and may 
wax or wane as people grow up with sophisticated reading devices. The national 
and global economic divide related to digital access is something beyond the 
scope of this particular chapter, but I will say that libraries and affordable ver-
sions of publications, whether paper or digital, are part of the solution.
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Given that many of my students prefer, or do not mind, e-resources for 
their college texts, and they prefer affordable texts, I keep that option in mind 
when I choose course texts. For students and for myself, I believe it is neces-
sary to keep up with evolving publication platforms. I admit, though, that in 
the short run e-books, in whichever version one uses them, seem less endur-
ing and, for me, more cumbersome and less valuable than paper books. 
App FAtigUe
A number of colleagues gave e-books mixed reviews for additional reasons. 
My account is anecdotal and restricted to personal acquaintances, but sev-
eral have said they prefer physical books because they are easier to read, 
faster to read, and you don’t have to mess with the technology and wait for 
it to load. Also, given the large amount of screen time already logged, many 
frequent book readers may find a sense of physical relief and even pleasure 
when reading a regular book. 
Although I appreciate the constant software updates associated with 
improvements in e-resource use, I also rue the time it takes just to keep 
up with latest versions, software updates, and the jumbled assortment of 
ways to access various e-content sources. This, and the issue of dealing 
with multiple and changing software platforms, have induced in me a kind 
of app fatigue. Keeping up with the pace of technical change can cut into 
productive research, teaching, and even free time. This is a real phenom-
enon that extends to e-book use for me, and possibly for other frequent 
digital users like me. 
In addition, many people who use screens professionally all day just for 
writing and daily uses like e-mail have at one time or another experienced 
a related health issue. Such concerns include eyestrain and other aches and 
pains (Korkki, 2011). I have to agree with a colleague who mentioned that, 
in practical terms, adding e-book reading to existing screen time is not a 
particularly attractive prospect. 
conclUsion AnD conFession oF An e-AUthor
To conclude, given my usual preference for paper, when must I have a 
printed book and when will an e-book do? I want a book when I will be mak-
ing extensive notes on it, and when I think I will be referring to it repeat-
edly or in depth. I also really need a paper book when the subject material 
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is highly complex. This applies when I am using it in the classroom or as a 
key research text, when the subject matter requires deep thinking and con-
centration. The preference also includes potential uses in extremis, such as 
when I experience eyestrain or might lack either a charged device or Wi-Fi 
access. An e-book will often suffice when I am doing quick reference or 
searching for something in particular. Also, I often do find it convenient to 
read lighter fare on a screen. 
On the whole, some practical benefits of e-books generally balance the 
drawbacks for many of my professional uses. I am very happy that librar-
ies are beginning to include e-books in their holdings. Library access is 
extremely useful to me as a scholar. Still, I do not yet foresee a time when 
the physical book will be outmoded for my own use. If I buy a book, I prefer 
to spend money on a paper copy. 
Finally, the incorporation of e-books into research libraries makes me 
more confident that if I suggest a book to individual students or colleagues, 
they will be able to peruse it without undue investment or inconvenience. 
My confession in this regard is that sometimes that includes library e-books 
that I myself have written. For good or ill, thanks to the presses that have 
published my work, I am now an e-author. 
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The User Experience of 
E-Books in Academic 
Libraries: Perception, 
Discovery, and Use
Tao Zhang and Xi Niu
AbstrAct
E-books are being widely adopted as a new format of scholarly information 
to meet increasing educational and research needs in academic libraries. The 
advantages of e-books over print books from the libraries’ perspective (e.g., 
cost and storage requirements) have been well discussed. Although a number 
of studies have reported faculty and students’ perceptions and attitudes on 
e-books (e.g., Shelburne, 2009), there have been relatively few studies of actual 
e-book use and user behavior (O’Hare & Smith, 2012). Recent literature reviews 
on e-book-related research have identified several themes, including library 
adoption of e-books, the e-book market, supply side of e-books (publishers and 
aggregators), copyright and digital rights management (DRM), e-book read-
ers, e-book acquisition models, promotion, and e-book cataloging (Kumbhar, 
2012). These themes are useful in determining library acquisition strategies 
and designing e-book-related services, but there is a lack of emphasis on how 
users perceive and use e-books as part of their information-seeking behavior.
A few studies have examined specific e-book platforms (e.g., Heyd, 
2010; O’Neill, 2009; Pierce, 2011; Shereff, 2010), but there is still a strong 
need for libraries and other stakeholders to understand better all aspects 
of the e-book user experience, including users’ perception, discovery, and 
actual use. This paper outlines and discusses the key phases of using e-books 
in academic libraries from the user experience perspective. Understanding 
these phases and significant findings regarding user behavior can facilitate 
a user-centered approach to improving e-books and their use. 
13
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A conceptuAl FrAmework
User experience involves a person’s perception, attitude, emotion, and 
behavior with a particular product, system, or service (Albert & Tullis, 
2013). User experience is not a one-dimensional characteristic for complex 
systems like e-books, but should include multiple attributes: useful, usable, 
desirable, findable, accessible, credible, and valuable (Morville, 2006). 
It takes a broader view of the entire interactive experience and task flow 
than the concept of usability, which is essentially a quality attribute of a 
user interface, product, or service. As the complexity of technology grows, 
user experience becomes critical for system design and user acceptance. 
Although the idea of user experience has been discussed in previous stud-
ies of e-books under different terms, such as user friendliness and ease of 
use, there is a lack of conceptual framework of e-book user experience and 
systematic assessment methodology. 
The authors review studies on various aspects of e-book user experi-
ence and align these findings in the course of major phases of user expe-
rience with e-books: perceiving e-books as a useful information resource, 
discovering e-books from library collections, and using e-books in different 
contexts (see Figure 1). Users’ perceptions of e-books include their aware-
ness of e-books as a resource as well as their attitude about and preference 
for using e-books (or not). Awareness, attitude, and preference jointly affect 
users’ intentions to use e-books, which translate into the discovery and 
actual use. In the discovery phase, users search for relevant e-book titles 
and identify the ones that they will further examine. The results of discovery 
may affect users’ perception of e-books as a potential resource. The actual 
use of e-books involves navigating within the e-book structure, seeking tar-
geted information, and reading the content. Perception, discovery, and use 
of e-books are affected by users’ interaction with the e-book interface and 
how the interface presents features and content to users. The assessment of 
these three phases from the perspective of user and e-book interaction could 
be helpful in understanding better the determinants of a quality experience.
user perception oF e-books
In user experience research, perception is the cognitive process or capabil-
ity to attain awareness and understand a product or service by selecting 
and interpreting information from the task context. Perception has been 
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considered as a fundamental cognitive measure and precedent of behav-
ioral intentions. Studies of e-book perceptions have been focused on users’ 
awareness of e-book resources, their attitude toward using e-books, and 
their preferences for e-books or print books for different tasks. 
Many library users are not aware of the availability of e-books as 
library resources (Buczynski, 2010; Shelburne, 2009). Abdullah and Gibb’s 
survey (2008a) found that e-book awareness and the level of e-book use 
among students was low: 57% of students were not aware of the availability 
of e-books from the library, and consequently, 60% of them had not used an 
e-book. Users’ awareness of e-books varies across different disciplines. For 
example, Levine-Clark (2006) found that a significantly higher percentage 
of humanists were aware of e-books than users in general, probably because 
humanists rely more on books (and thus e-books) than researchers in other 
fields. Staiger (2012) found a wide range of percentage of e-book awareness 
reported in the literature and suggested that awareness is mostly depen-
dent on how e-books are promoted at local institutions. In addition, users 
may not have a clear concept of e-books or which online resources are con-
sidered as e-books, since studies have found that students did not clearly 
distinguish among types of resources such as online journals, conference 
proceedings, and e-books (Hernon, Hopper, Leach, Saunders, & Zhang, 
Figure 1. The e-book user experience conceptual framework.
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2007; Levine-Clark, 2006) and that they may be accessing e-books with-
out knowing the exact type of the resources (Shelburne, 2009). The lack of 
awareness of the e-book concept and its availability may affect how users 
discover e-books in library resources and how they interact with the e-book 
features and contents (to be discussed in following sections). 
Buczynski (2010) discussed the possible reasons for this lack of aware-
ness, including: 1) not all e-books can be accessed through the library cat-
alog, due to the lack of individual machine-readable cataloging (MARC) 
records; 2) the library catalog is not updated as frequently as the publish-
ers’ e-book platforms; and 3) publisher platforms may offer table of con-
tents and full-text searching not available in the library catalog. The frag-
mented nature of e-book collections in libraries may result in missing titles 
in library catalogs and in user confusion. Recent developments in discov-
ery tools could potentially mitigate the e-book discovery issue by indexing 
metadata from multiple collections. However, technical and access barriers 
still exist between e-book collections and discovery tools. 
Users’ attitudes toward e-books depend on their perceived value and 
utility, and more importantly, on the technical aspects of access to e-books. 
Previous surveys have shown that users view the convenience of online 
access and search functions as the most important advantages of e-books 
over print books (Jamali, Nicholas, & Rowlands, 2009). Users often regard 
e-books as a quick reference tool (Abdullah & Gibb, 2008b; Staiger, 2012). 
As a result, how e-books help users find relevant sections and extract infor-
mation for further use affects users’ attitude about using e-books as valu-
able information resources. Searching and navigation functions are thus 
critical to users’ acceptance (Levine-Clark, 2006). Other e-book features, 
such as downloading, printing, text highlighting, annotating, copying, and 
pasting, have repeatedly been found important for users to develop positive 
attitudes toward e-books (Brahme & Gabriel, 2012). 
In addition to surveys of users’ attitudes, Chrzastowski (2011) conducted 
a diary study of user behavior with Elsevier e-books with 129 faculty and Ph.D. 
students at University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC). Participants’ 
perceptions of the advantages of e-books included 24/7 online access, easy 
to search and navigate, downloading and storage, and off campus access. 
The top three behaviors with e-books reported by participants are brief look, 
reading from screen, and downloading PDF. Participants also regarded these 
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behaviors as the value of e-books. Nearly 70% of participants rated e-books as 
“need to have” or “nice to have,” showing the perceived usefulness of e-books.
From the usability perspective, a common concern affecting users’ 
attitudes toward e-books is the perceived eyestrain or fatigue from reading 
or viewing information on a screen for an extended period of time (Kang, 
Wang, & Lin, 2009; Levine-Clark, 2006). E-books are sometimes limited 
in meeting users’ requirements of text size and clarity, although this limita-
tion could be reduced by new display technologies such as e-ink and high- 
resolution screens. Print books appear to enable better reading comprehen-
sion (Jeong, 2013), and more use of cognitive strategies in analyzing, reread-
ing, comprehending, elaborating, and integrating are required in electronic 
reading (ChanLin, 2013). Other usability issues of e-books, such as the book 
layout with limited display area on the screen and slow response, might also 
affect students’ willingness to read e-books online (Hernon et al., 2007).
Users’ preference for book format (e-books or print books) is influenced 
by the context of their information need as well as individual differences. 
Abdullah and Gibb (2008a) categorized e-book use into four types: finding 
relevant content, selective reading, fact finding, and extended reading. In 
a follow-up study (Abdullah & Gibb, 2008b), most students preferred to 
use a print book for extended reading, although they preferred e-books for 
finding relevant information and selective reading. Students had no strong 
preferences for book format for fact finding. For selective reading, students 
who had used an e-book before preferred print books and students without 
experience of e-books preferred to use e-books. This finding suggests that 
students expected e-books to be more effective for searching information, 
but they were not satisfied with their experiences. Foasberg (2014) con-
ducted a diary study of a small group of college students and concluded that 
students prefer to use print for academic and long-form reading, and to 
engage more deeply with the text. Electronic resources are preferred mostly 
for shorter and nonacademic reading. As for individual differences, Shrim-
plin, Revelle, Hurst, and Messner (2010) identified four distinct clusters 
of users: book lovers, technophiles, pragmatists, and printers. Book lovers 
are emotionally attached to print books; technophiles prefer e-books as a 
new technology; pragmatists tend to be comfortable with both print books 
and e-books depending on their availability; and printers like to print out 
e-books without restrictions for further reading. 
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Discovery oF e-books
Discovery and access have been identified as significant barriers to exten-
sive e-book adoption in libraries, particularly because many users have 
difficulty identifying the e-books they need and understanding where to 
locate them. Other feedback from users regarding the discovery and access 
of e-books include the irrelevancy of e-book search results, or the fact 
that e-books from the search results were no better than other resources 
(Chrzastowski, 2012). 
Earlier studies raised concerns about e-books not being indexed by 
library catalogs and suggested including indexes and tables of contents in 
the catalogs to improve users’ browsing and searching capabilities of rel-
evant e-books (Abdullah & Gibb, 2008b). Shelburne (2009) further sug-
gested enhancing the full-text search ability and bibliographic information 
for e-books in the same way that journal content can be searched and discov-
ered. With recent technological development, libraries have implemented 
three major mechanisms for improving e-book discovery and access: e-book 
vendors’ platforms, library catalogs (OPACs), and discovery tools. Walters 
(2013) summarized each mechanism’s challenges in meeting users’ e-book 
needs. Users may have to search and access e-books on multiple vendor 
platforms to identify a library’s e-book holdings. E-book vendors’ interfaces 
vary in appearance, layout, and functionality, creating additional learn-
ing requirements for the user. Presenting e-books in library catalogs has 
some common challenges, including limited availability of record metadata, 
lack of standardization, difficulties managing the addition and removal of 
titles, and the generally low quality of vendor-supplied records (Martin & 
Mundle, 2010). The challenges of e-book discovery tools include incom-
plete coverage, reliance on metadata from external sources, problems with 
subject headings and authority control, difficulties with guest-user access, 
and continuing dependence on vendors’ platforms for access to full text. 
Without proper guidance on the incomplete coverage, users could have the 
false impression that all the library’s e-books could be accessed from the 
discovery tool’s single search interface. Users may be able to use a single 
interface for e-book discovery, but must still deal with a wide range of plat-
form-specific display and control options at the access stage.
Analyzing transaction logs from catalogs and discovery tools is an 
effective way of studying users’ e-book search behavior. Most transaction 
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logs contain information elements such as the particular page requested 
by the user, the identity of the requesting user (IP address), the date and 
time of the request, and whether the request was successful. Transac-
tion log analysis is an unobtrusive and inexpensive way of collecting large 
amounts of data about users’ searching behavior. The authors collected and 
analyzed one month of transaction logs with over 50,000 search records 
from two discovery tools (VuFind and Ex Libris Primo) at the Purdue Uni-
versity Libraries (Niu, Zhang, & Chen, 2014). They found that the format 
(e-book and book) and availability (online and at the library) were among 
the most used facets in all search sessions. However, the use of facets in 
the discovery tools was low (8.4% of all searches in VuFind and 9.7% in 
Primo). Using transaction log analysis, Urbano, Zhang, Downey, and Klin-
gler (2015) examined how the library catalog facilitates e-book discovery 
and use in patron-driven acquisitions (PDA). Their analysis showed that 
general keyword and title searches are most frequent for e-book searches. 
E-books accessed from the full bibliographic record pages in the catalog 
resulted in significantly higher use. This finding highlights the importance 
of providing the necessary information in the catalogs or discovery tools for 
users to identify relevant e-books from the search results. 
In addition to searches in the catalog and discovery tools, how users 
select e-books and determine their usefulness before fully committing to 
reading is also a critical part of the discovery phase. McKay, Hinze, and 
colleagues (2012) analyzed a sample of transaction logs of 100 randomly 
selected browsed e-books and 100 e-books loaned to users. The data cov-
ered the period during which users were making a selection (i.e., before a 
loan was created) and includes all the pages users viewed to a maximum of 
19 pages. The results of log analysis include the book features users viewed, 
the length of time users spent with books, and how users examined books 
and their features. The analysis identified the five most commonly viewed 
parts of the e-books: front matter, chapter headings, table of contents, the 
first page of content, and the introduction. Almost all users reviewed the 
front matter before initiating a more thorough investigation of the e-book. 
Users were seen to move page-by-page through the book (21% loaned, 14% 
browsed), flip to the middle of a section within the content (49%, 29%), and 
directly navigate to a chapter heading (51%, 55%). Users appeared to use 
the table of contents (ToC) navigation more often than they entered a page 
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number into the top navigation (63 of 200 vs. 14 of 200). The conclusion and 
index seem to be used less often than in similar studies, possibly because 
users in the discovery stage might be focusing on the overall relevancy of the 
e-book and not on a particular piece of information. The e-book platform 
(EBL) in this study provided three navigation methods for the user: the ToC, 
pagination, and scrolling; however, there may be different interaction meth-
ods that would better support users’ sampling of the e-book content. 
Another study by McKay, Buchanan, and colleagues (2012) analyzed 
transaction logs from e-book publishers to determine which user interface 
elements affect users’ selection behavior. The results demonstrated that flaws 
in the presentation of the covers and ToCs of e-books increased the volume 
of short time-span reading, and reduced the likelihood of long-span reading. 
Inconsistencies or errors in e-book covers and ToCs caused extended investi-
gation of books without further significant reading. The log analysis showed 
that e-books with clearer and more consistent indicators of their content would 
either be examined briefly or read over an extensive period of time. Reducing 
errors in cover image and table of contents would make it easier for readers to 
determine which e-books are useful without having to engage further. 
Although transaction log analysis can generate quantitative informa-
tion about users’ e-book search behavior, it fails to capture any information 
about the context in which the search event occurs. Behavioral observations 
complement the limitations inherent of logs by providing such missing con-
textual information. An exemplary study by Hinze, McKay, Vanderschantz, 
Timpany, and Cunningham (2012) observed the physical book selection 
process at the library shelves, and their findings have implications for 
designing e-book discovery and access systems. For example, when select-
ing books users tend to be close to the shelves in order to retain the context 
of their search. Hinze and colleagues (2012) suggested that e-book collec-
tions could provide users with richer context information (e.g., previous 
interaction history) to aid the search and selection process. 
the use oF e-books
Users tend to have different use patterns for e-books and print books, the 
latter of which tends to be constant, frequent, or linear. E-books in aca-
demic libraries usually are used as online references to extract informa-
tion for study and research (Folb, Wessel, & Czechowski, 2011; Staiger, 
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2012). For example, Hernon and colleagues (2007) studied e-book use by 
undergraduate students in economics, literature, and nursing. They found 
that students used ToCs to determine which chapters seemed relevant for 
browsing and scanning, and they did not read e-books entirely. The eBooks 
Observatory Project of the United Kingdom’s Joint Information Systems 
Committee (JISC) found that course-related e-books were not being used 
as a substitute for print books. Most users spent less than one minute per 
page with the e-books tested, and they used e-books in a nonlinear, just-in-
time manner (Estelle, Milloy, Rowlands, & Woodward, 2009). Therefore, 
McKay (2011) suggested that e-books are more analogous to journal articles 
or other scholarly publications with clear in-document navigation points 
such as title, abstract, and section headings. McKay’s (2011) exploratory log 
analysis showed that academic e-book use involves nonsequential reading 
with frequent flipping back and forth at chapter headings and other breaks, 
similar to the use and reading behavior in other scholarly documents. 
Although navigation is a key function for information retrieval, users 
struggle to navigate effectively in e-books with similar features of print 
books presented on screen. Berg, Hoffmann, and Dawson (2010) exam-
ined undergraduate students’ information retrieval performance with print 
and e-books. Participants were asked to search for discrete facts and sec-
tions (i.e., “fact searching”) within a print book or e-book. Their observa-
tion showed that participants used linear approaches to seek information 
in print books, from identifying keywords, looking for keywords in the 
ToCs and index, turning to the designated pages, and scanning for rele-
vant content. However, participants’ sense of linearity appeared to be lost 
with e-books, nor did they use the indexes in e-books. Participants used 
the physicality of print books to track their reading, but they were unable 
to make immediate observations of e-books such as point of entry, current 
position, length, and structure of the book. Berg and colleagues (2010) 
noted that compared to print books, moving through e-book pages was 
sluggish. Participants expected to interact with e-books in a way similar 
to navigating websites. For example, they expected that all chapter titles, 
keywords, indexed terms and page numbers would be hyperlinked, which 
was not true for the tested e-book platform. Finally, participants showed a 
strong preference for searching within e-books, but the nature and struc-
ture of the search function in e-books did not meet their expectations. 
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There may be a disconnection between users’ experience of print and 
e-books. Berg and colleagues (2010) suggested that the e-books in their 
study did not facilitate the transfer of linear information retrieval skills from 
using print books. One example of this lack of transfer is that participants 
did not know of the existence of indexes in e-books. In addition, Liesaputra 
and Witten (2008) compared users’ navigation within books in four for-
mats (three online and one in print) and found that users had disorienta-
tions with e-books and could not determine the size of online documents. It 
is possible that the digital environment of e-books does not provide enough 
contextual information for users to orientate and navigate in e-books as they 
would with print books. As the respondents of Shelburne’s (2009) survey 
noted, many e-books are designed for sequential access, which is not very 
efficient for reference and research work, such as flipping through pages 
in different chapters and cross-referencing. Without efficient and accurate 
navigation in e-books, it is a major challenge for users to develop cognitive 
maps as the basis of their critical thinking and deep understanding of the 
content (Thayer et al., 2011). 
The disconnection between print and e-book user experience is prob-
ably caused by the lack of support in e-book interface for the effective nav-
igation and information retrieval that is critical for nonlinear reading of 
scholarly publications. As an example, studies of information retrieval with 
e-books have identified the importance of navigational features other than 
ToCs and paginations provided upfront in most e-books. Abdullah and Gibb 
(2009) investigated the usability and information retrieval performance of 
three common searching and browsing features in e-books: back-of-the-
book index (BoBI), ToC, and full-text search (FTS). Their data showed that 
BoBI was more efficient (i.e., shorter task time) and accurate than ToC and 
FTS for finding information in an e-book. This result highlighted the impor-
tance of a BoBI for information seeking in e-books even when an FTS tool is 
available. Compared to FTS, BoBI directly identifies important topics in the 
book and distinguishes those topics from simple occurrence of keywords 
in the FTS results. BoBI also supports cross-references of preferred and 
related terms, which could be more efficient than alternating keywords in 
the FTS tool and understanding the information organization in the ToC. 
Transaction log analysis has identified three distinct e-book reading 
patterns: linear progression, contextual confirmation, and exploratory 
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assessment (McKay et al., 2012). Linear progression involves readers pag-
ing through the initial parts of the book, before using the left-hand ToC 
navigation to jump forward in the book to the start of a chapter. Contextual 
confirmation represents a user jumping to the first page of a chapter before 
paging forward two to three pages, then jumping backward in the book to 
the final few pages of the previous chapter. Exploratory assessment shows 
the user jumping back and forward throughout the book, seldom looking at 
more than one page. Linear progression was most likely to be the only pat-
tern used; the other two patterns were most commonly used in conjunction 
with other interaction patterns. 
Academic reading is an active process of sense-making and knowledge 
development. A number of e-book features have been identified as crucial 
to support strategies of academic reading and ensure usability and user 
satisfaction. Features that most users would expect include download and 
offline use, text highlighting, copying and pasting, printing, and note-taking 
(Croft & Davis, 2010; Hernon et al., 2007; Lam, Lam, Lam, & McNaught, 
2009). These features are implemented differently on different platforms 
(e.g., printing availability and access restrictions), which pose challenges for 
libraries to provide a consistent e-book user experience (Hodges, Preston, 
& Hamilton, 2010). It is also a challenge for users to be aware of all avail-
able features of e-book platforms (Brahme & Gabriel, 2012). Future studies 
should closely examine how users utilize e-book features in their reading 
process (i.e., human-document interaction), and how to improve those fea-
tures for better reading efficiency and comprehension (Qayyum, 2008). 
Discussion AnD conclusion
There have been many studies of users’ attitude, preferences, discovery, 
access, and reading of e-books. Unfortunately, those studies have not been 
interpreted and discussed in a user experience research framework. Further-
more, there are few sets of guidelines of optimizing user experience and task 
performance throughout the phases of using e-books in academic libraries. 
In general, librarians have observed that there is an issue of e-book aware-
ness among users, whose attitudes toward and preference for e-books are 
dependent on the context of information needs. In the discovery phase, the 
fragmented nature of library resources affects users’ ability to find relevant 
e-books; additionally, navigation features of e-book platforms influence users’ 
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assessing and selection behavior. This summary of e-book use studies indi-
cates that users mainly extract discrete information from e-books, rather than 
perusing the content. This reading pattern has significant implications for the 
design of e-book navigation features. The authors also observed that users 
have high expectations of e-book features that can support their reading strat-
egies, such as printing and downloading of sections, annotations, and copy-
ing and pasting of text. The different access and copyright restrictions from 
e-book vendors have hindered the creation of a consistent user experience. 
To promote awareness of, and a positive attitude toward, e-books among 
users, it is important for librarians to integrate e-books in their information 
literacy and instruction efforts. Librarians should work with system provid-
ers to improve the coverage and metadata quality of e-books in the catalogs 
and discovery tools. Results of user studies on reading behaviors need to 
be converted into new interaction designs that address the disconnection of 
reading experience from print books, and support effective navigation and 
information retrieval in e-books. The authors believe that a structured, user-
centered research and design methodology is fundamental to these direc-
tions. To understand users’ interaction with e-books in different phases, 
traditional transaction log analysis should be integrated with behavioral 
research methods to generate a comprehensive assessment of users’ infor-
mation-seeking activities. Findings of user research must be utilized to drive 
the design of e-book features, and the overall interaction between users and 
the e-book system. Usability issues with supporting evidence identified from 
user evaluations should be fed back to interface design for iterative refine-
ment and improvement. E-books with an engaging user experience will be a 
great addition to users’ current scholarly information resources. 
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E-Book Reading Practices 
in Different Subject Areas:  
An Exploratory Log Analysis
Robert S. Freeman and E. Stewart Saunders
AbstrAct
Print books pose inherent difficulties for researchers who want to observe 
users’ natural in-book reading patterns. With e-books and logs of their 
use, it is now possible to track several aspects of users’ interactions inside 
e-books, including the number and duration of their sessions with an 
e-book and the order in which pages are viewed. This chapter reports on 
a study of one year of EBL user log data from Purdue University to iden-
tify different reading patterns or ways in which users navigate within dif-
ferent types of e-books—authored monographs vs. edited collections—and 
in e-books in different subject areas. The results of the analysis revealed a 
few differences in the reading patterns used for e-books of different types 
and subject areas, but more striking was the similarity in reading patterns 
across the e-books. Greater differences occurred between individual users, 
and these differences are best explained by differences in individuals’ per-
sonal reading objectives. The analysis of reading logs for e-books is still very 
much a new venture. From this perspective, the findings are exploratory 
and descriptive rather than conclusive, and as much about the evolution of 
workable methodologies as they are about the results of the analysis. Log 
analysis reveals nothing about users’ circumstances or intentions; however, 
if used in tandem with usability studies, and studies based on surveys, dia-
ries, and interviews, it could contribute to a more objective understanding 
of users’ interactions with e-books.
14
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bAckground And IntroductIon
In the ancient world, reading was usually done out loud. In A History of 
Reading, Alberto Manguel (1996) recounts a story from the Confessions 
of St. Augustine in which Augustine tells of the time he paid a visit to 
Ambrose, the Bishop of Milan. Augustine observed Ambrose reading: “his 
eyes scanned the page and his heart sought out the meaning, but his voice 
was silent, and his tongue was still” (Confessions, 6, 3, as cited by Manguel, 
1996, p. 42). This was remarkable to Augustine because reading silently was 
something out of the ordinary. 
Like Augustine’s observation, most objective descriptions of silent 
reading have focused on its physiognomic aspects (i.e., reading posture, 
facial expression, and movements of the hands, fingers, tongue, lips, 
and eyes). In the 19th and 20th centuries, many scientific studies of read-
ing concentrated on readers’ visual behavior or eye movements. Methods 
of tracking eye movements included the corneal reflection and the scleral 
observation methods, both of which required holding the subject’s head in 
a fixed position. Other methods involved attaching monitors to the sub-
ject’s eye while the subject scanned a page or read lines of text. Another 
study placed the reader in a darkened room with a text and a flashlight. 
“The use of a light is clearly somewhat unnatural for the reader,” the edu-
cational psychologist A. K. Pugh (1977) noted, “but the restrictions on the 
subject are less than in most of the eye-movement recording methods” 
(p. 42). Pugh discussed a fundamental discovery resulting from Louis-Émile 
Javal’s early eye-movement studies; when reading or scanning, human eyes 
do not move smoothly, but rather make jerky movements (saccades) and 
stop several times, moving very quickly between each stop (fixation). The 
movements measured in these experiments are very small, and the subjects 
read only relatively short texts (Pugh, 1978, p. 14). Marshall (2009) notes 
that, although eye tracking “provides important data about some aspects of 
reading—word and letter recognition, most importantly—it has not shed as 
much light on how people read in the wild,” that is, read naturally (p. 101).
Other controlled reading studies give test subjects identical read-
ing material with instructions, observe and record subjects’ actions (e.g., 
through video recording), and, in some studies, ask them all the same 
series of questions. User studies often are conducted to inform improve-
ments in the design of products, including printed and digital documents 
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and webpages. A study by Liesaputra and Witten (2008) compared users’ 
interactions with print books and different e-book formats, including one 
that simulated a 3-D book with realistic page turning. Still, the nature of 
silent reading makes it difficult to study and measure in the laboratory. The 
fact that the act of observing affects the behavior being observed means that 
such research can only go a short way toward describing reader behavior. 
Reading researchers have long recognized the need for observations or field 
work in natural situations. 
In Reading and Writing the Electronic Book, C.C. Marshall (2009), 
who has observed natural reader behaviors for Microsoft Research, identi-
fies the following kinds of field studies: surveys and questionnaires, inter-
view and diary studies, and studies using instrumenting software that logs 
details of user interactions with digital technologies such as e-books. 
Since the advent of e-books, academic librarians have been conduct-
ing surveys to determine how well e-books are catching on with students 
and faculty. Among the larger surveys of students and faculty by librarians 
are Levine-Clark (2006), who received 2,067 responses at the University of 
Denver; Nicholas and colleagues (2008), who received 1,818 responses at 
University College London; Li, Poe, Potter, Quigley and Wilson (2011), who 
received 2,569 responses from the University of California; and Corlett-
Rivera and Hackman (2014), who received 1,343 responses from students 
and faculty in the humanities and social sciences at the University of Mary-
land. These surveys posed questions to members of a target population to 
gauge their awareness of, use of, and attitudes about e-books of different 
types (i.e., scholarly monographs, edited collections, and reference works) 
vis-à-vis other kinds of written materials, especially print books. The sur-
veys also collected demographic data from respondents as to their college, 
department, and status. This information allows potentially useful compar-
isons between subgroups in the population. For example, when the Mary-
land survey asked users to indicate what format they prefer for scholarly 
monographs (print, e-book, no preference, it depends), results showed that 
41% of all respondents preferred print, including 44% of faculty and 40% of 
graduate student respondents. The next question asked their format prefer-
ence for edited collections: faculty preferred print to e-books, 36% to 25%, 
but graduate students chose e-books over print, 37% to 31% (Corlett-Rivera 
& Hackman, 2014, p. 268). Although most questions in surveys are tied to 
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multiple-choice answers, there are usually a few open-ended questions that 
allow respondents to elaborate on “it depends” and provide details about 
their experience with—and within—particular texts. For instance, regard-
ing his preferred format for scholarly monographs, a Maryland respondent 
wrote that it “depends on the urgency that I am reading with and what my 
end goal is, i.e. research, paper writing, personal betterment” (Corlett-
Rivera & Hackman, 2014, p. 270).
Diary-based studies, supported by interviews, can provide an even 
closer look at reading behaviors because subjects (often students) write 
down—or are supposed to write down—some details not only about what 
they read, but also about the context and purpose of their reading (i.e., pre-
paring for classes, preparing for exams, reviewing texts for research, gain-
ing specific information, or learning new topics). With knowledge of the 
students’ assignments and the tasks they perform, the investigators are 
able to identify different reading practices or techniques applied to differ-
ent tasks and subjects. In a diary-based study of 39 University of Wash-
ington Computer Science and Engineering graduate students attempting 
to use Kindle DX e-readers to accomplish their academic reading, Thayer 
and colleagues (2011) analyzed the meta-level relationship between reading 
tasks and associated reading techniques. Students recorded their academic 
and leisure reading activities, including specific tasks that proved difficult 
to perform on the Kindle DX, such as marking up texts, using references, 
using illustrations, and creating cognitive maps. Thayer and colleagues then 
associated each task with specific reading techniques, or “styles,” defined by 
A. K. Pugh (1978, pp. 52–55): 
•	 Receptive reading: reading sequentially from beginning to end with 
little variation in pace, to find out what an author has to say; 
•	 Responsive reading: active engagement with arguments in the text, 
with frequent changes of pace, pauses, rereading; 
•	 Skimming: a quick overview of the structure or content of a text to locate 
potentially useful information; 
•	 Searching: looking in a general way for answers to a question; 
•	 Scanning: searching for a specific word or phrase.
Nonacademic and leisure reading of novels and short articles indicated 
receptive reading; text markup indicated responsive reading; and using 
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references and using illustrations indicated skimming. Skimming also 
was associated with creating cognitive maps, the way readers notice and 
remember the physical location of information within a text and its spatial 
relationship to other locations in the text as a whole (Thayer et al., 2011, pp. 
2921–2924). The study concluded that electronic documents on the Kindle 
DX were well suited to receptive reading, searching, and scanning, but 
were not suited to responsive reading and skimming. 
Before there were digital texts and computer logs, it was nearly impos-
sible to study natural reading behavior over many pages of text. It was 
obtrusive and even “creepy” (Marshall, 2009, p. 96). It was also seldom 
done (McKay, 2011, p. 204). With user session logs, researchers are now 
able to collect reading pattern data unobtrusively from a large number of 
users as they interact naturally with e-books. 
descrIptIon of thIs study
The idea for this log analysis project was inspired by 1) the recent avail-
ability of detailed EBL session logs of Purdue Libraries’ users; 2) a research 
article by McKay (2011), who was probably the first to publish an analysis of 
reading patterns in EBL user logs; and 3) the authors’ longstanding interest 
in comparative use of academic library collections in different subject areas. 
EBL is a large aggregator that provides e-books to many academic 
libraries. In 2011, Purdue University Libraries chose EBL as the provider 
for the e-book patron-driven acquisitions (PDA) plan. Coordinated through 
the library’s primary book vendor, YBP, the plan started with an initial pool 
of a little over 11,000 titles. Although librarians bought some EBL titles 
outside the PDA plan, most EBL e-books in Purdue’s catalog arrived as 
part of the PDA plan (the library does not pay for PDA titles until patrons 
use them). The collection grew steadily and, by the end of February 2014, 
reached nearly 33,000 titles. Users have opened one-quarter of the titles at 
least briefly. To open a title, users link from the catalog record to the e-book 
and arrive at a summary page that features the book’s cover, bibliographic 
information, and, often, an abstract—this webpage is not recorded in the 
user log. From here, users click “read online” and arrive at an introduc-
tory page in the EBL online reader that displays the e-book, starting with 
its cover, a scrollbar on the right, and, on the left, a hyperlinked naviga-
tion menu based on the table of contents. There are navigation keys and a 
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jump-to-page feature above the e-book image, as well as a search function. 
There is also a download button that allows the reader to download a PDF 
or EPUB version of the title into Adobe Digital Editions. 
In her article “A Jump to the Left (and Then a Step to the Right): Read-
ing Practices within Academic Ebooks,” McKay (2011), a librarian at Swin-
burne University of Technology in Melbourne, Australia, pioneered the 
use of EBL logs to gain insight into users’ e-book reading patterns, specifi-
cally those patterns associated with in-book navigation and with document 
triage or book selecting, that is, when a user chooses to select or reject a 
book. She tracked sequential forward patterns and backward jumps, and 
verified that continuous sequential reading, the linear pattern associated 
with immersive reading of novels, seldom occurs for long in academic 
e-reading before readers jump forward or back to other sections of the e-book 
(pp. 207–208). Although the authors did not adopt McKay’s quantitative 
methodology or units of measure, they were inspired by her description of 
three reading patterns comprising various degrees of linear forward move-
ments and backward and forward jumps: linear progression for logs that 
proceed forward in a more or less orderly reading fashion; contextual confir-
mation for those instances in which the reader makes a large jump forward 
in the paging, then backs up a few pages to verify the context of the part, 
and then proceeds to read continuously for several pages; and exploratory 
assessment for when the reader makes large jumps forward and backward 
in the pages consulted, apparently in search of particular material.
In her 2011 study and in a follow-up article (McKay et al., 2012), 
McKay’s focus was on patrons’ e-book selection behavior. This is especially 
relevant to EBL users at Swinburne and other institutions where, after five 
minutes in an EBL “browse” session (with an unowned title) or ten minutes 
(with an owned title), a window pops up that requires anyone who wants to 
continue reading to click “yes” on a dialog box and thereby initiate a “loan” 
session. Separating browse-session from loan-session data, McKay found 
statistically significant differences in the reading patterns in each group. 
Browse sessions showed more instances of exploratory assessment, while 
loan sessions showed more patterns of linear progression and contextual 
confirmation (pp. 19–20). 
Separating browse and loan sessions was not relevant to the log analy-
sis at Purdue because EBL users at Purdue do not have to take any action. 
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The transition from browse to loan occurs seamlessly, and users remain 
unaware of the change. Nevertheless, the authors were inspired by McKay’s 
idea of analyzing EBL log data to show reading patterns, and hoped to devise 
a method to use EBL log data to support the hypothesis that users read and 
navigate within a book differently depending on the type (i.e., monograph 
or edited collection) and subject area of the book. 
This study reports on research analyzing data from EBL e-book user 
sessions at Purdue University to attempt to answer two questions: 
1. How do users’ reading practices differ when interacting with e-books that 
are authored monographs versus e-books that are edited collections of 
chapters by different authors? 
2. How do users’ reading practices differ when using e-books in different 
subject areas? 
The authors expected the data to show significant differences, for 
example: that users would read authored monographs in a less jumpy and 
more continuous linear pattern than they read edited collections; that users 
of edited collections would proceed directly to one or two relevant chapters, 
rather than explore the whole book; or that users of animal science and 
technology e-books would do more searching and scanning than readers of 
history and literature e-books. The results of the log analysis, however, did 
not meet expectations. The similarities were more impressive than the dif-
ferences, which were not as great as had been imagined. 
Methodology
The analysis of logs of e-book use to describe reading behavior is still a new 
research venture. Consequently, the methodologies for this type of analysis 
are intuitive rather than based on any theoretical considerations or on the 
results of past research. Some of the most important questions, such as, 
what are the basic “units” of analysis or how does one distinguish reliable 
data from dirty data, are still to be answered. Therefore, the methods used 
here are driven by the questions asked rather than by any previously estab-
lished measurements or methodologies. From this perspective, the results 
of this chapter are exploratory and descriptive, rather than conclusive as 
a comparative analysis. They are as much about the evolution of workable 
methodologies as they are about the results of the analysis.
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For this study, the authors pulled data from the EBL use report for 
Purdue University for one year (July 1, 2013–June 30, 2014). The result-
ing data set covered 29,884 user sessions with 5,245 titles viewed by 4,579 
users. The user or reader session logs are part of EBL use reports available 
to Purdue through LibCentral, EBL’s administrative site, which collects 
detailed information on the use of EBL e-books. Although the data do not 
provide any personal details about each user, such as academic status or 
department, they do track each anonymized user’s e-book activities across 
time. Session details essential to this study include: 
• duration of each session; 
• page numbers in the sequence in which they were viewed; 
• anonymized user identification for each user; 
• EBL identification number for each title; 
• bibliographic details for each title including ISBN and e-ISBN; and 
• Library of Congress class and a broad subject heading for each title.
The report also provides names of author(s) and editor(s), but com-
bines them without distinction within an author field, making it difficult 
to separate authors from editors. This difference is important in this study 
to distinguish the type of e-book used. To overcome this difficulty, the 
research team extracted the e-ISBN from the EBL use report and then 
pulled matching title records from YBP’s GOBI database that present 
author(s) and editor(s) in separate fields, and then merged these fields into 
the EBL use report. 
EBL data come packaged as “user sessions” or “reader session logs.” 
Each session log is a record of what transpires between the time the user 
opens the book and the time he or she stops reading. The same reader, how-
ever, may open and close the same e-book several times the same day or 
on immediately successive days. The authors decided that the best unit of 
analysis would be all of the reader session logs for the same reader while 
he or she was reading the same book. For simplicity, the authors called this 
unit of analysis a “Read.” This group of activities by the same person in the 
same book tells more about reading habits than does a single reader ses-
sion log. Also, nearly all session logs show the reader flipping through pages 
numbered 1–5 when first opening an e-book. Although there are variations 
between e-books, these first few pages are invariably front matter, some 
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of them being advertisements for other books or even blank pages. They 
contribute little or nothing to the analysis, so they were eliminated from the 
log. However, if a log began on a page number higher than five, say page 15, 
then nothing would be eliminated. 
It must be noted that the “page numbers” given in the log are file page 
image numbers rather than a book’s real or actual page numbers. For 
example, page 1 in the log refers to the image of the book’s cover, and page 
15 in the log might refer to the image of the book’s actual page xii, a page 
in the introduction. It proved difficult for the authors to use a page image 
number from the log to find the equivalent actual page in an EBL e-book 
because the EBL online reader does not display image numbers. Patrons 
using the EBL online reader only see actual page numbers. An automatic 
way to translate or convert log image numbers into actual page numbers 
would make it easier to do research that combines log analysis with exami-
nation of e-book content. Fortunately, when EBL e-books are downloaded, 
the Adobe Digital Reader displays both actual page numbers and file image 
numbers together. Because of the large number of reader logs, however, the 
authors did not include downloading e-books to the Adobe Digital Reader 
as part of the methodology.
Much of this log analysis focused on the sequence of page numbers for 
each Read. The objective was to find patterns that would indicate where the 
reader was going while looking at particular pages. Was the reader looking 
at consecutive pages, or was the reader jumping to later pages in the book 
or flipping back to earlier pages? Comparing sequences of page numbers 
between one Read in one title and another Read in another title is meaning-
less. So, in this study, to make comparisons possible, the sequence of page 
numbers was converted to a sequence of page changes (i.e., Did the reader 
turn one page or did he or she jump ahead?). The sequences of page changes 
were then partitioned into units of “reading passages” where the partition-
ing was based on evidence that the reader had skipped over some reading 
material or had jumped back to earlier material. The word “jump” was used 
as part of the nomenclature to name these passages. (See the Appendix A 
for an illustration of the partitioning of the page changes and naming them.) 
The “Passage” itself contains a sequence of page changes that show that the 
user has read consecutive pages or skipped only one page or gone back only 
a single page. The rationale behind allowing one page skipped forward or 
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one page turned back to be considered consecutive reading is that in a nor-
mal reading one sometimes comes across blank pages that are numbered or 
pages with illustrations that are numbered, or sometimes one turns back a 
page to see where one left off. The authors created fi ve Passage distinctions:
1. Forward (FOR): A reading Passage that begins with no jumps.
2. Small Jump Forward (SJF): A reading Passage that begins with a forward 
jump of more than two pages but less than nine pages.
3. Big Jump Forward (BJF): A reading Passage that begins with a forward 
jump of nine or more pages.
4. Small Jump Back (SJB): A reading Passage that begins with paging back 
more than one page but fewer than nine pages.
5. Big Jump Back (BJB): A reading Passage that begins with paging back 
nine or more pages. 
The authors created small jumps and big jumps to distinguish between 
a pattern in which a reader examines pages that are near one another, prob-
ably within the same section of the book, and a pattern in which a reader 
examines pages that are far apart and probably in a different section or 
chapter. Nine pages, although somewhat arbitrary, seemed like a reason-
able estimate of the average length of text that would fi t within a section or 
chapter of a book. 
For some analyses, it was useful to join successive Passages into pairs 
of Passages. Figure 1 shows how a sequence of Passages, SJB BJF SJF BJB, 
is combined into pairs of Passages. 
figure 1. Transformation of a sequence of Passages into pairs.
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These transition pairs of Passages provide another unit of analysis that 
allows us to see changes in the direction of turning pages; a simple count 
of Passage directions does not accomplish this. A sequence of Passages that 
jumped forward continuously and then backward continuously gives very 
different results than a sequence that is constantly alternating direction, 
even though the number of forward and backward jumps might be the same 
for both sequences. For a clearer understanding of these procedures, see 
Appendix A for an example. 
results
The EBL use report for Purdue University contained 29,884 reader session 
logs. The reader session logs pertained to 5,245 e-books read by 4,579 read-
ers. There was a broad range of use of the e-books. For example, one title, 
Handbook of Human Factors and Ergonomics, was opened 1,551 times by 
277 readers. In another example, a single reader accounted for 1,664 reader 
session logs ranging over 703 e-books.
The 29,884 reader session logs reduced to 10,974 Reads. For in-depth 
analysis, the authors decided to select those Reads that had 11 or more 
pages and had one or more paired Passages. Those Reads with fewer pages 
or zero paired Passages did not provided sufficient data for in-depth analy-
sis. As a result, 7,224 Reads were analyzed in depth and 3,750 received only 
a summary analysis. Table 1 shows the basic data for both groups of Reads.
The data for the 3,750 Reads only used for the summary analysis closely 
parallel the data for the 7,224 Reads in the in-depth analysis. Looking at 
the data for all 10,974 Reads, we see that when readers jumped around in 
the text, it was more likely to be a jump backward to earlier sections of the 
e-book. The number of times a reader turned pages back to an earlier sec-
tion of the e-book (143,269) was greater than the number of times he or she 
jumped forward to a new section (97,571). This is confirmed by the number 
of Small Jump Back Passages (71,605) compared to the number of Small 
Jump Forward Passages (42,979), and by the number of Backward pairs 
(35,282) compared to the number of Forward pairs (14,797). Will these pat-
terns repeat when subpopulations of the Reads are analyzed?
The raw sums of data, however, do not reveal all. If one were to cre-
ate distribution graphs for these data, they would be highly skewed, with 
a high number of Reads having low values and a small number with very 
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high values. The distributions would replicate typical power law distribu-
tions. The cause for this type of distribution is that a large number of Reads 
were of short duration, only a few pages in length, although some Reads 
were extremely long. Any distribution of measures relating to how readers 





7,224 Reads of 
11 or more pages
Sums across 3,750 
Reads of less than 
11 pages
Minutes 305,024 292,987 12,037
Pages 457,764 439,918 17,846
Sessions 29,884 24,439 5,445
Passages 179,780 172,469 7,311
Paired Passages 170,167 165,245 4,922
Individual page turns
Consecutive turns 219,785 211,693 8,092
Jump forward turns 97,571 94,727 2,844
Jump back turns 143,269 138,909 4,360
passages
Forward Passages 7,903 5,914 1,989
Small jump forward 
Passages
42,979 42,178 801
Big jump forward 
Passages
26,526 26,017 509
Small jump back 
Passages
71,605 69,636 1,969




Forward pairs 14,797 14,470 327
Alternating pairs 120,088 116,166 3,922
Backward pairs 35,282 34,609 673
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navigate the text simply will be a function of the length of the Read; means 
and standard deviations will be uninterpretable. To compare Reads on the 
same scale, many of the measures for each Read were normalized by cal-
culating ratios valued between 0 and 1 and then multiplying these ratios 
by 100. The result is a scale of 0 to 100 on which to compare data for indi-
vidual Reads. In case the numerator and denominator are the same units, 
the result is a percent. The averages and standard deviations of normalized 
values will themselves be on the 0 to 100 scale. The length of the Read will 
have only a small effect on the normalized values. 
Limiting the analysis to Reads having a minimum of 11 pages and one 
pair of Passages gives sufficient data points for reliable insights into the 
reading patterns of academic e-books. The restricted set of 7,224 Reads 
included 3,424 e-books read by 3,580 different readers. Most Reads consist 
of one patron reading one e-book, but at the other extreme, the data reveal 
that one patron read 405 e-books and that one e-book was read by 260 
patrons. The statistical data for this set of Reads are presented as averages, 
medians, and standard deviations for the general characteristics of the data 
and for the three units of analysis: page turns or jumps, Passages of page 
turns or jumps, and paired Passages. See Appendix B for a complete set of 
the statistics. In the discussion and analysis that follow, the statistics in the 
tables are limited to those pertinent to the analysis.
Table 2 summarizes the principal features of patron reading habits for 
academic e-books. The average number of reader sessions for each Read 
was 3.4, and the average reading time spent on each Read was 40.6 min-
utes. The average number of pages read was 60.9 and the average number 
of Passages within those pages was 23.9. The medians for these three mea-
sures are lower than the averages, showing a skew toward the lower values 
in the series. On the other hand, the differences between average values 
and median values for the normalized variables are very small. The large 
number of Passages indicates a strong tendency to move about within the 
e-book. More striking was the high frequency of changing direction when 
going from one Passage to another: 72% of the paired Passages alternated 
between forward jumps and back jumps (e.g., BJF-SJB, SJB-SJF, etc.), 
while only 9.53% of such transitions maintained a steady forward reading 
direction, for example, BJF-SJF (see Table 2). This suggests that academic 
e-book users are more engaged in skimming, searching, and responsive 
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reading than in receptive reading. Nevertheless, on average 45.21% of the 
pages turned in a Read were consecutive pages. Keep in mind that users 
probably still spent more time actually reading these pages than performing 
quick jumps. 
table 2. Measures of reading patterns for 7,224 Reads.
 Averages Medians Standard 
deviations
Duration of Reads in minutes 40.6 12.4  
Number of seconds to read a page 35.5  
   
Number of pages in a Read 60.9 37.0  
Number of sessions in a Read 3.4 2.0  
Number of consecutive pages turned 29.3 15.0  
Percent of consecutive pages turned 45.21% 43.50% 19.67%
Number of backward jumps in a Read 19.2 11.0  
Percent of backward jumps in a Read 32.77% 33.30% 13.25%
   
Number of Passages 23.9 14.0  
Number of paired Passages with forward 
jumps
2.0 1.0  
Percent of paired Passages with forward 
jumps
9.53% 7.10% 11.86%
Number of paired Passages with alternating 
jumps
16.1 9.0  
Percent of paired Passages with alternating 
jumps
72.00% 72.40% 16.19%
   
Ratio of # of Passages/# of pages in a Read .409 .163
These broad statistical measures give a great deal of insight into the 
general patterns of patron reading behavior, but what might be the causes 
for such patterns? Do they come from different ways of constructing or for-
matting a text? Does the logical unfolding of concepts and explanations in 
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different subject areas affect the way a book is read? Or are the causes basi-
cally determined by the different needs and objectives of the readers them-
selves? Given the data collected here, a random effects model would nor-
mally help answer such questions. It is doubtful, however, that the Reads 
are independent observations; in addition, the resulting model would have 
so many degrees of freedom as to minimalize its value. The less formal 
approach used here is to compare the averages of the normalized variables 
to understand any effects produced by e-book type and by different sub-
jects, and to use the standard deviation of these variables as a surrogate 
measure for the effects of reader objectives.
One of the principal objectives of this study was to determine any dif-
ferences in reading styles for authored monographic e-books and edited 
collection e-books. Table 3 shows that there are some small differences. 
Readers of edited collection e-books tended to read more pages per book 
and to divide their progress through the book into more Passages. Dividing 
the number of Passages by the number of pages indicates that the num-
ber of Passages is a function of the number of pages read. Overall there is 
great similarity in reading styles for both edited collections and authored 
monographs.
Another of this study’s objectives was to determine whether or not 
there were significant differences between how books were read in differ-
ent subject areas, or in different classes of the Library of Congress (LC) 
Classification. For this comparison, the authors chose to analyze Reads 
in three large categories—humanities, social sciences, and STEM—and 
selected three groups of LC classes that they thought would not only be 
representative of each category, but also would be different enough within 
each category that one would not replicate the other. As shown in Table 4, 
these LC classes, drawn from the 7,224 Reads used for in-depth analysis, 
formed a subset with a total of 3,907 Reads. Those Reads that fell into 
other LC classes were omitted.
The authors were concerned that the analysis for these subject areas 
might be skewed if some of the subject areas had a greater preponder-
ance of very short Reads that would have been dropped from the analysis 
because they were part of the 3,750 Reads not analyzed in depth. To verify 
that this was not the case, the authors counted the number of Reads in each 
subject in both the analyzed and not analyzed groups. The 3,750 Reads not 
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table 3. Comparative measures of reading patterns for authored and edited 
e-books.
Type Authored Edited
Number of Reads 4,338 2,886
 AVerAges
Duration of Reads in minutes 40.4 40.8
Number of seconds to read a page 35.9 35.0
   
Number of pages in a Read 59.7 67.1
Number of sessions in a Read 3.2 3.6
Number of consecutive pages turned 29.0 29.7
Percent of consecutive pages turned 46.27% 43.61%
Number of backward jumps in a Read 17.5 21.8
Percent of backward jumps in a Read 31.45% 33.50%
   
Number of Passages 22.1 26.6
Number of paired Passages with forward jumps 1.8 2.3
Percent of paired Passages with forward jumps 9.54% 9.50%
Number of paired Passages with alternating jumps 14.9 17.9
Percent of paired Passages with alternating jumps 72.27% 71.59%
   
Ratio of # of Passages/# of pages in a Read .404 .418
analyzed represent 34% of the 10,974 Reads. Table 4 also shows the per-
centages of Reads not analyzed for each subject area were all reasonably 
close to that 34%, indicating very little skewing of the analytical results.
There are fairly large differences between subject areas in the aver-
age times spent reading in an e-book and in the number of pages read (see 
Tables 5, 6, and 7).1 Readers in all three of the STEM areas read on average 
more pages in an e-book than did readers in any of the humanities or social 
science areas. They also returned to the same title for more reading sessions 
than did readers in any of the humanities or social science areas. On aver-
age, readers in the STEM areas also spent more time using an e-book than 
any group in the humanities and social sciences, except for historians. 
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table 4. Number of Reads in each LC group for Reads used in analysis and 












Humanities      
D & E (History) 277 136 413 33%
PR & PS (English 
& American 
Literature)
184 120 304 39%
N (Art) 69 29 98 30%
Social Sciences      
L (Education) 424 198 622 32%
HD, HE, HF, HG 
(Business)
633 353 986 36%
PE (English 
Linguistics)
48 30 78 38%
STEM      
QA (Mathematics) 153 61 214 29%
SF (Animal 
Science)
1608 538 2146 25%
T (Technology) 511 175 686 26%
     
TOTAL 3907 1640 5547 30%
Looking at the number of Passages into which the pages are divided, 
one sees more or less the same pattern, the STEM subject areas exceeding 
the others. The same can be said for the number of paired Passages, both 
more with a forward direction and more with a back and forth direction. 
This could indicate that readers of STEM books did a lot of searching and 
scanning in pursuit of cross-references. One interesting difference, how-
ever, is between mathematics, with 15 paired Passages with alternating 
jumps, and technology, with 25.4 paired Passages with alternating jumps. 
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One must consider, however, the effect of the number of pages read on the 
number of Passages and direction pairs. The last line in Tables 5, 6, and 7 
shows the ratio of the number of Passages divided by the number of pages 
read. Here we see that the ratios for mathematics and for technology are 
almost the same. Converting the other reading pattern measures to ratios 
or percentages also had the effect of reducing the differences between most 
subject areas, but it also highlighted the fact that the percent of continu-
ously read pages is higher for mathematics, history, and art than it is for 
other areas. Although there are subject area differences, what is more 
striking is the degree to which they are all very similar, implying that read-
ers’ reading strategies of e-books differ to only a small degree for different 
subject areas. 
On the other hand there appears to be a fairly large difference in read-
ing patterns produced by the different objectives of the readers. Table 2 
shows standard deviations for several variables used to measure the navi-
gation of e-books. The standard deviations range in value from 11.86% to 
19.67%. Given the very small effects for both book type and subject matter, 
and assuming there are no other factors producing a significant effect, the 
variance here is best explained by differences in reader objectives.
conclusIon
From a physical frame of reference, reading a book consists of eye move-
ment and page turning. Within a mental frame, the reading of a book is the 
recognition of words, the absorption of meaning from the words, and reflec-
tion on the meaning. From a causal perspective, the mental frame drives 
the physical frame. The research problem is to connect the two frames.
Across disciplines and between differently formatted texts, such as 
edited collections and authored monographs, there exist small but per-
ceptible differences in a few of the basic measures for turning pages and 
spending time on the text. Perhaps just as striking is the degree of similarity 
between readers of e-books in different disciplines or subject areas. Yet the 
data show that individual users are different from each other in large ways 
in their reading patterns. Thus, the inference from the physical act of turn-
ing pages to the mental actions of the reader is that personal objectives are 
of greater importance for determining the physical reading patterns than is 
the nature of the subject material being read. 
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Although the log data show that in general readers spend time engaged 
in continuous page-by-page reading—on average, over 45.21% of pages turned 
were consecutive—there was a surprisingly high percentage of transition pairs 
alternating between forward and backward jumps. This seems to indicate that 
table 5. Comparative measures of reading patterns for three subject areas in the 
humanities.
 English & American 
Literature
Art History
LC classes PR & PS N D & E
Number of Reads 184 69 277
 AVerAges
Duration of Reads in minutes 34.3 32.0 49.1
Number of seconds to read a page 35.7 36.0 41.6
    
Number of pages in a Read 48.4 49.6 60.4
Number of sessions in a Read 3.1 2.5 3.3
Number of consecutive pages turned 21.1 25.6 29.5
Percent of consecutive pages turned 41.13% 48.37% 48.37%
Number of backward jumps in a Read 15.6 13.8 17.9
Percent of backward jumps in a Read 34.55% 30.47% 30.25%
    
Number of Passages                                                       19.9 16.3 22.4
Number of paired Passages with 
forward jumps
1.5 1.1 1.9
Percent of paired Passages with 
forward jumps
8.40% 8.62% 9.35%
Number of paired Passages with 
alternating jumps
13.5 11.3 15.2
Percent of paired Passages with 
alternating jumps
72.63% 76.45% 72.51%
    
Ratio of # of Passages/# of pages in 
a Read
.441 .354 .395
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table 6. Comparative measures of reading patterns for three subject areas in the 
social sciences.
Business Education English 
Linguistics
LC classes HD HE HF HG L PE
Number of Reads 633 424 48
 AVerAges
Duration of Reads in minutes 35.4 32.4 33.2
Number of seconds to read a page 35.0 34.2 41.5
    
Number of pages in a Read 59.7 54.1 45.5
Number of sessions in a Read 3.0 2.9 2.9
Number of consecutive pages turned 30.0 26.8 20.5
Percent of consecutive pages turned 38.34% 46.18% 43.36%
Number of backward jumps in a 
Read
16.9 15.6 14.0
Percent of backward jumps in a 
Read
30.08% 31.73% 31.49%
    
Number of Passages 21.8 20.0 18.9
Number of paired Passages with 
forward jumps
2.0 1.7 1.8
Percent of paired Passages with 
forward jumps
11.07% 9.54% 10.40%
Number of paired Passages with 
alternating jumps
14.4 13.4 13.0
Percent of paired Passages with 
alternating jumps
70.82% 71.79% 74.83%
    
Ratio of # of Passages/# of pages in 
a Read
.397 .405 .473
academic e-book users are more engaged in responsive reading, skimming, 
and searching than in receptive reading. The differences between reading pat-
terns in different subject areas conform to our intuitive understanding of how 
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table 7. Comparative measures of reading patterns for three STEM subject 
areas.
 Mathematics Animal 
Science
Technology
LC classes QA SF T
Number of Reads 153 1,008 511
 AVerAges
Duration of Reads in minutes 44.1 39.5 50.2
Number of seconds to read a page 37.3 31.9 32.2
    
Number of pages in a Read 68.4 69.5 91.7
Number of sessions in a Read 3.5 3.6 4.6
Number of consecutive pages turned 34.9 30.9 39.1
Percent of consecutive pages turned 48.94% 43.60% 43.08%
Number of backward jumps in a Read 19.5 22.5 31.1
Percent of backward jumps in a Read 29.74% 33.89% 33.82%
    
Number of Passages 22.9 27.2 37.6
Number of paired Passages with 
forward jumps
2.3 2.2 3.0
Percent of paired Passages with 
forward jumps
10.57% 8.17% 9.35%
Number of paired Passages with 
alternating jumps
15.0 18.6 25.4
Percent of paired Passages with 
alternating jumps
71.78% 73.14% 70.85%
    
Ratio of # of Passages/# of pages in a 
Read
.385 .412 .421
scholars absorb information and reflect on it. Historians, linguists, and math-
ematicians spend more time per page than do readers in the other disciplines. 
Traditionally, these are areas that require more concentration on textual details 
and reflection. The course requirements in different disciplines also certainly 
influence students’ selection of particular texts and how they use those texts. 
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Many of the most heavily used e-books, such as Handbook of Human Fac-
tors and Ergonomics, were in the STEM disciplines and were undoubtedly 
assigned readings or essential reference works for one or more courses. These 
practical concerns probably explain why there were so many user sessions with 
these books and why the average time per page read was relatively short. 
Although a powerful tool for revealing reader behavior patterns from 
many user sessions and large quantities of data, log analysis cannot provide 
insight into users’ various circumstances and purposes. Future reading log 
analysis research should be informed by or done in tandem with the kind of 
survey or diary-based studies that gather information on readers’ thoughts 
and intentions. Future e-book research also should be able to track or exam-
ine the specific content of e-book pages and connect the content to observed 
reading behaviors. Together these studies can lead to a more comprehen-
sive understanding of reader behaviors. 
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note
1. Statistical hypothesis testing was not used. Given that the reader session logs are 
not independent of each other, the meaning of such tests would be problematic.
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AppendIx A
transforming page data for a single read
The sequences of page numbers for two reading log sessions of the same 




The sequences of page numbers with beginning page numbers 1–5 removed:
Session one: 7,9,8,5,11,12,21,22,13,14,15
Session two: 16,17,18,19,20,23,24,44,45,33,34,35,31,32,49,50,48,47, 
51,52,46,3,4,5,1,2,1,3
1. Concatenate page numbers into a single sequence or “Read”:
7,9,8,5,11,12,21,22,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,23,24,44,45,33,34,35,31,32,49, 
50,48,47,51,52,46,3,4,5,1,2,1,3 
2. Convert page numbers to page changes:
2 -1 -3 6 1 9 1 -9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 20 1 -12 1 1 -4 1 17 1 -2 -1 4 1 -6 -43 1 1 -4 1 -1 2
3. Partition page changes into “Passages”:
{2 -1} {-3} {6 1} {9 1} {-9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1} {3 1} {20 1} {-12 1 1} {-4 1} {17 1} {-2 -1} 
{4 1} {-6} {-43 1 1} {-4 1 -1 2}
4. Add names to Passages. Note. The first number of each Passage is the 
number of pages jumped. The second is the number of continuous pages 
read after the jump.
FORWARD(2)(2) SMALL JUMP BACK(-3)(1) SMALL JUMP FORWARD(6)
(2) BIG JUMP FORWARD(9)(2) BIG JUMP BACK(-9)(8) SMALL JUMP 
FORWARD(3)(2) BIG JUMP FORWARD(20)(2) BIG JUMP BACK(-12)(3) 
SMALL JUMP BACK(-4)(2) BIG JUMP FORWARD(17)(2) SMALL JUMP 
BACK(-2)(2) SMALL JUMP FORWARD(4)(2) SMALL JUMP BACK(-6)(1) 
BIG JUMP BACK(-43)(3) SMALL JUMP BACK(-4)(4)
5. Create a sequence of binary transitions or paired Passages:
FOR-SJB SJB-SJF SJF-BJF BJF-BJB BJB-SJF SJF-BJF BJF-BJB BJB-SJB 
SJB-BJF BJF-SJB SJB-SJF SJF-SJB SJB-BJB BJB-SJB
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AppendIx b
Averages, medians, and standard deviations for raw values and normalized val-



















Minutes  40.55  12.38  85.57  
Pages  60.89   37.00  80.65  
Sessions  3.38   2.00  3.94  
Passages  23.87   14.00  31.92  
Paired 
Passages
 22.87   13.00  31.92  




      
Consecutive 
turns




 13.11 22.90%  8.00 22.20% 17.90 11.40%
Jump back 
turns
 19.22 32.90%  11.00 33.30% 27.26 16.30%
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 2.97 10.40%  1.00 10.50% 4.95 8.50%
       
pAIred 
pAssAges
      
Forward 
pairs
 2.00 9.50%  1.00 7.10% 3.23 11.80%
Alternating 
pairs
 16.08 72.00%  9.00 72.40% 22.56 16.20%
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Library E-Book Platforms 
Are Broken: Let’s Fix Them
Joelle Thomas and Galadriel Chilton
AbstrAct
E-books promise users convenience and accessibility, but library e-book 
platforms contain so many barriers to use and access that patrons often 
turn away in frustration. In addition, aggregators’ e-book platforms often 
include intrusive, onerous digital rights management (DRM) restrictions. 
The traditional solution of DRM-free e-books generally is available only 
in large and expensive publisher packages. One approach to solving these 
problems is to negotiate contracts directly with publishers for an evidence-
based selection of e-books program, which not only offers access to hun-
dreds of DRM-free, unlimited simultaneous-user e-books that are inte-
grated with similar e-journal content, but also includes an agreement that 
libraries will only purchase titles with the highest use.
User expectAtions And the e-book reAlity
When scholars disseminated their ideas primarily through print, physical 
access and discovery were considerably challenging. In this environment, 
even the earliest, clumsiest iterations of electronic search and access were 
revolutionary, and users’ information-seeking paths included either learn-
ing the intricacies of the few systems available or turning to a librarian for 
advice or mediation. Scarcity made even rudimentary electronic access 
valuable; any search method more efficient than paging through paper 
indexes was worth investing the time to master.
15
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Today users are more likely to complain about finding too much 
information than not enough; we have come a long way from the finicky 
spearfishing of DIALOG to the massive trawl of Google. Once the prospect 
of watching a movie without leaving your home was an unthinkable lux-
ury; now subscribers spend half the evening scrolling through their Netflix 
queues, paralyzed by choice. When it comes to accessing information, scar-
city is no longer as compelling as convenience. Entire business models are 
built on the delivery of content, rather than on the content itself. It is not 
enough to offer access; a physical video rental shop with twice the inventory 
of Netflix is unlikely to siphon away many customers.
Libraries have failed to keep pace with their users’ technical expecta-
tions. By 2000, online access to full-text journal articles was in and of itself 
impressive, a vast improvement over combing through physical indexes; 
now it is taken for granted. Universities would not expect to delight and 
astonish a new undergraduate with the prospect of being able to find and 
read an article without visiting the library. Yet libraries offer thousands of 
e-books via deeply flawed aggregator platforms as if users will put up with 
these inconveniences for the now-everyday experience of reading the text 
on a screen.
Users accustomed to buying e-books from Amazon and reading them 
on their iPads bring the expectations of that experience to library e-books. 
Once users buy an Amazon e-book, they can read it on any device with the 
Kindle app—an app available for nearly all devices and with an installation 
process already familiar from installing dozens of other apps. After buying 
the Amazon e-book with a single click, the user can highlight, annotate, and 
customize the text display, and can easily send the book to other devices. 
Aggregator e-book platforms seldom meet a single one of these expecta-
tions (although publisher platforms often do).
A user attempting to check out an e-book through an academic library 
will likely first be required to download software, usually either Adobe Digital 
Editions or something similarly specialized and proprietary, and then cre-
ate one or two accounts separate from the institutional account with which 
he has already authenticated. Once he has jumped through several minutes’ 
worth of hoops (even a best-case scenario, in which the user already has 
software and accounts squared away, takes longer than a minute—a small 
eternity in Internet time), the features he expected to find may or may not 
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be available. Printing, highlighting, and copying are seldom available in any 
consistent, predictable fashion. If the user is allowed to transfer the book 
to additional devices, the process is convoluted and multistep, nothing like 
the seamless Amazon experience. A user who masters the complexities of 
downloading one e-book will quickly discover that the thicket of rules var-
ies by publisher, platform, and even by title—and that e-books downloaded 
via an academic library do not have any value-added features that make the 
long, complicated download process worthwhile.
This is not to say that e-books marketed to end users are trouble-free; 
famously, Amazon retroactively removed purchased copies of 1984 from 
customers’ Kindles (Stone, 2009) and the Kindle edition of J. K. Rowling’s 
The Casual Vacancy was initially unreadable (Owen, 2012). Such incidents 
are, however, acknowledged problems, and users who encounter them can 
expect a refund or a solution when they complain. The problems plagu-
ing aggregator e-book platforms exist largely by design and as direct con-
sequences of the digital rights management (DRM) with which third-party 
provider platforms and some publishers encase their e-books.
Additionally, this is not simply a case of a product marketed to individ-
uals being superior to one marketed to institutions. Library e-journal arti-
cle platforms offer a much smoother user experience; in almost all cases, a 
user simply downloads a fully searchable PDF. For e-journal articles, users 
do not need special software or additional accounts, there are rarely user 
limits, and downloaded articles can be read on any device. A heavy user of 
library e-journal platforms brings these expectations to library e-book plat-
forms. For instance, instructors accustomed to pointing their students to 
online journal articles sometimes assign e-books as course readings with-
out noticing that the e-books in question are limited to one user at a time. 
Even an instructor who notices the user limit on the book is unlikely to real-
ize that it allows one user to lock the rest of the class out of the book for two 
weeks at a time. No other online resource behaves like this.
Even users who are not well-versed in the use of online journal articles 
or nonlibrary e-books find library platforms disappointing. In Berg, Hoff-
mann, and Dawson’s (2010) study of undergraduates’ interactions with 
e-books, “Participants articulated a set of expectations for e-books, even 
though few of them had extensive experience with the format” (p. 522). 
Instead, they expected e-books to follow the same general conventions of 
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websites, easily searchable and thoroughly cross-referenced with hyper-
links, like Google Books. Participants complained that chapter titles and 
page numbers in library e-books were “not clickable” and expressed frustra-
tion with the search functionality. Furthermore, in a study of undergradu-
ate preferences for electronic or print textbooks, Woody, Daniel, and Baker 
(2010) found that “previous experience with e-books does not increase 
preference for e-books” (p. 947). Glackin, Rodenhiser, and Herzog’s (2014) 
study of students accessing e-books on mobile devices found that the pri-
mary complaint participants had about e-books was usability, followed by 
functionality, with specific complaints about the inability to highlight con-
tent. Although participants in Glackin’s study were generally more positive 
about their e-book experiences, they also were having those experiences on 
mobile devices given to them by their university. 
Even without the solicitation of a formal study, our users communicate 
their frustrations to University of Connecticut (UConn) librarians. When 
users receive rejected interlibrary loan requests for books available locally in 
electronic format, they sometimes reply that the e-book version is unsuited 
to their needs, often because the e-book prohibits copying lines of text or 
printing even a handful of pages. For scholars seeking to engage with a text, 
such restrictions are seldom acceptable. As Schomisch, Zens, and Mayr 
(2013) put it, “‘Read only’ appears insufficient in a scholarly context; addi-
tional features for printing, marking, annotating, and excerpting are crucial 
for textual work in academia” (p. 389). Librarians also routinely field ques-
tions from users who want a print copy of an e-book, particularly tech-related 
titles such as programming textbooks. For these users, the prospect of flip-
ping between tabs or browser windows while completing exercises on a com-
puter is less appealing than having a book open beside the computer screen; 
in cases where printing is disallowed or severely restricted, the e-book is 
deemed too inconvenient to be useful. Additionally, some e-books are miss-
ing images, tables, graphs, and even sections of text, either because of for-
matting difficulties or because publishers lack the rights to include them; in 
either case, their absence diminishes the usefulness of the book. For many 
users, the e-books that libraries offer simply are not acceptable substitutes 
for print books, let alone the feature-rich, value-added improvements they 
have the potential to be. Frustrated users would probably be appeased with 
the ability to print the e-book in whole or in part, but very few platforms 
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allow this. A user who has just printed 80 pages’ worth of journal articles 
without incident suddenly discovers that a 10-page e-book chapter is off-
limits, a realization that is likely to dawn only after the user has downloaded 
software, signed up for an account, and jumped through a series of hoops. 
The DRM protections attached to many e-books resemble those of 
earlier generations of other electronic products and are quite unlike any-
thing a tech-savvy user would expect—and are completely overwhelming 
to those uncomfortable with technology. As most other industries are com-
ing to acknowledge, onerous DRM discourages use of the legitimate pur-
chased product in favor of the more convenient pirated product and, under 
the right conditions, eliminating DRM restrictions increases sales (Vernik, 
Purohit, & Desai, 2011, p. 1022). Reasonably unobtrusive DRM that adds 
value in some way has proven more popular with consumers; for example, 
end-user-marketed e-books that use DRM in exchange for personalized fea-
tures can give users the ability to store their library virtually and remember 
the point at which they left off reading across multiple devices. The nature 
of temporary library checkouts does not allow this sort of per-user long-
term personalization, so librarians can offer users only the irritating parts 
of DRM with none of the benefits. 
By and large, publishers created e-books to mimic physical books and 
thus try to treat them the same way. Platforms are saddled with analogues 
such as “checking out” items that are inherently not finite. Anyone who has 
ever explained to an irritated user that an e-book cannot be viewed online 
because someone else has “checked it out” is likely aware of how absurd this 
sounds. The current model for electronic resources familiar to most users is 
one in which any number of users can view the resources simultaneously, 
although access may be limited by geography (such as when YouTube videos 
are restricted to certain countries’ IP ranges) or to paying customers (such 
as paying a monthly fee for Netflix). With each new wave of undergraduates, 
users increasingly bring with them expectations formed in this digital world.
interviews with Uconn students on research process
In spring 2014, librarians at UConn conducted a series of interviews with 
undergraduates, asking them to walk through the process of their research 
for a recent assignment. Use of multiple devices was common; students 
routinely accessed articles they had found from personal laptops, library 
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workstations, and tablets. One senior’s workflow involved searching for 
and downloading articles on her laptop, reading and highlighting articles 
on her iPad, and then printing relevant pages from library workstations so 
they would be handy while she wrote. She had never used library-offered 
e-books in her research and likely would have been profoundly frustrated 
had she tried. Another student became so frustrated trying to find and 
access e-books through the catalog that he settled for reading only the pre-
view pages available on Google Books. Another student explained that she 
has no preference for print or electronic when she reads, but her instructor 
required a physical book for the assignment. (Although very few of our fac-
ulty direct students to print journals over e-journals, requiring print books 
and forbidding e-books is still somewhat common.) All of the students 
interviewed made extensive use of online journal articles; several of them 
used print books; none of them used library e-books successfully.
Librarians might ask why any patrons put up with dysfunctional 
e-book platforms, and why e-books show substantial use statistics despite 
all the impediments. The most likely explanation is that users cannot afford 
to purchase expensive academic e-books individually. Patrons dissatisfied 
with the library’s streaming video options can try YouTube, Netflix, Hulu, 
and other low-cost services; users dissatisfied with library study spaces can 
go elsewhere on campus. “Never mind, I’ll just buy it” is a frequent remark 
heard at the reference desk when it becomes clear that an affordable com-
mercial alternative exists to an inconvenient library offering. Users dissatis-
fied with library e-books are limited to looking for a print alternative, (which 
many do), paying steep prices for individual access with fewer restrictions 
to the content, or attempting to make the best of a bad situation. Hoping 
that users will be desperate enough to put up with frustrating products is 
not fair, appropriate, or a winning strategy for academic libraries. Worse, 
offering substandard access through the library puts lower-income stu-
dents, who already face a digital divide from their peers, at an even greater 
disadvantage from those able to afford a functional alternative (Hargittai, 
2010, p. 108).
Academic libraries can offer better access to e-books, just as they 
already do for online journal articles; even streaming video options are 
improving. There is nothing inherent to e-books that precludes a better 
user experience. As Norman (2010) puts it in Living with Complexity, “The 
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major cause of complicated, confusing, frustrating systems is not complex-
ity: It is poor design” (p. 8). 
It is past time that librarians stop accepting poorly designed e-book plat-
forms and start offering users better access, while at the same time working 
within finite budgets and paying only for what our user communities need 
for their learning, teaching, and research. Although many libraries develop 
patron-driven acquisitions or demand-driven acquisitions profiles to acquire 
only those e-books that their patrons use, academic libraries still need to 
work with e-book publishers and providers to create models that also meet 
users’ access expectations. UConn Libraries is attempting to do so by working 
with publishers to create “Evidence-Based Selection of E-Books” programs.
Uconn librAries And pAtron-driven AcqUisition of e-books 
Between July 2011 and August 2014, UConn Libraries had patron-driven 
acquisition (PDA) e-book profiles with EBL and ebrary. Although librar-
ians adjusted the profiles throughout this period, the most recent and long-
standing settings were from February 2012 through August 2014:
• Books over $100 for EBL,
• Books up to $99.99 for ebrary,
• Imprints from three years ago to present,
• Textbooks excluded, and
• Three short-term loans (STLs), with the fourth use triggering a purchase.
In one sense, UConn Libraries’ PDA program was successful in that 
numerous e-books were available to users, some of which were only avail-
able as individual titles via EBL and ebrary, and because use statistics sug-
gest a demand for the content. PDA allows user discovery of content that 
libraries may not have purchased via other means of library-initiated col-
lection development. Additionally, “in many cases, user selections have, not 
surprisingly, been ahead of the librarian selections because the users are 
the ones doing research, working in labs, conducting fieldwork, and study-
ing the latest disciplinary trends. . . . Individual readers know what is in 
their own interest better than librarians do” (Dillon, 2011, p. 193).
Additionally, PDA meant paying only for content that patrons used, 
which, from an acquisitions perspective, was PDA’s primary benefit. For 
example, although patrons had access to approximately 50,000 e-books via 
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UConn Libraries’ EBL profile from July 2011 through January 2013, they 
used just under 3,000 unique e-book titles. Use triggered 4,597 short-term 
loans; patrons used only 100 e-books enough to trigger purchases. If all 
2,894 titles used had been purchased outright, they would have cost more 
than $450,000. Instead, UConn Libraries spent just over $100,000 for 
4,579 short-term loans and 100 purchases.
However, the user experience for PDA e-books was less than ideal. In 
addition to a faculty member wondering “Why is the library buying things 
that are nearly impossible to use?” (user comment [name removed for pri-
vacy], personal communication, March 12, 2013), patrons placed interli-
brary loan requests despite e-book availability. When asked about why an 
interlibrary loan request was placed for a book with online access, one user 
indicated via an e-mail correspondence that it was not easy to capture the 
minimal text needed for a citation; typing quotes from a print text would be 
easier (user comment [name removed for privacy], personal communica-
tion, September 10, 2014). Specific feedback from one faculty member indi-
cated that he preferred e-book access directly via the publisher’s platform 
because of the better user experience:
Thanks very much for these links. However, I must share my 
feedback that this e-reader format is quite possibly the worst 
publication format that I have yet come across. In printing off 
the full chapters I wanted, some suddenly were truncated and 
every one had many page duplications, probably a result of 
subsections being defined part way through the page. I’m sure 
that this affected the number of pages I was allowed to print off 
too. The normal SpringerLink format would have been a thou-
sand times better. I take what I can get, of course. (J. Klassen, 
personal communication, February 21, 2014)
It should be noted that, although UConn Libraries did not proactively 
and systematically conduct usability tests of EBL and ebrary platforms, 
librarians received over 110 technical support requests for e-book access 
between December 2013 and November 2014. Anecdotal comments such as 
those above were frequent enough—at least once a week—to warrant post-
ing extensive how-to guides on accessing and using e-books. Yet low use 
statistics of the e-book guides suggest that patrons did not use these guides 
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regularly. Perhaps this is because “in the current environment, most people 
do not have time to spend searching for information or learning how to use 
a new information source or access method. In order to be one of the first 
choices for information, library systems and interfaces need to look familiar 
to people by resembling popular Web interfaces, and library services need 
to be easily accessible and require little or no training to use” (Connaway, 
Dickey, & Radford, 2011, p. 188).
What is convenient and familiar to academic library users is the one-
click download of an e-journal article—an access experience that is far less 
complicated than e-book access via DRM-restricted aggregator platforms 
such as EBL, ebrary, and EBSCO.
In addition to the less-than-ideal user experience of DRM-encased 
PDA e-books, UConn librarians encountered poor profile integrity in which 
there was use, and over $30,000 in charges, for content that was not sup-
posed to be in the EBL PDA profile. Although librarians can report PDA 
profile integrity issues or e-book functionality and missing content prob-
lems to vendors, the bottom line is that the vendors should deliver what the 
libraries paid for. However, with the volume of online content increasing 
and the number of staff managing online content remaining flat or decreas-
ing, it is harder to track, report, and monitor e-books for such issues. 
Adobe’s unencrypted collection of e-book user data also caused great 
concern. In October 2014, Nate Hoffelder (2014) wrote on The Digital 
Reader blog that Adobe Digital Editions 4 gathers “data on the e-books 
that have been opened, which pages were read, and in what order. All of 
this data, including the title, publisher, and other metadata for the book is 
being sent to Adobe’s server in clear text” (para. 6). According to Hoffelder, 
“Adobe is not only logging what users are doing, they’re also sending those 
logs to their servers in such a way that anyone running one of the servers 
in between can listen in and know everything” (para. 7). For people using 
Adobe Digital Editions on an e-reader, Adobe is scanning and gathering 
metadata for all e-books on the device, not just for the e-books opened in 
Adobe Digital Editions 4, but also all EPUB e-books and e-books stored in 
calibre, the e-book collection management software.
Profile integrity issues coupled with such an egregious breach of pri-
vacy when accessing and using UConn Libraries’ e-books culminated in dis-
continuing the EBL and ebrary PDA programs in October 2014.
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let’s fix it
How can libraries capture the acquisitions benefit of PDA but make 
e-book access and use a pleasant, easy, and confidential experience for 
users? Knowing what users need, UConn librarians strive for DRM-free, 
unlimited simultaneous, e-journal article-like, and title-by-title access to 
e-books, while only paying for what the scholarly community needs. With 
continuing flat or reduced budgets and increased need to justify spend-
ing, librarians can neither afford nor justify buying packages of e-books to 
access select titles.
Analysis of UConn’s EBL PDA use data showed that of the 294 publish-
ers with titles that patrons used, 75% of the funds were spent for e-books 
from just seven publishers. ebrary PDA use data showed that of the 492 
publishers with use, 48% of the funds were spent for books from seven 
publishers, many of them the same as the EBL high-use publishers. Such 
data became the germ for an idea: UConn Libraries pays a small deposit to 
an e-book publisher for 12 months of access to all their DRM-free e-books 
via the publisher’s platform. At the end of the 12 months, a predetermined 
amount spent would be applied to the perpetual access purchase of those 
e-books with the highest use and that best matched the university’s curricu-
lar needs. The goal of this evidence-based selection (EBS) of e-books model 
would be to purchase DRM-free, in-demand e-books with access analogous 
to e-journal articles. Depending on the publisher, the guaranteed amount 
spent may be similar to an e-book package price and would help show that 
title-by-title purchasing is a viable and needed model.
Thus, in fall 2012 UConn librarians began talks with select publish-
ers about a trial to explore this new model of acquiring e-books. During 
these conversations, it became clear that—regardless of the term used to 
describe the model—some publishers (e.g., Elsevier and Wiley) were also 
beginning to offer alternatives to publisher-provided e-book packages 
and aggregate PDA programs. By November 2014, UConn Libraries had 
active EBS e-book pilots with Wiley (Wiley’s Usage Based Collection Man-
agement Model), Taylor & Francis, and Digitalia. Librarians also set up 
a similar model for Gale’s Archives Unbound primary source collections. 
Elsevier and SAGE also offer variations on EBS e-book programs and Alex-
ander Street Press offers an evidence-based acquisitions model for their 
streaming video collection.
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evidence-bAsed selection of e-books:  
benefits And chAllenges
Based on UConn’s experience thus far with evidence-based selection of 
e-books, there are notable advantages, including DRM-free e-book access 
similar to, and integrated with, e-journal access for similar publisher con-
tent. Additionally, the data gathered during the access year can be applied 
not only to purchase decisions at the end of the 12-month period, but also 
can be used to make data-informed collection allocations for the follow-
ing year or as hard evidence when submitting funding requests. Although 
it is not yet known whether EBS will also result in higher use of e-journal 
content on publisher platforms, there is reason to be optimistic given cross-
linking and integrated search on some publisher sites.
However, there are downsides to such models. Not all e-books are avail-
able directly from the publisher, nor do all publishers have their own website 
for accessing their e-books. For example, librarians found that an undeter-
mined number of Wiley e-books are only available as separate purchases 
(e.g., Wiley reference titles) or via aggregator platforms such as EBL and 
ebrary, rather than as part of the evidence-based selection of e-books pilot 
via Wiley Online. Thus EBS is not an all-encompassing solution for academic 
libraries to provide e-book access to their communities, but it is one of many 
approaches to collecting e-books. Additionally, the disappearance of those 
e-books that a library decides not to purchase after a set amount of time will 
likely frustrate users, though the case of disappearing e-book access seems 
to be commonplace regardless of platform and acquisition model. Another 
downside of evidence-based selection of e-books is that DRM enables most 
PDA profiles to use technology in an attempt to differentiate between “real” 
and “casual” use so that no use is triggered for views of the front or back 
matter, or for fewer than 15 minutes of browsing; longer use of core content, 
printing, and downloading all trigger use. Use reports of non-DRM e-books 
show raw downloads only; there is no way of knowing from COUNTER 
reports how a patron used a downloaded book.
A further challenge of evidence-based selection models is that they add 
yet another multilayered and unique e-resource management workflow to 
an acquisitions “aquarium” that is already quite full of exotic fish in need 
of ongoing care. However, when a model helps provide unfettered access to 
needed information that it is librarians’ responsibility to provide, allocating 
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the resources to implement and monitor it is a far better use of a library’s 
staff time than activities such as constantly troubleshooting lost e-book 
access, developing user guides for unintuitive and hard-to-use e-book plat-
forms, monitoring the integrity of a PDA profile, or ordering print copies of 
a book when it is discovered that the key diagrams, images, and tables are 
not available in the electronic edition.
recommendAtions
When developing a plan for evidence-based selection of e-books, the fol-
lowing points may be helpful to determine which publishers to approach, to
avoid duplicate e-book purchases, and to estimate budget allocations per 
publisher. Analyze:
1. Aggregator PDA reports for spending and use by publisher, 
2. COUNTER turnaway and denied-access/unlicensed content reports,
3. Publisher e-book price lists (title by title and packages),
4. Faculty feedback and requests for e-book access via publisher platforms,
5. Library-owned e-book title lists by publisher to help prioritize which pub-
lishers to approach about an evidence-based selection program and to 
avoid duplicate e-book purchases.
Models for evidence-based selection of e-books are just one means of 
providing access to e-books, addressing the issues of user experience, and 
paying only for what is in demand and used by an academic community. 
conclUsion
Academic librarians need to know their users’ expectations for accessing 
information and what users do with that information; this understanding 
is vital to informing not only what collections to acquire, but also the access 
methods. Additionally, with continued strains on library collection budgets 
and calls for justifying spending, data-rich models for acquiring e-books 
should be the norm. Academic libraries are well positioned to shape col-
lection models. Librarians need not wait to see what information providers 
offer to them; instead, they should proactively propose models to publish-
ers that work from financial, user experience/expectation, and information 
access perspectives, such as buying only DRM-free e-books and adopting 
evidence-based selection models to buy only what patrons use.
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Although developing new models of e-book acquisition and access is 
slow and time-consuming, it is important to acknowledge, celebrate, and 
continuously evaluate the effectiveness of small changes so that library 
resources are both relevant and accessible. With the multitude of plat-
forms, interfaces, and devices that are now part of the information access 
equation, it is fundamentally unacceptable for libraries to provide relevant 
information to their academic communities without also making sure that 
the user experience accessing those collections meets or exceeds the users’ 
expectations. Library collections become irrelevant if users cannot easily 
access them.
Just as the academy is responsible for supporting freedom of speech, 
so too is the academic library responsible for mitigating the impediments 
so that there is also freedom of access. When libraries purchase content 
encased in poor interfaces and behind artificial barriers, it is a form of 
censorship—a situation that the library community should challenge in the 
“fulfillment of [our] responsibility to provide information and enlighten-
ment” (American Library Association, 1939, para. 4). As the primary buyers 
of academic publishers’ content, academic libraries are uniquely situated to 
change the way that scholarly content is packaged and delivered. Librarians 
have a duty to advocate for what users need, to practice good fiscal stew-
ardship, and to refuse to support business models that deliver substandard 
access at unreasonable costs. Let’s explore creative options for access to 
scholarly material such as e-books, refuse to support broken business mod-
els, and advocate for something better.
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A Balancing Act: 
Promoting Canadian 




In 2013, the Ontario Council of University Libraries (OCUL) and 12 mem-
bers of the Association of Canadian University Presses/Association Des 
Presses Universitaires Canadiennes (ACUP/APUC), in conjunction with 
eBOUND Canada, partnered to  provide access to a comprehensive collec-
tion of over 3,000 e-books via OCUL’s Scholars Portal (SP) book platform. 
Although the agreement was a major step toward ensuring that the wealth 
of Canadian scholarship is readily accessible and preserved in digital for-
mat for the benefit of the OCUL community, the license agreement included 
a section on Digital Rights Management (DRM) that asked SP to provide 
access control technologies limiting the use of content and devices in both 
online and offline environments. This case study outlines the challenges and 
lessons learned from making Canadian scholarship in e-book format avail-
able to the OCUL community while assuring presses that SP could enforce 
restricted use of their e-books. It concludes that the agreement as it stands 
works well for both partners, as well as for users, since the overall use of 
the collection is high. Perhaps the best outcome of the move, however, has 
been the building of trust between libraries, publishers, and an aggregator. 
Indeed, the overall response of the OCUL community to the loading of the 
Canadian scholarly collection may testify to the shift in favor of e-books by 
academic libraries.
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bAckground
In January 2013, the Ontario Council of University Libraries (OCUL) reached an 
agreement with 12 members of the Association of Canadian University Presses 
(ACUP/APUC), in conjunction with eBOUND Canada, to offer 10 universities 
in Ontario access to a full range of ACUP e-books. OCUL Chair and University 
Librarian at Carleton University Margaret Haines commented that in a time 
when “academic libraries everywhere are being challenged to stretch their bud-
gets to acquire all the appropriate resources for their universities . . .” this agree-
ment would provide users with a “signature collection of Canadian academic 
scholarship” (as cited in Ervin-Ward, 2013). Indeed, the agreement was a major 
step toward ensuring that the wealth of Canadian scholarship would be acces-
sible and preserved in e-book format for the benefit of the OCUL community. As 
a consortium, OCUL could use its combined power when negotiating with pub-
lishers and not only secure better pricing than would be possible for a single insti-
tute, but also negotiate perpetual local hosting on the Scholars Portal (SP) e-book 
platform and access rights based on purchase agreements (Horava, 2013). The 
agreement to provide OCUL with local hosting rights and perpetual ownership 
is significant because otherwise, as is often the case with subscription access to 
e-book collections, content can be withdrawn without notice (Ludbrook, 2013).
Scholars Portal is a locally built platform for loading, accessing, and 
preserving scholarly content to support teaching, research, and learning. At 
its base is ebrary software, purchased in 2009. When ebrary moved to cloud 
technology, the SP e-book team developed services that communicated 
with the software to migrate the content to MarkLogic Ejournal technology. 
The bilingual interface (English–French) of SP allows various search facets 
and presents basic metadata for each title. Access to the full content of each 
e-book is managed through an entitlement system that reflects the license 
agreement and makes sure that the agreement is enforced at the title, collec-
tion, or school level, depending on the agreement signed between the pub-
lisher/aggregator and OCUL. The platform features allow PDF downloads 
at the chapter level, highlights or bookmarks, and the exporting of citations 
to the RefWorks, EndNote, and Zotero citation management systems.
The agreement with ACUP was notable for SP in that it not only pro-
vides perpetual access to the collection, but also includes digital rights man-
agement (DRM) restrictions that required new technological deployment 
on the SP e-book platform using a third-party server. 
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drM technology
Within the scholarly market, publishers are still experimenting with differ-
ent business models for selling patron-driven acquisitions (PDA) title lists or 
full collections to academic libraries. In a recent report, Amy Kirchhoff and 
Sheila Morrissey (2014) defined DRM as “a set of technologies employed 
to protect commercial intellectual property rights in digital content. . . . It 
enforces the use of digital licenses, which restrict a customer’s access to a 
digital object in certain ways, including frequency and duration of access to 
the object, as well as restrictions of rights of transfer, or the ability to copy 
the object” (p. 10). This definition depicts DRM as a restrictive technology, 
one that corresponds with business models that control e-books in a man-
ner that some librarians consider conflicting with their libraries’ collection 
development policies. This control is ostensibly aimed at preventing e-book 
piracy by creating file-locking protection, but it also is used for locking cus-
tomers into a specific retail platform (Maxwell, 2013).
For the ACUP/OCUL deal, the parties agreed on Adobe’s DRM system, 
Adobe Digital Editions Protection Technology (ADEPT), with Adobe Con-
tent Server (ACS) 3 managing the DRM of e-book files from a server.1 This 
DRM model includes three levels of restrictions:
• MUPO: Multiple users with no restrictions. Users may download, print, 
and digitally copy no more than 20% or a single chapter of individual work.
• SUPO: Single user access (one concurrent view). Authorized users may 
download, digitally copy, save, and print no more than 20% or a single 
chapter of individual work.
• SUPO PLUS: Single user access (one concurrent view) with view-only 
rights. Users may not download, digitally copy, save, or print any of the 
work (Ontario Council of University Libraries, 2013).
Figure 1 shows the breakdown of the levels of access by consortium 
members. It is not the case that the SP platform was free of DRM locks 
before the agreement with ACUP or that this was the first time SP had 
dealt with a new DRM model. The difference here is that, although the 
locks that SP previously had accepted from publishers were minimal, and 
the kind that the regular e-book platform could enforce with little user 
involvement, the new restrictions would force users to log in to the e-book 
platform. The need for a login not only brought with it privacy issues, but 
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the creation of user accounts did not coincide with SP’s approach of allow-
ing schools to manage their user accounts while SP managed access at the 
school level only.
Figure 1. Total number of titles available in the collection from 2009 to 2013 
(Maidenberg, 2014).
Since MARC is the main metadata format used by the SP platform, the 
e-book service coordinator, in discussion with OCUL catalogers, decided 
that the different e-book access levels (MUPO, SUPO, and SUPO PLUS) 
would be tagged for each book in the 956 fi eld of each MARC record. This 
tag lets the e-book team know which e-books to load onto the regular 
e-book database (MUPO) and which ones to pack into Adobe Content Ser-
vice (SUPO) and (SUPO PLUS). Although this tag is not intended for DRM 
statements, the catalogers wanted to know the level of restriction when 
loading the records onto their local discovery systems.
Choosing the Adobe model to restrict access meant purchasing ACS 
and training the OCUL staff and community. OCUL was fortunate to have 
strong community support for the deal, since librarians sometimes will 
relinquish a plan to purchase e-books if the titles cannot be easily integrated 
into their acquisitions workfl ow (Slater, 2010). Purchasing and managing 
e-books on a consortial level means that central staff develop technical 
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solutions so that each member library does not need to devote staff to solv-
ing common problems
The loading process began by adding each e-book and its correspond-
ing metadata onto the Scholars Portal regular e-book database. Then, 
depending on the metadata in the records, they were packaged with the 
proper DRM to go into ACS. When users search the SP e-book platform, 
they encounter two types of books: those in the regular database and those 
that require the user to download the file and open it using the Adobe Digi-
tal Edition software. The layout for the cover icons for ACS books is slightly 
different from those for MUPO books, as can be seen in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Comparison of the layout for ACS books and MUPO books. “Read this 
book” indicates users will not need any special software. “Borrow this E-Book” 
indicates users will need to use Adobe Content Edition or similar software. 
For DRM e-books, users can see if the book is available (it is available 
for only one user at a time, and each school has only one copy per title) and 
they then need to open the token in Adobe Digital Editions if they are using 
their desktops, or, for instance, Bluefire Reader for Android or Kobo Reader 
for Apple iOS. The token communicates with the server, which then pres-
ents the title according to the DRM restrictions. The token has an Adobe ID, 
which enables each title to open on six different devices.
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OCUL scheduled webinars to train librarians to support users in their 
efforts to access the DRM books on the ACS. Although e-books from the 
ACUP collection were loaded as early as May 2013, the new service was not 
announced until September, the beginning of the school year, in order to 
attract the most attention from students and faculty members. To support 
and encourage readers to use the DRM titles, Scholars Portal added an FAQ 
that includes a download link to Adobe Digital Editions, instructions for 
signing up for an Adobe ID, and answers to common questions about bor-
rowing books via ACS on the SP e-book platform (Scholars Portal, 2014).
The process for using DRM books on the SP platform is subject to 
changes as staff analyze use logs in order to look for ways to improve ser-
vice. For instance, the SUPO and SUPO PLUS books on ACS are available 
for three-day loans; the use logs indicate that most readers let the loans 
expire rather than actively returning the book. This behavior suggests that 
SP could launch an e-mail notification option for readers who wish to know 
when a specific DRM title becomes available. SP staff also will review the 
three-day loan policy in light of new data on the use of DRM titles to decide 
if this is the optimal loan period for some or all titles.
the Publisher’s ProMise: university oF british coluMbiA Press
The license agreement between OCUL and ACUP includes a commitment by 
publishers to review DRM restrictions on an annual basis and gradually limit 
them.2 The reason for this review is that when a title changes to MUPO, it can 
be loaded onto the SP platform with only the most basic restrictions (as is the 
case with most OCUL e-book collections), thus allowing easier user access.
In early 2014, Scholars Portal sent all the ACUP publishers a title 
use report covering September 2013 to January 2014. The SP use report 
included numbers of non-DRM “viewdocs,” meaning that every time a user 
landed on or was referred to the first page of an e-book, it was recorded 
as one event. Also included were numbers of DRM “downloads,” meaning 
that every time an ACS token was used, it was counted as one download of 
a title. The use report also showed publishers’ use breakdown by school, 
since each school has only one copy of each SUPO and SUPO PLUS title. 
The first publisher that delivered a DRM-change list was the University of 
British Columbia Press (UBCP). UBCP was one of the Canadian presses that 
had no MUPO titles in its original list, but in the spirit of relaxing copyright 
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restrictions, it changed about 60 titles from SUPO or SUPO PLUS to MUPO. 
In other words, it switched these books from DRM to non-DRM titles. Only 
four titles changed from SUPO to SUPO PLUS.
Use reports always carry the danger that such data will encourage 
publishers to raise prices on specific, extremely popular titles or to exclude 
highly popular titles from the following year’s package. However, the grow-
ing market of e-books and the slow but consistent increase in e-book use 
among scholarly communities require mutual trust. In this case, ACUP had 
faith that SP was the proper sole hosting platform with the ability to enforce 
DRM for their e-books, and the OCUL schools trusted ACUP publishers to 
keep their word regarding the gradual removal of DRM from their titles.
Of particular interest to Scholars Portal was the fact that UBCP’s 
changes did not correlate with SP’s use report. For instance, two titles that 
changed from SUPO to SUPO PLUS were First Nations Education in Can-
ada (1995) and Oral History on Trial (2011). When checking for total “view-
docs” and “downloads” on the SP platform, the first title had 105 hits and the 
latter had only 42 hits. Both titles are older works in aboriginal studies, but 
the two were used very differently on the SP platform. According to UBCP, 
the reason for adding restrictions was that both titles were doing very well 
in print sales. In fact, these titles were among the few titles that did not “die 
off” as soon as they were published, and so the publisher may have wanted to 
maintain the titles’ perennial use by restricting the e-book format. Likewise, 
declining print sales were the deciding factor in opening up other titles to 
MUPO. These titles were not recent ones, so it could be said that publica-
tion year was a factor in the decision. In both cases, e-book format sales, 
either on the SP platform or through other channels, did not carry as much 
weight as print sales in the publisher’s decision. This lack of correspondence 
between use and DRM changes as detected by SP makes the point that pub-
lishers still count on print sales to determine how to sell titles in e-format.
Another interesting finding is that readers often viewed a specific title 
from the UBCP collection, but would not open it in Adobe Digital Editions 
(see Table 1). One possible explanation might be that users were unwilling 
to download software to read the book (for analysis of the SP use report, 
see also Jacobs, Maidenberg, & Schmidt, 2014). Another explanation may 
be that glancing at the book’s metadata satisfied most readers. Still, if aca-
demic librarians wish to foster an “e-book culture” among their users, the 
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discrepancy between the number of views and the number of downloads 
may call for further investigation. For instance, it would be worthwhile 
measuring use for UBCP titles that were moved out of the ACS and put onto 
the SP regular platform. If use increased after this change, it might imply 
that DRM e-books do not encourage e-reading. In looking at this issue, 
however, one would need to be aware that UBCP sells their books through 
many digital channels and packages. It might be difficult to determine the 
cross-platform impact that some of those channels have on the use of these 
titles through Scholars Portal.3
discussion oF the Process
No DRM model is perfect, but in the case of the ACUP deal, it is signifi-
cant that OCUL did not compromise perpetual access rights for the ACUP 
e-books. It is worth noting that the DRM restrictions requested by ACUP 
were not aimed at locking the readers’ loyalty onto a specific device or plat-
form. Thus, although the agreement restricts the use of some titles to one 
user at a time, it conforms to the OCUL e-book strategic plan, which is to 
have local access to all e-books. Furthermore, by deciding to choose the 
Adobe Digital Editions server to enforce the ACUP DRM restrictions, OCUL 
did not compromise the privacy of its users. Members of the OCUL commu-
nity can go on the SP e-book platform without having to identify themselves 
beyond their school login information.
Implementing novel technology to build a new e-book service, as 
was needed in the case of DRM books, and then integrating this ser-
vice into an existing e-book platform, turned out to be an expensive and 
time-consuming project that could not have been undertaken by a single 
institution. The existing SP infrastructure made it possible for the OCUL 
consortium to commit to this technological and strategic endeavor. Even 
so, use of the ACUP collection did not happen immediately. It was first 
important to offer training and to create a support system to back up the 
absorption of the new DRM collection into the existing SP services. Fur-
ther, the current workflow will probably need revision should use pat-
terns suggest changes to improve access to e-books and to make techno-
logical barriers as transparent as possible. The strength of the partnership 
between OCUL and ACUP, and the heart of the deal, come from OCUL’s 
commitment to maximizing access to e-books for its community. In other 
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words, the detailed license agreement under which publishers committed 
to grow the DRM–free collections on the SP platform has made this agree-
ment unique and successful.
There are, of course, outstanding concerns. There is some indication 
that DRM restrictions may drive away users who show interest in DRM 
titles but are not ready or able to overcome the technological barrier (i.e., 
getting an Adobe ID and installing software). Another concern is that DRM 
books do not have access to tools that are available on the general SP plat-
form, such as the ability to save annotations and references, create book-
marks, and export references to citation management tools such as Zotero. 
This lack of access may compromise the use of e-books among the OCUL 
community. A final concern is the need for a greater understanding of how 
publishers make decisions about DRM books, since it seems that print and 
other sales channels drive some decisions about e-books.
conclusions
The current agreement works well for both partners, but the real question 
is whether this collection works for users. Preliminary data suggest that it 
does, since the overall use of the collection is high. Of the first 2,000 most-
used titles on the Scholars Portal platform, 24% (480) belong to the ACUP 
collection. This is impressive given that the SP e-book platform currently 
has 227,609 commercial titles (as of November 2014), of which only 2.25% 
(about 5,000 titles) belong to ACUP. It would seem, then, that OCUL’s 
investment in the ACUP collection has been worth the effort.
Perhaps the best outcome of the move, however, has been building 
trust between libraries, publishers, and an aggregator. Both publishers and 
libraries have come to appreciate the advantage of local loading as a way 
to sustain academic collections. Indeed, the overall response of the OCUL 
community to the loading of the Canadian scholarly collection may testify 
to academic libraries’ shift in favor of e-books.
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notes
1. Although privacy and security issues associated with e-books are beyond the 
scope of this case study, they may have a negative impact on DRM e-books in the 
future. Recently, the OCUL community raised concerns about price and security for 
the newly released Adobe Digital Editions 4 reader. OCUL replies were published 
on October 9, 2014, and are available at http://www.ocul.on.ca/node/3325.
2. The “Ontario Council of University Libraries Ebook License Agreement” (avail-
able for OCUL members at http://www.ocul.on.ca/products) notes that “DRM will 
be reviewed at least annually in January of all subsequent years. The terms and 
conditions for DRM will be consistent for the Licensors but may be applied to vary-
ing types of Licensed Materials and for varying length of time based on updates and 
changes made by the Licensors. When DRM is removed or changed for Licensed 
Materials, the Licensee and the Local Hosting and Archiving Service Provider, 
when appropriate, will be notified no later than 10 days after this change. More 
restrictive DRM will not be applied to Licensed Materials unless agreed to by both 
parties. DRM terms and conditions governing any additional purchase of Licensed 
Materials in the future will be discussed and agreed to by both parties at the time.” 
3. While publishers and aggregators rush to digitize—offering a variety of licensing 
opportunities and many new delivery channels—there is still much to learn about how 
academic communities use e-books in order to improve library services and enhance use.
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Of Euripides and E-Books: 
The Digital Future and  
Our Hybrid Present
Lidia Uziel, Laureen Esser, and Matthew Connor Sullivan
AbstrAct
Although the future of information may be digital, its present is clearly 
hybrid. Harvard’s strategy looks to the digital future while remain-
ing rooted in the hybrid present. For the Western Languages Division of 
Widener Library, the strategy involves the acquisition of both print and 
e-books, acquiring the same content in both formats where there is a 
demonstrable benefit. As an initial step in this process, in spring 2014, the 
head of the Western Languages Division initiated a six-month e-book pilot 
with Brill. Over 1,200 titles were made available and advertised to the com-
munity. This pilot afforded a unique opportunity to investigate the intersec-
tions between the use of print and e-books at this time of both/and rather 
than either/or collection development. This case study discusses some 
of the findings after six months of data and responses. Initial use of the 
e-books was high, but it flattened after the first month. The researchers also 
surveyed users on their preferences and report these results. 
IntroductIon: E-books In AcAdEmIA
Although the future of information may be digital, its present is clearly 
hybrid. This is true not only in the obvious sense that the majority of the 
world’s cultural, literary, and intellectual heritage remains undigitized, and 
that a tremendous amount of global information output is not yet avail-
able electronically. It is also true in the sense that much of contemporary 
scholarly practice, from the production of knowledge to its consumption, 
17
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remains embedded in print. There, is of course, a range of practices across 
the academic spectrum, with notable differences between and within dis-
ciplines, but the fact is that, despite clear gains in e-reading outside of the 
academy, the role of e-books in academic life has changed little over the 
past decade. 
Although this paper is not the place for a comprehensive survey of 
the relevant literature, three general points about e-book use in academic 
libraries warrant mentioning. 1) Despite increasing reliance on e-resources 
in general, academic e-books have not been adopted as widely as was antici-
pated in the past or is assumed in the present. 2) Even where e-books are 
used, this often has to do less with preference for the format, which remains 
low, and more with availability and convenience. Given that many insti-
tutions cannot extensively duplicate holdings, users sometimes have no 
choice but to access the electronic version of a title—a fact that has some-
times been overlooked when accounting for the growth in e-book use (e.g., 
Shelburne, 2009). 3) Even if print and e-books were equally available and 
equally preferable, users would still discriminate between them based on 
how—and how much—they planned to use the work. Time and again, sur-
veys of e-book use reveal a persistent preference for browsing or reading 
chapters as opposed to entire works.
These findings are thought to be particularly relevant for research-
ers in the humanities, whose scholarship has not migrated from print to 
digital as much as in other disciplines. This is due not to lack of awareness 
but rather a) to the ongoing importance of monographs, which remain an 
important career benchmark; b) to a disinclination, shared by members of 
nearly all disciplines, to use e-books for extensive reading; and c) to poorer 
representation in e-book packages of older works that remain relevant for 
humanities research. 
The challenge for academic libraries, then, is determining not only 
how to navigate from the hybrid present to the digital future, but also how 
to balance the many and varying needs of user communities at present. 
This is particularly difficult when deciding how to enhance collections with 
a format that has not been widely adopted by the community those col-
lections are intended to serve. If librarians are able to gauge what users 
across disciplines prefer, how do they define parameters for print and elec-
tronic collections, and establish ecosystems in which those formats coexist? 
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HybrId collEctIon mAnAgEmEnt
Harvard’s current collections and content development strategy look to the 
digital future while remaining rooted in the hybrid present. For the Western 
Languages Division of Widener Library, the long-term collection develop-
ment strategy involves the strategic acquisition of both print and e-books, 
acquiring the same content in both formats where there is a demonstrable 
benefit. This “access acquisition” model is thus not collection building so 
much as collection management, where the library grants users an alterna-
tive means of access. E-books will be acquired alone where necessitated by 
evolving publishing models and where there is a clear preference for this 
format, accompanied by a demonstrable decline in print use. This strat-
egy will be evaluated on field-by-field and publisher-by-publisher bases to 
refine short- and long-term strategies. 
E-book PIlot ProjEct
As an initial step in this process, in spring 2014, the head of the Western 
Languages Division initiated a six-month e-book pilot with the scholarly 
publisher Brill. Brill was a natural choice for a number of reasons, including 
the high quality of its publications, its longstanding presence on the publish-
ing market, its rapidly expanding e-book offerings, its experience working 
with academic libraries on licensing agreements, its technological capability 
to implement the pilot, and its adoption of certain digital best practices, such 
as using COUNTER statistics and archiving its electronic collections. 
Over 1,200 titles from two of Brill’s collections, Classical Studies (CS) and 
European History and Culture (EHC), were made available and advertised to 
the community. Since Harvard owned over 90% of these titles before the start 
of the pilot, and acquired the rest soon after, this pilot afforded a unique oppor-
tunity to investigate the intersections between the use of print and e-books at 
this time of both/and rather than either/or collection development.
Four overlapping goals drove the project. 1) The authors aimed to 
assess, both quantitatively and qualitatively, the print and e-book prefer-
ences and practices among a portion of the humanities community. 2) Given 
the inherent difficulties of comparing print and e-book use, the authors 
sought not to compare the use of each format directly, but rather to analyze 
whether access to digital versions of books would impact the use of print. 
3) Through trial and error, the authors attempted to develop strategies for 
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promoting e-book collections. 4) The authors hoped to use the results of the 
pilot to articulate ground rules for guiding future collection activities and 
refining business models for e-book acquisitions. 
The present case study, only a small part of larger evaluation activities at 
Harvard, discusses some of the findings after six months of data and responses. 
After describing some of the project’s successes and failures, the authors con-
sider the implications for collection development at Harvard and beyond. 
Pilot setup 
In February 2014, the authors downloaded lists of e-books available in CS 
(236 titles) and EHC (994 titles), combining them into one list for each dis-
cipline, covering the years 2007 to January 2014. On the basis of the indi-
vidual ISBN numbers in each list, the authors used IBM’s Cognos software 
to extract acquisitions information about the university’s print holdings, 
and then matched the resulting lists to the original Excel lists to identify 
and fill any gaps in the university’s holdings. In the end, 1,206 items were 
selected as available and appropriate for analysis. 
Next, metadata staff added the e-book links via batch load directly to 
the print records. This was done, first, because Harvard adheres to a single 
record standard, and second, because adding e-book records to the catalog 
not only enhances discovery (Connaway, Densch, & Gibbons, 2002), but 
also presents users with a choice at the point of discovery. Would users be 
satisfied with the link to the e-book, or would they forego this easy access 
and seek out the physical volume? 
To collect and compare data, the authors set up Excel tables illustrat-
ing use at the collection and title levels. Circulation data for regular loans, 
excluding reserves, could be pulled via Cognos at any point, for any period 
of time, but Brill only provided COUNTER 4 statistics on a monthly basis. 
The authors also created a dynamic survey with Qualtrics that featured up 
to 30 questions, depending on user responses (e.g., faculty, student, staff, 
e-book user, nonuser). 
Pilot Promotion
From the outset, the authors knew that promoting the pilot and the survey 
would be important. Throughout the literature, one of the most frequently 
cited reasons for not using e-books is lack of awareness. As Shen (2011) writes, 
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“Students who would be happy to use e-books often did not realize such titles 
were available through their university libraries” (p. 187). Unfortunately, even 
if librarians are generally aware of the basic tools available for marketing 
e-books, few libraries have established a strategic approach (Vasileiou & Row-
ley, 2010). As a result, the authors took several steps to promote the e-book 
collections and the survey following the official start of the pilot on March 17. 
March
• Announcement on the library’s homepage. 
• E-mail to faculty in relevant departments, with title lists and links to collections.
• Departmental liaisons from reference and collection development enlisted 
in promotion.
• Pilot included in weekly e-resource trial announcements. 
April
• Survey promoted via link on Brill’s website. 
May
• Flyer posted on bulletin boards on campus and in relevant departments, 
each including tear-off tabs with TinyURL links to collections and survey.
Late in the spring, the authors requested and were granted a three-
month extension of the pilot, through December 2014. Since the pilot began 
nearly two months into the spring semester, this extension accommodated 
a full semester in the fall. Over the summer, then, the authors devised new 
strategies for promoting the collections.
October
• E-mail from research librarian promoting e-books, featuring pilot and 
soliciting feedback.
• Displays in classics and history departments featuring flyer and free book-
marks advertising pilot, and two print-on-demand (POD) copies of popu-
lar titles. The displayed POD titles were part of Brill’s MyBook program, 
which allows researchers to purchase an affordable, $25 paperback copy 
of a title if the library owns the relevant e-book collection (currently avail-
able for about two-thirds of the titles). 
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rEsults And dIscussIon
use data
The initial results of the pilot were unsurprising. E-book use in the second 
half of March was more than 21 times the number of print circulations (38), 
and nearly 8 times the monthly print record within the previous year. In 
fact, e-book use for this half-month exceeded the annual circulation fi gures 
for all but one of the preceding seven years. This indicates that the initial 
promotion was successful in encouraging users to investigate the collec-
tions; over 200 titles in both CS and EHC were accessed in two weeks, con-
stituting 87% and 22% of the respective collections. 
What was surprising, however, was how quickly the e-book fi gures fell 
off. Between March and May, the numbers dropped by an average of 50% 
each month before fl atlining for the next four months (see Figure 1). 
figure 1. Print and e-book use during pilot, with previous year of print.
Print circulation of both volumes and titles declined within the sec-
ond month of the pilot, after which the numbers were lower both than the 
average of the preceding year and the equivalent months in 2013. A few of 
these months saw less than half of the 2013 use, which is signifi cant since, 
on average, total use has been increasing each year. However, it is diffi cult 
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to identify access to e-books as the cause of this decline since this was (a) 
the start of summer session and (b) the same period when e-book use was 
flatlining.
One important observation so far is that there appear to be differences 
in the number and percentage of titles accessed in each format, for each col-
lection. As Table 1 shows, users explored a far greater percentage of e-books 
in CS than in EHC (93% and 37%, respectively), despite similar percent-
ages in print use (20% and 22%). There is a similar disparity in the titles 
accessed only as e-book (74% and 27%). This difference is most likely due 
to the relative size of the collections, which makes it easier to browse the CS 
offerings thoroughly. 
table 1. Comparison of print and e-book use for two Brill collections, Classical 
Studies (CS) and European History and Culture (EHC).
CS EHC Total
Titles available 234 19.40% 972 80.60% 1206 100.00%
E-book titles used 218 93.16% 358 36.83% 576 47.76%
Print titles used 46 19.66% 209 21.50% 255 21.14%
Titles used only as e-books 174 74.36% 264 27.16% 438 36.32%
Titles used only in print 2 00.85% 115 11.83% 117 09.70%
Titles used in both formats 44 18.80% 94 09.67% 138 11.44%
Titles not used in either 
format
14 05.98% 499 51.34% 513 42.54%
survey
At the time of writing, survey participation has been modest: 39 total 
responses from faculty (11), graduate students (16), undergraduate 
students (2), and staff (10), with an unfortunate 44% completion rate, 
meaning that there are questions for which a maximum of 17 responses are 
available. These low response and completion rates are due to what is called 
survey fatigue, engendered by the barrage of survey requests received by 
these groups at the beginning and end of each year, particularly the lat-
ter. Last spring saw the lowest participation, which has increased in the fall 
with renewed promotional efforts. 
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Most respondents consider themselves to be “somewhat familiar” 
(59%) with Harvard’s e-book offerings. Half use e-books “occasionally,” 
with all but one of the rest selecting “frequently” and “rarely” evenly. When 
using an e-book, respondents were most likely to read a chapter or section, 
followed by browsing or searching for content. When faced with the choice 
of print or e-book, responses ranged across the spectrum, with “Sometimes 
print” and “It depends” sharing the top spot.
Reasons for preferring print are familiar: ease of reading and interact-
ing with the text. Researchers feel more comfortable working with multiple 
articles, books, and other print resources than with their electronic coun-
terparts. Most expressed a desire to write on a text or, as one respondent 
phrased it, “scribble on them.” 
Suspecting (hoping!) that respondents were not writing in the library 
copies of books, the authors updated the survey in June to ask respondents 
about the likelihood that they would purchase their own copy of a book and, 
if so, how much they would typically spend. Only a handful answered this 
question so far, but those responses are “often” or “very often,” with all will-
ing to spend over the $25 Brill MyBook price. Since, according to one sur-
vey, 40% of faculty considered their personal collections or subscriptions 
“very important” (Housewright, Schonfeld, & Wulfson, 2013, p. 36), the 
authors suspect that POD options will prove popular among researchers, 
possibly increasing their enthusiasm for e-book collections. Early feedback 
from faculty and staff reaffirms this suspicion. 
Reasons for preferring e-books ranged from access and portability 
to cost and environmental concerns. Significantly, responses here illus-
trate how print and e-book preferences can overlap depending on a user’s 
research activities, and how e-book collections can supplement rather than 
supplant print ones. This is particularly important for traveling scholars 
and institutions with research centers or libraries elsewhere. 
Harvard’s Center for Hellenic Studies (CHS) in Greece serves as an 
example. In the current recession, universities are unable to renew digi-
tal and sometimes even print subscriptions. As a result, the CHS Digital 
Library has been met by researchers with great enthusiasm, as indicated by 
the following survey response: 
For every researcher who visits the Center’s Library in Greece 
the e-collection is priceless because it provides access to content 
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they could find nowhere in Greece but here. We all wish this 
pilot project to last forever and we would like to thank you for 
all your efforts to enrich the collection and provide access to it.
Among those respondents who report using the Brill collections, all 
found it at least “somewhat useful,” with most “very useful.” Faculty mostly 
found it “somewhat useful,” with some of the ambivalence resulting from 
difficulties with discovering books or navigating the publisher’s website. 
When asked what Harvard’s strategy for collecting print and e-books 
should be, most answered that Harvard should collect both print books and 
e-books, depending on the subject matter, with a strategy prioritizing print 
beating one prioritizing e-books by one vote. 
ProblEms And ProsPEcts 
Six months into the pilot, the biggest problem facing the researchers is the 
limited data. At the time of writing, e-book data from only one month in 
the fall semester are available. Will use increase as faculty and students, 
now exposed to the collections, settle into the semester?1 It is also too soon 
to tell whether the most recent round of promotional activities will pay off. 
Even though the pilot was extended for three months, the authors recom-
mend at least a full year for a pilot, if not more—ideally synced with the 
academic calendar.
The project has also suffered from survey fatigue. Does this mean that 
future surveys need to be shorter, or perhaps more enticing, to encourage 
participation and discourage falloff? Can the importance of this input be 
better communicated? Should alternate forms of feedback be promoted? If 
so, how can these be aligned and compared? 
Other challenges arise from the information itself. As mentioned previ-
ously, comparing e-book and print use has historically been intractable due 
to the tendency to overcount e-book “use” online (compared to the likeli-
hood of undercounting print use). In the case of the Brill pilot, the authors 
face the opposite problem. Since users can download PDF files of chapters 
or entire books, it is impossible to know whether users have continued 
to take advantage of these resources offline (whereas a print copy would 
at least need to be renewed periodically). In the case of CS, where 218 of 
the 234 titles (93%) have been accessed 736 times, it is uncertain to what 
extent, or whether, any of these users will return to the collections online. 
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With Harvard’s recent adoption of Ex Libris’ discovery tool Primo, 
branded HOLLIS+, e-book collections now have an additional site for dis-
covery and access. What impact will this have on e-book use in general? 
Further, will it be possible to compare any new data arising from this dis-
covery layer to varying forms of data provided by vendors? 
Of course, the most pressing challenge is determining how to meet the 
diverse needs of the hybrid present. Considered holistically, the current 
strategy of the Western Languages Division is decidedly print-preferred, 
even if, in accordance with the strategic plan of the Harvard Library, it 
is charting paths toward trustworthy electronic resources. Pilots such as 
the one presented in this case study, shortcomings notwithstanding, can 
inform that process by providing important data about the preferences and 
practices of a subset of the user community, but this is only one part of an 
elaborate picture. However that picture looks in the end, it will undoubtedly 
be a heterogeneous and dynamic one that will evolve over time. 
notEs
1. After submitting this case study, the authors learned that e-book use did in fact 
resume in October, returning to and slightly surpassing the pre-lull level in May, in 
terms of both volumes and titles used. 
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Slippery Rock University of Pennsylvania Library, a medium-sized aca-
demic library, is transforming its building space to support creative learn-
ing and collaborations. One of the projects related to this goal involved mass 
weeding of the library’s print collections to free space for new types of user 
services. In embracing the new library service model and space utilization 
plan, one of the major collection development questions was “Can e-books 
serve as an effective alternative for the future library monographic collec-
tions?” This paper explores the feasibility of transitioning a print psychol-
ogy collection to electronic format, using the library resources requirement 
for a new undergraduate psychology course as an example. This case study 
evaluates the library’s current print and electronic books relevant to the 
course topics, and then investigates whether and to what degree e-books 
can fulfill the course requirements. Based on the findings, it recommends 
a gradual transition from print to e-books; for the immediate future both 
print and electronic books will be needed to support this course. 
bAckground
Like many academic libraries, Slippery Rock University of Pennsylvania 
Library, the library in this case study, has been implementing a new service 
model to support teaching, learning, and career development. One of the 
strategic goals was to redesign the Library space, that is, change the current 
collection-centered building space to a multifunction, multipurpose facility. 
18
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This goal included a significant reduction of the library’s print collections, 
thus clearing space for study and collaboration, and in particular, creating 
space for new types of services, such as a technology learning center, a writ-
ing center, and a mathematics laboratory. Under this plan, the library has 
undertaken a series of collection rearrangement projects since 2011. The 
librarians have weeded about 25% of the print collections, which included 
books, bound journals, and government documents. 
In embracing the new library service model and space utilization, one 
of the psychology librarian’s major questions was “Can e-books serve as an 
effective alternative for the library’s print monographic collections in the 
future?” This case study explores the feasibility of transitioning the library’s 
psychology collection from print to electronic format. 
LibrAry’s PsychoLogy coLLection
The library’s psychology collections encompass both print and electronic 
formats. The psychology monographs are mostly classified under Library 
of Congress (LC) Classification in these areas: BF (psychology), RA790-
790.95 (mental health), RC49-53 (psychosomatic medicine), RC321-571 
(biological psychiatry and neuropsychiatry), and RJ499-507 (mental 
disorder and child psychology). Books with psychology-interdisciplinary 
content may be found in other LC classes. For example, books dealing 
with both psychology and sociology are often classified under H (social 
science), and books on psychology and physiology can be found under QP 
(physiology). 
Print books
Before the massive weeding project described in the introduction, the 
library held about 10,000 volumes of print books in psychology. According 
to the circulation statistics, patrons rarely or never checked out over 50% of 
the library’s print books. Taking the psychology books in BF and RC classes 
as examples, 47% and 48% of them, respectively, had never circulated dur-
ing the last 15 years. The collection’s age was one of several factors con-
tributing to the low use. Over 65% of the books in the print collection had 
been published between 1960 and 1990. Table 1 shows the steady decline in 
circulation statistics over a five-year period for psychology books correlated 
to publication date. 
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Percentage of titles 
circulated
Pre-60s 244 9 3.6%
60s 690 39 5.6%
70s 906 72 7.9%
80s 676 111 16.4%
90s 409 120 29.3%
00s 291 152 52.2%
Aside from the weeding mandated by the library’s space remodeling 
project, this investigation identified the even more urgent need to update 
the collection from a content standpoint. For example, if the psychology 
librarian removed all books published before 1990, the psychology print col-
lection in certain subject areas would be starkly depleted. The accelerating 
age of the collection was not only a direct result of the generally shrinking 
library materials budget, but also due to inadequate collection weeding in 
the past. So although the primary goal of the current weeding project was to 
free space, the weeding also made the subject librarians aware of the critical 
need to renew the collection with more recent publications. The challenge 
is that under the new library service model, future space will be allocated 
more to study and research activities and less to the physical collections. 
One solution would be to replace print books with e-books when possible.
e-books
The library currently provides access to 250,000 e-books, mostly acquired 
through packaged subscriptions, although there are a small number of single- 
title purchases. With steady growth in the library electronic collections over 
the last decade and their availability in the online catalog, patrons have had 
opportunities to use e-books. The use statistics and user feedback suggest 
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that e-books have gained increasing popularity among students and faculty. 
According to the latest use report from ebrary (one of the library’s major 
e-books vendors), library users viewed 2,286 unique e-books between Jan-
uary 2013 and January 2014; this was 2.6% of the entire ebrary collection 
accessible via the library catalog. Under the category of psychology, users 
viewed 137 unique e-books, or 4% of the total psychology e-books available 
from ebrary. (This statistic includes only titles from which at least five pages 
were viewed.) Compared with print, the use of psychology e-books was con-
siderably higher: only 2.7% of the print books in BF class circulated during 
the same time period. To the psychology librarian, both print and e-books 
use statistics support the future transition of the library’s psychology collec-
tion to electronic format.
This significant percentage of use of psychology e-books led to two 
important questions. First, to what extent could psychology print books be 
replenished with more current e-books? And, second, will it be feasible to 
acquire new psychology publications exclusively in electronic format?
AvAiLAbiLity of PsychoLogy e-books
Studies indicate that only a small portion of scholarly titles are available in 
electronic format. According to Anderson and Pham (2013), who checked a 
sample of their library’s current print collection against electronic sources, 
the overlap between print and e-books was no more than 33%. The per-
centage of e-editions falls when it comes to useful academic books, such as 
titles on specific subjects that match a library’s collection profile or titles 
that have been heavily used by students in the past. Pomerantz (2010) com-
pared the print monographs that her library acquired in nursing and busi-
ness to equivalent electronic editions available from aggregators and found 
that only 31% of the library-profiled books in these subjects had electronic 
counterparts. Link, Tosaka, and Weng (2012) concluded that fewer than 
25% of locally checked out or interlibrary loan-requested print books were 
also available in e-format. 
This paper approached the assessment of the print vs. electronic col-
lection differently. The author used a new psychology course proposal to 
investigate the availability of psychology e-books, not by matching print 
books with their equivalent electronic editions, but by finding relevant 
e-books on specific topics covered by the course. 
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Library resources for new course Proposal 
This study investigated book resources to support one course, Lifespan 
Development, in which students learn about infant, child, adolescent, and 
adult development and aging in the social, emotional, cognitive, and bio-
logical realms of human development.
The library resources relevant to the major subjects of this course fell 
into various LC classes: BF710 to BF724.85 (developmental psychology), 
HQ and QP (physiological and sociological aspects of development), and 
RJ (child development). The author matched the material that the library 
already held on topics related to this course by LC subject headings and LC 
classification numbers or number ranges. (See Table 2 for print books by LC 
subject and classification for the Lifespan Development course.) All existing 
monographs, print and electronic, were identified through the Voyager (the 
library’s integrated library system) Access Reports through subject heading 
and call number matches, then sorted by classification number and publica-
tion date. The report identified 1,573 print books as relevant resources for 
the course. 
However, a significant portion of these books were dated. For example, 
after filtering out the pre-1990 publications, the total number of print books 
relevant to the course dropped to 335—that is, reduced by 79%. The reduc-
tion of the titles in certain other subjects is even more alarming. For exam-
ple, the number of potentially useful titles in child psychology (BF721-723) 
fell 90%, from 583 to 60 titles. These dramatic figures helped the psychol-
ogy librarian realize the need to update the collection by purchasing more 
recently published books. By contrast, Table 3 shows that the psychology 
e-books to which the library already had access were much more current; 
of the 473 titles identified for the course, 384 (81%) had been published 
between 2000 and 2014. 
Lifespan development e-books Available at ybP
The author’s ultimate goals were, first, to update the library’s print psychol-
ogy collection and fill the gaps with e-books and, second, to transition the 
print collection to electronic in the future. Although the library will retain 
ebrary’s Academic Complete, this collection alone does not satisfy the needs 
of the psychology program, since only a very small percentage of the titles 
are psychology books, and many of those titles do not fit the local curriculum 
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table 2. The library’s print books identified for the lifespan development course, 
by LC subject and classification.*





Maturation (psychology) BF710 5 1 
Developmental psychology








Psychology of play BF717 16 3
Infant psychology BF719-720 14 6




































Human growth QP84 34 4










*For statistical purpose, the numbers of books already counted once are in parentheses.
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table 3. The library’s e-books identified for the lifespan development course, by 
LC subject and classification.*















Psychology of play BF717 9 7
Infant psychology BF719-720 14 11




































Human growth QP84 5 4









*For statistical purpose, the numbers of books already counted once are in parentheses.
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needs. The library collection needed titles on very specific subjects to fill the 
gaps left by weeding outdated print books. The author chose YBP Library 
Services, the library’s main book vendor, for the future e-books acquisition 
investigation, because YBP supplies e-books from most major aggregators 
as well as from individual publishers. First, the author searched e-book 
titles in GOBI3, YBP’s online bibliographic database, between August and 
October 2014, using the following parameters and varying the query only 
by LC classification range: 
• Query: [A specific LC classification range, e.g. “BF712-BF713”]
• Content Level: General Academic 
• Date: > = 2000
• Binding: eBook only
Then, to compare the availability of e-books with the print counter-
parts, the author conducted separate searches with the same parameters, 
altering only the binding preference. The author organized the results into 
five categories for each LC classification range: 
• total number of books found
• number of books available in electronic format
• number of books available in print
• number of books exclusively in electronic format
• number of books exclusively in print
The searches yielded a total of 730 books under the selected clas-
sification ranges regardless of format and binding; 229 (31%) were avail-
able in electronic format. Of these 229 e-books, 41 were available only as 
e-books. All major aggregators, such as EBL, ebrary, EBSCO, and JSTOR, 
could supply the majority of the e-books. Nevertheless, a fairly signifi-
cant number of titles were only available from particular aggregators or 
individual publishers. About 8% of the electronic titles were not available 
from the library’s contracted aggregators. (Currently the library’s con-
tracted e-book aggregators are ebrary and EBSCOhost.) By comparison, 
the author identified 501 books in print (paper and/or cloth binding). Of 
these 501 books, 273 (55%) were only available in print. Table 4 sum-
marizes the results of the searches in YBP’s database to identify recently 
published psychology books. 
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table 4. Availability of subject e-books at YBP as identified for the lifespan devel-













BF710 2 1 1 0 0 0.0%
BF712-713 80 14 66 0 46 57.5%
BF717 6 3 3 1 1 16.7%
BF719-720 10 3 7 1 5 50.0%
BF721-723 113 33 80 4 43 38.1%
BF724-724.3 13 5 8 2 4 30.8%
BF724.5-724.85 29 12 17 3 8 27.6%
HQ767.8-777 202 63 139 13 74 36.6%
HQ796 82 27 55 2 26 31.7%
HQ799.95 5 1 4 0 2 40.0%
HQ1059.4-1059.5 13 6 7 3 4 30.7%
HQ1060-1064 123 44 79 7 38 30.9%
QP84 5 3 2 3 0 0.0%
QP85 8 4 4 2 2 25.0%
QP86 10 4 6 0 2 20.0%
RJ131-137 29 6 23 0 18 62.1%
Total 730 229 501 41 273 37.4%
To identify potential future acquisitions, the author searched GOBI 
for more recent publications by altering the date from “> = 2000” to “> = 
2010.” The percentage of e-books of the total retrieval fell from 31.4% to 
30% (see Table 5). One explanation for the lower percentage of electronic 
editions among newer academic titles is the delay of electronic release of 
academic books in general. According to Walters (2013), the delay of the 
electronic release, which varies between three to 18 months, maximizes the 
publishers’ print profits (p. 191). 
Based on the GOBI search results, if the library only acquires electronic 
copies at YBP, more than 40% of the publications relevant to the course sub-
jects would be excluded from the selection process because e-versions are 
not available. In certain subject areas, in which the print collection will be 
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table 5. Availability of subject e-books at YBP as identified for the lifespan devel-













BF710 0 - - - - -
BF712-713 33 4 29 0 23 69.7
BF717 2 1 1 0 0 0
BF719-720 0 - - - - -
BF721-723 38 10 27 0 15 39.5
BF724-724.3 4 2 2 2 2 50.0
BF724.5-724.85 19 9 10 3 5 26.3
HQ767.8-777 69 15 54 1 35 50.7
HQ796 32 12 20 0 10 31.2
HQ799.95 6 3 3 3 0 0
HQ1059.4-1059.5 2 0 2 0 2 100.0
HQ1060-1064 42 18 24 2 8 19.0
QP84 2 1 1 0 0 0
QP85 2 1 1 0 0 0
QP86 0 - - - - -
RJ131-137 16 4 12 0 9 56.3
Total 267 80 186 11 109 40.8
more heavily affected by the continuing weeding (e.g., child development, 
child psychology, adolescent psychology, and developmental psychology in 
general), acquiring e-books will be more challenging due to the even lower 
percentage of available e-books. 
To investigate further whether the YBP print-only titles are available in 
electronic format outside the GOBI database, the author checked a sample 
of the YBP print-only titles against the Amazon and OCLC databases. About 
14% of the titles were available in a Kindle edition at Amazon. About 40% 
of the titles had bibliographic records for e-editions in OCLC database, but 
only 20% of these led to the actual e-book sites. 
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recommendAtions
Based on the current findings on the availability of e-books on lifespan devel-
opment, it is not realistic to replace the psychology print collection completely 
with e-books in the near future. A combination of print and e-books will be 
needed. Even if the library’s acquisitions budget allowed the maximum pur-
chase of e-books, the transition from print to electronic will be gradual, since 
it is anticipated that over time publishers slowly will make a larger percent-
age of scholarly books available in e-book format closer to the print edition 
release dates. For current collection development, one approach to take 
advantage of as many books in e-format as possible is to set the YBP pro-
file to prefer electronic format. In other words, if a desired title is available 
both in print and electronic at YBP, librarians should order the e-edition. 
The psychology librarian will need to continue buying print books for those 
titles where a print copy is the only choice—because even if an electronic ver-
sion may be available elsewhere, the licensing and platform restrictions often 
prohibit the library from purchasing e-books outside YBP (Polanka, 2011).
future reseArch
In light of emerging e-book acquisition models, librarians should diversify acqui-
sition methods and select the best options for developing subject e-book collec-
tions. To investigate and refine collection development of e-books further, a cost/
value study of various acquisitions models will inform the acquisition strategies. 
For example, while title-by-title selections might match the library’s profile more 
closely, purchasing backlist packages often results in a lower per-title price (Wal-
ters, 2013). Special subject packages can leverage the increasing cost of individual 
purchases. Besides the major vendors, librarians also can identify publishers or 
aggregators that specialize in certain subjects and therefore offer e-books relevant 
to specific academic disciplines, either as single titles or as packages. For an exam-
ple in the field of psychology, APA PsycBOOKS (http://www.apa.org/pubs/data 
bases/psycbooks/index.aspx) is a full-text database of nearly 4,000 books and 
50,000 individual chapters (as of October 2014) and is updated monthly.
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E-Books and a Distance 
Education Program:
A Library’s Failure Rate in 




When Purdue University’s College of Education decided to offer its first 
fully online master’s program in Learning Design and Technology, the edu-
cation librarian volunteered to find and organize all the course readings 
by creating a LibGuide webpage with links to the readings for each course. 
This paper analyzes these course readings, delivered to distance education 
students through links to the library’s electronic holdings, between January 
2012 and June 2014. It categorizes the readings as journal articles, books 
(or chapters in books), and other openly available scholarly resources on the 
web. Since this volume is primarily about e-books, the analysis focuses on 
chapters and books used for these courses. Approximately half the required 
readings are journal articles, about one-third are books or book chapters, 
and about one-fifth are freely available reports or webpages. The journal 
articles are readily available via library subscriptions; however, approxi-
mately 60% of the books needed are not available for purchase in electronic 
format at any price. The analysis concludes that the library cannot meet 
the e-book demand for distance education students because many of the 
required books are not available for library purchase in digital format. 
cAse study Question
In a distance education program, students do not have physical access 
to the library’s printed books and journals. In many cases these students 
live miles from campus and cannot come to the library even occasionally. 
19
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Therefore, librarians need to deliver the course readings in electronic for-
mat. This can be done successfully for journal articles since electronic jour-
nal subscriptions have been available for some time; however, access to 
book content is more limited. This case study of one online master’s pro-
gram at Purdue University analyzes the library’s ability to supply the book 
content needed for course readings in 16 courses in the program between 
January 2012 and June 2014. 
ProgrAm bAckground 
In May 2011, Purdue’s College of Education announced that a two-year 
master’s program in Learning Design and Technology (LDT) would be 
offered by the Department of Curriculum and Instruction. Tim Newby, the 
educational technology area convener at Purdue, stated that one motivation 
for the fully online program was the drop in enrollment for the face-to-face 
master’s program (Hunter, 2011). An asynchronistic distance-education 
master’s program would meet the needs of individuals employed full time; 
it would be more convenient and less expensive. The College of Education 
was correct in anticipating a successful program and, in fact, underesti-
mated the demand. During its first term in fall 2011, the program enrolled 
39 students. By spring semester, enrollment increased to 69 students and 
continued to grow rapidly so that by spring 2014, there were 201 students. 
PlAnning Access to the course reAding
The education faculty members adapted the curriculum, course design, and 
course readings for distance education; like its on-campus counterpart, the 
program requires 33 credit hours. They planned 16 courses and sent the 
bibliography of course readings to the education librarian, who coordinated 
the gathering of links. After discussion with Tim Newby, the author orga-
nized the course links on a LibGuide website, with each course having its 
own page (or tab). LibGuide, produced by Springshare, is a content man-
agement software system used by Purdue and many other libraries to create 
guides to library material and websites. With the links gathered onto a sin-
gle website, students can look at all the readings for their present courses, 
as well as for courses that they plan to take in the future and courses that 
they have already taken. The LibGuide gives them a convenient resource to 
find articles and books that they recall from earlier courses so that they also 
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can use them in further research. The LibGuide is “private”; only students 
in the program have access to the link. This privacy is an option in LibGuide 
software and is the choice of the teaching faculty members, since they are 
interested in protecting their course development efforts. 
The LibGuide has course-reading links to 14 of the 16 courses; two 
courses have no readings. There are a total of 176 assigned readings. Nearly 
half the readings (n = 84, 48%) are journal articles. This comparatively large 
percentage of journal articles is expected for the social sciences, since the 
article is the first place of publication for research and the preferred source 
for scholars. Books, either for one chapter or for the full book, constitute 
32% of the readings (n = 57). This indicates relatively heavy dependence 
on the book literature by these courses. Faculty members select chapters, 
instead of articles, because they generally provide a good summary of a con-
ceptual aspect of the model or theory being studied, give comprehensive 
coverage, and can be easier to read. Adding the six assigned government 
reports and ERIC documents, which are more similar to books than to arti-
cles or webpages, brings the reliance on book-type material to 35%. Open 
access webpages constitute 16% of the total assigned readings (see Figure 1).
Figure 1. Number of course readings listed on LibGuide, January 2012–June 2014. 
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librAry’s Ability to suPPly course  
reAdings in electronic FormAt
Overall, the library could supply 79%, or 139, of the 176 course readings in 
electronic format. This figure includes 81 of the 85 articles needed, but only 
23 of the 57 books needed. Only 40% of the book material needed was avail-
able in electronic format. The rate of success for books from which one or 
two chapters are assigned is worse than the rate for books assigned in their 
entirety. This finding is contrary to what the author expected, since assign-
ing a whole book suggests that it is being used as a textbook or supplemen-
tal textbook, and textbook publishers usually are reluctant to sell electronic 
access to libraries (see Figure 2).
 
Figure 2. Percentage of course readings not available in electronic format, Janu-
ary 2012–June 2014.
In sum, 34 (60%) of the 57 books needed for this master’s program are 
not available in electronic format despite the library’s willingness to pay 
any price or to purchase the book from any source for e-access. The library, 
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the teaching faculty, and the students are left with a dilemma. The solutions 
include students buying the books directly, buying faculty-prepared course 
packets with paid copyright clearance, or faculty scanning and posting the 
material for a short term on the course management pages. This last option, 
although providing a digital copy, places these readings in a different place 
than the rest of the links to the course readings and so inconveniences both 
the faculty member, who has to scan the chapter, as well as the students. In 
addition, scanning and posting entire books is not a legal option.
AvAilAbility oF course-reAding e-books  
With cAmPus-Wide need For e-books
The author thought that perhaps because these data represent a rather 
small sampling of campus needs, they present an unusually dismal outlook 
of the library’s ability to purchase required e-books. However, comparing 
this project for a single online program with Purdue’s system-wide ability to 
provide e-books reveals an even lower rate of availability. Purdue does not 
routinely collect statistics on the total number of books needed for course 
readings system-wide, but in spring 2014, as part of a project to reduce the 
cost of a Purdue education, the administration issued a call to faculty mem-
bers to identify books needed for all course readings. Faculty submitted a 
total of 5,735 titles; of these, only 3,212 had ISBNs. After removing titles 
without an ISBN and eliminating duplicates, 2,341 books remained. Library 
staff matched these books’ ISBNs against the holdings of YBP Library Ser-
vices, the library’s major supplier of e-books, on a title-by-title basis. Only 
603 books (26%) were available in e-book format, a much lower percent-
age than the 40% of books available in e-format for the Learning Design 
and Technology program. So the 40% figure may, in fact, be deceptively 
high. This reinforces the point that librarians cannot meet users’ demand 
for e-books because publishers do not offer libraries all the titles they need 
in electronic format. 
conclusion And recommendAtion
It has long been a responsibility of libraries to supply course readings to 
students. As in the past, library staff still place physical copies of the read-
ings on reserve in the library for short-term loans. Students consult the 
books and photocopy these articles while remaining in the library. Distance 
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education programs are now expanding rapidly at many campuses, but the 
students enrolled in them usually cannot come to campus to use library 
material. The most convenient and obvious method for librarians to meet 
distance education students’ needs for course readings is to provide elec-
tronic copies. Libraries are in a good position to meet this need for journal 
articles. However, this study has shown that a library could not meet even 
50% of the need for electronic copies of books or chapters in books because 
many titles were simply not available for purchase in e-format. 
This dilemma represents an opportunity for publishers and librarians 
to work together. Libraries are ready and willing to pay for e-access to mate-
rial needed for their students in both distance education and on-campus 
courses. Developing a satisfactory model for providing e-access to these 
high-use titles will be a win-win situation, resulting in revenue for publish-
ers and satisfaction for the librarians as well as for the students and faculty 
they serve. 
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Mobile Access to  
Academic E-Book Content: 
A Ryerson Investigation 
Naomi Eichenlaub and Josephine Choi
AbstrAct
In 2014, the authors conducted two series of tests using four different 
mobile devices to ascertain how well the e-book collections at Ryerson 
University met their users’ mobile information needs. They developed cri-
teria based on factors such as ease of access, online viewing, offline read-
ing, download icon, and necessity of using special apps. Then they scored 
each of 25 e-book collections and, based on the total scores, grouped the 
collections into three categories (high, medium, low). Most collections 
scored five (out of 10) or higher. The authors passed on feedback for the 
lowest scoring e-book collections to the vendors and urge other librarians 
to do the same.
IntroductIon 
Ryerson University is an urban commuter campus in the heart of down-
town Toronto, Canada’s largest city, with a population of approximately 
30,000 full-time students as well as a very large continuing education 
contingent. Library collections include approximately 500,000 e-books, 
500,000 print volumes, and 80,000 e-journals and other online resources, 
as well as subscriptions to almost 400 databases. E-book use reports 
show that Ryerson University Library e-book collections are well used. 
These reports, together with the global increase in mobile devices—“more 
smartphones purchased than PCs in the United States” (Mobile Future, 
2011)—motivated the electronic resources staff at Ryerson Library to 
20
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determine how effectively the e-book collections met their users’ mobile 
information needs. In fall 2013, a project team consisting of an electronic 
resources librarian and an electronic resources technician set out to inves-
tigate mobile access to Ryerson e-book collections. In January 2014, the 
project team completed the first phase of testing using a first-generation 
iPad and a Samsung Galaxy Note 2, and presented the results as a poster 
at the Ontario Library Association Super Conference. The project team 
completed a second phase of testing in July 2014, this time using an iPad 
Mini and an iPhone 4S. 
bAckground 
Wilson and McCarthy’s (2010) article, “The Mobile University: From the 
Library to the Campus,” predicted that by 2013 Ryerson student mobile 
device use could reach as high as 80% (p. 214). Moreover, with regards 
to the status of mobile access to e-books described, Wilson and McCarthy 
lamented that “the provision of mobile versions of eBooks represents a 
large challenge to academic libraries” (p. 224). 
Ryerson library directs e-mails reporting problems accessing elec-
tronic resources to erm@ryerson.ca, a mailbox monitored by the electronic 
resources technician with backup from electronic resources librarians. From 
2010 through 2013, this mailbox received an average of approximately 600 
queries annually. Although the library had not received many questions 
from students, faculty, and staff about accessing e-book content on mobile 
devices, the authors certainly fielded challenging questions on this topic 
from time to time. One incident in particular was a catalyst for this project. 
In August 2013, an engineering faculty member, attempting to view Safari 
e-books on his iPad, contacted erm@ryerson.ca. He indicated he was being 
asked for an organizational ID and wondered what it was so that he could 
access content. After many e-mails back and forth with Safari’s technical 
support team and many weeks of follow up, the authors finally learned that, 
instead of an organizational ID, a personal account was required to down-
load content for offline viewing in the Safari To Go app that is available 
for both IOS and Android devices. After passing this information along to 
the faculty member nearly seven weeks after his initial query, the authors 
resolved to become more proactive when dealing with requirements for 
mobile access to e-books and offline viewing. 
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The January 2014 call to propose a poster session for the Ontario 
Library Association Super Conference offered a good opportunity for the 
authors to start mobile e-book testing. After their poster proposal was 
accepted, the project team set to work with the following four objectives:
• test mobile access to Ryerson library e-book collections using different 
devices;
• evaluate the ease with which a user can access e-book content for online 
viewing, offline reading, and downloading using a set of criteria;
• rank e-book platforms on a scale of 0–10 based on performance on each 
device; and
• group results into an overall measure based on each platform’s score.
PhAse 1
Methodology
The project team employed the following methodology:
Step 1. Compiled a list of the 25 largest and most popular e-book collections 
and platforms from 60 available collections.
Step 2. Decided to test two devices in the first phase of testing. (Originally the 
team intended to test access on up to five different devices: Android, Apple 
iPhone, iPad, Kobo, and Kindle; however, due to time constraints and the lim-
ited availability of devices, the authors limited the study to two devices.):
• Samsung Galaxy Note 2 Android Jelly Bean 4.3
• Apple iPad iOS 5.1.1
Step 3. Selected the following criteria (see Table 1 footnotes for scoring cri-
teria for each category):
• Is there an option to download for offline reading?
• Does the user have to create an account to access or work with content?
• Maximum range of content users are allowed to download (whole book, 
one chapter, range of pages)?
• How easy is it to locate the icon to download content?
• Does the user have to download a special app to view content?
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• How does the overall user experience on each device rate (including, for 
example, online viewing experience, how many steps were involved to 
access content, etc.)?
Step 4. Assigned a score of 1–10 to each e-book collection based on the 
above criteria. Scores for subjective user experience for each device 
were largely dependent on whether downloading was available. The 
authors presumed that a user would find it useful to be able to access 
content offline without using a mobile data plan; therefore, a score 
of “0” was automatically given to those platforms that did not allow 
downloading. Each author used one of the devices to test all the collec-
tions, and each author worked independently of the other.
Step 5. Ranked each e-book collection into one of three categories: 8–10 
(high); 5–7 (medium); 0–4 (low). 
Findings
Using the criteria described above, the team evaluated 25 e-book collections 
on two mobile devices: a Samsung Galaxy Note 2 and an Apple iPad. Ten 
collections (40%) scored at least 8 points and received a ranking of “high” 
(see Table 1). Nine collections (36%) scored between 5 and 7 points and 
were assigned a ranking of “medium.” Only six collections (24%) scored 
between 0 and 4 points, and these were ranked “low.” A total of 19 out of 
25 collections scored at least a 5 or higher, meaning that 76% of Ryerson 
e-book collections scored either at a “medium” or “high” in terms of mobile 
access to their content. Only 24% performed below this level. 
Overall, the authors were pleasantly surprised by the general accessibility 
of e-book content in Ryerson Library e-book collections on the Samsung Galaxy 
and the Apple iPad. For the most part, e-book collections were easily accessible 
for online viewing and did not require additional steps that can restrict access 
to content and frustrate users (for example, the need to download a special app 
to view content, or to create an account to view content, or to enter special iden-
tifiers such as access codes). They did, however, encounter some challenges 
with mobile access to library e-book collections, including the following: 
• Online viewing of content sometimes required manual resizing of text 
before it displayed properly or in full on the smaller of the two devices, the 
Android Samsung Galaxy Note 2.
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• Download speed experiences sometimes varied greatly between the Sam-
sung Galaxy and the iPad. This was likely due in part to the differences in 
the age and operating systems of the two devices.
• A handful of platforms had barriers such as the need for access codes, 
personal accounts, installation of readers or apps, and so forth, or other 
limitations such as having to switch to the full site to view content or being 
unable to view content on the mobile site. 
• Although automatically redirecting to the mobile site may enhance online user 
experience, in some cases the mobile site makes it harder to download. For exam-
ple, on one of the platforms, the option of unchecking “Preview Only” disappears 
when using the smaller-screened Samsung Galaxy Note 2. Consequently, users 
are unaware that in these cases they are not searching the full text access.
The team decided to contact the vendors of the platforms that scored 
on the lower end and share suggestions for enhancing access to their con-
tent on mobile devices. 
PhAse 2
At this point, the team determined that future work in this area should include 
retesting on a smaller-screened mobile device such as an iPhone. This was par-
tially based on Julie Shen’s (2011) observations in 2011, “a recent usability test 
showed that, although most e-books in Cal Poly Pomona’s current collection 
were next to unreadable on smaller mobile devices such as the iPad Touch, all 
of our titles worked well on larger mobile devices such as Apple iPad” (p. 187). 
Methodology
Based on the findings from the first phase of testing in January 2014, the proj-
ect team introduced a second phase that would incorporate retesting the same 
e-book collections on two additional devices. Notably, one of these devices was 
smaller-screened than the mobile devices used in the first phase of testing. The 
authors conducted the second phase in July 2014 on the following two devices:
• iPhone 4S iOS 7.1.2i
• iPad mini iOS 6.1.3
The team used methodology similar to the first phase of testing, but 
they made a few small changes to the spreadsheet criteria (see Tables 1 and 
2 footnotes for scoring criteria for each category):
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• Modified the download scoring criteria (Footnotes 1 and 9 on Table 1 and 
Table 2) from pdf = 1 to pdf or other = 1 
• Modified the maximum download scoring criteria (Footnotes 3 and 11 on 
Table 1 and Table 2) from “chapter” = 1 to “chapter or 10+ pages” = 1
In addition, during the second phase of testing, the authors resolved 
to reach consensus about the ratings by conducting the testing together, 
thereby increasing the interrater agreement. Like the first phase, each 
author was responsible for testing one of the devices; however, during Phase 
2 they discussed the mobile experience before giving the ratings for the user 
experience. One of the platforms, Cambridge Collection Online, had to be 
dropped out of the testing for Phase 2, since the library had cancelled the 
subscription in mid-2014. Table 2 shows the results of Phase 2 testing.
Findings
Overall, the authors found that the platforms scored better in this phase of 
testing. Only four platforms were assigned to the ranking of “low,” and that 
was because none of them allowed downloading of content. Only six collec-
tions fell in the mid-range score. The number of platforms that scored in the 
“high” zone increased from 10 to 15 (63%), with five platforms (21%) achiev-
ing a high score of 9 out of 10. Although there were two platforms (8%) 
that scored significantly worse in the second phase with smaller-screened 
devices, the team saw more improvements overall in the performance of 
the e-book collections. The most dramatic improvement was the American 
Council of Learned Societies (ACLS) Humanities E-Books (HEB). During 
Phase 1, HEB received a score of 1 out of 10 (low) mainly because of the lim-
itation of downloading only three pages at a time. During the second phase 
of testing, the maximum range that could be downloaded had increased 
to 10 pages; as a result, both authors agreed that the user experience had 
improved significantly. 
Further InvestIgAtIon
The team also observed some differences between Phase 1 and Phase 2 that 
prompted further investigation. For instance, in the second phase, both 
authors had difficulty reading books offline through the Safari To Go, the 
app from Safari Tech Books Online that sparked this project. The team 
wondered if the vendor changed the policy during the six-month period 
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between the two tests, or if the “Offline Bookbag,” the folder in which offline 
readings should be placed, had not been available earlier. After following up 
with the vendor, the authors found out that this feature is not available for 
Safari’s Academic or Library account. 
Another difference in Phase 2 occurred with NetLibrary Collection 1 
from EBSCO. This collection scored poorly during the first phase of testing 
because it only allowed downloading one page at a time. When the team 
tested the same titles in the second test, both iPhone and iPad mini pro-
vided options to “Download (Offline).” This option was not visible when 
using a desktop, so the authors will have to conduct further testing to see if 
it is available on an Android or other tablet. 
conclusIon 
In summary, the majority of Ryerson Library’s e-book collections tested for 
mobile access usability received favorable scores. During the first phase of 
testing on an iPad and a Note 2 (January 2014), a total of 19 out of 25 col-
lections scored at least a 5 or higher, meaning that 76% of the e-book collec-
tions scored either at the 5–7 (medium) or the 8–10 (high) range. During 
the second phase of testing on an iPad mini and an iPhone (July 2014), six 
collections fell in the mid-range score, while the number of platforms that 
scored in the “high” zone increased from 10 to 14, meaning that 20 out of 
24 collections (83%) scored at least a 5 or higher, an increase from 76% in 
Phase 1. Table 3 compares the scores between the two tests.
It is indeed an accurate proclamation that “the challenges and opportu-
nities presented to libraries, librarians, and library users by the mobile revo-
lution are massive, exciting, and sometimes daunting” (Bell & Peters, 2013, 
p. ix). Librarians have an important role to play in ensuring that vendors 
receive feedback to encourage improving mobile access to their resources. 
The authors passed along feedback for the lowest scoring e-book collec-
tions and received varying responses from most of the vendors; however, 
only one provider indicated that they would take any action based on the 
feedback. Vendors would be wise to place priority on improving access to 
their content through mobile devices. As Brynko (2013) reports in “What’s 
Trending in Ebooks,” a Library Resource Guide study found that “the great-
est demand in libraries will be delivering ebooks to mobile devices, whether 
those are iPads, tablets, or smartphones” (p. 34). In conclusion, sustained 
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table 3. Comparison of scores from Phase 1 and Phase 2.





Phase 2 minus 
Phase 1
18th Century Collections Online (ECCO)  8  9    1
19th Century Collections Online (NCCO)  7  7    0
ACLS Humanities e-books (HEB)  1  8    7
Adam Matthew Collection (5 collections)  9  9    0
Cambridge Collection Online  8 n/A N/A
Classical Scores Library  5  5    0
Cognet  8  8    0
CRCnetBase  4  8    4
EBL  7  9    2
ebrary  8  8    0
IEEE / Wiley e-books  8  8    0
InteLex Past Masters via Gibson LC  1  0    -1
Knovel library  8  8    0
Latino Literature  1  0    -1
LWW/Ovid E-books (Books @Ovid)  5  8    3
MyiLibrary  7  7    0
NetLibrary Collection 1 (EBSCO)  4  7    3
North American Indian drama  7  0    -7
OECD iLibrary (formerly SourceOECD)  8  8    0
PsycBOOKS (on ProQuest Platform )  7  8    1
Safari Tech Books Online  2  0    -2
Scholars Portal Books  8  7    -1
Springer  6  9    3
Synthesis Digital Library (Morgan/Claypool)  9  9    0
University Press Scholarship Online  6  5    -1
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focus on the mobile user experience both at the library level and the resource 
provider level should be a priority so that libraries can seamlessly deliver 
content to users no matter what devices they use.
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Vincci Kwong and Susan Thomas
AbstrAct
In 2013, the Franklin D. Schurz Library at Indiana University South Bend 
was awarded a Library Services and Technology Act (LSTA) grant from the 
Indiana State Library to launch an E-Reader Checkout Program to provide 
students with the opportunity to enhance digital literacy and technology 
skills and to encourage reading. With the grant, the library purchased 10 
electronic reading devices and a selection of leisure reading e-books. The 
authors describe the processes involved in implementing and assessing 
the E-Reader Checkout Program, as well as some of the challenges they 
encountered and how they addressed each challenge.
bAckground
The Franklin D. Schurz Library is an academic library serving the faculty, 
staff, and students of Indiana University South Bend (IU South Bend). IU 
South Bend is a comprehensive public university in north central Indiana 
with an enrollment of 7,860 undergraduate and 630 graduate students. 
The library’s mission is to advance excellence in teaching, learning, and 
research by providing access to, and facilitating the use of, a quality collec-
tion of comprehensive information resources. 
In spring 2013, the authors (the head of Library Web Services and 
the director of Collection Services, respectively) applied for an Institute of 
Museum and Library Services (IMLS) Library Services and Technology Act 
grant administered through the Indiana State Library. The grant proposal 
21
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outlined how the library wanted to purchase various e-readers to achieve 
three main objectives through an E-Reader Checkout Program.
ProgrAm objectives
There were three main objectives to the implementation of the E-Reader 
Checkout Program at the Library. The first objective was to increase the 
digital literacy of students at IU South Bend. At IU South Bend, 48% of stu-
dents receive financial aid. To finance their college educations, 75% of IU 
South Bend students work. Among those students who work, 25% of them 
work full time. With limited financial resources, most students at IU South 
Bend are not able to afford new technologies. As a result, many students 
become victims of the digital divide. The grant provided the library with the 
means to provide electronic readers so students could increase their knowl-
edge and skills with digital devices.
Second, librarians wanted to encourage leisure reading by providing 
popular e-books. The library’s primary collection development focus is to 
build a collection that supports academic programs. With a limited budget, 
acquisitions focus on academic and scholarly material. Popular material for 
leisure reading is added primarily through gift donations or at the request 
of faculty for instruction purposes. The grant provided the library with the 
funds to add nearly 400 leisure reading electronic books. 
Lastly, the E-Reader Checkout Program offered a third indirect goal 
that supported the first goal of increasing digital literacy. The e-readers pro-
vided IU South Bend faculty and students with the opportunity to explore 
the use of e-readers with electronic textbooks as a new tool for teaching and 
learning. In August 2009, Indiana University initiated an eTexts initiative 
that includes digital versions of textbooks and other educational resources. 
Contents of the eTexts are available in multiple electronic formats through 
computer browsers and e-readers such as the Kindle, Nook, or iPad. 
ProgrAm imPlementAtion
Funding sources
In July 2013, the Schurz Library was awarded the LSTA grant in the amount 
of $5,764 from the Indiana State Library. The grant enabled the library to 
purchase several e-readers, equipment for the e-readers, and e-books for 
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the E-Reader Checkout Program. The library also contributed $1,000 to 
purchase e-books for the program. 
Purchase of equipment and e-books
Librarians bought 10 e-readers for the program: two iPad Minis, three Kin-
dle Fires, three Nook HD+s, and two Kindle Paperwhite 3Gs. To protect 
the e-readers from damage, protective covers and carrying cases also were 
purchased. Power kits/adapters enabled patrons to recharge the e-reader 
as needed. To keep the screens clean, cleaning pads were added. Shortly 
after launching the E-Reader Checkout Program, program administrators 
realized that screen protectors also were needed. In addition, a plastic tag 
attached to each carrying case enabled circulation staff to identify the cor-
responding device in each bag quickly and easily.
Librarians consulted standard lists of popular books to select titles to 
load on the devices: Goodreads College Book Lists, the New York Times fic-
tion best sellers, and Amazon Kindle e-book best sellers. Since the launch of 
the E-Reader Checkout Program, librarians bought e-books from Amazon 
(351 titles), ebrary (40), and EBSCOhost (50). In addition, they downloaded 
98 additional free titles from Amazon. Although the majority of the e-book 
titles were fiction, some nonfiction titles including cookbooks, graphic nov-
els, and DIY books were included. Patrons can discover the Amazon e-book 
titles by consulting the E-Reader Checkout Program LibGuide at http:// 
libguides.iusb.edu/ereader. E-book titles purchased from ebrary and 
EBSCOhost can be found using the library catalog.
staff collaboration
Launching the E-Reader Checkout Program required collaboration among 
different library departments. The business operations manager bought all 
the equipment and Amazon e-books, as well as tracked all of the program’s 
financial transactions. The head of Public Relations and Outreach created 
marketing materials and then promoted of the E-Reader Checkout Pro-
gram through different communication portals. Acquisitions staff ordered 
the ebrary and EBSCOhost e-books; cataloging staff cataloged the e-books 
and equipment. The circulation supervisor established the circulation pol-
icy for the e-readers and trained student assistants in the circulation proce-
dures for the devices. In addition to checking out the e-readers, the student 
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assistants also reminded and encouraged patrons to fill out a paper survey 
about their experience when they returned the e-readers.
circulation Policy and checkout kit
E-readers circulate from the library’s circulation desk. The loan period for 
all e-readers is two weeks, without renewal. The library charges patrons a 
late fee of $10 per day if devices become overdue. To protect the e-readers 
from damage, e-readers must be returned at the circulation desk rather 
than through library book drops. 
When patrons check out an e-reader, they receive an e-reader checkout 
kit that contains the following:
• E-reader with protective cover
• Charger
• Cleaning pad
• Instructions on how to connect to IUSecure (the wireless network at IU 
South Bend)
• User experience survey
• Checklist of all components in the checkout kit
• Carrying case with plastic tag
marketing and Promotion
Librarians used several different avenues to promote the E-Reader Check-
out Program. In September 2013, they initiated a prelaunch marketing cam-
paign during GameOn, a campus-wide IT event. The prelaunch marketing 
campaign not only raised awareness of the upcoming E-Reader Checkout 
Program among a large number of faculty, staff, and students, but also gen-
erated continued inquiries about the program after the GameOn event. In 
addition to this prelaunch campaign, a display in the library lobby show-
cased the different types of e-readers and e-book titles.
Librarians placed table tents, flyers, and a large poster throughout the 
library to inform patrons of the new service. To reach campus constituents 
who were not frequent visitors of the library, information about the E-Reader 
Checkout Program appeared on the library’s website, Facebook page, Twitter 
feed, library blog, library newsletter, the Daily Titan (the official e-mail com-
munication tool of IU South Bend), and on a number of digital signs across 
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the campus. The head of Public Relations and Outreach also promoted the 
program directly to students through the Student Government Association. 
Since using e-readers for eText was an indirect goal, all promotional mate-
rials and activities focused on e-readers and the leisure reading collection. 
None of the promotional material contained information related to eText.
chAllenges encountered
Librarians encountered five major challenges while implementing the 
E-Reader Checkout Program. An early challenge was the need for protec-
tive screen covers as previously mentioned. Although not every issue was so 
easily resolved as this one, the librarians also were able to address some of 
the other issues they encountered.
In launching the E-Reader Checkout Program, librarians discovered 
that not only did the faculty, staff, and students show interest in checking 
out e-readers, but also many community members inquired about checking 
out the devices. As a public institution, the library is open to Indiana resi-
dents. However, because the intent of the LSTA grant was to buy the devices 
for IU South Bend students, staff, and faculty, circulation was restricted to 
that population. 
The third challenge involved product registration of the Nooks. To reg-
ister a Nook and ensure that it functions properly, Barnes & Noble requires 
a default credit card on file. To prevent users from buying additional mate-
rial through the Nook, librarians used a reloadable credit card as the default 
credit card on file. Using the child profile feature also established a custom-
ized (restrictive) profile for patrons.
The fourth issue concerned the e-books’ licensing restrictions. Each 
Amazon Kindle e-book can only be shared among six devices at once. Librar-
ians needed a way to make the e-books available to all 10 devices without 
making the titles device-specific. The solution was to place the e-books in 
the Amazon cloud. From the cloud, all e-books are available for download 
and can be browsed on all the devices. Since the Kindle readers already 
have access to these e-books, the Kindle App was installed on the Nook and 
iPad mini readers, so users can browse the e-books in the cloud. Selected 
e-books can be downloaded as long as they are within the six-user limit. 
Current use patterns indicate that it is unlikely that more than six patrons 
will attempt to download the same e-book simultaneously. 
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The e-readers and Kindle e-books are registered to one Amazon 
account. To confirm that the library was not violating the Kindle e-book 
user agreement, the authors contacted Amazon first by e-mail and then 
by telephone to discuss concerns and ensure library compliance. Accord-
ing to both the e-mail and telephone conversations with a Kindle customer 
service representative, lending e-readers with Kindle e-books to multiple 
users in a library setting is no different than an individual customer let-
ting a friend borrow a Kindle. Because the purchased e-readers all are tied 
to a single Amazon account, sharing the purchased Kindle e-books among 
those e-readers connected with that account is also an acceptable practice. 
However, if the library were to make the library-purchased Kindle e-books 
available to users on their personal Kindles, it would be a violation of the 
user agreement. The Kindle service representative also saw no violation 
in adding catalog records for the Kindle e-books to the online catalog to 
enhance discovery as long as the Kindle e-books remain accessible only on 
the e-reader devices registered to the Amazon account used to purchase 
the e-books (Amazon Customer Service, personal communications, Janu-
ary 23, 2015). 
The final challenge related to the university’s tax-exempt status. As a 
public institution, Indiana University is not allowed to pay sales tax on any 
purchase. When buying e-books from the Nook store, there is no option 
for waiving the sales tax during the checkout process. The Library Busi-
ness Operations manager had extra work requesting refunds of the sales 
tax from Barnes & Noble. The initial intention was to buy e-books from both 
Barnes & Noble and Amazon, but because of the sales tax difficulty with 
Barnes & Noble, librarians eventually decided to buy e-books only through 
Amazon because that website allows tax-exempt purchases. 
ProgrAm Assessment
Since the E-Reader Checkout Program launched in November 2013, patrons 
checked out the e-readers 116 times over the course of nearly a year. Table 
1 provides the circulation statistics for each type of e-reader through mid-
October 2014.
By June 22, 2014, 20 patrons had completed the user experience sur-
vey for the E-Reader Checkout Program. Most patrons (83%) used the 
e-readers to read books, and of these 72% read fiction. When asked about 
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the e-book leisure collection provided by the Schurz Library, almost 70% 
of respondents indicated that they either were satisfied or very satisfied. In 
addition, 86% indicated they either were likely or very likely to recommend 
the E-Reader Checkout Program to others. The survey data also indicated 
that the Daily Titan was the most successful marketing channel for the 
E-Reader Checkout Program. Over 50% of users indicated learning about 
the E-Reader Checkout Program primarily through the Daily Titan, fol-
lowed by word of mouth (28%) and the library newsletter (17%). 
Staff notified the head of Library Web Services each time a device was 
returned; using the Amazon app, she recorded the titles and reading prog-
ress for each downloaded e-book. Because circulation student assistants 
sometimes failed to notify the librarian when the e-readers were returned, 
detailed use data from only 68 of 97 checkouts (70%) were recorded. Dur-
ing these the 68 checkouts, patrons downloaded 230 e-books and read 161 
of them. Table 2 shows the breakdown of how much or how far patrons read 
when they used e-books through the Amazon app. The data show that most 
users read less than 30% of a particular e-book; however, it is interesting to 
note that 12% of patrons read over 90% of an e-book.
table 2. E-book use, November 2013–October 2014.
Portion of book read Percentage
Read < 90% 12%
60% < Read < 89% 4%
30% < Read < 59% 9%
30% < Read 75%
table 1. Device checkout, November 2013–October 2014. 
Type of device Total number of checkouts
Kindle Paperwhite 12
Nook HD+ Tablet 29
Kindle Fire HD 38
iPad Mini 37
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The recorded data reveal that 134 unique titles were downloaded to 
e-readers. The most frequently downloaded titles were: 
1. A Thousand Splendid Suns




6. Easy Vegetarian Recipes
7. Fifty Shades of Grey
8. The Perks of Being a Wallflower
9. The Yiddish Policemen’s Union: A Novel
10. Twilight
11. Water for Elephants: A Novel
ebrary use data show that patrons viewed 4,732 e-book pages and 
downloaded 29 chapters over the course of a year. The ebrary use data do 
not indicate how users accessed the titles. Librarians have not yet reviewed 
the EBSCOhost use data.
Patrons accessed the E-Reader Checkout Program LibGuide 240 times 
during the program’s first year. LibGuide use data indicate that 52% of users 
searched for information about the program, for the device user guide, how 
to connect to IUSecure, and how to access the leisure reading collection. In 
searching the collection, 27% looked for information related to fiction titles, 
9% looked for information related to nonfiction titles, and 5% looked for 
information related to graphic novels. The data show that fiction is more 
popular among users than nonfiction and graphic novels, suggesting that 
future purchases should focus on adding more fiction e-books. 
ProgrAm outcomes
To determine user satisfaction with the E-Reader Checkout Program, librar-
ians included a paper survey in each e-reader checkout kit. When users 
returned e-reader checkout kits, circulation student assistants reminded 
and encouraged them to fill out the user experience survey. 
Survey responses demonstrate that the program succeeded in achiev-
ing the stated objectives. Specifically, some responses indicate that the 
e-readers were being used to access apps (28%) and browse the Internet 
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(66%). These activities indicate success in meeting the goal of increasing 
students’ digital literacy. Survey responses also indicate interest in the pro-
gram’s exploration of the various e-readers on the market in order to make 
informed purchase decisions. Selected comments regarding the reasons 
users checked out a specific type of e-reader include:
• Just to try out the iPad.
• Wanted to try each kind.
• It was the last e-reader available.
• The other types were all checked out.
• To see which e-reader I liked the most for apps and reading.
• Looking to buy. Trying different options. Have an older Kindle [and] liked it.
• Because I have never used one before.
• Wanted to see how one works—I read a lot. 
• Have a Nook, lower version, and wanted to compare/contrast. 
• To try out prior to purchase.
• I heard good things about it and I wanted to try it.
• So that I could see if I’d like to purchase one for myself.
• To compare devices.
One of the indirect objectives for the E-Reader Checkout Program is 
enabling faculty and students to explore the use of e-readers and e-Texts 
as a new tool for teaching and learning. According to the survey, 17% of 
patrons used the e-readers to read eTexts. This use also supports the goal of 
increasing digital literacy. Since there was no promotional activity targeted 
for e-reader use for eTexts, the authors found it encouraging that patrons 
did use the devices to read eTexts. 
Future PlAns
Although the grant program officially concluded in June 2014, the library 
continues to check out e-readers to IU South Bend faculty, staff, and stu-
dents. Using the information gathered from the user experience survey, 
librarians plan to implement the following measures to promote further use 
of the E-Reader Checkout Program. First, implementing additional market-
ing campaigns will increase awareness of the E-Reader Checkout Program. 
Second, librarians will add records for all titles purchased from Amazon 
to the library’s catalog, Indiana University Online Catalog (IUCAT), to 
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increase the discoverability of leisure materials available for the e-readers. 
Third, librarians will continue buying electronic leisure reading materials 
to sustain the leisure/recreational collection.
conclusion
More than 10 years of reductions to the monograph budget have made it 
increasingly difficult to support the purchase of academic/scholarly mate-
rials as well as leisure materials to encourage reading. With support from 
the LSTA fund, the faculty, staff, and students at IU South Bend now have 
access to an e-book leisure/recreational collection to meet their leisure 
reading needs. User comments confirm that the E-Reader Checkout Pro-
gram is a welcome addition to the library’s services.
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Out With the Print and  
in With the E-Book: 
A Case Study in Mass 
Replacement of a  
Print Collection
Stephen Maher and Neil Romanosky
AbstrAct
In this case study, the authors describe how one academic health sciences 
library, the New York University (NYU) Health Sciences Library at the 
NYU Langone Medical Center, is replacing the bulk of its print collection 
with e-books. Although the circumstances surrounding the replacement 
are unique—damage from a storm surge during Hurricane Sandy—the 
lessons learned from the case study, including appraising the collection, 
working with vendors, and articulating strategy and rationale to key stake-
holders, could be used to advocate for a similar mass replacement in many 
library contexts.
HurricAne sAndy And nyu HeAltH sciences librAry
When Hurricane Sandy came ashore in the northeastern United States on 
October 29, 2012, the New York University (NYU) Langone Medical Cen-
ter sustained $2 billion of damage as a result of the powerful storm surge 
that hit its main facility. NYU Health Sciences Library, the main library for 
the medical center and NYU School of Medicine, occupied three floors in 
the university building that was hardest hit by the storm. The extent of the 
damage to the library was substantial, resulting in its closure until a new 
facility could be built (Romanosky & Dement, 2014).
Even before the storm, the library experienced a period of rapid 
change, much of which was indicative of changes in most health sciences 
libraries in the era of electronic resources (Miller, 2011). The library’s 
22
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print collection had decreased 42% between 2008 and 2012. The demand 
for and ubiquity of electronic journals and e-books had resulted in fewer 
print purchases in the decade preceding Sandy. Demand for more student 
study space resulted in considerable weeding efforts. Although much of the 
library’s print collection had been moved to offsite storage, that collection 
also had been reduced considerably to eliminate duplication with elec-
tronic content. Thus, at the time Sandy hit, the library’s on-site print col-
lection consisted of approximately 12,000 items, most of which were ref-
erence materials and recent biomedical monographs, in addition to some 
bound periodicals. The bulk of these collections was stored in compact 
shelving in the basement of the library, which was completely destroyed. 
The remainder was in the main reading room, one floor above the base-
ment. Although the flooding in that room was not as severe, humidity and 
heat rendered most of that collection unsalvageable. Thus, days after the 
storm, library administration declared the bulk of the library’s remaining 
print collection a total loss.1 
FederAl emergency mAnAgement AssociAtion (FemA)
In early 2013, library administration met with representatives from the 
FEMA and the medical center’s finance department to discuss the library’s 
losses as a result of Sandy.2 FEMA provided the library with guidelines for 
determining collection and object eligibility for FEMA assistance (Federal 
Emergency Management Agency, 2008). FEMA outlined that the library 
would need to compile a list of all of the lost books, noting the value of each 
item. If FEMA funding was granted, the library would replace each item on 
a one-to-one, print-for-print basis. The rule of thumb would be to attempt 
to replace lost items with exact equivalents.
Given the changes in user behavior and decreased library acquisi-
tions of print materials in recent years, and the uncertainty of whether 
the newly rebuilt library would contain space for a print collection, library 
administration decided to advocate for a 100% electronic replacement of 
the lost print collection. The library had to estimate the value of the lost 
collection, demonstrate to FEMA the rationale for this bulk replacement, 
and present viable options for electronic content that the library could 
purchase and own, not license indefinitely, given the temporary availabil-
ity of FEMA funding.
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metHodology
The first challenge the library addressed was assessing the value of the lost 
print collection. Prior to Hurricane Sandy, the library undertook two migra-
tions of its integrated library system (ILS) in less than four years. These 
migrations greatly compromised the quality of the library’s catalog records, 
most notably in terms of acquisitions data. In 2008, the library migrated its 
ILS from Innovative Interfaces’ Millennium product to the open-source ILS 
Koha. During this migration the price information for print monographs 
and journals did not transfer successfully from Millennium to Koha. In 
early 2012 the library commenced its migration from Koha to Ex Libris’s 
Aleph. Although the cost information from Millennium had been saved and 
could have been included in the second migration, this information was lost 
on the library servers that were damaged during Hurricane Sandy. 
Given these difficulties, the library took several approaches to appraise 
its collection.3 First, the library contacted its book vendors, Majors/YBP 
Library Services and Rittenhouse Book Distributors (www.rittenhouse.
com) for records on its purchases. However, this would only capture a 
small segment of the collection, namely recent acquisitions. Also, the book 
vendors’ records could only tell the library what it had paid, not the cur-
rent value of those items, which is what FEMA required. Next, the library 
compiled a list of the print monographs sorted by ISBN and shared it with 
the library’s book vendors to provide cost estimates for one-to-one print 
replacement (see Tables 1 and 2). Before providing the quote, the book ven-
dors were given the following caveats:
• If a title was out of print but superseded by a newer edition, the book ven-
dors were instructed to use the cost of the latest edition in the estimate.
• If a title was out of print and had no newer edition available, the book ven-
dors were instructed to provide a quote for what it would cost to acquire 
the title in the estimate.4
Finally, the library ran the same list of ISBNs through Readerware 
(www.readware.com), a commercial software that retrieves bibliographic 
and cost information based on ISBN (or UPCs for CDs or videos) from vari-
ous websites, including Amazon. With Readerware the library retrieved price 
quotes from Amazon and the various booksellers who sell on the website, 
providing a unique perspective of current marketplace value (see Table 3).
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table 1. Quote from Rittenhouse Book Distributors.
Rittenhouse Book Distributors Quantity Total cost
Items in stock  4,790 $741,864.86
Items out of stock  1,205 $194,504.44
Other  5,836 N/A
Total Estimate  11,831 $936,369.30
table 2. Quote from YBP.
YBP Quantity Total cost
 Items in stock 5,444 $753,992.04 
 Items out of stock 2,795 $377,039.04
 Other 3,592 $47,885.63
 Total Estimate 11,831 $1,178,916.71
table 3. Quote from Readerware/Amazon.com.
Amazon.com Quantity Total cost
 Items in stock  7,253 $696,072.87
 Average price per item N/A $95.97
 Items out of stock 
 (based on avg. price per item)
 4,578 $439,350.66
 Total Estimate  11,831 $1,135,423.53
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The estimates from YBP, Rittenhouse Book Distributors, and Reader-
ware were not only useful in calculating the value of the print collection, but 
they also illustrated the challenge of finding an exact one-to-one replace-
ment for each item. Moreover, upon reviewing the collection budget from 
2009 to 2013, the library had evidence of a steady decrease in print collec-
tion purchasing and an increase in spending on e-books (see Tables 4 and 
5). These data reflected the prevailing trend among academic libraries to 
offer e-books. To explain the merits of this trend, the following quote from 
Michael Heyd’s (2010) article in Journal of Electronic Resources in Medi-
cal Libraries was included in the library’s proposal to FEMA:
The advantages of online electronic books over their printed 
counterparts include the ability to search in greater depth 
than traditional tables of contents and indexes; hyperlink-
ing to related information in the text, citations, or full-text 
references; access from multiple locations within the insti-
tution or from other locations; access by multiple users at 
one time (depending on the platform and the license terms); 
updating of text between printed editions; and features such 
as news updates, dictionaries, atlases, calculators, videos, 
and other content that add value beyond the original printed 
text. (p. 14) 
These points were essential in creating a case to FEMA for the mass 
replacement of a print collection with e-books.
table 4. NYUHSL print book purchases, 2009–2013.
Fiscal year Total Amount Year to year Total budget % of total budget
2009 $80,238 -- $1,424,521 5.63%
2010 $42,405 -47% $1,259,166 3.37%
2011 $23,704 -44% $2,747,645 0.86%
2012 $3,598 -85% $2,967,576 0.12%
2013 $2,955 -18% $2,903,480 0.10%
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Table 5. NYUHSL e-book purchases, 2009–2013.
Fiscal year Total amount Year to year Total budget % of total budget
2009 $98,853 -- $1,424,521 6.94%
2010 $47,845 -48% $1,259,166 3.80%
2011 $288,933 608% $2,747,645 10.52%
2012 $118,437 -41% $2,967,576 3.99%
2013 $171,224 145% $2,903,480 5.90%
These findings also reflected a prevailing trend among academic librar-
ies to offer e-books to their users (see Figure 1).
Figure 1. From “Dramatic Growth: LJ’s [Library Journal’s] Second Annual Ebook 
Survey” (Miller, 2011).
With this evidence in hand, the library drafted its proposal for the 
mass replacement of print with e-books. The proposal offered a two-
tiered approach for the replacement. First, where it was applicable, the 
library would attempt to purchase one-to-one replacements of print 
books with e-book versions. To do this, third-party aggregators like 
STAT!Ref, ebrary, and Rittenhouse Book Distributors’ R2 Digital Library 
would receive a list of the ISBNs for the lost print items. They then would 
provide a quote for items they could match with an e-book version on 
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their respective platforms. Next, for items for which publishers did not 
have an e-book available, the library would use Library of Congress (LC) 
Classification to analyze the items according to LC’s classes and sub-
classes. The library would compare the classifications of the lost print 
items against those in a publisher’s backfile collection and make e-book 
purchases in the same subject areas as the lost print books. Although in 
most cases the e-books would not be exact replacements of the lost print, 
the library valued acquisition of subject content over replacing specific 
titles. In all cases, the library would purchase perpetual access to the 
e-books.5 Subscription content or collections requiring maintenance fees 
would not be considered for purchase given the temporary availability of 
FEMA funding.
conclusion
Over the course of 2013 and early 2014, the librarians held several meet-
ings with FEMA staff and medical center finance personnel to present the 
evidence and rationale outlined in the preceding section. FEMA ultimately 
approved the mass replacement program as presented, awarding the 
library $1.5 million in funds to be spent over a three- to five-year timeframe. 
The library was positioned to start purchasing immediately, as it already 
had identified two e-book backfiles and one journal backfile. The awarded 
amount was slightly higher than the library’s estimate of $1.1 million for 
the print collection, but it also built capacity for conservation of storm- 
damaged archival materials and other affected library programs.
The approval of this plan also was fortuitous since the plans for the 
rebuilt library facility, which had been unfolding over the same time 
period, ultimately contained very little book shelving in favor of more pro-
gram space for technology, group and individual study, and special col-
lections display. Thus, the mass replacement of the print collection with 
e-books aligned with the library’s strategic vision going forward.
discussion
Although the circumstances prompting the mass replacement program out-
lined in this case study were unique to the NYU Health Sciences Library, the 
experience yielded several valuable lessons for any library contemplating a 
mass replacement of print with e-books:
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• Know the market value of the collection: The loss of acquisitions data 
through multiple ILS migrations and a natural disaster proved a consider-
able stumbling block for NYU at the outset. Maintaining and backing up 
these data so that they can be easily resurrected, compiled, and analyzed 
is essential to this type of replacement program. Readerware proved to be 
an excellent tool for determining current market value of the collection. 
• Maintain strong vendor relationships: Vendors proved to be invaluable 
partners throughout this process, assisting with both appraisal and con-
tent-matching aspects of the library’s proposal development. Although the 
value proposition for the vendors was clear in this scenario, the circum-
stances demanded that the library articulate a focused program for e-book 
purchasing with specific stipulations attached.
• Be able to tell your library’s story to nonlibrary audiences: Federal gov-
ernment agencies and institutional finance departments are usually not 
a medical library’s core audience. The same could be said of university 
finance offices, boards of trustees, and other groups to which libraries 
are held accountable. Therefore, it was critical for the library to explain 
the rationale for a mass replacement program in terms that these groups 
could easily understand. Focusing on the cost and value associated with 
e-books proved successful in this case, but offering evidence of changing 
library business practices based on shifting patron behaviors and needs 
largely contributed to the approval of this replacement program. Although 
not used in this case study, other types of data, such as circulation and use 
statistics, could also be beneficial in communicating the library’s story and 
vision—especially to data-centric audiences. 
notes
1. Some rare and historic collections were shelved on a floor that experienced no 
flooding and were saved. 
2. The library’s damaged archival and special collections also were a focus of this 
meeting, but this case study focuses strictly on the library’s general print collection.
3. The value of the lost bound periodicals was not included in the appraisal. Because 
there is no market for replacement copies of bound periodicals, a “one-to-one” replace-
ment would not be possible. Therefore no value would be assigned to those items. 
4. Rittenhouse Book Distributors chose not to observe the second caveat.
5. The library also would purchase some journal backfiles with perpetual access.
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The University of Denver has been working with e-books in academic librar-
ies since 1999, when it participated in a proto-demand-driven acquisition 
project with NetLibrary through the Colorado Alliance of Research Libraries. 
At the time, Colorado Alliance librarians grumbled about the digital rights 
management (though without yet using that term), complained about poor 
selection of content, protested the high prices relative to print, and specu-
lated that no one would ever want to use these things for immersive reading. 
The Colorado Alliance and the University of Denver went ahead with NetLi-
brary because they were convinced that e-books offered enormous potential 
benefits to their users, and they wanted both to learn about that potential 
and to help shape it. Sixteen years later, the University of Denver has over 
half a million e-books available, and use data show that it was wise to invest 
so heavily in this collection. Yet many of those same problems still exist, and 
librarians continue to complain about the unrealized potential of e-books.
In 1999, there were few choices for e-books for academic libraries. 
NetLibrary was founded in 1998, ebrary was founded in 1999, and EBL, 
founded in 1997, did not begin selling to libraries until 2000–2001 (Mach-
ovec, 2003; ebrary, n.d.; Paulson, 2011). Many publishers were wary of 
e-books, so their participation with these early aggregators was limited at 
best. It was impossible to purchase e-books through traditional academic 
library sales channels, so for most libraries e-books were something extra, 
something librarians thought of as marginal to their main collecting prac-
tices. As late as 2007, e-books had still not caught on in academic libraries. 
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A special issue of Against the Grain that year explored some of the rea-
sons why that might have been the case, but Horava’s (2007) lead article, 
“The Renaissance of the eBook,” took a generally optimistic view, referring 
to “the newfound acceptance of eBooks” (p. 1). He then laid out the many 
challenges libraries faced in integrating e-books into their collections. In 
that same issue, I argued that e-books needed to be better integrated into 
approval plans for academic libraries to adopt them readily (Levine-Clark, 
2007). Three years later, Slater (2010) made a similar point: “Ideally, the 
choice to acquire a print or electronic copy of a book should be as simple as a 
single choice (print, electronic, or both) integrated into the same acquisition 
systems libraries already use for print books” (p. 238). Although e-books 
have proven difficult for academic libraries, today they are a key compo-
nent of our collections. At the University of Denver, as at many academic 
libraries, there are e-books from multiple vendors, delivered through mul-
tiple access models. In some ways, this is because libraries have been able to 
build e-books into traditional workflows—managing demand-driven acqui-
sition (DDA) pools through approval vendors, for instance—but in others, 
it is because they have compromised. Librarians now accept access models 
and restrictions that seemed unacceptable early on and juggle acquisition 
across multiple platforms in sometimes inefficient ways. E-books are clearly 
here to stay, but just as clearly, there is room for improvement. What follow 
are a few thoughts on the current state of e-books in academic libraries, and 
some suggestions for how e-book access and use models might be improved.
Tensions
There are a number of tensions at play in the academic library e-book 
landscape. E-books have been widely adopted in the consumer space, yet 
have been less successful in academic libraries. Sometimes librarians want 
e-books to behave more like print, but in other ways want to take advantage 
of the benefits the technology can offer. Librarians often are uncomfortable 
with access restrictions to e-books, yet accept those restrictions to get con-
tent to their users. And, perhaps fundamentally, the ability to understand 
use patterns and user behaviors is forcing librarians to change the way they 
build collections and is forcing publishers to reconsider what to publish. 
The chapters in this book hint at some of these tensions, while also explor-
ing many of the possibilities that e-books offer.
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PlaTforms
When academic libraries began offering e-books to their users, they were 
leading the game, but in 2007, with the introduction of the Kindle, librar-
ies were suddenly very much behind the consumer market (Amazon Kin-
dle, n.d.). Academic library e-books, which already seemed cumbersome, 
became comparatively even harder to use, and they have only improved 
a little since then. Loading academic library e-books onto an e-reader is 
a multistep process and is sometimes impossible. This inability to use 
the devices that patrons expect means that some forms of reading are 
extremely unlikely for these e-books, but may mean that other types of use 
are more likely. Vassallo’s (2016) observation that immersive reading has 
been immensely successful on devices like the Kindle, while nonimmersive 
reference-like use of materials such as cookbooks has been almost nonex-
istent, is fascinating, given that the experience in academic libraries has 
been the opposite. Academic librarians hear from their users that they pre-
fer print books for longer periods of immersive reading, while accepting or 
even preferring e-books for brief forays into the book to look up informa-
tion or check citations. This suggests that academic libraries need to do a 
better job getting users to the device they need for a given task: a dedicated 
e-book reader for immersive reading or the web interface for shorter tasks, 
combined with the ability to provide local print-on-demand services for 
any e-book in the collection. Further, librarians and their vendors should 
consider whether these interfaces—which are designed for both immer-
sive and short reading—might be better designed with only shorter reading 
and accompanying behaviors in mind, with easy capability to transfer an 
e-book to a reader when needed.
someTimes librarians WanT To  
rePlicaTe PrinT, someTimes They Don’T
Academic librarians often express frustration that e-books do not yet allow 
users to do things that were impossible in the print world, but should be 
easy in the e-world. E-books, according to these arguments, should be 
accessible to many users at once, should be easily searchable, should be 
“chunk-able” into chapters or other logical parts, and should be easy to 
read online. In short, e-books should be better versions of their print ante-
cedents. Solutions to some of these problems involve better digital rights 
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management (DRM), others involve better platform and interface devel-
opment by vendors, and still others involve better integration into library 
discovery services.
A slight variation on this theme is that e-books should allow publish-
ers to build something better than a digital version of a print book. Why are 
they still publishing long-form scholarship in the way it was a generation 
ago when e-books should allow users to experiment with hypertext, embed-
ded media, and other creative forms of content? So far, the publisher and 
vendor platforms that libraries use have been built to provide nothing more 
than digital versions of print books. Experiments with enhanced e-books 
are relatively rare, because as Costanzo (2014) points out, “the market as 
it currently exists doesn’t allow publishers to deliver the same enhanced 
product across all current digital platforms” (para. 3). So academic libraries 
are stuck with digital versions of print books instead of something new and 
improved. This is a tricky problem to solve, in that any solution involving 
a purpose-built platform exacerbates the existing problem of titles being 
unevenly available across publisher and vendor platforms.
Somewhat contradictorily, librarians also ask why e-books cannot 
behave more like print, because there are some features of print books that 
work very well. Perhaps most significantly, one copy of a print book is the 
same as all other copies of that print book. Libraries can get a print book 
from their preferred vendor, and if a copy of that book ends up in the col-
lection from some other source, it is fully compatible with the existing col-
lection. Not so with an e-book, which may only be available on selected plat-
forms from particular vendors and will have slightly different functionality 
on each platform. It is completely reasonable for librarians to expect e-book 
purchasing to be as easy as print book purchasing.
In some ways, the basic structure of the print book is so effective that 
librarians wish to replicate it in e-books. Despite the wish for better search-
ing in e-books, the traditional index is in many ways still a better entry 
point to the text than keyword searching. Reporting on important studies 
by Abdullah and Gibb (2008), Zhang and Niu (2016) observe that the index 
can sometimes still be the most effective way to access content within a 
monograph of any sort. This is a good reminder that there are aspects of the 
traditional print monograph that work very well and should be retained, 
and even highlighted in the designs of e-book platforms.
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In other cases academic librarians use a print mindset to manage 
e-book collections. One simple way in which they do this is assigning a 
single call number to each book (as a shelf location) instead of many (as 
subject access points). Another is trying to replicate interlibrary loan (ILL), 
a function of the print world, instead of inventing something new. Interest-
ingly, Litsey, Ketner, Blake, and McKee (2016) are explicit about having 
adopted a print model to create an e-book ILL system. ILL is fundamentally 
about providing a user with temporary access to an item not in that user’s 
home collection. ILL is one way of providing that access, but is probably 
more labor intensive and costly than simply carrying out a short-term loan 
(STL) of an e-book from a vendor. This seems to be a case where inventing 
something entirely new might be more effective. For an expansion of this 
point, see Levine-Clark (2011).
DigiTal righTs managemenT
Librarians, rightly, are concerned about DRM of e-books. Providing access 
to content that has limitations on use is frustrating for the user and ulti-
mately will make it harder for e-books to succeed. It may be useful to think 
of DRM as falling into two very broad categories, the second of which 
should concern librarians much more than the first. The first category of 
DRM has to do with controlling access to the library; it has a financial intent 
and involves mostly differential pricing for single vs. multiple user models. 
Libraries can choose to spend more to get broader access or less for nar-
rower access. In reality, most books have low enough use that a single user 
license will suffice, and a model that would allow unmediated buy-up to add 
additional users at the point of need would solve most problems caused by 
this limitation. In some cases, such as course adoption titles, these limits on 
simultaneous use allow libraries to have access to titles that economic pres-
sures otherwise would keep out of libraries entirely. This sort of limitation 
may be a necessary compromise, but, as Thomas and Chilton (2016) note, 
it is not reasonable for a user to be told that an e-book is “checked out” and 
therefore unavailable. Limited user models must allow some flexibility to 
increase access so as not to inconvenience the user. 
The second category of DRM involves restraints placed directly on the 
user—such as limiting the number of pages that can be copied or printed and 
preventing the e-book from being loaded onto an e-reader. These barriers, 
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which happen after acquisition and therefore do not impact the publisher’s 
bottom line, serve only to frustrate the user and need to be removed from 
academic library e-book models.
Use DaTa anD User neeDs
One thing that e-books offer is the potential for better understanding of how 
library users interact with monographs. In the print world, circulation data 
could tell whether a book was checked out (but not whether or how that 
book was used while checked out), and sometimes reshelving data could 
be used to indicate that someone had looked at that title in the library. In 
theory, librarians can learn much more from studying e-book use than was 
ever possible when studying print book use, and those lessons can help to 
understand print collections better. In reality, librarians have done a poor 
job studying e-book use so far, partly because the reporting tools do not give 
a nuanced enough view of use. COUNTER book use reports, for instance, 
tell only how many section views took place, but often do not clearly define 
whether a section is a page or a chapter or something else (“The COUNTER 
code of practice for e-resources,” 2012, p. 16–17). Some vendor platforms, 
such as EBL’s LibCentral, provide more meaningful measures of use, such 
as the length of time in the book, number of pages viewed, and whether a 
download occurred. More vendors and publishers should follow EBL’s lead 
in this regard.
Nardini’s (2016) chapter, “Platform Diving: A Day in the Life of an Aca-
demic E-Book Aggregator,” provides an example of another interesting way 
of looking at use. As he points out, so often quantitative views of use, made 
possible by the reporting tools described above, omit more subtle but tell-
ing observations, such as the times of day when e-books are accessed and 
the degree to which there are clusters of subject overlap. As e-books come 
to represent larger portions of library monograph collections, it is crucial to 
gain a deeper understanding of use patterns. 
Although the ability to measure use has not significantly changed 
librarians’ understanding of user behavior, it has fundamentally shifted 
how they build collections. Most significantly, it has allowed the develop-
ment of DDA, which has benefited libraries by allowing them to present 
their users with a much larger pool of content from which to choose than 
was possible under traditional prospective purchasing models. But as the 
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recent adjustments by publishers to STL pricing have shown, an unintended 
consequence of this new model is a decrease in predictable revenue for 
publishers and the potential for a decrease in their ability to publish some 
monographs. Gaining a better understanding of use may help publishers 
make better predictions about what to publish, and may push some mono-
graphs into other publication streams. Academic librarians must work with 
publishers to figure out how their choices will impact publication decisions, 
and in some cases may need to compromise their values around pricing and 
DRM in order to get potentially low-use monographs published.
conclUsion
From their first experiences with e-books, academic librarians have been 
excited about the possibilities they could offer in terms of greater use and 
better searchability. And equally, they have been frustrated because e-books 
do not ever quite reach their potential. Almost two decades after the first 
e-books appeared in academic libraries, it is clear that e-books are here 
to stay, but it is equally clear that problems remain. Librarians still want 
e-books to behave both more and less like print books (and should be able 
to have it both ways). They want better and more predictable access mod-
els. They want better platforms and easier access to e-readers. But there 
are some enormous opportunities. The ability to understand use can help 
shape access models, build better collections, and better serve users. The 
chapters in this volume express many of these frustrations, but also offer 
suggestions about how librarians, publishers, and vendors can provide a 
better e-book experience to end users.
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